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of small particles of the paint falling off while
the disc is played and fouling the player's servo
mechanisms.
Until this question can be resolved, along
with all others about what, if anything, to use

pbile, Ithought it appropriate to publish aself-

in order to polish the play side of aCD, Irec-

explanatory statement from Sam Tellig, The

ommend that readers put ahold on any and all
forms of CD tweaks.

Audio Anarchist, in its place. You should also
turn to this month's "Letters" and "Manufac-

Alot of things are happening and Idon't like

turers' Comments" sections for further discussion on CD tweaks.
—John Atkinson

what Ihear. Yes, the green-paint treatment

No Anarchist column
this month

wrong with the way CDs are made that these

Iwas going to write on CD tweaks again this
month—all the products which have been sug-

hear, furthermore, that various changes are
afoot in order to change a) the way CDs are pro-

gested for polishing the surface of aCD—but
Idecided to pull the plug at the last minute

and c) the fundamental design of CD transports.

when Ireceived areport raising new questions
about the CD Stoplight green-paint treatment.
The question has to do with the possibility
4

works. So do the various polishes. All of which
raises amore fundamental question: What is
tweaks result in such audible differences? I

duced, b) the types of lasers used in CD players,
Perhaps this would be agood time to put a
hold on CD.
Period.

—Sam Tellig
Stereophile, August 1990

AS WE SEE IT

CAN WEAGREE
To DISAGREE?
Peter W. Mitchell

I

had awonderful chuckle while reading
the reviews of the Finial Laser Ilirntable
in the May issue of HFN/RR. Perhaps I

should preface this by saying that, in the entire

and I'm basically lazy), but because it was the
only way Icould obtain acollection of recordings that Icould enjoy without being distracted
by the annoyances of disc playback. Analog

quarter-century since Ibecame intensely in-

tape had its drawbacks, but they were basically

volved in audio, Ihave always found the LP an

distortions of the subtractive kind: fine detail

unsatisfactory playback medium for music. As

blurred by scrape flutter, high-level transient

aregular concert-goer in Boston and an addict

peaks softened and compressed, timbres

of WGBH -FM's simply miked, virtually un-

rounded by low-order harmonic distortion,

processed live broadcasts of BSO concerts
direct from Symphony Hall, Inever learned to

hall ambience at once buried and magnified by
random-phase low-level hiss. The distortions

ignore the many anti-musical distortions endemic to LPs—the ticks and pops, the inner-

of the LP, however, were mostly additive: wow,
rumble, surface noise, ticks, grating breakup

groove congestion and tracing distortion, the
harsh mistracking of high-level climaxes and

in transients, harsh congestion in climaxes.
So, after 20 years of reading virtually un-

overcut grooves, the persistent static in dry

diluted praise of LP sound in audiophile magazines (and seven years of constant carping from

winter air, the constant slight wow due to offcenter spindle holes, the muddy bass due to

the same writers about the deficiencies of dig-

resonances and feedback, the universal cutting

ital), Igot abig chuckle out of reading in the

engineer's practice of blending low bass into

May 1990 HFN/RR an honest description of the

mono (which wipes out low-frequency hall

aggravating faults in LP sound that have always

ambience).

stood between me and genuine musical enjoy-

the music Ilove, Inever learned to love the LP

Although Ibought about athousand LPs of

ment. Two critics of undisputed audiophile
reputation, Ken Kessler and Martin Colloms,

itself. Itried buying tapes: Barclay-Crocker sold

wrote these words about LP sound:

some good prerecorded open-reel tapes, but
there weren't enough, and they were much

mechanical stylus can manage...worries

more expensive than discs. Ibegan recording

which may have kept you from enjoying your

KK: The Finial "will track discs which no

my own on-location concert tapes 20 years

LPs are rendered insignificant ...warps and

ago, not because Iwanted to (it's alot of work,

disc eccentricity. ..wow, static, acoustic feed-

Stereophile, August 1990
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How to make an Onkyo tape deck
as good as its competition.

If we wanted to make an Onkyo tape deck as good as our competition,
it wouldn't be too hard.
First, we'd remove our isolated transformer, resulting in vibrations that mask
musical detail. Nothing important, just little things like instruments and vocals.
Not using three independent power supplies would create competition for
current, introducing noise into the recording signal. So singers have sinus
infections. And instruments sound more surgical than musical.
There'd be no microprocessor controlled Real Time Counter, and front
panels would be plastic instead of metal. Why bother with convenience or
structural integrity.
Now, we could do all these things to an Onkyo tape deck. But we won't.
Because at Onkyo, our tape decks are built to be better.
And that's adifference you can hear—and see.

ONKYO
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 201-825-7950

Ihave always found the LP an unsatisfactory
playback medium for music.
back, stylus tracing 'whoosh' and other ills
...
for the first time in your life you've heard

known adaptive property of the ear/brain system. City-raised children are unconscious of

an analogue LP without 'insignificant' traces
of rumble, wow, et al. ..
low end grundge with

traffic noise but are kept awake by crickets
when they visit the country. Their farm-grown

mechanical origins ...vinyl nasties."
MC: ". .vibrations normally affecting vinyl
disc replay. ..
acoustic feedback and the wow

cousins, having become oblivious to the
sounds of nature, hear every subway rumble
and taxicab horn in the city. My failure as an

and flutter components induced by warps. Also

audiophile is not that I'm tin-eared but that I

complex noise modulations resulting from the

hear LP distortions far too clearly and never

subsonic resonance effects in conventional
arm/cartridge systems ...
the problems asso-

learned to tune them out. Iwish Ihad.

ciated with manifold mechanical and geometri-

by citing aspecific example. Several years ago

cal variations on the stylus/groove contact are

Nakamichi introduced aturntable that elimi-

Perhaps Icould make this point more clearly

sidestepped ...
less severe than the mechan-

nated the wow caused by the off-center spindle

ical mistracking and/or poor tracing which can

holes in virtually all LPs. It had an elaborate

occur with apickup cartridge when used on

mechanism for sensing the true axis of the

tracks cut beyond normal modulation levels

groove spiral and re-centered the disc to rotate

.. .
sound nearer the mastertape in respect of
its almost total lack of added harshness. That

about that axis. LP lovers who had never con-

inevitable trace of a'scrapey', 'grainy', rough-

back marveled at the new feeling of solidity
and stability that they heard with this turnta-

ened sound apparent with vinyl. ..
low coloration with this player; it did not sound like a

sciously noticed the slight wow in all LP play-

ble. I, unfortunately, was always bothered by

turntable/arm combination. One can clearly

the slight unsteadiness and uncertainty of pitch

sense the absence of vinyl 'roar', the resonances

in LP play; perhaps if the Nalcamichi 'table had

and reflections resulting from stylus tip reaction energy. Also absent were the bass color-

Icould afford), Imight have enjoyed LPs more.

ation resulting from arm/cartridge subsonic
resonance.. .overload was gentle and not par-

test LP containing atest tone, preferably around

ticularly disturbing."

middle C (approximately 250Hz). With any

Is it any wonder that Ihave always preferred

been available 20 years earlier (and at aprice
If you doubt the reality of this wow, play a

turntable but the Nakarnichi the pitch wobbles

to listen to open-reel tape and in recent years

up and down noticeably, while the output of

to the CD—media that are free of all these

atest-tone oscillator—or aCD player—is abso-

aggravations? Whenever Iread astatement in

lutely steady. In music this makes adramatic

The Absolute Sound or Stereophile suggesting
that the LP is the most lifelike and natural-

difference to the realism of piano tone which

sounding music medium, Iam both annoyed
and amused. Ihave only to play an LP of a
Brahms symphony from CBS or DG to make
such an assertion seem ludicrous on its face.
But Ithink Iunderstand why my LP-loving

has no natural unsteadiness and avery complex
harmonic texture It's less destructive to singing
voices and violins, which usually have vibrato
and are slightly unsteady in pitch anyway.
2) LP-loving audiophiles listen mainly to
music of modest complexity and limited dy-

friends and Idisagree so profoundly, even

namic range—in other words, music that doesn't

though none of us are cloth-eared numbskulls.

strain the LP's capacity. (Note for example, the

(Of course, you may think Iam; it's afree coun-

LPs cited by equipment reviewers in these
pages, featuring mainly small performing en-

try.) My thesis has three parts:
1) LP-loving audiophiles are people who

sembles.) If! could be satisfied with music per-

have trained themselves, through years of con-

formed by soloists and small groups, Itoo

centrated mental conditioning, to focus on the

might have learned to love the LP. But for me

musical sound presented by the LP and to

the core of musical experience is the large sym-

selectively -tune out" the distortions of that

phony orchestra, in music from Beethoven to

medium. This is aspecialized case of awell-

Shostakovich.
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GET

ON

WITH

IT.

The Proceed CD. An original expression of
how technology can fulfillyour desire for musical fidelity. Tvvoyears of research into the sonic
possibilities of the compact disc medium have
resulted in acomponent worth waiting for.
The Proceed CD. The world's most well
understood CD player.

PROCE ED
Proceede products are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

I
have liked the CD since it first appeared.
I
don't admit that grudgingly; I
proclaim it.
3) As agroup, LP-loving audiophiles (including most of my Stereophile colleagues) are dedi-

At that location the microphones deliver a
hyper-detailed picture of the stage, together

cated to perfecting two-channel stereo playback. Elsewhere in these pages you'll find

with abrighter tonal balance than you would
hear in atypical seat. If you sit in row Jor M

descriptions of the remarkable illusions that

with your eyes closed, you're not particularly

a two-channel stereo system can produce

aware that the bassoonist is behind the flute
player. You Just hear the woodwinds as agroup

when everything is just right—imaging that
stretches beyond the speakers, layering in

in the middle of the stage, flanked by brasses

depth, true-to-life timbre, and details that you

and strings. The unrealistically detailed sound-

seldom hear in alive performance. I've heard
such playback, and it is indeed wonderful;

stage delivered by the best two-channel play-

there's aquality of magic in it. At the present
state of the art, that's what high-end audio is

accent miking, it may help to compensate for
the lack of avisual sense. But it is not some-

mainly about.
But this amazingly lifelike, palpable illusion

or my home.

back is entertaining to hear; and, like dreaded

thing Ineed to hear in either the concert hall

of reality works best with music of modest

Use of ambient surround has another con-

scale—the same music that is served well by
the LP. Where does that leave the rest of us—

sequence: the most realistic surround processing uses L-minus-R extraction of the hidden

we who find our greatest pleasure in music on

ambience in the recording, which pretty much

alarger scale? We can't just give up, so we
search for alternatives. The LP cannot fully

rules out the LP as asource. Ticks, pops, mistracking, and inner-groove congestion are hard

encompass the frequency range, dynamic scale,

enough to tune out when heard through two

tonal complexity of aMahler symphony; and

speakers; when they surround you they become even more annoying and destructive to

neither can most two-channel stereo systems.
As JA has said in these pages (notably in discussions of recommended components), only a

musical enjoyment. And since the L-R signal
corresponds to vertical stylus motion, it often

handful of speakers do acredible job of re-

contains an especially large dose of noise and

producing large-scale music.

distortion.
(Try this simple experiment: Switch your

Given the inherent limitations of two-channel playback, Iagree. But since my goal is to

preamp to mono, play an LP, and notice how
good it sounds; it really is quite agood medium
when used only for lateral stylus motion. Then

achieve something like the illusion of hearing
asymphony orchestra from Rowi of aconcert
hall, Idon't accept the assumption that two-

swap the leads to one channel of the cartridge,

channel stereo is the way to go. Realistic play-

play the LP again in mono, and notice how bad

back of large-orchestra recordings requires a
four-speaker ambient-surround system in addi-

canceling the lateral signal and letting you hear

tion to the primary stereo speakers.
When you do this, you find that the qualities
of the primary speakers are less important than

it sounds. The mono mode of your amp is now
only the vertical L-R signal. As you'll see, it
contains alot more crud than the lateral signal
does.)

in two-channel stereo. Iagree with critics who

If you're still with me, I'm trying to suggest

point out that ambient-surround playback

the existence of abifurcated pattern: the world

tends to obscure some of the inner detail and

of audiophiles is divided into two camps. In

soundstage information that you hear in two-

one camp are people who love the LP's ability
to deliver the warm, delicate timbres of real

speaker playback. That's not afault; it's anormal part of the concert-hall illusion. Remember

music. Through long practice these people

that even in the most conservative (je, not

have mastered the art of "tuning out" the faults

multi-milced) recordings, the microphones are

and limitations of LP playback, focusing

just afew feet behind and above the conduc-

beyond them to the music. These audiophiles

tor's head—where no audience member ever

also possess expensive front ends that minimize those flaws as far as possible. They enjoy

sits.
Stereophile, August 1990
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REFININIC
OF EXPR1
THE MUS

MONITOR AUDIO
Making music is an art; making loudspeakers is a science.
Nowhere will you find leading-edge technology put to finer
effect than with Monitor Audio.

Monitor Audio's gold-dome tweeters and ceramic coated metal
cone woofers work as one, producing staggering detail and
dynamics within acoherent sound stage.

çV.D

Beautifully hand finished to the finest furniture standards using
only premium matched, real-wood veneers, that's Monitor Audio
--where art and science meet!
(Studio 10) ..."I found listening to this design to be an
exhilarating experience bordering on intoxicating at
times, and one that didn't pall."
Hi -Fi Review (Feb. 90)

MADE
IN
ENGLAND

For information on the complete line of award winning loudspeakers contact:

IÇEVRO

INTERNATIONAL INC.
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IN USA
PO Box 1355
But talo New York 14205
Telephone (416) 831.4741
Fax 0(6)831.6933

IN CANADA
1755 Plummer St Unit 20
Pickering Ontario L1W 3S1
Telephone (416) 831.4741
Fax (416) 831-6933
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my concentration halfway through asym-

two-speaker stereo, listen mainly to music performed by small ensembles, and are sensitive

phony, in order to turn over an LP and clean the

to questions of timbre and subtle differences
in soundstage imaging. In these pages that
camp is represented by JA, LA, DO, and GL.

second side before resuming play, is unforgivably destructive of the mood the music has
created. In the high-end community's quest for

In the other camp (represented in these

beautiful timbres it is too easy to forget that our

pages by myself, Bill Sommerwerck, and the
venerable JGH) are people who favor music

goal is to let the music speak to our souls—in
long forms as well as short. The CD's ability to

performed by large ensembles in large spaces.
We use multi-speaker ambient-surround systems to produce amore realistic illusion of

play an entire symphony without interruption
is afundamental and musically essential asset.

being in aconcert-hall environment. We don't

Sound is true: Ihave liked the CD since it first

worry very much about subtle differences in

appeared. Idon't admit that grudgingly; Iproclaim it. First-generation CD sound was far

detailing or imaging. And we are willing to forgive the acknowledged limitations of digital in

What Harry Pearson has said in The Absolute

from perfect, and there is considerable room

order to benefit from its manifest virtues (com-

for further improvement at both the recording

plete freedom from wow, flutter, rumble, surface noise, static, mistracking, end-of-side con-

and playback ends of the chain. Ihave been

gestion, acoustic feedback, resonances, and the
need for frequent disc and stylus cleaning),

pleased to report the development of less edgysounding microphones and A/D converters,
and no one was happier than Ito hear the dra-

plus other benefits such as consistent timbre,
deep and unmuddied bass, stable decoding of

matic improvement in musical realism afforded

L-R ambience, and long playing time.
Afinal point: when critics dismiss the CD's

digital's faults, Ifeel the CD to be abetter me-

hour-long playing time as amere "convenience," Iam outraged. Do they listen only to
three-minute songs? For me, the need to break

Stereophile, August 1990

by the Esoteric P-2 CD transport. But even with
dium than the LP for large-scale music, especially in the context of the under-S10,000 systems that I(and most of Stereophile's readers)
normally use.

DoAsibe
If you share the beliefs of
the most serious audiophiles,
Audio magazine is something
you live by. And if you saw the
March 1990 issue, you must
surely see the wisdom ofTDK.
But in case you missed it,
allow us to enlighten you.
In that issue, Audio revealed the results oía massive
test it conducted among 88
blank audio cassettes. And all
it could d() waç prai ,eTDK
AUDIO MAGAZINE RATED
TDK AR-X 1OVERALL AMONG
ALL NORMAL BIAS CASSETTES.

The test began with Audio
evaluating and comparing
normal bias Type I
cassettes
from virtually every conceivable manufacturer.
After the data was polled,
Audio concluded TDK AR-X
was not only the best Type I
tape, but"... close to the
best for Type II as well."
Afinding that isn't all that
surprising considering the
technology that goes into
AR-X, which results in the
highest high-frequency SOL.
AUDIO MAGAZINE RATED
TDK SA-X THE 1
HIGH BIAS CASSETTE IN
TERMS OF DYNAMIC RANGE
(S/N RATIO).

ment. And in this highly the performance ofTDK no
The next area for review competitive arena, the
less impressive: TDK SA-X,
was the high bias Type II seg- engineer Audio used found with its dual coating of Super

BibleSays.

on TDK SA-X to be so incredibly faithful to the orinal.
AUDIO MAGAZINE RATED
TDK METAL MA-XG 1OF
ALL 88 TAPES TESTED.

TDK has along history of
innovation in metal tape
technology, the most recent
example of which is the
MA-XG. And by the end of
the test, it was the chosen
tape of Audio.
After aclose and exhaustive scrutiny ofType IV tapes,
based on several parameters,
TDK MA-XG was not only
the choice as the best Type IV
tape, but also the best tape on
the market. Period.
So why not write to TDK
Reprints, P.O. Box 166, 70A
Greenwich Ave., New York,
NY 10014, for acondensed reprint of the ultimate tape test
from the ultimate authority.
If you're serious about your
sound, you'll practice what
Audio preaches, and use TDK.

C199010K ELECTRONICS CORP

Avilyn particles, has the

haps explains why serious

widest
high bias
dynamic
tape. Which
range of
perany

audiophiles
found CD recordings
have always
made

Serious
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LETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those
requesting advice about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all
are read and noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication. Please note, however, that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they address more than one
topic.

Audiophile trivia time

imparting the wholly subjective experience

Editor:
Here is abit of "audiophile trivia." Did any of

through the medium of print.
It seems to me that they succeed more often

you who saw the film Dead Poets Society

than they fail, which is sort of monumental, I

notice the record that Robin Williams played

suppose, or at the least atestimony to rare persistence and dedication, and surely to some

for the boys in the scene outdoors, where they
each had to kick afootball? It was an RCA

form of deep faith. I, for one, appreciate what

shaded dog, and it was none other than Reiner

they strive for, and what they achieve. Thanks

conducting Beethoven's Ninth! Could the

for hanging in there.

director [Peter Weir] be acloset audiophile?

Jas. F. Cook
Glen Ellen, CA

Mike Kontor
Melbourne, Australia

The drivel in the popular press

A cause for celebration
Editor:

Editor:

The cause for celebration is that I've now audi-

Thank you for your publication, which does

tioned the "new" [190gm, one-step] Stereopbile Poem album. Isay "new" because Ifeel
that it depicts clearly what you set out to do in

much to provide another viewpoint for those
of us who tire of reading some of the drivel that
is fostered in the popular press. Iparticularly

the first place. That is, to clearly delineate the

enjoy the various opinions and expressions
from J. Gordon Holt, Sam Tellig, and Dick

glorious sound of music in areal space at a
given time. You have changed this record

Olsher, along with others from time to time.

enormously—all for the better, but nonethe-

Dick Weidner

less it is not the same record as was delivered

Kettering, OH

in December 1989.
I'll get right to the quick of it all. Having

That churning font of
purple verbiage

recently read all of the [readers'] reviews in

Editor:

pleased that winners Clark Johnsen and

Iam an extremely seasoned Stereopbile subscriber. My admiration knows no bounds for

did. The body of their reviews truly conveys

those of your writers who put their ears back

the feeling of Poem. Iwon't even try to add to

the May 1990 issue of Stereopbffe, Iwas very
Andrew Quint wrote of the recording as they

and leap fearlessly into that churning font ol

these. Iam very sorry to have read Eric Watter-

purple verbiage that appears to make up the

son's and especially Scott Weinman's reviews.

lexicon of high-end reviews.

They are entitled to their opinions, but may
have been abit too hasty in their negative

It is great fun to mull it all over and try to figure out what is being said. Iadmit to difficulty

remarks. As we know, the original [155gm,

with this now and then, but no matter. Ihave

three-step] issue of Poem was hastily done and

read myself to sleep over many an impassioned
product review, and sleep quite well as arule.
Then, the very next night I'm back again wad-

sent out. It was not as was intended, and therefore judging it as it should be was shortsighted.

ing through it all once more, until !get it!!

some Nitty-Gritty Pure II and some elbow
grease, they'd have heard amuch better record-

It is agreat plus that you have the likes of

Also, if either of these gentlemen had used

Holt, Tellig, and Olsher, names that spring to

ing than they did. Both of my early copies of

mind as being deeply rooted in terra firma.

Poem had gnmdge in the grooves, requiring

Thanks be unto them for their honesty and

the aforementioned cleaning.

realism in the face of a truly tough task—
14

There were moments of congestion of
Stereophile, August 1990

sound, there were overload conditions (espe-

The LP seemed to have been rendered totally

cially in the Andante and allegro con brio) in

obsolete at astroke by the little silver discs.
How absurd it seemed to reproduce music by

the Prokofiev Sonata; and there was adullness
to the sound of the Fteinecke piece. This has all
been ameliorated in the latest version of Poem.
The background is dead silent! The flute is
recorded in the proper perspective and as such
is prominent, yet in perfect balance with the
piano. This has been accomplished by changing the groove spacing. Compare the first and
current issues of the recording and it is immediately evident that the lead-out groove is Y
4-%"
in the new Poem compared to 1
/
2" in the
December version. Yes, we have areissue, and
the record is atreasure!
The musical lines are easy to follow. The
instruments have apalpability which cannot
be denied. The musicians tell the tales excep-

"dragging arock through acanyon," as someone commented. Whenever Ilooked at my
records, all Icould remember was crashing
noise, thunderous ticks and pops, static noise,
etc.; Icouldn't recall the music at all. Icouldn't
even imagine ever listening to one of them
again, and wanted to get them out of my sight.
And, of course, adecade of declining record
production quality had prepared me for just
such areaction.
Fortunately, Isobered up before too much
damage was done. Imanaged to save almost all
of my RCA Victor shaded dogs, Mercury Living Presences, London Bluebacks (and not just
Bluebacks: London/Decca quality remained

tionally well and throughout the three pieces

at auniform high level the whole time, in my

Iam drawn into the music and Iunderstand it
in amost perspicative fashion. To say that the

experience), and ahost of other very high-

music is "less than worthy," as did Mr. Guenther in May, is an atrocity. The music is glorious and should be honored in the fashion that

My attitude has greatly changed; although
Istill like CDs and derive much (musical!) pleasure from them, since Icorrectly set up and

it is on the current issue of Poem. Iam very

aligned my turntable Ionce again get superb

quality LPs.

elated having heard two (new to me) pieces of

musical playback from my records with very

music for the first time and enjoying them as
Idid. The warhorse of the Prokofiev is ren-

little noise Ifind myself in agreement with the
writer who said (commenting on noise-removal

dered in amost appealing and virtuosic manner. Bravo! Mr. Woodward and Mr. Smith!

little noise doesn't deserve to listen to records

Bravo.
Iwish to thank Mr. Alexander, Mr. Atkinson,
and Mr. Archibald for their fine work in record-

techniques) that anyone who can't tolerate a
anyway!

Charles L. Crawford
St. Albans, WV

ing Poem. Hook forward to future releases with

Video vs Coltrane

impatience.

Editor:
When Iopened the May issue Imust admit to

Owen P. Evans
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

being annoyed at seeing yet more space

Techno -intoxication
Editor:
In the May issue, RL comments, in his reply to

devoted to, of all things, video. This quest for
higher-quality reproduction of a medium
utterly lacking significant intellectual or emo-

ting rid of their LP collections immediately

tional content mystifies me, though Irecognize
that the world is full of strange people But you

upon buying aCD player, and asks, "Why?"

completely redeemed yourself with Jon W.

Ithink Imay be able to shed some light on

Poses's contribution on John Coltrane's

this. My first reaction upon buying my first CD
player and shoving adisc in it was one of

"Naima." At least that begins to make up for the
many column inches devoted to Frank Zappa,

aletter, upon the phenomenon of people get-

astonishment at the total background silence

who surely deserves less attention than he

and the feeling that Ihad joined an elite group

receives.
Perhaps Mr. Poses could clear up my confu-

of those who had moved on into the future. It
was an actual case of what might be termed
techno-intoxication.

sion about the artists on "Naima." He says that
on the Atlantic album Giant Steps the song is
played by Coltrane, Paul Chambers, Cedar Wal-

1Get the tracking force up alittle heavy to track the 'Allegro
con brio" of the Prokofiev —it's abitch otherwise!

Steps announces that it's played by Coltrane,

Stereophile, August 1990

ton, and Lex Humphries. My copy of Giant
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Chambers, Wynton Kelly, and Jimmy Cobb.

versions included herein have been commer-

Who's right, Mr. Poses or Atlantic?

cially available at one time or another and,

Peter Simmons
Vancouver, B.C.

while Iguess the possibility exists that they
may have been deemed not worthy of inclusion in the article, Ihope that the real reason

NC vs PA

is JWP's unfamiliarity with them.

Editor:
Thank you for Jon W. Poses's informative article on John Coltrane's "Naima."

tape. And if he does, my apology for ablank
side "B," but there are versions Ihave of

One factual point: Mr. Coltrane was born in

In any event, Ihope that JWP enjoys this

"Naima" that either don't do much for me (eg,

Hamlet, NC and will therefore always be a
Tarheel, despite being raised in Philadelphia.

Arthur Blythe, Ken McIntyre) or have not been
sufficiently listened to (John McLaughlin with

One can well hear the pines of Carolina in

Santana), and consequently Ideemed them not

another Coltrane masterpiece, "My Favorite

worthy of inclusion. Of course, when it comes

Things."

to the quintessential standard, "Round Mid-

Thomas C. Morelli
Bronxville, NY

night," Ihave enough excellent versions to fill
more than acase of C9Os —but that's another

Coltrane vs Coltrane

project!

Martin Milgrim

Editor:
Igreatly enjoyed Jon W. Poses's insightful arti-

West Orange, NJ

cle concerning the making and definition of
a "standard," together with the illustrative

My thanks to those who wrote in to comment

analyses of various recordings of "Naima." After
reading the article, Isearched my tune index
(painstakingly compiled on 3x5 cards from

on my 'John Coltrane's 'Naima': A New Standard," particularly Martin Milgrim, who sent
me acassette filled with yet more interpretations/readings of "Naima"; as well as to
Thomas C. Morell, for bis reminder that, tech-

some 3500 LPs, but not updated in three years
as Iapparently do not have the willpower
required to re-input the old data and enter new

nically, 'eane was a Tarbeel, not a Pbilly
native. As for Peter Simmons, who inquired

data into aPC-based database program) and
found about 20 entries for "Naima," one half

sions of "Naima," the answer goes something

of which were performances by Coltrane

like this:

groups. Iimpulsively decided to use my two
decks in tandem to record some of my favor-

The initial recording of "Naima" took place
on April I, 1959, employing the talents of Col-

about personnel on two particular 'Thine ver-

ite "Naimas" (excluding the versions JWP ana-

trane, pianist Cedar Walton, bassist Paul

lyzed) on to Side "A" of two C90 tapes, one
for my own enjoyment, the other for yours

confusion lies in thefact that Atlantic did not

(hopefully).

release this version until 1974, when it was

While JWP may be familiar with acouple of
these performances, I'm certain that at least one
or two will provide the enjoyable, if somewhat
elusive, "sound of surprise" quality that great
jazz recordings can impart when heard for the
first time. To wit, if JWP has never heard these
particular Coltrane performances, one with
Dolphy doing the solo honors, the second with
Coltrane soloing extensively, he's in for amarvelous aural and emotional experience. Taken
from two Stockholm concerts one year apart,
they are contained only (to my knowledge) on
two bootleg LPs (from a total of five such
albums of Coltrane material recorded in Stock-

Chambers, and drummer Lec Humphries. The

issued on Alternate Takes (Atlantic 1668). The
second version of "Naima" was waxed on
Dec. 2, 1959, with, as you rightly point out,
'Pane Chambers, pianist Wynton Kelly, and
drummerJimmy Cobb. It, in fact, remains the
composition's initial release, issued immediately on Giant Steps (Atlantic 1311). Some time
later; Atlantic reissued the first take as part of
its Jazzlore" series, on adisc titled Countdown. Just to confuse the issuefurtber; and eke
out afew more bucks, Atlantic issued aCD in
1988 titled Giant Steps (1311 -2). Listed as one
of the company's "Supersavers," the album
included both the aforementioned versions of
"Naima," listing the one technically recorded

holm from 1961 to 1963) that Iordered on faith
(cash only by mail!) from aP.O. Box in Sweden

first but released second as the "alternate"

some 18 years ago. The other non-Coltrane

take. Go figure.

Stereophi1e, August 1990
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HEARI\C AO
Your ears are acute enough to
hear the ultimate reproduction that
your system is capable of delivering.
But does your system deliver'?
It won't if you overlook one of its
most important components, the
interconnects.
Esoteric Audio Inter-Connects
are designed to maximize the
delivery of source signals. And that
will aid your enjoyment of the best

your system has to offer.
Ask your dealer for more details
about Esoteric Audio interconnect
systems or simply send S2.00 for our
latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited

ESOTERIC
AUDIO USA
RR 3Box 262
Winder, Georgia 30680

John Wesley Harding &
the Persuasions

30 seconds to figure it out.

Editor:
First off, I'd like to thank you for providing the

put out afortune to advertise the 11T in practically every single month's inside-front page.

address for the new Persuasions CD [Live in the
Whispering Gallery, reviewed in March]. We've

Why couldn't Stereophile go to the trouble of
simply spiking Polk's speaker in the review?

already sold 50 through our audio shops.
Secondly, I'd like to thank Richard Lehnert
for introducing me to John Wesley Harding in
the May issue. Although Ihave not yet caught

Polk Audio is loyal enough to Stereopbile to

You folks would be simply amazed to hear
what the 11Th sound like on top of aset ofJSE
Crown Points.
Iwould absolutely love to hear your reply

up with the two records he reviewed, my

to this. But somehow, Idoubt you folks will

search for them turned up an earlier gem with

have enough guts to publish my letter.

which he may not be familiar, since he refers

John Menchhofer

to Groom as his debut album.
Please find following cover data [enclosed]
fium It Happened One Night, alive solo acous-

Cincinnati, OH

Why not Polk?

tic LP, including bare-bones versions of songs

Editor:

that crop up in full arrangements on the later

Why don't you like Polk SDA speakers? I've had

releases. His 7èxas Campfire Tapes, if you like.

apair for several years and they still sound like

All the way through, "This is Harding solo,

the very best speakers for the money.
John A. Shore

singing like aprotest singer, strumming acoustic like arocker," to cop aphrase from RL's

Baton Rouge, LA

review. The distant sounds of apub crowd

Regarding my non-recommendation of the

going about their business, drinking, chatting,

Polk SDA loudspeakers, Ihave only listened

and laughing, pretty much oblivious to Mr.
Harding, add astrong (if unintentional) ironic

to them at bi-fi shows. However, the circumstances and recordings were good enoughfor

dimension to his intense, effortless performance.

me to form the following opinion: yes, Polk 's

Ilook forward to getting my hands on his

"Thte Stereo" technique provides adegree of

other releases. Thank you once again. You

crosstalk cancellation, the result being a

should definitely check this one out.

broadening of the stereo image beyond the

Albert L. Jones

loudspeaker positions. However; Iwas dis-

AudioNord, Sweden
Consider it checked—see theJune 1990 issue

frequency, the positions of instrumental and

turbed by bow this broadening altered with

for a review of It Happened One Night, not

vocal images consequently becoming signifi-

released in the US. And find the CD—it bas

cantly smeared. Itherefore regard the Polk

five extra songs!

SDA technique as being only partially success-

Readers can order the Persuasions' Live in

ful, particularly when compared to the Carver

the Whispering Gallery (Hammer n' Nails

Sonic Holography circuit, which provides

HNCD 1988) from David Ackerman, Good

crosstalk cancellation evenly across the entire

Friends Productions, 1133 Broadway, Suite

audio band. The Carver device of course can

1211, New lbrk, NY 10010, 7èl: (212)627-9390.

also be switched out of the chain with record-

Retailers should call North American Digital
at (800)367-5422.
—RL

ings that do not benefitfrom this special effect.
If this broadening of the stereo image is what
you require—and it is something that Ibave

Polk, JA, & loyalty

no need of— tben Irecommend you use the
Carver device with a conventional pair of

Editor:
Although Ido agree that there is some validity
to JA's recent review of Polk Audio's RTA 11T

loudspeakers rather than purchase apair of
Polk SDA speakers.

speaker (March 1990), Imost likely will never

Wben it comes to my lack of intelligence as

open your magazine again. It just does not
make sense to me that ifJA is as intelligent as

typified by my review of the Polk (non-SDA)

he thinks he is, why he couldn't figure out how

viewer's job is to use the component under test

to do something as simple as spiking aspeaker
with asmall built-on stand? It took me about

as intended by its manufacturen even though

Stereophile, August 1990

RTA- lit loudspeakers, Ibelieve that the re-

it may be true that asimple modification will
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RAVES FROlvi
THE CRITICS.
WE'RE HAPPY TO
REPORT IT RUNS
IN THE FAMILY.

The Mirage M-ls ha \garnered their fair share
of raves from the industry. They've invoked such
comments as "...I'm completely bonken over this
product!! and '...the best conventional loudspeaker of the decade'
Upon first listen, most people are astonished
by their sonic transparency. The speakers virtually
seem to disappear. In our view, that's the mark of a
good loudspeaker.
We've extended that philosophy to the Mirage
60-Series loudspeakers as well. Each reflects an
overall concern for naturalness, genuine musicality
and transparency.
Like the M-ls, they're designed for optimum
dispersion. The perceived sound stage is dramati-

ally extended without compromising center
imaging. The specially-designed woofers reproduce
low frequencies with undaunted accuracy.
The mark that Mitage has made on the audiophile world is substantial. From the flagship M-ls to
the wide range offered by the Mirage 60-Series, you
simply can't do better.
Just give them alisten. You'll hear what we mean.
Fora free booklet of M- lreviews from sewn leading
audio publications, tvrite us or see your
Mirage dealer.
.

mirage
AUDIO PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL CORP.
3641 McblicollAw tiarlmmugh Ontano.(anaia MI X165 (416) 121.10

improve tbe sound. As Polk fits the RTA- lit
with rounded metalfeet that preclude it easily

subject of Mr. Bingham's letter.
Mr. Bingham used to work with me at aspe-

sitting on Tiptoes and does notfit the speaker's
base with bushes in which to screw spikes, I
assumed that the use of such devices was not

cialty audio/video store in Mesa, Arizona,
where Ilearned (from Mr. Bingham himself) of

what Polk bad intended. In any case, the

he and Mr. Carver have known each other for

speaker's lack of definition in the bass was not
of the order that modifying the speaker to be

quite awhile and that Mr. Carver has been more
than generous in supplying Mr. Bingham with

used with spikes would have brought about

complimentary products (amplifiers, pream-

his association with Bob Carver. It seems that

the kind of change necessary to lead to a

plifiers, CD players, and speakers) for his per-

recommendation.

sonal use, in exchange for Mr. Bingham's evalu-

—

JA

ations and opinions.
Ican see where Mr. Bingham could write a

Carver service
Editor:

letter of such emotional content, knowing this

I've been a"believer" in Bob Carver's audio
equipment since his Phase Linear days. Carver

relationship exists. Ithought it would only be
fair to bring this information to light.

has always produced equipment of amazing

Brian Ballance

value for the investment.

Glendale, AZ

Irecently experienced askipping and sticking problem with my five-year-old Carver

A mess in the bathroom

DTL-100 CD player. The Sounding Board, my

Editor:

local Carver dealer, sent the unit back to the

Irecently had the wonderful privilege of

Carver factory for repairs. Within 10 working

attending the Stereopbile High End Hi -Fi Show

days, the defective unit was returned to me

at the Penta Hotel in New York City. During the

with all new motors, updated servo controls,

course of the day Ifound myself in an elevator

complete cleaning, alignment, and service free

with afew of the creative minds from your

of charge.

magazine. This was more than Ihad hoped for:

Talking about standing behind your prod-

achance to confront your staff for their con-

ucts, this piece of equipment was four years out
of warranty and Carver repaired it "Better than

tribution to the mess in my bathroom. Ishould

New" free of charge! It's only too bad that the

is aStereopbile addict who keeps all his issues

Carver Corporation doesn't make automobiles.
The American audio industry has alot to be
proud of in the Carver Corporation. If all
American companies took such good care of
their customers, maybe we wouldn't have a

perhaps preface this by explaining that my man
in the bathroom as his reading material of
choice for—well, I'm sure you can figure out
the rest. Also, when anew issue arrives he can
tie up the bathroom until he has it memorized.
Ipolitely asked the men on the elevator if

trade deficit. Quality and value will always get

there was achance they would ever stop pub-

my support, and the Carver Corporation exem-

lishing. Heads turned to stare. Eyebrows were

plifies that audio philosophy.

raised. Iexplained that there was just no more

Thank you, Bob Carver, for over 15 years of
"upscale" audio enjoyment.

room left in my bathroom. Before anyone

James A. Barger

creative minds scurried off. I'm sure they were

Albany, CA

more than alittle convinced that Iwas deranged.

Carver concerns

could answer the elevator doors parted and the

As Iwas about to resign myself to alife of

Editor:

Bathroom by Stereopbile, Bob Deutsch (he had

This short note is in reference to the letter from
A. Randal Bingham [describing Stereopbile's

been on the elevator) offered asolution. "The

negative review in January of the Carver Silver

in the bathroom, put the rest in abox in the

Seven-t amplifier as a"disgrace] that appeared
in the April 1990 Stereopbile (p.20). Iusually

Well, Itried it. It doesn't work. My Stereopbile

don't bother involving myself in these types of

guy has every article in every issue cataloged

trick is to only keep six months' worth of issues
basement, and rotate them regularly," he said.

communications, but Ihave information that

in his mind. When he wants aparticular one

Ifeel needs to be brought forth involving the

and it's not at his fingertips, he will call out,

Stereophile, August 1990
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The test of any great product comes
with time, with years of use and years of
reliably superb performance. When it
passes the test, the marque carried by
that product comes to signify something
very special to thousands of owners, and
to thousands more who hope to become
owners. The name itself becomes a
symbol of pride, of distinction.

preamplifiers were
seminal in the creation
of"high-end" audio.
Today. the sophisticated
hybrid technology of the
SP15 continues that same
passionate commitment to music. Most
recently. the [Si line-stage preamp and
Classic 30 power amp have made leadingedge performance accessible to more musiclovers than any products in recent memory.

of aLifetime

In audio, no marque comes so close to
this stature as Audio Research, which has
been defining and redefining the state of Excellence. Reliability. Integrity. Value.
the art for over two decades. Many
These are what come with every
of our products have become
4.111)e l
k
Audio Research product. To be
collectors' items, earning extraclassic gears enjoyed as long as you own the
ordinary resale values. Our first
dim i me
marque—for alifetime.
1970

-1990

audio research
HIGH

GEFINITION

6801 Shingle Creek Parkway IMinneandis

MN 6c4û1

Ph -ne. 617-666-7ç 70
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loudly, in the early morning hours and down

High End Hi -Fi Show in New York City, and

to the basement Igo.

thank everyone who obviously worked hard

Thank you, Mr. Deutsch; you tried. However, as long as Stereopbtle continues to pub-

to make the show asuccess.
The show afforded an opportunity to hear

lish, guests in my home will always be able to

an almost bewildering variety of different com-

keep up with the latest in hi-fi technology in

ponents and systems. However, after visiting

the privacy of my bathroom.
Nina Schwenk

anumber of exhibitions featuring the more

Saugerties, NY

expensive equipment of American "high-end"
manufacturers, we became aware of adistressing sameness in the style of reproduction.

Yesterday vs today

Through much of the equipment, music

Editor:

sounded lifeless and unengaging. Dynamic

Congratulations on asuccessful show. Iwas

inflections were flattened, depriving musical

able to attend all day Saturday and Sunday,

phrases of their shape and interpretive interest.
Note values sounded ambiguous and rhythms

allowing me to hear 90% of the exhibit rooms.
Please allow me to express my opinion of the

listless, lacking precision and urgency. Instru-

changes to the hi-fi marketplace since the last

mental lines were difficult to follow, in part
because the timbrai colors of different instru-

such show Iattended about 12 years ago:
Twelve years ago: All sources were analog,
front ends and amplification were typically
connected from the opposite side of the room

ments and instrumentalists were oddly
denatured.
Perhaps we are witnessing the endgame of

to the speakers (usually multiple pairs in one

what German literary critic Walter Benjamin

product line through aswitchbox) with reason-

called art in the age of reproduction. In amore

ably priced cable such as Monster Cable (original). All rooms sounded vastly different from

innocent time the ideal to which the reproduction of music aspired was simply called "high

each other, each speaker manufacturer decid-

fidelity." The term suggested that the equip-

ing on a different balance of design com-

ment was to be evaluated by its faithfulness to
an independent musical event having its own

promises.
Today: Most sources were digital or DDA,

experiences. By contrast, much of the Ameri-

components were placed as physically close

can "high-end" industry seems caught in its

together as possible and connected with very

own self-referential world. Amps appear to be

expensive wires allowing the auditioning of

aping amps, competing on the basis of acanon

only one set of speakers at atime, and all rooms

of audiophiliac virtues.

sounded remarkably similar to each other,

Part of the problem may lie in the argot of
audiophilia, which was exchanged like pass-

indicative of the tremendous advance in
speaker design.
Obviously, Ifeel that the overall quality of
hi-fi equipment has improved, but there is a
proverbial fly in the ointment: system resolution is such that the digital sources sounded,
well.. .
digital, and the analog sources sounded

words to asecret society at the show: "soundstage, transparency, imaging. .." It is paradoxical that avocabulary of spatial metaphors
should be used to judge the reproduction of
the most temporal art form. This paradox highlights just how disconnected these abstractions

like music. Saturday night Ivisited Tower

are from the concrete experience of music as

Records and found none. As affordable home

performed.

reproduction systems finally have evolved to

Still, there were some excellent, musically

produce acredible performance, analog soft-

informative systems on display at the show.

ware (especially the AAA kind) is virtually

These systems more often than not featured

extinct.

British or Continental components and tended

Sunday, on my way home, Iwept to myself.

to be small and unobtrusive, while their quality

Jerry D'Amaro

often bore only aloose relationship to price.
The more involving music was being repro-

West Babylon, NY

duced from front ends using the Linn and Rok-

Music vs hi-fi

san turntables and the Meridian CD player;

Editor:

electronics ranging from modest British
integrated amplifiers to the superlative French

We enjoyed attending the recent Stereophile
Stereophile, August 1990
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Write or call for a brochure and the name of your nearest dealer.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 West Fourth Street
Hanford, California 93230
(209) 582-0324

DIVE-\SIO\AL

R1TY

YBA components; and speakers ranging from
monitors the size of kids' shoeboxes to the fine

Anyone can make amistake

domestic Vandersteen speakers. So there is still
hope. But it would appear that the American

Anyone can make amistake, and had Idone so,
Iwould stand corrected, but in this case, the

Editor:

"high-end" industry has a good deal of

information Ipresented in my review of the

unlearning to do.
Allan Reiss, Peter Ghitman
New York, NY

Music Masters Copland collection (March 1990,
p.187) was correct, and Mr. Elias's correction
in his letter (June 1990, p.25) is erroneous.

Out -of-place vehemence?

The CD to which Mr. Elias refers to, The
Benny Goodman Collection on CBS, does con-

Editor:

tain Copland's Clarinet Concerto in the stereo

The expressions from Dennis Brandt and

remake which was originally released in 1963.

Richard Lehnert in the May issue prompt me

The years given with the CD contents, to which

to comment. While Ido not disagree with Mr.
Lehnert's feelings concerning the relative

of composition, as do the years given for each

importance of performance vs recording qual-

of the other works on the CD.

ity, he seems to state his case with avehemence
that seems out of place in an audiophile mag-

back inlay card (replicated in the same location

azine. Why can't the reviews serve both views?

in the liner-note insert) is alist of original-issue

Mr. Elias refers, 1947-48, pertain to the period

At the top right-hand corner of the outer-

Stereopbile might consider something similar

LP catalog numbers. The second of these, MS

to the system used by HFN/RR. At the very

6497, corresponds precisely to the catalog

least, the reviews should warn the reader of any

number on my Columbia LP copy of the sec-

gross recording defects. The Sinead O'Connor
CD review afew months ago is acase in point.

ond Goodman/Copland Concerto recording.

The reverberation is grossly excessive. Why

Copland's Sets Iand II of Old American Songs

wasn't this mentioned in the review? Heavyhanded processing is bad, remember? This is

featuring William Warfield.

Stereopbile. Finally, Iwould like to have every-

attention this work is receiving from current

one consider areally radical idea. The recording is part of the chain of components. Failing

artists, Sony Classics ought to reissue the 1949
mono recording in order to present Goodman

to comment on how it sounds is no different
than Julian Hirsch failing to comment on the

And they should remaster, honestly this time,

sound of apreamp. And, absolutely final, not

the Bartók Contrasts which, on The Goodman

The only other work contained on the LP is

At some point, considering the increasing

playing the work far better than he did in 1963.

everyone is blessed/cursed with akeen sense

Collection, received the all-time worst artifi-

for the subtleties of performance. Therefore,

cial stereo/reverb treatment Ihave ever heard.

the importance of recording quality then rises

Richard Schneider
New York, NY

relative to that of performance.
So, keep up the good work. I've been reading Stereopbile since the mid-'60s and have all

Bits, Jitter, & ...
Editor:

but one or two issues.
Vincent M. Knoll
Seattle, WA
Iwas responding to a letter whose writer

Yes, Virginia, there are those of us who believe
that what we see is not all we can get, that two
identical bitstreams can and will sound differ-

seemed not to want to bear anything at all
about the music My "vehemence" seems, in

ent, that there must be some sorta magic

retrospect, restrained. As far as it being 'but

we are complex creatures and don't like for

ofplace in an audiophile magazing" in what

someone to say, "That's all there is, folks; there

involved in digital audio because, you know,

other sort ofpublication would anyone even

ain't no more," because we like mysteries and

care? Our record reviewers are instructed to

don't like

discuss sonic and musical concerns in every
review. Finally, atypo in Mr Brandt 's letter

know, so we invent us aDigital Audio Demon,
whose mysterious goings-on are naught for

changed "$ I "to "$25," which somewhat

our understanding, and we like it that way, so

perfect things, they scare us you

undermined his argument. Our apologies to

keep your nose out of these things and don't

Mr Brandt for this mistake.

go picking it all apart and figuring out what

Stereophile, August 1990
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"Fur once, an add-on subwoofer actually
delivers true subwoofer bass with high
quality and high quantity at the same
time."
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10. Oct. 1989
Velodyne is one of the hottest names in
today's audio/video industry. Why?
Because whether you're upgrading a
current system or building anew one,
there is no other single component that
can boost asystem's overall performance like aVelodyne subwoofer.

asystems approach of redesigning the
driver and electronics from the ground
up, Ihave developed asystem that delivers high output levels with unprecedented low levels of distortion."
David Hall, President/Founder
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
All Velodyne subwoofers are complete
systems. Just plug one in to experience
the full audio spectrum: Cleaner mids
and highs with low frequency response
that you never thought possible. It's a
dynamic overhaul for your system.

"... the integration was seamless and
changed the overall character of the
system in asynergistic, beneficial
direction"
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

"Other subwoofers had not moved much
air and certainly hadn't coupled with the
room. .
.Not so with the Velodyne—I was
there!"
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

What makes the difference? Velodyne's
patented High Gain Servo (HGS)
technology, which represents amajor
breakthrough in loudspeaker design.

Experience All The Music:
Experience Velodyne.

"I determined that ahigh performance
accelerometer based feedback system
would be the only way to truly correct the
problems that plague low frequency
reproduction. Such asystem had never
been successfully built before. But through

Velodyne
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
1746 Junction Ave., San Jose, CA 95112
408/436-0688 800NELODYNE
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makes it tick, 'cause then we'll just have to go

The CD Stoplight and Finyl (or preferably

and find us another demon to make sure the
high-end manufacturers stay in business, and
that there's enough magic to keep us all from

Rain-X) should be first on your list to test, and
the procedure should be simple. Merely get
four copies each of some CDs (for each prod-

reality.

uct under test), and treat two. If improvement

Yes, Virginia, as long as there are green pens,
Armor All, and alittle imagination, digital audio
will never die.
Chiemi Hori

is consistently found, it is probably real. If
differences between two or more copies of the
same disc are found (le, more differences

Diamond Bar, CA

between the discs themselves than due to the
treatment), we have abigger bag of worms.

...Magic?

Speaking of the CD Stoplight, if absorption

Editor:
...
and the prestigious, coveted, First Annual

of infrared (or other) light is the mechanism,
shouldn't black be the preferred color?

1990 Cold Fusion Award goes to Stereopbile
magazine for their promotion of magic in the

Rob Bertrand°
Reno, NV

understanding of digital audio.
Stereopbile magazine may not understand

A close look at errors

the inner workings of digital audio, so we'll let

Editor:

you in on the secret:

Re. Robert Harley's CD investigations, three

The effect of green paint and sound rings
and car polish is to round the edges of the
binary sequence. These tweaks make for 1-bits

thoughts:
1) Iwas wondering if anyone was taking a
close look at errors—I'm glad it was Robert.

which aren't so darned sharp, allowing them

Irespect his work, as he is able to deal with the

to go through the bit pipeline horizontally
instead of vertically (wherein they can become

technical side very well, but he doesn't get lost

stuck and slow things up, causing those time-

regardless of the objective differences (if any),

domain distortion effects we all know and

how does this affect me subjectively?" Iknow

in it. He's not afraid to sit back and say, "Okay,

love). Thus, smoother bits lower the overall bit-

his results, conclusions are going to be reason-

stream viscosity, resulting in bits that are less

ably consistent and probably similar to what

stressed, less tense. All of this makes for a

Iwould find. He listens to his ears.

noticeably more fluid musicality, and definitely
better soundstaging.
Mark A. Tarbell

2) You should independently confirm Madrigal's finding that 0.1 nanoseconds of jitter make

Walnut, CA

an audible difference. The implications may be
enormous. Idon't know what percentage of
distortion this translates into, but Isuspect that

Double-blind testing required?

it is quite small. If true, this would show that

Editor:

the acuity and subtlety of our hearing is

With the tremendous upsurge in purported CD

phenomenally better than given (scientific)

tweaks, it would seem reasonable to conduct

credit for—especially on music.

some double-blind studies to investigate the

3) Ibelieve more attention should be given

validity of these "improvements." Ihave yet to
see aCD tweak where there is objective evi-

to dynamic accuracy tests of components.

dence of improvement, or areasonable and
demonstrable explanation for the improve-

Compare asample of amusical waveform in
and out. Analyze the differences. Maybe RF
gear is needed. Hafler may have the right idea:

ment. Robert Harley's article in the May issue

his execution may need improvement/adap-

was certainly astep in the right direction, but
most of the immediately useful information

tation.

was negative (no significant measured differ-

P.S. Love the May cover.

ences, and no explanation for any subjective
improvement). I'm sure Ispeak for most of
your readers when Isay that, to me, "objective"
evidence would include reproducible double-

Brandon D'Rion
Glendale, CA

Disappointed with the
description

blind trials, not necessarily electronic mea-

Editor:
Anontechnical friend of mine suggested that

surements.

Iread Robert Harley's article "Compact Disc:

Stereophile, August 1990
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Introducing the
Nat Great Wadia Decoding Computer
The Wadia DigiMaster X-32

The Wadia DigiMaster X-32 ...embodying many ol

the same Wiling-edge design features and commitment fo sank
We would all like to enjoy every bit
excellence as the widely acclaimed 2000 and DigiMasler X64.
of music, every bit of ambience
encoded in our CDs and DATs. But so much of that is lost in the digital filters
and digital-to-analog converters in our machines; many displeasing artifacts are
added. Likewise, "digiphobes" have despaired of ever finding afix for these
vexing problems. Until now.

As reviewers and sound professionals the world over have discovered, the
solution is called Wadia.
Advanced Design. The
DigiMaster X-32 introduces a
new CPU engine, cutting size
and enhancing performance by
means of two ultra-fast AT&T
DSPs and two giant programmable gate array chips. Software,
and now even hardware,
upgradeability is as easy as
replacing ROM chips!
Incredible!

Conventional brickwall filter impulse response (left) vs.
the response of the DiglMaster" software (right). Notme
the intertrairsient nnaing on the left photo Thu

"11.1,11

the transient

reNponse to be 9neared and utiored The DwiMasler rrpon'a. on the
nqht u lean and the intertransient silent(' sabutiute

Revolutionary Software. Wadia's patent-pending DigiMaster' decoding
software is at the heart of the DigiMaster X-32. It is the only decoding
software available that is purposely designed to handle all dynamic music
structures — including both harmonic and inharmonic waveforms, plus attack
transients, without ringing and smearing. The DigiMaster' software is based
upon the LaGrangian and Spline algorithms, and is available only from Wadia.
The DigiMaster X-32 operates at 32X resampling and I8-bit resolution
It is priced at $1,995.
Go With The Leader! To hear what the winner of
three prestigious international awards (IEEE, MUSE
& COTY) can do for your CDs and DATs, visit aWadia
dealer today.

a

511 2nd STREET
HUDSON. WISCONSIN 54016
(715) 386.8100
FAX (715) 386.8116

Jitter, Errors, & Magic" in the May 1990 issue

Tweaking & "frosted" CDs

of Stereophile for atechnical description of the

Editor:

kinds of reproduction problems one might
expect from CDs.

Iam writing to pass along information Ihave
gathered concerning CD "Tweaking." Ihave

Iam acomputer design engineer with a
background in Digital Signal Processing, and
Ispecialize in ADC and DAC Systems Design.

All have provided varying degrees of improvement; all are worth the effort.

Iam also an amateur musician and Idabble
with digital synthesizers.

announced its virtues in Stereophile. All the

investigated polishing, green edges, and jitter.

Iused Armor All originally after Sam Tellig

Iwas very disappointed with the explana-

benefits attributed to Armor All were noted,

tions for the effects that are apparently

ambience being the most welcome. As for an

experienced by listeners who employ the
tweaking devices and techniques described in
this article. Scientific and nonscientific ideas

apparent increase in sound level, Dr. Burt ("Letters," ol.13 No.5) reports no increase, yet asubjective increase in dynamic range is heard. I

were mixed in aloose and reckless manner, and

believe it is due to alowering of the noise floor.

probably only confused the nontechnical audi-

Ihave also used 3M Imperial Hand Glaze.

ophile trying to reach some ultimate but

This is used by body shops for removing
scratches in clear-coat auto paint. It is hard to

undefinable music experience.
An example of this is the use of the term
"musicality." Often, reference is made to
improved or enhanced musicality, and it is

work with on CDs but leaves them static-free.
Ialso use aliquid glazing wax for cars. Both put

assumed that this subjective phenomenon

avery good shine on aCD, though the wax
leaves static and collects dust, as does Armor

comes about from improvements in reproduction. Likewise, reference is made to improved

All. Sonically they are the same. Iplan to try a
clear-coat wax soon.

depth, space, and detail, all in connection with
reproduction accuracy.

As to why polishing works—we have a30x
stereo microscope at work. The polycarbonate

In practice, many of the kinds of subjective

surface of an untreated disc looks "frosted"

improvements that are referred to come about

with "balls" of plastic material scattered around

through the intentional distortion of the original recorded signal. Perceived improvements

the surface. After an Armor All treatment, the

in musicality often come through the addition
of filters, delays, and reverbs, all of which alter

surface still has asomewhat "frosted" look, but
not nearly as bad. Also, most plastic scrap is

the original signal and are accounted for in the

removed, but some is still present. Waxing is
the best so far—using asecond coat depends

scientific idea of "greater distortion."

on how well the first was applied. Iapply the

For this reason, Isuggest that more care be
taken to avoid equating the idea of reproduc-

wax using adamp cotton cloth (no polyester
in it), wetting the disc, and putting drops of
wax all around it. Irub the wax in with the wet
cloth in circular motions, as you would on a

tion accuracy and listening pleasure. Besides
lacking objectivity, what one perceives as an
improvement may actually be due to distor-

car. Allow it to thoroughly dry, then lightly

tion. And, in the interest of scientific objec-

wipe with adry cotton cloth just enough to

tivity, one should not exclude the idea that

remove the dried wax. Buff lightly with
another clean cotton cloth.

greater reproduction quality may degrade (for
some listeners) the apparent musicality, depth,

On to green edges. Ihave tried two different

space, detail, or the other subjective phenomena described.

methods—Magic Marker and a transparent
green acrylic artist's paint. The acrylic paint

My conjecture is that greater distortion will

was messy and sonically inferior to the marker.
Iapply the marker to both inside and outside

result from most of the techniques and devices
described. Whether this distortion results in
apleasing effect or not is probably not available for the kind of analysis represented in this
article. In any case, there are far more preferable ways to apply and control distortion.
Douglas Evans
San Juan Capistrano, CA
Stereophile, August 1990

edges. On American-made discs with the big
clear hole in the middle of the aluminum (center of the disc), Icoat the top and bottom of this
area. On CDs from Vkst Germany with the outside edge painted silver, Iscratch off the silver
before greening. Sonically there are two
levels—on an unwaxed CD the effects are more
29
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RIX

SERIES

2

sModel 801 — the recording industry's Reference Standard Monitor — was
the inspiration for innovation. Dramatic
developments in technology and enclosure
design have lit the fuse. B&W's Matrix 801
Series 2personifies the state-of-the-art ten
years on. This magnificent successor sets
the new standard for professional and
home user alike. With no commercial
compromise. Rich in Matrix technology,
801 Series 2registers accurately even
beyond audibility. Phenomenal sound.
Clean and utterly uncoloured. Outstanding
Imagery with tight unbooming bass.
An instrument destined to occupy aspecial
place in world esteem.

4111M
10111K%
11111011e
B & W Loudspeakers of America, P.O. Box 65 3, Buffalo, New York 14240 (416) 751-4520

notable; on waxed CDs Ididn't hear as dra-

get embroiled in any controversy—if you think

matic an improvement. Iplan to use CD

it is bunk, don't pay attention; if you hear a

Stoplight.
So why does the green work? What Ihave

difference, enjoy.

John E. Allgaier, Jr.
Kalamazoo, MI

come up with is this: as the laser passes through
the "frosted" polycarbonate layer, some light

CDs & edge filing

gets scattered. This scattered light travels

Editor:

through the disc along the radius, hits the dear

Filing the outer rim of aCD to break up its
smooth reflectivity gives me much better

edge, which acts like amirror, and is reflected
back through the CD. These standing waves
confuse the tracking and read photodetectors.
Why green? Where Iwork we deal with read-

results than tinting. Tint the inner rim.
Filing ruins the mirror edge: spurious digital
info may be scrambled enough to make analog

ing exhaust gases using infrared means. Gases

noise. Scrambling is probably closer to 100%

go through atube that has an infrared source

complete than is [absorption] by green color.

at one end and aphotodetector at the other
end. This detector has apassband filter for the

Discovered serendipitously after filing asilver edge off aCountry Joe album (Electric

selected gas in front of it, allowing acertain

Musicfor the Mind and Body) in preparation

wavelength through. And these filters are

for applying magic marker. Used half-round

green. Ithink the green along the edges of the

bastard to file. The inner edge was already

CD changes the surface from areflecting one

tinted.

to one that absorbs the scattered beams. No (or

Before Itinted the outer edge, Iplayed disc
to experiment.

fewer) standing waves and better reading/
timing.
Concerning jitter, Iwas examining the Sig-

Voilà! Not only was the sound eminently
sweet; simultaneously, full rock and roll vine-

netics/Philips data sheets for the TDAI541A

gar flourished.

DAC. They mention ajitter-free mode—using

Advantages of magic marker remained fully
realized. No tradeoff.

the Xsys clock from the SAA7220 Digital Filter
to re-sync the music data and bit clock (derived
from the EFM HF signal off the laser). Looking
at aschematic for aMagnavox CDB 560 (460,
650) player, Philips designed the player tying

Danger! Do not attempt to file the inner rim.
You will probably introduce loud hiss into the
playback.

the bit-clock signal from the filter to the DAC's

Idamaged one CD thus filing an inner rim,
as well as two others the same way: rubbing

bit-clock input (pin 2)and the Data Rinput (pin

their inner rings vigorously, removing dark tint.

4—system clock in jitter-free mode). Isolating
pin 9to the DAC's pin 4with apiece of Teflon-

Too much convex/concave play in the middle = "tape hiss"!

insulated coax (shield grounded at both ends)

The correct method for removing center tint

resulted in an undeniable cohesion of the

is to wet aquad with marker and then twist

sound, alifting of veils. Following the traces

three sections of paper towel in the hole in

for Xsys to the SAA7210 decoder chip, Ifound

quick succession. Repetitive rubbing only rubs

along snake of copper. This trace was removed

the stuff dry.

from the printed circuit board and coax run

The amount of inner-rim tint was critical on

directly over to the 7210 (shield grounded both
L/R word-select signals from the filter to the

my set. Ionly got satisfactory results wetting
acenter quadrant and dragging apaper towel
lightly over it, toward me so the color streaked.

DAC were also lifted and new runs with 30-ga.

Denis Drew

wirewrap wires (3 insulated wires per signal).
The original traces went through jumpers get-

Chicago, IL

ends). Traces carrying the data, bit clock, and

ting to the DAC. These extra wires made me feel
better but Ican't positively say Iheard improve-

Contradicting the
Armor All fans

ments. Lastly, Itied anything going to ground

Editor:

in the digital section to the ground plane, not-

Ihate to contradict tons of Armor All fan

ing more clarity.

mail—actually, Ienjoy it immensely—but the

Iam reporting my findings and ideas for

stuff sounds awful on CDs. First, Ithoroughly

those who hear adifference. Ido not want to

cleaned my Supertramp Crime of the Century

Stereophile, August 1990
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The $200
Audiophile
Cable
Trade-up
Program
Bring in your
Monster Cable®
Audioquest
MIT
VanDenHul
Cardas
Tara Labs
or any other cable
to audition apair of any
MISigma Cable
and we will give you
$200 credit towards
the purchase price.
It's well worth listening to.

Sigma Series
For aparticipating dealer near you
Please call Randy at (415) 871-6000

CD with dishwashing liquid. This alone was

CD after treatment (in almost every case) was

enough to render the music fuller and more

brighter and more aggressive. This was the

involving. Then Iapplied Rain-X to the CD, following the instructions for applying it to acar's

direct opposite of what I'd hoped the treatment
would achieve. Armor All simply did not yield

windshield.

one sonic benefit to these ears!
As we sometimes find in audio, one man's

Why, you ask? Because Rain-X was designed
specifically to keep acar's windshield optically
transparent. It fills in microscopic cracks and

cup of tea may be another's man's poison.
Unfortunately, however, be it of sonic benefit

pores and keeps dirt and water from sticking

or not, Armor All is beginning to look like

to the surface. Ican't help wondering if the stuff

everyone's poison. No offense, Sam, but Ifor

could help atiny weak laser read little pits

one would like to hear from an expert on

through millions of wavelengths of supposedly
clean, clear polycarbonate.

proper removal of Armor All from CDs!
Mick Wolfe

The result was even Mier, dynamic, detailed
sounds from that little silver thing.

lbcson, AZ

Naturally Ihad to find out what all the fuss

The Armor All controversy

with Armor All was about, so Iwashed the disc

Editor:

again and applied Armor All. (It sure leaves a
nasty haze to wipe off, doesn't it?) It sounded

This controversy over Armor All is reaching

as if Ihad sprayed all the instruments with

ridiculous proportions, both here and abroad.
The main points seem to be 1) to fill in the

Armor All—yuck, especially the vocals, which
went from emotional to boring. Not asubtle

microscopic irregularities in the surface, and
2) eliminate static electricity. The question is,
is there any permanent treatment? Idoubt it.

difference at all.
Happy listening!

David West

Armor All has to be buffed, Finyl has to be reap-

Kirkland, WA

plied every month, etc. It may well be that
Pledge will do as well as anything; at least, it

Armor All & optical polishing

seems to remove Armor All and make abrilliant

Editor:
Any improvement from the use of optical

shine Ican't comment on whether to use Regular or Lemon. Iguess it depends on whether

liquids (Armor All, etc.) on CDs is a compromise at best and maybe adangerous one.

you sniff your CDs.

This is akin to using adrop of oil on acamera's
frosted ground glass for better transparency (a
word audiophiles think they invented). There
is no substitute for aclean, finely polished
surface.
This means polishing CDs with an optical
pitch lap, with plastic optical polish such as
Universal XLAP or KONTAX 601 polish. A
source for these materials is Universal Photonics, 495 W. John St., Hicksville, NY 11801.
However, be prepared to learn how to polish
optical flat surfaces (not easy), and Universal's
minimum purchase requirement is high.
Thomas Back
APO Optical Inc., Cleveland, OH

Bernard A. Engholm
Carlsbad, CA

Armor All & Voodoopbile
Editor:
Sam Tellig told us about the wonders of Armor
All (and wondrous it is!) for CDs. Then he said
it would leave adusty haze which should be
wiped clean. Then he told us it would dissipate
entirely and therefore should be periodically
renewed. Now he tells us that, instead of dissipating, it might ruin our CDs and players; that
we should remove it using Dawn Dishwashing
Detergent; and that we should polish our CDs
instead with aproduct made for car windshields!
Meanwhile, John Atkinson recommended

Armor All & poison

the use of agreen felt-tipped pen which—on

Editor:
Ifeel it necessary (better late than never) to

second thought—might also be harmful unless
it costs S14.95 and is distributed by audio

throw in my two cents on the "Armor All Controversy." After treating about adozen CDs and

dealers. Finally, you have all admitted that you

doing some careful listening, Ifound myself at
the kitchen sink"doing CDs." The sound of the
Stereophile, August 1990

have no technical understanding of how or
why any of these things might work, and claim
no responsibility for their use.
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The

THIEL CS5

loudspeaker system is
uncompromisingly
engineered to provide the
most realistic music
reproduction possible. It
provides extreme accuracy
of tonality, spatial imaging,
clarity of musical detail and
dynamic range. It is
designed for people who
want to experience all the
subtle musical nuances,
every delicate shading of
musical timbre, and a
natural, three-dimensional
spaciousness ... afeeling of
complete musical realism.
The 5-way, electrodynamic design incorporates
Ma's unique Coherent
Source 'technology which
preserves all three types of
musical information:
amplitude, phase, and time.
The combination of the
Coherent Source design,
point source radiation
pattern and diffractionless
cabinet design provides the
utmost in natural spatial
imaging.
We believe the CS5s
provide amost realistic and
complete musical
experience. We invite you to
audition them with the
music you love most.

,uggested retail price

$9200 per pair

all or write for product information, reviews
ind the name of the THIEL dealer nearest you.
1/1A9 klanrilnr, Rru devarri

•

I

nritrn

Kpnti ickv 40611

• 606-254-9427

Sam Tellig says his friends have accused him

As way of retribution, maybe Sam Tellig

of anal-retentive behavior. My experience has

should be made to clean the Armor All from all

been that this is the expected result of inserting
the brain therein.

of the readers' CDs.

Russell Sawyer
Washington, DC

If anything is clear here, it is that many of
your readers may have permanently damaged
substantial investments in CDs and players as

Armor All & stress crazing

adirect result of irresponsible advice from Stereopbile. At this point, Ifind little reason to

Ithought you might want to tell Sam Tellig to

believe that Dawn is any different from any

Editor:
avoid any CD-enhancing products that contain
solvents or petroleum distillates as these will

other dishwashing liquid or that any of them
are less harmful than Armor All, that Dawn will

cause stress crazing when used with polycar-

actually remove Armor All, that Rain-X or other

Bob Duchan
Studio City, CA

bonates. Trust me on this one.

automotive products are safer on CDs than
Armor All, or that your advice in other audio
matters is any more trustworthy than the above.
Perhaps you should consider changing your
name to Voodoopbile?
My patience—and your credibility—are
wearing thin. In all sincerity, Istrongly urge you

Armor All & the rational mind
Editor:
Ijust received the May 1990 Stereopbile and
was more than alittle surprised to see that you

to dedicate the entire resources of your staff to

published my letter concerning Finyl and
Armor All. Normally Iwould have been very

athorough investigation of the workings, effec-

pleased, but in this case Iam embarrassed

tiveness, and consequences of all of the treatments you have recommended for CDs

because, although all my statements re. the
effect of silicones on polycarbonate are true,

(Harley's and Atkinson's conjectures in the May

in my elation over the enhanced sound Iwas
less than thorough in my analysis of the situ-

issue are hardly definitive), that you publish
forthwith the results of creditable tests to validate your advice, and that you refrain from
similar counsel in the future without acomplete understanding of its implications.
Leon Vick
Los Angeles, CA

Restraint & Stereopbile
Editor:
Imust say that Iam very relieved to have
applied Armor All to only two CDs. Istopped
because Icouldn't hear any difference, though
the CDs do look nicer. Anyway, this whole
issue brings up the problem of recommending
aproduct that has not been well-thought-out
or researched. Even though it has not been

ation. (You see what an adverse effect "audiophilia" can have on an otherwise rational
mind.)
Specifically, Ineglected to consider the
emulsifiers required to make the silicone-water
emulsion. These are generally sodium or calcium sulfonates, fatty acids and esters and
amines. While all of these are fairly innocuous
over the short term with respect to reactivity
with the polycarbonate surface, Iam concerned that, over an extended period of time,
some of these chemicals, especially the acids
and amines, may eventually attack the carbonate bonds and degrade the resin. The emulsifiers are also almost certainly the cause of the

definitely determined whether Armor All

"dusting" phenomenon observed by Mr. Tellig.
Although your readers have already been

destroyed Scott Nixon's CDs ("Letters," May
1990), it hasn't been determined that it did not.

warned by Mr. Tellig and Nixon about the possible long-range deleterious effects on CDs by

Stereopbile and Mr. Tellig, in particular, should
exercise alittle self-restraint before telling their

the continued use of Armor All, Ifeel compelled by conscience to add my opinion to the

readers to apply foreign materials to their treasured CDs and/or LPs. You should realize by

readers may conclude from my previous let-

list of naysayers simply because Ifeel that some

now that we react to your "wisdom" much in

ter that "if achemist says it's okay to use it, I'll

the same way Moses did to the burning bush.

use it." Maybe Ishouldn't worry that much
about it because Idoubt that most Stereopbile
readers are that easily influenced anyway.

Because of this, Iam not as willing to try out
anew product (namely the CD Stoplight), even
if it does improve the sound quality.
Stereophile, August 1990

As to the Rain-X treatment that Mr. Tellig
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AKG has designed new reference headphones: the K 1000. It was
clear from the start that natural spatial reproduction is only
possible without any ear cushions that would change the sound
This was the idea
Based on unbiased studies of all transducer types, AKG chose the
proven dynamic transducer. However. AKG has updated this concept by developing a new type of magnet assembly called the
VDL (Ventilated Linear Dynamic) magnet, using laser interferometry. and coating the diaphragm with an organic violin varnish
formulation that has been in use for centuries
The way in which state-of-the-art audio technology has been put
to work in carrying out a revolutionary idea placed the K1000
in the

Reference" class in all reviews that appeared to date

Listen to Reference at the selected K1000 dealer nearest you

recommended in the May issue, no one needs

tracking problems. Needless to say, Iwill no

achemist to tell them that this stuff is inap-

longer get on the bandwagon. Very disappointed.
You guys blew it!
Adam Cypher

propriate for use on CDs. Just read the label:
"contains acidified ethanoltisopropanol." This
particular solvent combination would not

Dobbs Ferry, NY

attack the polycarbonate in its very short resi-

P.S. I'll be surprised if you publish this.

dence time on the CD (it evaporates very
quickly), but the acid—and it is very acidic (pH
1-2)—very likely would.

Armor All too good to be true?

Now that I've de-Armor Ailed my CDs and
am suffering the sonic consequences, Iam

I'm writing to express my concern at
Stereopbile's handling of this whole "Armor

beginning my own search for achemically

All" affair. Iread Sam Tellig's testimonial in your

benign method for applying asilicone coating
to CDs. Silicone oil? Stopcock grease? The pos-

safe, inexpensive enhancement to CDs.

sibilities are endless.

Gerald D. Burt
Moreland Hills, OH

Armor All & CD skipping
Editor:

Editor:

February issue on the effect of Armor All as a
Delighted to find away to improve the sound
of my system, Itried it out on three or four
CDs. Unfortunately neither Inor any of my
friends could hear areal difference. Well, some
things do turn out to be too good to be true, so

Since playing an Armor All-treated disc several
times on my vintage Hitachi DA5000 player,

Ilet it drop there.

many of my discs that had always played perfectly have skipped or become unplayable until

your May issue, Ifeel acombination of relief
and anger. Relief that Ididn't contaminate any

thoroughly wiped. One brand-new disc

more of my CDs in the period between his

Now, after reading Mr. Tellig's comments in

skipped the first time it was played. Could

recommendation and retraction, and anger

Armor All have damaged my player's error-

that he was allowed to publish such dangerous

correcting ability?

advice in the first place, without any serious
testing or analysis.

David Hayward
Berkeley, CA

February: "Regular use of Armor All Protec-

The Armor All fiasco

tant may help preserve CDs—stop them from

Editor:

deteriorating, cracking, or rupturing, if this
proves to be aproblem. At any rate, Armor All

Please disregard my previous letter regarding
Armor All. All this confusionyou have generated is very disconcerting. The $64,000 ques-

assures me that there is no reason to believe the
product can do any harm to the CD."

tion is why you recommended aproduct with-

May: "Armor All Protectant may damage —

out further investigation. If you are going to

indeed, ruin—a CD. Stop using Armor All Protectant immediately."

recommend tweaks, then have atesting lab—
otherwise refrain!
This Armor All business has turned into a
fiasco Not due to whether it's safe or not, but
due to your blind, premature recommendation, then published doubts, and finally acomplete turnaround.
No doubt you are receiving much flak from
your readers and may probably lose membership. Silence is better than misinformation. But
no! Now Rain-X is the new elixir. Ihave serious doubts as to this product's safety. Igreen-

February:

"The

Armor

All

becomes

waterproof—water can't remove it. So Idon't
know how you would de-Armor All adisc,
though Ican't imagine any reason why you'd
want ta"
May: "I find that Dawn dishwashing detergent in warm water seems to remove most, if
not all, of the Armor All."
Well, perhaps. As it happens, two of the discs
that Itreated are already unplayable, and Ihave
worries about my CD player, anew CAL Icon.

ringed afew CDs and did one with Rain-X. The

Isuppose Mr. Tellig is to be commended for

green came right off! Solvents galore.. .wake
up.

printing the retraction at all, but I'm afraid that
his correction will not travel nearly as far as the

The hundred CDs Ihave washed Armor All

original claims. The whole episode strikes me

off of have all suffered some scratches, one

as rather irresponsible, and casts suspicion on

cracked from bending, etc. Many resultant

other material published in Stereopbile (or at
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EXCLUSIVE NORTHERN CALIFORNIA DEALERS FOR SOUNDSMITH SPEAKERS
SERRA STEREO 4947 Juniper° Serra Blvd. Colma, CA 94014 415-992-5018 Ask for Alan
HERMARYS 386 El Camino Real San Carlos, CA 94596 415-592-9480 Ask for David

M"

SOUNDSMITH SPEAKER WORKS
Custom Designed For The Serious Music Listener

Come in and Listen
to the Difference
Custom Design Makes

least

The Audio Anarchist").

our recommendation ofproducts or processes

Michael McDonnell

is whether they make the overall sound of one's

New York, NY

records better By "better" one could, does,

Before examining Stereophile's handling of

and will argue to the end of time whether that

l'affaire d'Armor All, in answer to some of tbe

means more accurate or more musical, or

questions posed in these letters: green is sup-

even whether the one contains within it the

posedly the color of CD Stoplight because it

other But "better" the effect ofArmor All was

best absorbs the infrared light emitted by the
laser (Remember that green things appear

definitely thought to be by MrT
Frankly, Iregard the possible long-term

green because they absorb, among other

effects ofArmor All on the CD's polycarbonate

things, red light,) A black coating might be

material to be "not proven," in the Scottish

thought to be best to absorb the infraredlight,

legal phrase (though Inote with interest Mr

but being optically black doesn't automati-

Duchan 's mention of ''stress crazing"). Poly-

cally mean that paint will absorb infrared. In

carbonate is both one of the most inert and one

fact, Iunderstand that Philips is experiment-

of the toughest substances invented by man.

ing with atotally black CD material—le, it is

(In fact, there is astory concerning its seren-

opaque to optical wavelengths—that never-

dipitous invention whereby the researcher

theless is transparent at the CD laser wavelength of 790nm. The idea behind this is

who first produced ablob of it in his reaction
vesselfound be could hammer nags into wood

presumably the same as CD Stoplight, which
is to increase the carrier/noise ratio in the sig-

sending one of bis damaged discs to Robert

nal picked up by the optical pickup. (See the

Harleyfor detailed examination. In the mean-

letter from AudioPrism and Clear Image
Audio in this month's "Manufacturers' Com-

time it is only conjecture that it was the Armor
All that was the cause of these CDs becoming

ments" section.) Regarding my apparent rec-

unplayable.

with that blob.) Scott Nixon is supposedly

ommendation of agreen felt-tipped pen, as

!felt at the time and still do, that the man-

mentioned by Mr Vick, Iwas careful to spe-

ner in which Stereophile handled the subject

cifically mention just CD Stoplight and the

was appropriate. Wt reported the sonic effect;

very similar Uniposca water-based, acrylic-

as soon as it became apparent that there might

paint poster pen made by Mitsubishi Pencil.

be a long-term problem, we reported that.

Plain magic marker or other pens that might
use some kind of alcohol-based solvent should

that too. Ultimately, it is up to each reader to

When we bave some hard data, we '11 report

be avoided as they may attack the layer of var-

decide for him or herself whether the sonic

nish over the aluminum coating on the label
side of the CD, the result being the inevitable

benefits a)exist, and b)are worth any possible
downside. Iexpect readers of this magazine

oxidation of the aluminum and eventual

to thinkfor themselves. 7b blindlyfollow any-

damage to the area of the CD cartying the data

thing one has read in print witboutfirst try-

(though it is fair to point out that with the

ing it on asmall scale is surely incautious.

exception of CDs with playing times upwards

When Sam Tellig visited Santa Fe last Fall

of 60 minutes, the data area is quite a long
way from the edge).

treated one of apair of identical discs with the

7b answer Mr Bertrando's question about
double-blind testing of such CD tweaks, we

protectant. As of the time of writing—lateJune
1990—that disc bas not appeared to suffer

carried out such a test at the Stereophile Hi-

from any higher incidence of data errors than

enthusing about the effect of Armor All, I

Fi Show at the end of April. As Iwrite the

the untreated dise, but/will continue to mon-

results are still in the process of being ana-

itor its condition at regular intervals. What

lyzed, but Iintend to publisb them in the Sep-

does damage CDs,however; is rough handling

tember 1990 issue of the magazine.

of the playing surface and!suspect that even

Se, what of the accusations of irresponsibil-

slightly too- rougb buffing of the freshly

ity leveled at Sam Tellig and Stereophile? A
statement on the subjectfrom Sam appears on

Armor-Alled surface particularly with an

p.4 of this issue. It must be remembered, bow-

fine scratches that will inexorably lead to a

ever, that the foundation of this magazine is

higher error rate and possibly adisc that will

that the overriding consideration affecting

not play. ¡suspect that this is the reason some

Stereophile, August 1990

inappropriate cloth, will introduce a host of
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ORIGINAL

MASTER

RECORDINGS

The Sound with
the Midas Touch
77w 24ti gold answer in the giwst Jar optima
compact disc reproduction. Original Master
Recordings dud demand Intelligent
Engineering and Proprietary Mastering
Technology. E.racting Technical
Specifimtions satisfied by aprocess that
iffers a compact disc with the highest
railed rit yand enhanced
Current releases on ULriaD!ICi.
Je Beck, Sting, Rod Stewart,
Steely Dan and more.
Upeoni hog raleases on

ULTAtiDnC . Pink Floyd,
Tin' .11:0i ,rson Airplane,
Harry Nilsson and
Miles Davis.
lise
UtriaMIC: is
probriies.15
rite/caged in
the

"1411 -Lock"

j4.ieel Inv

..........

w%e ftdellitY

bentancl /alb

For a complete tree Original
Master Recordings catalog, call
toll free 800-423-5759. or write
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab.
1260 Holm Road
Petaluma, CA 94954

of Mr Hayward 's discs are giving problems

manent damage has been done to the bulk of

after the application of Armor All. In fact, to

the CD material. In which case, it is hardly

regard a CD with anything less than total

necessary to acquire the skills possessed by Mr

respectfor the amount of data carried on its

Back. Carefully polishing the affected CD's

surface is foolhardy—those advertisements

playing surface with aliquid metal polish, or

and TV programs around the time of the

the proprietary CD Saver solution ,(available

medium's launch that showed CDs playing

from Buff Stuff, PO. Box 43128, Upper Mont-

flawlessly after being kicked around likefoot-

clair NJ 07043), will remove the top few con-

balls did unending damage to the truth of tbe

taminated layers of molecules, eliminating

situation.

scratches in the process, and restoring the CD

So—if Armor All does prove to have along-

to its original pristine playable virginity If

term fogging effect on the CD's polycarbonate

you think that this advice, too, is doubtful,

material, or if too many scratches were

then note that !first saw it in print in that bas-

ground into the playing surface during the

tion of non-tweak bi-fijournalism, Consumer

application of Armor All, or Rain-X, or Finyl,

Reports, back in 1987.

—JA

are affected CDs totally destroyed?
No. Fogging scratches, or whatever are surface phenomena. It is unlikely that any per-

2Favorably r,.,d in Stereopbaeby J. Gordon Holt in Wo1.10
No.8 (December 1987) and Vol.11 No.8 (August 1988).

...remarkable!
Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener.
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides a
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance? Well
that's even more remarkable
!Wafer,
411.401111111111.
ma%

_..®

1.1WielltralUI 1 1
music ...above all.
In the US.: AudioStream Corporation, MPG Bas 2410, Niagara Fells, NY 14302

nCanada: Paradigm Electronkat Inc., 4141 Inksto, Rd #5, Weston, ON M9L 258

You might call us unconventional. Rebellious.
Or even— "radical." Because at Audio
Advisor, we sell high-end, audiophile-quality
equipment direct, right from our door to yours.
You say you're worried about buying
expensive equipment through the mail? When
you buy from us, there's no need to worry.
We package your purchases as if they're
travelling to China (and some do, too).
Concerned about service? We're always
concerned about it, so we have atoll-free
number that connects you with expert tech-

nicians, audiophiles who actually live with
the equipment. You'll get intelligent advice,
correct answers, and considerate service on
every product we sell.
And then there's price (no small issue).
Because we deal direct and buy in bulk from
the best manufacturers, we offer the best
prices. Really. Exclusives, too, because when
we find great bargains, we buy all of it. Every
last one.
So go ahead, call us radical. Most great
ideas are. But call us.

FOR ONCE, GET MORE THAN YOU
BARGAINED FOR.
"The VTL 225W raonoblocks are easily
the 10A rassical and enjoyable ample
ers %have heard. They have an exquisitely
liquid and tonally pure presentation that
puts the listener closer tote tussles%
experience." Robert Harley, Stereophile,
Vol. 13, No. 1, January 100.

So often, you pay too much and get too little.
Sound familiar? But here's an amp that
delivers more than you bargained for: VTL
Monoblocks. Reviewers love them so much
they keep them. They even pay money for
them (unheard of!).
And they rave about them. They say VTL
amps sound better than amps costing twice
the price. Some even say VTL amps are better
than any other amp in the entire world.
Can so many be so wrong? No, they
right! VTL amps sound unbelievably fantastic. And there's aVTL amp to suit any budget
and any system; each one is built to last 20
years or more.

Call us today and order yours. We'll inspect
them thoroughly before we ship them. We'll
pack them with care so they arrive ready to
spoil you. And we're so sure you'll agree
these amps are more than you bargained for,
an unheard of value— that we'll give you your
money back if you're not completely satisfied.
VTL Stereo 50/50 $999.95 ($19.95)
VTL 80 Watt Mono Blocks $1990. /pr.($39.95)
VTL 150 Watt Mono Blocks $3100. ¡pr. ($49.95)
VTL 225 Watt Mono Blocks $3999.95/pr.
(Shipping FREE) More models available. Just call and ask!

VTL 225 Watt Mono Blocks

HOW TO THINK BIG ON ASMALL BUDGET.
Introducing the VTL Integrator Line Stage
preamp. It's made for CD-based systems, but
you can plug in tape and tuner, too. It's
compact, but filled with some remarkable
circuitry. Like dual-mono power supply. High
quality caps and resistors. High quality tubes
from RAM Labs, for ultra-low noise. Gold
RCAs. Tape out, too.
But what's most important about the VTL
Integrator is the sound. It's fantastic! Brilliant highs. Liquid midrange. Great bass. It's
the sound every music lover dreams about,
but thought he or she couldn't afford.
Until now, that is. The VTL Integrator is
just $399.95. With $6.95 added for shipping,
that's just $406.90 delivered anywhere in
the U.S.
How do we do it? We keep things simple.
VTL builds each one like atank (a compact
tank). Then Audio Advisor sells it direct. And

that simple formula keeps cost way down, but
quality way up.
You'll get fast, friendly service after the
sale, too. Because at Audio Advisor we service what we sell.
So call and order your integrator today. If
you don't agree its alot of preamp for alittle
money, we'll give your money back. Radical!
VTL Integrator Line Stage Preamp
$399.95 ($6.95)

Join the revolution!
I L

1-800-942-0220
TODAY

Use your charge card (Amex, Discover,
MC, Visa). And ask for our complete catalog.

Not astore.
More.
225 Oakes SW
Grand Rapids
MI 49503
616-451-3868
FAX 616-451-0709
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Still another digital audio format
The DAT recorder now seems likely to become
the standard medium for serious amateur and
semipro recording—the digital successor to
the classic ReVox open-reel recorder. Two
drawbacks remain: compatibility and tape cost.
Occasionally atape recorded on one DAT deck
won't play reliably on another. And while the
cost of blank tape (around $6 per hour of running time) is modest by professional standards,
it's abit steep for home recording.
This won't be an obstacle if you make only
afew recordings ayear, but serious tape recordists often record several hours of music each
week, consuming hundreds of hours of tape
annually. This is especially likely if you enjoy
the longer forms of music such as opera. If
you're lucky enough to receive the live Metropolitan Opera broadcasts in good sound every
Saturday and want to capture them on DAT cassettes for repeated listening, you could spend
athousand bucks ayear for that alone.
For several years the best medium for the
serious amateur or semipro recordist has been
the Sony PCM-F1 family of digital processors,
which convert audio to digital and then format
the digital bitstream as aTV signal that can be
recorded by any VCR. In order of declining
price, this family includes the Sony PCM Fl,
601ES, 701ES, and 501ES. (Sony also made aversion of the Fl for Nakamichi, the DMP-100,
which was reputed to sound better than the
original F1: my information is that Fis manufactured after 1983 contained the same improvements as the Nak.)
The sound of these processors is better than
average CD quality, but not better than the best
CDs. They were designed for audiophile use
but have mainly been bought by semipro
recordists, small studios, and the federal government. Hundreds of CDs have been issued
from Fl -format tapes, and Sony only stopped
making the processors last year when studios
began to adopt DAT as their alternative digital
Stereophile, August 1990

format. With the spread of DAT there is agrow-

Why am Idiscussing an obsolete class of

ing supply of used Fl -format processors on the

equipment? Because there are 100 million

secondhand market, at prices from $1100 for

VCRs in use, and tape manufacturers are trying
to capture that market by trimming VCR tape

the Fl and 601 to about $600 for the 501.
(Check pro-audio dealers in your yellow pages,
or look at the classified ads in the back pages

prices to the bone. Even if you use the VCR's
fastest speed for the most reliable playback, the

of magazines such as MIX and Recording
Engineer/Producer.) For still better sound, you

cost of recording digital audio with aSony Fl format processor is only adollar an hour (a

can obtain new linear-phase filters and digital
converters from Apogee Electronics of Santa
Monica, CA; but you may pay more for the

sixth the cost of DAT recording). Ican record
athree-hour opera broadcast without interrup-

upgrade than for the entire processor.

On DAT the same opera would require two cas-

tion on an L750 Beta cassette costing just $3.

The 601ES, the last of the series to be designed,

settes (two R9Os or one and ahalf R120s) cost-

is equipped with digital input/output jacks that
not only allow its recordings to be copied to

ing nearly $20. If you do this every week the
difference becomes non-trivial. (As Senator
Everett Dirksen once said when discussing the

aprofessional digital deck, but also permit the
601 to be used as an outboard decoder for CD
playback. Loudspeaker designer Richard Shahinian compared his 601 to an expensive audiophile D/A converter and thought the 601
sounded better.
These processors are variants of an obsolete
EIAJ 14-bit format for digital audio recording
on VCRs; some of the EIAJ error-correction
codes can be sacrificed to provide full 16-bit

US government's budget, "A billion here, abillion there, eventually it adds up to real money")
Happily, you need not invest in asecondhand PCM processor and adying VCR format
to take advantage of low videotape prices. JVC
has decided to revive the idea of VCR-based
digital audio recording using modem standards
for video (S-VHS) and digital audio (DAT). A

recording. Equally important, in the 16-bit

new family of high-resolution Super-VHS
VCRs from JVC will contain digital audio

mode the encoder's input noise correctly
"dithers" the digital code to eliminate quantiz-

recording circuits that conform to DAT standards with 16-bit encoding, 48kHz sampling,

ing distortion, keeping low-level signals clean.

and a22kHz audio bandwidth.

The 14-bit EIAJ processors made by Technics,

Unlike older PCM processors, which record
digital audio on aVCR in place of the picture,

Sansui, Aiwa, and Toshiba were not dithered
and consequently produced obvious quantizing distortion. (This was also true of Toshiba's

the new JVC decks will record digital audio
together with video. That could make them

all-in-one D9000 VCR, which had the digital

ideal for capturing opera and ballet from PBS.

processor built-in.) If you already own one of
these units, its low-level distortion can be

But you can also ignore the video and use the

banished, and the dynamic-range limits of the

digital-audio portion of the VCR as astraight
audio recorder—assuming that you have a

14-bit processing can be overcome, by enclos-

good signal source (live microphones and a

ing the processor and VCR within the encode/

good mike preamp, Or afirst-rate FM broad-

decode loop of an old dbx Type Ior II noise-

cast). With luck, the new medium of digital
radio may provide aconsistent supply of sig-

reduction processor.
EIAJ processors can be mated with any VCR,

nals worth recording at home. Imagine, for

but the Sony /Nalcamichi 16-bit processors

example, receiving the weekly concerts of the

work best with Beta decks—particularly when
you have to play atape on adifferent VCR than

Boston, Cleveland, and Chicago Symphonies
at home without the compression and veiling

the one it was recorded on. VHS machines have

of analog tape and FM radio.

inherently poorer inter-machine compatibility,

How does JVC accomplish the trick of put-

which may become acritical issue several years
hence when your old VCR's heads wear out

ting both video and digital audio on the same
tape? It's an outgrowth of the technology previ-

and you find that your recordings exhibit error-

ously developed for VHS Hi- Fi sound. In the

correction failures on your new VCR. The San-

VHS format the frequency spectrum recorded
by the spinning head drum is entirely filled by

sui and Technics EIAJ processors had special
circuits to enhance their reliability with VHS

the video signal, leaving no room for hi-fi

decks.

audio. Color signals occupy the frequency

Stereophile, August 1990
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Advertisement

TUBE INFORMATION
This is the first in an informational series designed to reduce the large degree of
confusion that exists today about high end vacuum tube equipment.

Operating Classes, Or When Is Class A Not Class A?
We all know that Class A operation is a
"good thing," resulting in lower distortion and higher sound quality. But what
is Class A, and where should we expect
to find it?
Any tube has alimited fairly linear operating range, bounded by cutoff below and
by maximum plate dissipation (or the
onset of grid current) above. Within
these limits the output from the tube is
afairly faithful replica of the audio signal
fed into it. Push beyond these points and
distortion increases rapidly.
Grid Volts /Plate Current
Characteristic For One Tube

Rate
Current
Upper Lend
„

A

Idle Pere For Class A

Me Point For Class AB

Orid Voltage

- •-»

»ColoI4
o
Class
A
Output

Class
AB
Output

In Class A operation, the tube is biased
to the midpoint of the linear part of its
grid voltage/plate current characteristic.
An audio signal can swing equally far in a
positive or negative direction before one
of the limits is hit. Class A1 is simply
Class A in which the onset of grid current, rather than plate dissipation, is the
upper limit.
In Class AB the tube is biased for alower
idle current. The input signal can no
longer move as far in the negative direction before the cutoff limit is hit and the

tube stops conducting current. To be of
use in an audio amplifier, two or more
tubes are used in a"push-pull" circuit,
where one tube cuts off while the other
is conducting, and vice versa. (Push-pull
may also be used with Class A, but the
tubes are not driven to cutoff.) The total
push-pull output is areasonable facsimile of the input, but the cutoff that each
tube goes through contributes to "crossover" or "notch" distortion. Class AB 1is
AB where grid current is precluded. If a
manufacturer states that an amplifier operates in Class A up to X watts, it means
that it's an AB amp where the tubes hit
cutoff at that power level.
Class Ais found in all preamplifier stages
and the low level stages of power amplifiers. Designers may choose Class AB I
in the output stages of power amps to
obtain higher power output capability,
cooler operation, or longer tube life.
Good sounding examples exist in both
classes.
Data sheets from RCA and others show
that the popular EL34/6CA7 power tube
is typically operated in Class AB Iat 450
volts on the plate and abias current of
60 milliamperes per tube. Naturally, more
idle current is required for Class A.
So, what have we learned? If you see
amanufacturer bias for less than 60 milliamperes per EL34 and claim Class Aoperation, be wary. If you see apreamplifier boasting of Class A operation, be
unimpressed. And always let the sound
be your final guide.

For afull, detailed discussion of this topic, send aself-addressed stamped business
size envelope for VAC Technical Monograph 90-8.

WC VALVE AMPLIFICATION COMPANY

P.O. Box 4609 •Sarasota, FL 34230 USA •Telephone: 813-377-7884

region below IMHz, luminance sidebands
(representing picture details) fill the space from
1to 4MHz, and the video carrier is frequencymodulated around 4MHz. (For Super VHS the
video carrier is moved up to 6MHz; this allows

which small details are obscured. JVC's addition of DAT-standard digital audio promises
greater clarity and ought to be completely
noise-free. But the digital code can't be
recorded directly on the tape, because it would

more bandwidth for luminance sidebands,

interfere with the FM signals for VHS Hi -Fi,

thus enabling the VCR to record amore detailed picture.)
In both Beta and VHS Hi -Fi, the left and right
channels of audio are recorded on the tape as

which are being retained for compatibility with
other VHS and S-VHS VCRs. Normally 16-bit
digital audio requires abandwidth of about
1.4MHz, increasing to about 2.6MHz when

individual FM signals, centered at 1.3 and

error-correction codes are included. To avoid

1.7MHz. In VHS that would interfere with the

conflicting with the 1.3 and 1.7MHz Hi -Fi FM

luminance sidebands. To keep the signals sep-

signals, the digital code is re-modulated onto

arate, engineers devised away to record the

a 3MHz carrier using "offset quadrature

tape twice, using techniques called depth-

differential phase-shift keying." This is com-

multiplex and azimuth recording. The audio

bined with the Hi -Fi signals and an 11MHz bias

FM signals are recorded first, using the entire

signal (needed to minimize cross-modulation
with the video), and the resulting complex

depth of the tape oxide, with heads whose gaps
are rotated at 30° angles with respect to the

waveform is recorded by the 30° heads.

head-scan path. The video is recorded over the

In view of the complexity of this process, it

audio, using heads whose gaps are angled at 6°.

would be unsafe to predict that the digital-

The strong high-frequency portions of the
video signal naturally record mainly in the sur-

audio portion of the new JVC S-VHS decks will

face layer of the oxide, causing only partial era-

sound as good as aseparate DAT recorder. It
might; we'll have to test one and find out. The

sure of the FM audio tracks. In playback the

possibility is tantalizing, in view of the long

audio and video signals are read by the 30° and

running time and low cost of VHS tape. With

6° heads respectively. Since audio and video
are both recorded as FM signals, in playback

the powerful error-correction that was developed for the DAT format, this system may pro-

the video-FM and audio-FM detectors each
tend to "capture" the signals they are tuned to,

vide reliable digital playback at the VHS sixhour speed (a risky venture with aSony PCM

rejecting interference from the others.
It's amazing that something so complex

processor). That would reduce the cost of digital recording to less than 50¢ per hour—

works at all. It does, but not without flaw. In

cheaper than the lowest-grade analog cassette!

aVCR each frame of video consists of two

Of course, this is amedium best suited to long

"fields" lasting %c,
of asecond. The alternating

musical forms, such as full-length symphony

fields are recorded by heads located on opposite sides of the spinning head drum, and in

and opera broadcasts. Trying to locate an

playback the scanning lines from the alternating fields are interleaved on the screen. Since
Hi -Fi sound is recorded by the spinning heads,
it also is broken into chunks lasting y
60 of asecond. The FM signal is stitched back together
before being demodulated, but you still can
hear a remnant of the head-switching—
growling or buzzing at multiples of 60Hz,
modulated up and down in playback by the

individual three-minute song in asix-hour tape
would be slow and awkward, even with the aid
of the electronic indexing systems that have
been developed for DAT and VHS.
The SCMS digital copy-control law now in
Congress regulates only DAT recorders. Since
S-VHS decks with digital audio will be sold as
VCRs, they need not contain SCMS chips.
While in principle they could be designed to
operate at all three DAT sampling rates (48, 44.1,

built-in noise-reduction circuit. This is most

and 32kHz), early indications from JVC are that

noticeable when tapes are recorded on one
VCR and played on another.

the VCRs will record in stereo only at 48kHz,

If you're lucky enough to avoid the buzz,
Beta and VHS Hi -Fi are fine for movie and TV
sound. But when used to record wide-range
music and judged by high-end standards, they
produce a somewhat veiled soundstage in
Stereophile, August 1990

and therefore will not be able to copy CDs in
the digital domain. (Of course you could feed
decoded audio signals from aCD player into
the VCR's line-level inputs and re-encode
them.) JVC's engineering papers also mention
an alternate mode in which four channels of
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W HO SAYS CABLES
HAVE TO BE AS EXPENSIVE
THEY SOUND?
AC

Not us. Oh no, no, no! We at Audio Advisor believe great sounding cables can
actually be quite inexpensive. You'll find the proof listed below. Our cables are
made by the best manufacturers. They deliver great sound. And
the
clincher—they're really low-priced. You get our exclusive guarantee, too:
Try the cables we recommend for your
Charge It! Order toll-free:
system. If you're not completely satisfied, return them within 30 days, and
1-800-942-0220
we'll send you acomplete refund.
MasterCard/Visa/American Express/Discover
Two New Cables from Tara Labs
From the makers of the famous Space & Time Phase
Il speaker cable. All cables made with high-purity
Australian copper.

Note: Speaker cables are terminated in spades unless pins are requested. Bananas or X-terminators
are extra. Longer and custom lengths are available.
Shipping costs. for 1-3 pair: $5.95 in US.

# IParagon
Interconnect
Sound is open, airy.
detailed.

# 2Astral Blue
Speaker Cable
Solid-core, twin-lead
design. Excellent!

3ft. pr

$49.95

New AudloGuest Blue
Speaker Cable
Better than speaker
cables twice the price!

7ft. pr

$55.00

New Golden Section
Interconnect from
Cardas Audio
Smooth highs, tight lows.
great for CD players!

5ft. pr

$66.00

7h. pr

$59.95

10 h. pr.

$70.00

3ft. pr

9ft. pr

$98.00

10 ft. pr.

$79.95

$59.95

15 h. pr.

$95.00

5h. pr

$79.95

20 h. pr.

$120.00

9h. pr.

$119.95

225 Oakes SW

Grand Rapids. MI 49503

15 ft. pr.

$95.00

20 ft. pr.
_
-

$117.00

digital audio could be recorded with nonlinear

to assume that DAT prices would have to reflect

12-bit coding; but those circuits probably

the manufacturers' need to recover the
accumulated multi-million dollar development
cost of the DAT format, plus the tooling costs

won't be in first-generation machines.

Correction time

for DAT mechanisms and chips. In arecent dis-

As an ex-scientist I'm accustomed to making
mistakes; we make progress by proposing

cussion with two British engineers who design
equipment for Asian manufacture, they pointed

hypotheses and then doing experiments that
disprove them, until we find one that proves

out that most DAT development occurred

true. Children learn this way naturally; when

allow that cost to remain on the books for so

akid is learning to operate acomputer or video

many years. Under standard accounting rules
the cost must have been written off by now (at

game he experiments fearlessly with the controls and keyboard commands, to see what

before 1986, and corporate accountants couldn't

avirtually complete loss). Result: prices of new

each does. Usually Iavoid committing my mistakes to print, but it's time for me to report that

DAT machines reflect current manufacturing

I've made three mistakes in recent issues.
1) In April, my notes on loudspeakers heard

market for the past four years.
3) In July, while discussing pre-emphasis in

at the Las Vegas CES were accompanied by
response curves measured with areal-time

CDs, Idescribed aproblem in some Reference
Recordings CDs that were made from tapes

spectrum analyzer. The mistake was in publishing the raw curves without adequately explain-

originally recorded with the Nalcamichi DMP-

ing their irregularities—especially the ones that

ings are pre-emphasized, but the corresponding "flag" bit is missing from the CDs, causing

reflected incidental measurement effects, not

cost—just as if DAT decks had been on the

100 or Sony PCM-701ES processor. The record-

the true response of the speaker. (Drivers may

them to sound falsely bright. My mistake was

reinforce or cancel in the crossover region,
depending on mike position; cabinet diffrac-

to mention the bright-sounding Tafelmusik
CD (Reference RR-13) as an example. In fact it

tion may produce peaks or valleys; so may

is not; had Ichecked more carefully Iwould

room reflections.)
When speakers are tested in Santa Fe, JA

have noticed that Tafelmusik was made from
an analog tape, not aSony /Nakamichi digital

removes such irregularities by computer-

master.

averaging curves captured at several locations
across a30° "window" in front of the speaker.

("Manufacturers' Comments") mentioned that

Ioften wave the analyzer mike about to see
how the response varies with position; so I

its pre-emphasis flag missing. But he did not

know which irregularities are meaningful and
which are not. But only one curve is stored in
the analyzer's memory. I'll continue to use the
analyzer, but to avoid confusion Iwon't print
the raw curves unless I'm prepared to spell out
what's significant in each one so that readers
won't be misled.
2) In June Isuggested, not for the first time,
that DAT recorders won't drop to the $500

Tam

Henderson's

reply

in July

this CD was mastered three times, once with
address my basic point—the company's failure to remaster the CDs that were made from
Sony /Nak digital tapes without the required
pre-emphasis flag.

The Netherlands:
Peter van Willensbvaard
Veel vs Philips

Ireported in the February issue about one Mr.
Ved, owner of arecording studio in Leiden,

popularity. (And Idon't believe that will ever

who claimed to have come across aprincipal
omission in the implementation of digital

happen; popular acceptance of DAT will be

audio. Early in 1989 he constructed asmall

price range unless they achieve mass-market

blocked by the high cost of prerecorded DAT

black box containing some simple analog cir-

tapes, the spread of Dolby Sin analog c2ssettes,

cuitry that, if inserted between the output of

Philips's proposed addition of ultrasonic digital
code to analog cassettes, and the arrival of

aCD player (or any other digital-to-analog

Sony's simple and tiny DMR mini-DAT.)

would correct for said omission. He then contacted Philips in Eindhoven and tried to con-

My pricing forecasts were wrong: stores will
be selling DAT recorders for less than $800 by
Christmas and $600 next year. My mistake was
Stereophile, August 1990

audio device) and the input of the amplifier,

vince them of the value of his discovery, aiming
at the inclusion of such circuitry in all future
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Reference Recordings

ARTIST /TITLE

LP

MOBILE FIDELITY
ME'S!. 1-100
Beatles /Sgt. Pepper
$15
MFSL 1-105
Beatles /Help
15
MESI. 1-107
Beatles IRevolver
15
MFUDCD 517 Pink Floyd IDark Side of the Moon (Ultra Disc)
MFUDCD 519 Cat Stevens /Tea for the Tillerman (Ultra Disc)
MFUDCD 526 Elton John /Goodbye Yellow Brick Road (Ultra Disc) 25
MFUIXD 531 Jeff Beck IWired (Ultra Disc)
MFUDCD 532 Rod Stewart IEvery Picture Tells aStory (Ultra Disc)
MFUIX:D 533 The Who ITommy (2 in 1) (Ultra Disc)
MFUDCD 534 Supertramp /Breakfast in America (Ultra Disc)
MFUDCD 535 Bon Scaggs ISilk Degrees (Ultra Disci

CD

•Icr•r

dODBY11t1441r1INI

Roar

ge -

$25
25
30
25
25
30

25

25

REFERENCE RECORDINGS
RR 31
Jim Brock /Tropic Affair
RR 32
Eileen Farrell Sings Rodgers and Hart
RR 33
Dick Hyman Plays Fats Waller (Limited Edition)
RR 30
Eileen Farrell Sings Torch Song
RR 35
Nojima Plays Ravel
RR 36
Eileen Farrell Sings Alec Wilder

15
15
—
15
15
15

16
16
30
16
16
16

SHEFFIELD LAB
LAB 3
Harry James IKing James Version
IAB 10
Michael Newman /Classical Guitar (Bach I
LAB 13
A. McBroom (.;rowing Up In aHollywood Town
James Newton Howard and Friends (Syn. Rock)
LAB 23
TLP 26
The Moscow Sessions (Shostakovich) L. Smith
TLP 29
Clair Mario /Let It Go

15
15
15
15
15
15

16
16
16
16
16
16

CHESKY
RC 10
RC 30
CD 31
JD 2
JD 37
JD 38

Prolcollev /Lt. Rue Reiner CSO
Power of Orchestra — R. Leibowitz RPO
Dvorak /New World — Horenstein RPO
Clark Terry /Portraits
Jazz Sampler & Audiophile Test CD
J. Pizzarelli IBlue Heaven

16
16
—
—
—
—

—
—
16
16
16
16

WILSON
WI 8313
WI 8315
WI 8418
WI 8722
WI 8823
WI 8824

Waldstein IPetrouchlm. H. Knight
Beethoven /Enescu. Violin & Piano
Eddie Graham Trio /SVonderful Jazz
Debussy & Brahms Sonatas
Winds. War, Peace 1Nat. Sym. Winds -L. Graham
Center Stage INat. S.m. Winds -L. Graham

15
15
15
15
15
15

16
16
16
16
16

ILSON
uDIOPHILE
kaler Inquiry
nvited
PO ORDER
ALL:

1.800.525 630

/‘)C: 1-913-825-0156

4

INFORMATION: 1-913-825-8609

Catalog $3.00 U.S.
55.00 Canada /Overseas
refundable coupon with catalog

SHIPPING
Continental U.S. 53.00 for the 1st item &
$0.40 for each additional.
Call us for shipping costs outside the
Continental U.S.

WOUSTIC SOUNDS •2651 KEY AVENUE •SALINA, KS 67401 •USA

=10,

CD players. Ved did all this work in cooperation with atechnician with whom he's worked

people at nearly the same time but continents

for over 10 years. As Veers technician joined
Philips acouple of years ago (but continued

apart? Icouldn't imagine Ved and the Spectral
people knowing each other; they probably
don't even know of each other. There are sev-

working for Ved levenings and weekends),

eral well-documented examples of such coin-

Philips claimed the idea was their property and
put Ved under considerable pressure. Ved, of

ciding inventions, but every time it happens it
makes one wonder; we may well be witness-

course, didn't share their view, and forbade his

ing anew case. Are these ideas messages sent

friend to disclose the secret. The controversy

to earth from outer space, to be picked up only

attracted alot of attention in the newspapers
("CD not perfect?" headlines), which jacked

by afew receptive minds? Could this be the
way mankind does all its "inventing"?

up nerves on the Philips side In the numerous
interviews Ved couldn't say too much, as he

Montreux

had signed an agreement with Philips to keep
silent about the contents of the box for one

One feat at the Montreux AES convention that

year in order to create aworkable environment

escape the eyes of the Stereopbile reader.

for further negotiations.
This all took place in the second half of 1989.
The many listening sessions and meetings be-

took place in March of this year shouldn't
Several type of digital recorders are used in
recording studios, all of which have different
data formats (though in some cases sharing a

tween Ved and Philips/PolyGram didn't end
in afurther agreement. And although it looked

given width and number of tracks can usually

impossible at that time that notbing would happen, that's exactly what did happen. No more

(provided they are equipped with the correct

news came, and the papers lost interest. The
matter is completely silent now.
el's contrac-

digital machines is normally not possible: the

particular tape format). So while analog of a
be read by analog machines of different makes
tape heads), such an exchange of tapes between

tual silence will end somewhere in August, so
this fall we may learn more about what's been

machine you use to read adigital tape must be

at stake.

Although this is inconvenient, the recording

Meanwhile, the publicity triggered an idea
in the mind of someone in Amsterdam, who
constructed ablack box of his own. He contacted amanufacturer who is seriously con-

identical to the one it was recorded with.
industry has gotten used to the situation; most
larger studios own at least one machine of each
type. An advantage of such alack of standardization is that any manufacturer is free to con-

sidering putting it on the market. I've heard an

vert every new dream into practice if he can

early prototype, and the effect is indeed similar

spot amarket for it.

to that of Veel's contraption, although some-

Mitsubishi did just that. Mitsubishi con-

what less pronounced. Iwouldn't be surprised,
however, if the final product would be of equal

ceived the two-channel ProDigi format for

performance The plan is to market the product

quite popular in the US (and far less so on the

also outside the Netherlands, so you may soon
have achance to see what it does.

European market, which is dominated by Sony
machines featuring different formats). Now all

It recently struck me that, of the three selectable analog filters in the now-one-year-old

digital tape recorders of all brands and formats

their X-86 PD machines, which have become

use sampling frequencies below 50kHz (nomi-

Spectral SDR- 1000 CD player, one (the Time

nal values such as 48kHz and 44.1kHz are the

Correction Filter, an all-pass network correcting for the group-delay anomalies occurring

most common), while the number of bits per
channel may vary from 16 to 20. The recorders

in the steep-cutoff anti-aliasing filters found in

are normally equipped with their own A/D and

practically all digital recording equipment) is
in remarkable accordance with the dos and

D/A converters (practically without exception

don'ts Ved has claimed for his black box.

16 bits deep), and although you may find an
occasional upsampling DAC, none of the cor-

Unfortunately Ihaven't had the chance to play
with the Spectral, so Ican't comment on the

why they must use brick-wall anti-aliasing

possible similarities of the effects.

responding ADCs use oversampling, which is
filters. For ayear or so you've been able to buy

However, if the concepts are indeed identi-

separate A/D converters built by specialist firms

cal, how come the same idea occurs to several

that use very high sampling speeds (and 18-
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Strikes Back!
The British are creating anew empire with their audio
equipment. But, don't take our word for it, look it up in Stereophile,
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CD Transport: Class B -Black Box D/A Class D Alpha Il Integrated Amp & Tuner: Class D
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And From the U S.A
Aragon •B&K •Cal Audio Labs •Conrad Johnson
Kinergetics •Lexicon •Mod Squad •NAD

Free Shipping • We Take Trades

1 -206 -881 -3367
13107 Northup Way •Bellevue •Washington 98005

20-bit resolution) and thus hardly need any

can record companies. The interesting thing

input filtering (they work not unlike Tech-

about this S-DAT machine is that it will also

nics/Panasonic and Philips MASH and PDM
converters, and sometimes even use those
companies' chips), but the A/D output neces-

play normal analog cassettes, the most popular
music-storage medium in the world. Meanwhile, rumors of the capability of making both

sarily remains at the normal 48 or 44.1kHz sam-

digital and analog registrations on the same cas-

pling rate.
Mitsubishi, however, introduced in Mon-

sette, in away similar to the combination of

treux anew two-channel PD machine (the X-

Hi -Fi tapes (these signals both use the full width
of the tape but with adifferent kind of modu-

86HS) that can store 96,000 samples per sec-

video and stereo sound information on VHS

ond per channel to tape. That means it can

lation), have been contradicted by another,

make adigital stereo recording with 40kHz of

usually very reliable, Philips source.

audio bandwidth! The sampling rate is switch-

The record companies seemed very inter-

able between 96, 88.2, 48, and 44.1kHz so it

ested, promising immediate availability of soft-

can be used in the conservative way if required,
but the new machine consumes no more tape

ware once (and if) the machine should reach

per unit time than the old one: it will run at the

would only comment that "it is the policy of

the market. Philips's press agency in Eindhoven

same tape speed. (If used on 48 or 44.1kHz,

the company to be active in research in many

however, it is capable of running at half the tape

areas at the same time, prototypes not neces-

speed of the old machine, giving you twice the
playing time.)

sarily ending in afinished product that can be
offered to the market."

So where's the tradeoff? Well, used the old

But we have strong indications that Mat-

way (Mode I) at 44.1 or 48kHz, the data sam-

sushita supports the new format too. The ad-

ples are, as before, 20 bits long; but in Mode II,

vantage of the new machine would not only be

at double sampling rate (or at conventional

the compatibility with existing cassettes, but

sampling rate but half the tape speed), it will

possibly also a reduction in research and

only store 16-bit-long data samples. By the

production costs in comparison to R-DAT
machines (a tape mechanism for arotary-head

way, both AID and DIA converters run at
96kHz all the time, which means that when a

machine is no easy job). If the new S-DAT cas-

recording is made at one of the high sampling

sette machines appear on the market, it will

rates, no oversampling is used at the input. So

slow the development of R-DAT machines as
the latter's potential market dwindles from all

there is still abrick-wall filter, but this time
above apossibly less harmful 40kHz. Acynic
might be tempted to think that they've planned
an oversampling AID converter already, but

consumers to ahandful of professional users
and afew high-enders.

delayed its introduction because otherwise

The Philips S-DAT is said to use an 8-bit format with data compression to maintain hi-fi

they wouldn't have something new to come up

sound quality. According to apaper Philips

with next year. ..

recently published on data compression, their
system is somewhat similar to Dolby's Adap-

This all means that Mitsubishi leaves it to the
recording industry to find out what works best.
Many in that industry, but also in the consumer

tive Transform Coder introduced at last fall's
Digital Information Exchange in London. Data

audio world, regard 40kHz of recording band-

reduction is performed in adedicated Digital

width insane. At the end of the lecture in Mon-

Signal Processor, based on the masking proper-

treux, someone put his perplexity into words:

ties of human hearing and afew other tricks;

"I'm not recording for dogs or cats! Ican't hear

the claim is it only eliminates information you

those frequencies and you can't! So why on

couldn't hear anyway. The concept certainly

Mitsubishi people was softly spoken and very,

looks intriguing and intelligent, but that's all
Ican say about it now. (When Dolby asked if

earth did you do that "The answer from the
very shy: "We found it sounded better. .."

Iwanted to hear their Alt myself, Isaid yes, of

S-DAT from Philips?

course, but I'm still waiting for the invitation;
Philips has offered nothing as yet.)

Earlier this year Philips demonstrated aprototype of adigital recorder with astationary head

UK: Ken Kessler

to acarefully selected group of larger Ameri-

Claims to fame are bestowed upon every hi-fi-
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LISTENED TO YOUR
ROOM LATELY?

Did you know that every room has its own acoustic
signature? It's affected by room shape, size and
composition — and like fingerprints, no two are exactly
alike. Some rooms sound bright, others dull. Some have
boomy bass, while some have no bass at all. And most
rooms— maybe even yours — can actually compromise
the investment you've made in great equipment.
Introducing the first scientific, acoustic room
computer analysis.
Now Acoustic Sciences Corporation (ASO, the makers of
Tube Traps, and Audio Advisor can solve the mystery of
your room's sound. Just send us your room dimensions
and equipment details, and ASC's technicians will plot
your room on their sophisticated computer system.
For just $99.95, you'll receive acomplete analysis of
the strengths and weakneues of your listening room,
including frequency response chart, frequency differential

ORDER FORM

chart, tube application chart, and three levels of acoustic
room treatment — primary, secondary, and complete
acoustic control. When you follow ASC's recommendations, your room will be acoustically "tuned" — and you'll
hear just how great your equipment really sounds.
Simply complete the order form below, and mail or
FAX your room details, with money order for $99.95 or
your credit card information, to Audio Advisor. ASC will
send your Room Analysis Report directly to your home
or office in two to three weeks.

Not astore. More.
225 Oakes, SW, Grand Rapids,

NO) 0 MI 49503 1-800-669-4434 or
1-800-942-0220.
oriS011. FAX #1-616-451-0709
All ut require for your custom mom
analysis is the following information!
I. room dimensions

Name

2. interior details
Address

3. speaker location
4. listening position

City/State/Zip
Country
Design fee ($99.95) included?

5. equipment listing
('hone
0 YES

ONO

Clip or photocopy this form and send to: Audio Advisor Inc.
225 Oakes S.W.
Grand Rapids :MI 495()3

Please draw the room and its components as accurately as possible, on
grid paper.

Dare rcvd:

Ref/

producing nation; even the French boast the

of rigid fixing which has been de rigueur since

odd world-class goodies. For the US, it's high-

the late '70s. Score "1" for GB.

end electronics and speakers. Japan scores

Just as important was the effect that the

highly for moving-coil cartridges and cassette

clamp had on the body, because the sides

decks. Nobody can touch the Swiss company

gripped the tin carcass, effectively killing alarge

Goldmund for prestige, or Italy's Sonus Faber

proportion of the rattles and buzzes. But the

for cabinetry. So what about the British?

GB had atragic flaw: it could destroy the car-

The list is rather impressive when you cite

tridge if fitted by ahamfisted klutz. The clamp

whole genres like affordable belt-drive turn-

gripped the Decca when set screws on one side

tables, small loudspeakers, minimalist ampli-

were adjusted to press aplate against the car-

fiers, budget tube gear, etc., etc, and there's an

tridge body. Screw them down acouple of

endless list of classics like the LS3 /5a, the Quad

turns too far and you shift the innards, thus

electrostatics (old and new), the Linn Sondek

creaming the cartridge. The GB clamp may still

LP12, and so on. But where the British really

be around for all Iknow, but it soon fell out of

shine is in the field of accessories—nobody

favor.

can touch 'em for sheer imagination.
The reason why the British excel in affordable

Enter the Decapod. Dr. Martin Bastin showed
aprototype of this device at the 1989 Hi- Fi

tweaks is down to their still-limited disposa-

Show at Heathrow, aDecca add-on so simple

ble income. While the standard of living has

yet so clever that you can only wonder why it

increased dramatically in the past decade, we

took until the year 7A.D.' ("After Digital") for

in the UK are still behind most other Western
countries—especially the US and Germany—

it to appear. The Decapod consists of aslab of
aluminum afew millimeters thick and shaped

so the average hi-fi enthusiast has to stretch

exactly like the top surface of a Decca car-

every pound. And when dissatisfaction sets in,
the budget will probably only accommodate

tridge. 2lt, too, sports bolts )(2"apart like the GB
device, so it's bye-bye to the flimsy red bracket.

the purchase of an accessory rather than the

But it's the fitting technique which makes the

purchase of anew component. (Please don't

Decapod so sensible. ..
as well as the factory-

think I'm trying to portray the British as

fitting service.

poverty-stricken; it ain't that bad. It's just that

The Decapod is essentially areplacement for

the "careful" approach to spending is still the

the Decc- sorry, London's top plate The orig-

norm.)

inal top plate is removed—with care—and the

Anyway, two new accessories have just hit

cartridge slides into the Decapod via agroove

the shops, continuing the tradition of such

on the underside. A couple of set screws are

weird and wonderful brainstorms as the Colton

inserted to locate it precisely, the only other

Magna-Lift and the Watts Preener. (See—even

caution being that the earth tag on the inside

the names have aWodehouse ring to them.)

of the cartridge not be damaged when the

One is so narrow in appeal that I'd be amazed

Decapod slides into place.

if it sold 100 per year, while the other is so won-

Naturally, this proved beyond the capability

derful that it should be considered amanda-

of too many London owners, despite the superb

tory purchase for every hi-fi user, regardless of

instructions which come with the kit, so negoti-

system. But first let me deal with the limited-

ations with Presence Audio, London's world-

appeal oddity.

wide distributors, provided asolution. With

Around ten years ago, GB Engineering produced anovel accessory for the Decca car-

athree-tier pricing structure, customers can
either buy new Londons factory-fitted with a

tridge. Among the Decca's curable, rather than

Decapod, or those who already own Londons

intrinsic, design quirks were its flimsy mount-

or Deccas can send the cartridges to Presence

ing arrangement via aplastic bracket, and atin

for Decapod fitting and acheckup. The other

body which amplified the inescapable needle
chatter. Remove either or both, and you'd enhance the performance across the board. What
GB created was aclamp which looked from the
front like an upside-down "U." From its top surface sprouted two bolts spaced y
a"
apart, and
its use would endow the Decca with the kind
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IKK dates the year the universe changed from the UK and US
commercial launches of CD. Some scholars argue, however,
that "0 A.D." should have been 1982, the year in which CD
was launched in Japan. Though PCM systems vett being used
by both Denon and the BBC in the mid '70s, my preference
is for 1979, the year in which Philips publicly demonstrated
aworking CD system to astonished and amazed members of
the press and Decca released their lint-ever digitally mastered
LP.
—1A
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"Moving on to other music, Imust start by
saying that the Signatures are the most
enjoyable speakers

have spent any

significant time with. Record after record, CD
after CD, they were unfailingly musical. The
Signatures do so many things well it is hard
to know where to begin. The Signatures
revealed musical information

never knew

existed in my record collection. It was not
difficult to turn what started as ashort listen
into an all-night marathon. They are
addictive.
The Hales System Two Signature
loudspeakers are worthy of my
highest recommendation."
-Robert Harley, STEREOPHILE
Vol. 13, No. 7, July 1990

Hales products may be auditioned at:
The Audio Gallery

By appointment in Clovis, CA 93612

209.298.8888

Audio Insight

13929 N. Central Expwy. Ste. G-441, Dallas TX 75243

Primus Audio

1104 Baltimore, Kansas City, MO 64105

Salon 1Audio

2551 8th St. South, Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494

Sound by Singer

18 East 16th St., New York, NY 10003

214.437.4167

816.421.3655
715.421.5910

212.924.8600

HALES

two tiers in the price structure include one for

short of drink the stuff. Matches held over it did

cartridges under warranty and one for car-

not ignite the vapors. One of the chaps cleaned
his cutlery with the stuff before eating his meal.
A puddle of Kontak in his palm evaporated,

tridges needing afull service. (New styli cost
extra.)
Since the prototype was shown last Septem-

leaving awhite patch where it had removed the

ber, refinements have been made to the way the
two bolts are fixed at the top, and the bare alu-

oils in his skin, the color restored by merely

minum is now finished in black. But Decca watchers should note something even more
significant about the arrival of the Decapod:
it may give aclue to the all-new London flag-

they'd dipped acartridge in acup full of Kontak
with no ill effects, and that they lowered an
amplifier into avat of it while the amp was on.
It kept playing.

ship model due to be launched by the end of
1990. It will still have the classic Decca /Lon-

that it's the best contact cleaner in earth. It does

don innards, but anew stylus profile and new

rubbing the palms together. Iwas even told that

They make no claims for Kontak other than

is an all-new, super-rigid body. Let's just hope

not preclude the use of Tweek or Cramolin or
other treatments, and they even suggest using
Kontak before applying either of the above. But

that the Decapod provides the inspiration for
the design of the top plate.

pins, phono plugs and sockets, speaker plugs

wiring may be part of the recipe. Also planned

The other new accessory could turn out to
be the biggest bargain yet seen in hi-fi house-

they say that cleaning any contacts—cartridge
and sockets, mains plugs, IC pins, joints to be
soldered, you name it—will produce an audi-

keeping. Kontak is atwo-part cleaner designed
by Stilton Audio, manufacturer of highly

ble improvement in sound. Electrically speak-

tweaked Nagaoka and Audio-Technica car-

mechanical resistance.

tridges, and marketed by adivision of the Path

They attacked my system astage at atime,
allowing me to listen between steps. Using pipe

Group, the UK distributors of Mark Levinson,

ing, all they claim for Kontak is that it lowers

Stax, Aragon, and other brands. The back-

cleaners and Q- Tips, they scoured every plug

ground is suitably vague and "mythic," but bear
with me.

and socket, and the pipe cleaners and Q-Tips

applied to everything from camera lenses to
frying pans. It would appear that those work-

came up so grimy that Iwas ashamed. To test
it even further, Icleaned some brand-new
plugs which had never been out of their bubblepack, as well as the terminals on some

ing in the field of advanced space and military

speakers which hadn't been used and the

electronics have access to incredible cleaning

sockets on abrand-new CD player. They, too,
yielded the kind of grime you'd expect to take

"Space age technology" is aterm that's been

solutions for preparing surfaces prior to soldering or connecting electronic components.

months to build up on an exposed surface.

Through aroundabout course, an audiophile

Maybe it's the metal equivalent of mold-release

got hold of some of the stuff, and various

agent or traces of oil; either way, Ilearned that

attempts were made at purchasing it for com-

even new plugs and sockets should be cleaned
before making the connections.

mercial use No go. The liquid was analyzed by
achemist, and Stilton and Path produced as
close afacsimile as was humanly and legally
possible.
The solution looks like vodka/gin/water and

The sonic gains were more than impressive;
they were dumbfounding. The system sounded
subjectively louder with each level of cleaning,

has afaint citric aroma. It is non-detergent,

starting with the phono plugs on the tonearm
cable, the pre-to-power connections, and

nonflammable, nontoxic, noncorrosive, nonconductive, nonalcoholic, non-oily, and just

(one, in fact, whose company competes with

about every other "non" you can name. It
evaporates fairly quickly, which suggests that

the Path Group) clamored for some Kontak. I
did, too.

there's Freon 3in there somewhere but otherwise it seems almost magical. When it was first
shown to me, its promoters did everything

white cap and one with ablack cap. The white-

2All current Decca cartridges are called "London and are
built under license from DCCC2; the usc of the name was not
part of the deal, but "London" is aperfect substitute.
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finally the speakers. An independent witness

The kit consists of two bottles, one with a
capped solution is used first for primary cleaning, then the second for final cleaning. Iwas
3For shame, Kit.

—JA
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Mod Squad Introduces
Two CD Players
New Component Feet Also Join Expanding Product Line
Leucadia, CA—The Mod Squad has
announced three important new products. The Signature CD Player, Prism II
CD Player and Soft Shoes are now on display at Mod Squad Dealers worldwide.
According to Mod Squad Designer
Steven McCormack, "This step completes our transition from modification
service to high-end audio manufacturer.
We are very proud of this evolution and
of the new products we are launching."
The Signature represents McCormack's concept of how atop-quality player should sound, look and function.
"Hearing the Signature will stop you in
your tracks," McCormack claims. "It delivers the performance approached by only ahandful of the world's very best players and the others all cost alot more." Its
remarkably natural sound is complemented by acomprehensive array of features,
such as remote volume control via motorized potentiometer and remote absolute
phase inversion.

The Prism II replaces the well-respected Prism CD Player which is widely recognized as the best player available below
the $2000 price level. The Prism II's new
look echoes the sleek, contemporary styling of the Signature. New features include remote volume control, fixed and
variable signal outputs, display control
switch and coaxial digital output.
Soft Shoes join The Mod Squad's classic Tiptoes to round out their component
platform line. These unique damping feet
deliver just the right balance of low reactance and resistive loss to maximize lucidity and transparency while minimizing
sonic "grunge" and smearing. Soft Shoes
create sonic improvements in awide variety of sensitive equipment when used
either with or without Tiptoes.
For more information on these exciting
advancements in natural musical reproduction, visit your local Mod Squad
Dealer, or contact

c'er
wcritodeLL_aid
(619) 436-7666
Australia: Sound Design, Brisbane •Canada: May Audio Marketing, Longueuil •Finland: Oy Sant' uEng ,Helsinki
•France, Belgium, Luxemburg & The Netherl ands: C2R Haute Fidelite • Hong Kong & Singapore: The Sound
Chamber •Indonesia: Music Gallery, Surabaya •Italy: PEA., Pisa •Mexico: Audio, Guadalajara •New Zealand
Denco Audio, Ltd., Christchurch •Norway: dectBel HIFI, Oslo •South Korea: Tar Woo Trading Co., Seoul •Spain
& Portugal: Electronica Surte Audio Elite, S.L., Valencia • Switzerland & Austria: Ensemble, Inc.. Muttenz •
Taiwan: Sound Ray Electronics, Taipei • Thailand: Audio Corn, Ltd., Bangkok • United Kingdom: The Moth
Group, Bedford, England •West Germany: Audio Electronic GMBH & Co., Dusseldorf

The Mod Squad, Inc., 542 North Hwy. 101, Leucadia, CA 92024
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told that the only difference between the two
is that the second bottle also contains amoisture repellant. According to the creators, asystem treated with 'Corn:1k six months ago is still
free of grime, so the addition of the moisture
repellant seems to work by preventing the
build-up of deposits carried by the moisture

SUILIEIRS1IFIRUC111-1 1JIRIE

COMPONENT RACK SYSTEM
•Adjustable
•Expandable
•Stackable

in the air in the listening environment. Appar-

•Affordable

ently, surfaces cleaned with Kontak are also eas-

Be your own audio
housing
architect. Everything
is optional.
shelves, isolation
platforms, record racks, etc.
Wide enough for
19" components.
Buy only what you

ier to dust.
Kontak sells for around £20 for the kit in the
UK, enough to clean acomplete system from
front to back, with an anticipated effective term
of one year before the next cleaning is required.
I'm dazzled by the stuff, my trust in it increasing
when !subjected my eyeglasses to it. They have
treated lenses which seem to discolor or stain
even when araindrop lands on them. Kontak

cleaned them better than anything I've tried,
including some rather posh camera-lens fluids.
As for cleaning CDs, though, I'm still smarting
from the findings about Armor All, so you'll
never catch me recommending anything which
touches the polycarbonate substrate. But everything else seems fair game for Kontak, from
computer connections to camera fittings.

need when
need it!

you

Priced from $150

Dealer Inquiries Invited
Made in U.S.A. by

P.O. Box 1502,

(112CICI, INC

Tele: (212) 724-6021

Ansonia Station
• New York, NY

loon

I'm on my third kit.

Critical music listeners
agree that Forte components furnish alevel
of performance comparable to ta
,
ore
irk! 2predmplifier provides gain for
either moving coil or moving magnet cartridges

noise stage. "Straight-line"
circuit design, doss A
operation throughout, the
highest quality parts, and
aseparate power supply
assure that the phase and
amplitude characteristics
of the source material are
precisely maintained.
The Forte Model lo pure
class A. or Model 3high
bias class AB power amplifiers can be used to bi-amp,
bi-wire, or conventionally
drive any high-accuracy
loudspeaker—even those
considered "difficult"as
aload.
State-of-the-art musical
accuracy coupled with the
reliability of superior parts

these Forte components
worthy of consideration fo
any high performance
music system.

For more Information on
these Forte products, write.
12919 Earhart Avenue.
Auburn, Californio 95603,
or call 1(800)888 8055.
Forté products are exclusively distributed by

4

A

INCIIIM Fin

division of Threshold
Corporation.

Model 3
amplifier
Model la
amplifier
Model 2
preamplifier
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We've Got Great Plans
WE'VE MOVED TO A

9SPACIOUS
LISTENING ROOMS.

THE MOST
COMPREHENSIVE
SELECTION of highend CDs, records,
cables and accessories in New York.
2'-6

in

THE WORLD'S FINEST
AUDIO SYSTEM—featuring Krell Reference and Krell
Digital components and
Martin-Logan Statement
Loud Speakers.

2 MEDIA ROOMS with =front and rear projection ,
television, full surround
sound and custom audio—
video cabinetry.

- •r-- --

AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS: •Accuphase •Acoustic Energy •Adcom •

1

Apogee •Aragon •Audible Illusions •Audio Access •Audioquest •Audio
Research •Benz Micro •Boston Acoustics •Cal Audio Labs •Classe •
Convergent Audio Technology •Creek • Day-Sequerra •Duntech •Epos •
Grado •Hales Audio •Heybrook •Krell •Krell Reference •Krell Digital •
Martin-Logan •Meridian •Micromega •Mod Squad •Museatex •NAD •
Nitty Gritty •Onix •Pioneer Elite •Primare •Proac •PS Audio •
Quicksilver •Rega •Revox •Roksan •RPG Diffusors •Snell Acoustics •
Soundstream •Tera •Theta Digital •Tice Power Block •Vandersteen •
Vendetta Research •Versa Dynamics •VPI •Wadia Digital •Wilson Audio
WATT and PUPPY

4. WALL
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In Store For You.
!NEW LOCATION

POS

BIG PLANS TO CELEBRATE THE
OPENING OF OUR NEW STORE— a
much bigger store, over 6,000 square
feet—all the rotern we need to demonstrate for you the very finest in audio
and video systems.

ON-PREMISES
SERVICE for
all components.

• Two spacious media rooms.
• Nine audio/video demonstration
rooms.

• A professional staff ready to answer
your questions and help you select
the right system.
• On-premises service for all
components.
• Custom remote control, multi-room
audio/video systems designed and
installed.
And to help you learn more about the
latest in high-end audio systems, we're
hosting aseries of very special seminars. Seminars featuring designers and
engineers from Krell, Martin-Logan,
Wadia, Duntech, Classe Audio, Theta
Digital and many more.
So come by and see our new store.
Come by and hear how close to live we
can make recorded music sound.

SOUNDBY

10'

DIMENSION PLAIN

PUBLIC. Write for your
article featured in New York
Magazine!

High-end Audio Done Right.
18 East 16th Street

HIGH-END AUDIO GOES
free copy o! the recent

_
ISINGER

II

New York, New York 10003

L,

(212) 924-8600
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Thomas J. Norton

"C

short of time; afew minutes before we left
Tower, Guy stumbled upon hundreds of
cutouts in freshly opened boxes, many of them

lose your eyes and it won't bo-

EMI imports. ,But our concern now was with

ther you."

getting to the show—which was scheduled to

Our taxi careened through New

begin in less than an hour—in one piece. We

York's midday Friday traffic on the way back

should have known not to worry: New York

to the Penta Hotel. JGH, DO, GL, and yours

taxi drivers have developed keenly honed sur-

truly had just spent acouple of hours scouring

vival instincts. We arrived, intact, with plenty

the cutout bins at the downtown Tower

of time to spare.

Records Annex, with ashorter side-visit to the

The last Stereophile show in the Big Apple

main store nearby. Our Kamikaze taxi driver,

(like this one, organized by Stereophile in

who undoubtedly spent his summers at Taxi
Drivers' School in Rome, was now trying to kill
us. Maybe he was after our vinyl treasures. We
might have had more of them if we hadn't run

62

II resolved to return the next day and, in fact, did. Most of
the cache turned out to be digital, or digitally !mastered, but
Idid manage to find enough original-analog material to make
the second visit worthwhile.
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TAKING ABITE
OF THE BIG APPLE

Stereophile staffers Thomas J. Norton, Guy Lemcoe, and J. Gordon Holt
and exhibitor Clark Johnsen offer some observations and experiences
from Stereophile's 1990 High-End Hi -Fi Show, held in New York in April.
(Rob Thomas supplied the photographs)

association with Nelson & Associates) was in
late 1987, in adifferent location—the Omni
Park Plaza opposite Carnegie Hall. The Penta

dust floors, the roar of the greasepaint, and the
smell of the crowd, but it did turn out to be an,
excellent location for our show. The rooms,

is an older hotel in aless uptown (in more than

with a few exceptions, were comfortably

one sense) location. The fast-food restaurants

large—certainly better than those at the last

and pizza joints around the Penta could not
compare to the delis near the Omni. And it

walls appeared to be solid—room-to-room iso-

seemed that every time Istepped outside, a

lation was more effective than at any past show

two CESes. The main corridors were wide. The

mob-scene would be spewing out of the latest

Ican recall. The layout wasn't too confusing,

performance of the Ringling Brothers, Barnum
& Bailey Circus, currently doing their annual

although Iam beginning to suspect that somewhere there is aconsulting firm whose only
function is to advise hotels on how to make

"Greatest Show on Earth" schtick at Madison
Square Garden, directly across the street from

their rooms difficult to locate And although the

the Penta.

elevators seemed programmed not to stop at

The Penta may have lacked three rings, saw-
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the mezzanine (one of the three floors holding
63

The "Meet the Designer" seminars proved very popular. John Atkinson (standing) is seen here
introducing (from left to right): the eponymous Richard Vandersteen, David Wilson, Jim Thiel,
and Paul Hales, and Charles Hansen of Avalon Acoustics
the show) on their "up" cycle, most attendees
learned to cope by simply taking the scenic
route down to the lobby before returning to the
second or third floor.
The Penta did, in fact, immediately strike me
as vaguely familiar. And it should have. It had
been the site of the last non-Stereopbile audio
show in New York which Iattended, sometime
around 1978. The hotel went by another name
at the time—possibly the Statler-Hilton,
though I'm not certain. All Irecall from that
previous show is someone banging a bass
drum up and down the wide corridors, announcing some event or other.
Stereopbile lacked abass drum—at least a

regular pianist was delayed.
The "fringe" events included the usual 'Ask
the Editors: Stereopbile Writers Speak!" sessions, "Lewis Lipnick and his Bassoon," and
anumber of sessions in which Stereopbile editor John Atkinson, assisted by Will Hammond,
demonstrated various CD treatments and asked
the attendees to judge their effectiveness. The
results of these blind tests will appear in the
next issue, I'm told.
There were also several interesting "Meet the
Manufacturers" seminars. Isat in on an informative loudspeaker session; asimilar event on
turntables was scheduled, but didn't happen.
The only turntable luminaries Iran across were

live one—but it did have its own series of
"events." Five live concerts were held in the

Harry Weisfeld of VPI, AJ. Conti of Basis, and
Allen Perkins of SOTA (the last attending in an

Grand Ballroom, including performances by
Arturo Delmoni, Igor Kipnis, Clark Terry (spon-

unofficial capacity). CD was clearly the dom-

sored by Chesky Records), and Marni Nixon

ber of manufacturers used both CD and analog. A very few leaned heavily on LP. It was

(sponsored by Reference Recordings). In some
of these concerts it was necessary to use sound
reinforcement (the Grand Ballroom was avery
large space—plenty of seating was always avail-

inant program source at the show, but anum-

interesting to observe the differing analog/digital attitudes prevalent at the `Ask the Editors"
sessions. While the interest in the present and

able). The sound system was courtesy of VTL

future status of CD and digital recording seemed

and llinnoy, and David Manley of VTL manned

obvious at all of these events, analog loyalists
were still vocal in support of their favored

the system during the performances. In the two
concerts which Iheard, the system worked
well on the Clark Terry instrumentals, but was
less effective with Marni Nixon's voice Choice
of microphone, perhaps. We should also give

medium. Iwas therefore disappointed to hear
at the show that Goldmund has now terminated their turntable production. They are

credit to David Chesky, who ably filled in on

apparently planning to redirect their efforts to
CD playback.

piano during the Clark Terry concert when the

The main attractions, however, as at all Ste-
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EVERYMAN'S POWER AMP
And every woman's too. Counterpoint's

New Generation" SA-220

power amplifier fulfills the hybrid promise. Tubes and MOSFETs

share a synergistic partnership of vacuum tube performance and
solid state reliability. Every music lover dreams of a power amplifier

that may be regarded as a final purchase. The SA-220 Power

Amplifier is superlative in its natural clarity. explosive dynamic
abilities, and three dimensional soundstaging and imaging.

The SA-220 can be used with virtually any loudspeaker system.
regardless of wattage. current. capacitance, or even fractional
impedence requirements, and still maintain its faithfulness to the

music. Counterpoint's "ARC" protection circuitry s unique in that it
protects

oudspeaker and amplifier without degrading sonics. By

,gnt suspect tnat "Everyperson's" power amplifier is

affordable by very few. Please take another look; we've saved the
moderate pr-ce for last.

10
•

COUNTERPOINT

NOTHING BETWEEN THE MUSIC AND YOU

1

10 YEAR ANNIVERSARY

2.F.1.111

.....DZOGIZE/C.E.

1979-1989

Drive. Vista. CA 92083

1

Call IFInn-2.6

reophile shows, were the demonstration rooms,

from Anodyne (as in the 801, the 800 may be

where manufacturers (and anumber of local

used with or without such filters).

dealers) attempted to demonstrate their wares

The program sources in the B&W room

in the best possible light. And, as ever, with
varying degrees of success. Considering the

provided me with one of my more interesting
experiences at the show. They had two CD

fact that their setup time was limited and the

players: aRotel RCD-855 (fed directly from its

rooms unfamiliar, asurprising amount of quite

analog outputs) and aSony 707ESD with its

decent sound could be heard. Not in every

digital outputs driving a'dia 2000. Although

room, certainly, and some otherwise good

the Rotel performed surprisingly well, it was

equipment came off less well than it had in the

clearly bettered by the Sony/'dia combina-

past, but Ididn't find myself at aloss for exhib-

tion—as well it should have been, considering

its to visit more than once.

the price difference.

Moore, Frankland, Associates (MFA)

Graham Engineering is known primarily

builds an impressive line of tube equipment,

for their tonearm, but they also distribute a

but their presence on the audio scene is decid-

number of interesting products from Europe.

edly low-profile. Their equipment could be

Particularly striking sounds were being made

seen in at least two rooms—although, as is

by the Ensemble Reference loudspeakers from

usual at shows, it's not really possible to "lis-

Switzerland, favorably reviewed by Dick

ten" to anything other than loudspeakers. Still,

Olsher in the June issue Their uncolored mid-

Iwas impressed by the apparent build quality

range, detailed yet not unnaturally prominent

of MFA's equipment—especially evident in
their top-of-the-line Luminescence B- IC preamplifier (14460) and M-200 monoblock pow-

treble, and convincing soundstaging were evident. While they definitely don't plumb the
depths at the low end, they didn't sound obvi-

er amp (15960/pair).

ously bass-deficient, either. But their cost is

YI3A is another small high-end manufacturer
whose products are as yet little known here.

numbing—$4390/pair, sans stands. Special
stands from Graham Engineering were being

Their amplifiers and preamplifiers, manufactured in France, are now distributed in the US

input, MOSFET output), 50Wpc amplifiers

by Music Hall. NY area dealer Select Sounds

from Solo (France, 11940). The latter will also

demonstrated the YBA1 preamplifier (15750)

be distributed by Graham.

and YBA1 amplifier (high-current, 17000)
through the ProAc Response Two loudspeak-

Icon Acoustics, based in Billerica, MA, was
previously unfamiliar to me. But its founder

ers. The latter sounded surprisingly robust for
a modestly sized, two-way loudspeaker—

and product designer, David Fokos, is not. He
spent several years at Conrad-Johnson, where

used with the References, as were hybrid (tube

gutsy would be an apt description. They are

he designed their Synthesis and Sonographe

not inexpensive, however, coming down hard

loudspeakers. Icon was formed in April 1989,

on the rocky side of 12700/pair. Iwould have

but does not frequent the Consumer Elec-

loved to have compared them with the (Music

tronics Shows for asimple reason—all of their

Hall-distributed) Epos ES- 14 in the same system, but the latter loudspeaker was not avail-

sales are by direct-mail, with a30-day home
trial. They pay the shipping—both ways if

able for comment.

necessary. Two models are presently available:

The award for the new loudspeaker having

the small, two-way Lumen (1695/pair) and the

the most striking appearance would have to go

three-way, floor-standing Parsec (11495/pair).
The latter was set up in their demonstration.

to the B&W Matrix 800. Over 6' high and
weighing 240 lbs, each side contains two

Ispent quite abit of time there, and was favora-

woofers and two midranges from the 801, plus
anew, high-power tweeter. The two woofers

bly impressed. The overall sound was robust
and dynamic, with aparticularly potent low

are mounted at the top and bottom of the sys-

end. Parts and construction quality appeared

tem, in triangular-shaped enclosures; mid-

to be first-rate Definitely acompany to watch.

ranges and tweeter are in aseparate enclosure

Another firm whose products you won't be

in the center. The whole is imposing, ultramod-

able to audition at your local dealer is Audio
Concepts. They also deal only through mail-

ern, and will set you back about 117,000/pair.
They were being driven by Jeff Rowland electronics, with monoblock bass-alignment filters
66

order, and are agood source of parts and information for kit and do-it-yourself loudspeakers.
Stereophile, August 1990

Chesky Records contributed mightily to the live music events. Seen here (with David Chesky
himself at the piano) is one of the sessions featuring Paquito D'Rivera

Igor Kipnis's eclectic harpsichord recitals
were also well-received
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Violinist Arturo Delmoni offered showgoers
the chance to hear how complex the sound of
the live instrument really is

67

In New York they were showing the Premier

but very effective. Dave Wilson handled the

System One (81799/pair, assembled and fin-

demo chores personally, and the sound was

ished), asatellite/subwoofer system using Focal

certainly acontender for the best in show. One

drive-units.

of the selections played was from the old RCA

Isaw VPI turntables in anumber of locations. When Iran across Harry Weisfeld, Igave
him my idea for a"super HW19," using the plat-

album Music for Bang Baroom and Harp,
naturally recorded pop-percussion which
stunningly captures the ambience of the re-

ter and bearing from the TNT (an idea Ialso

cording site—the pre-modified Chicago Or-

expressed in my review of the latter last
month). Iwasn't surprised to hear that he had

chestra Hall. This late- '50s album is almost
impossible to find today—Chesky Brothers,

already thought of the idea; it was under con-

are you listening?

sideration. Ialso spotted apiece of literature

The new Krell KST- 100 amplifier was on

for VPI's new VTA adjustment and stabilizer

display in both the Definitive Hi -Fi and Sound

base, an attachment which can be used with a

by Singer suites. This 100Wpc amplifier (about

variety of tonearms (including the Rega —
where it will compensate for amajor shortcom-

82500) is something of aradical departure for
Krell—it's a class-AB design, considerably

ing in that design). It will allow for VTA adjusta-

smaller and lighter than ICrell's other amplifiers.

bility in play and is calibrated to allow for pre-

How will it compare sonically? Time—and a

cise resetting
Both Avalon Acoustics and the Jeff Row-

close evaluation—will tell.
Kif also had new products to debut in New

land Design Group shared the spotlight in

York. The spotlight here was on the new
Models 105/3 (83500/pair) and 107/2

the Hobson Ultimate Sound (dealer) room. It
was one of those rooms which were perpetually filled to overflowing and difficult to get

($5000/pair) loudspeakers. The former, which

into. On the first two days the smaller Avalon

which the tweeter is mounted at the apex of a

Eclipse was the featured loudspeaker, but it

bass-mid driver, where the dustcap is normally

makes use of KEF's "Uni -Q" technology—in

seemed that whenever Igot by to hear it, the

located—will be familiar to readers of the Brit-

room was too crowded to get adecent seat. On

ish audio press. The 107/2, however, was new

the last day, however, Ihad abit more time and

to this observer. It is asignificant update of the

did manage to visit the room twice. By that
time the larger Ascent loudspeaker was in

original 107, incorporating a metal-dome

place, driven by Ftowland's Model 7amplifiers
and new Consummate preamplifier. While a

ity, and anew QUBE external EQ network. The

tweeter, rebalanced midrange, bi-wire capabil-

Rowland-modified Sony CD player was avail-

latter, which is standard in the 107/2 and
optional with the 105/3 (about 8400), provides

able, the preferred program source was aSOTA

afixed system Q of 0.5 (the older design had

Cosmos turntable with SME V tonearm and
Rowland Complement phono cartridge. The

The 107/2 is, in essence, anew loudspeaker

overall sound was superb, with the striking
imaging and depth (from my front-and-center
seat) that Ihave come to expect from these
loudspeakers.
It was also await to get into the Definitive Hi Fi room, where the Wilson Audio WATT,
Puppy, and WHOW subwoofer were packing

avariable Q) and upgraded parts and features.
which resembles the old only in its general
appearance and coupled-cavity bass design
concept.
And while we're on the subject of new wine
in old bottles, the popular Eminent lechnology arm was shown with anumber of significant new options. Several reports have surfaced

them in. Imanaged to get to hear them on

over the last couple of years that the perfor-

Saturday night, when the crowd thinned out.

mance of this arm could be significantly improved by using ahigher-pressure pump in

(Saturday afternoon was, as expected, by far the
busiest time of the show) The program material

conjunction with a surge tank. ET recom-

was on CD (from the Krell transport and processor) and LP (Basis Ovation turntable, fully

mends the WISA pump ($375) and Airtech

optioned Eminent Technology arm, and van
den Hui Grasshopper cartridge). Amplification

update: aviscous damping trough which fits
under the main arm housing. The ET arm

Surge Tank (8200). They also offer their own

by Krell. The demonstration here was rather

becomes, like the KEF 107/2, aconsiderably

brief (to minimize the wait for those outside),

different product with all of these mods. But
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O NNOUNCING THE BRYSTON
TWENTY YEAR WARRANTY

Bryston 4B amplifier.
Power amplifiers range from
50 to 800 watts.

For over aquarter-century Bryston has been committed to designing
and producing audio products with musical accuracy, reliability and
value as our primary focus. It is widely known the Bryston's policy
on the warranty of our products has always been extremely generous
if ever required. To further enhance our long term commitment
Bryston is instituting a20 year warranty program as of January 1,
1990. This, as far as we know, is afirst in our industry and as such
will further demonstrate our continuing dedication to our products
and customers.
This new twenty year warranty is also retroactive. It includes all
audio products previously manufactured and sold under the Bryston
name. This warranty is also fully transferable from first owner to
any subsequent owners. Bryston has always been dedicated to
designing and producing audio power amplifiers, crossovers and
pre-amplifiers that deliver uncompromised performance,
outstanding reliability and exceptional value. We believe our new 20
year warranty is one more example of our continuing commitment
to this ideal.
Bryston Marketing Ltd.
Tel (416) 746-0300 Fax: (416) 746-0308
Brystonyermont Ltd. Tel: (802) 223-6159

A Major Event
In The History Of
Phased Array
Speaker Systems.

The DQ 12

The mid range
system consists of
alow distortion, low
mass laminate cone
operating in an
aperiodic loading
structure. This provides optimal cone
loading and controlled dipolar radiation
for accurate depth
of field reproduction.
The D012 provides
the emotional involvement with music, so
important for long
term satisfaction and
enjoyment.

is anew Phased
Array - system which
provides the open
window on thesoundstage for which
Dahlquist is famous.
Images come to life
with a vivid, three
dimensional feel that
truly suggests live
sound sources.
The design provides for extremely
accurate voice band
reproduction by paying special attention to the
shape of the mid-top end baffle.
In addition, millions of electrostatically aligned fibers adjacent
to the tweeter diaphragm control
high frequency diffraction at
the source.

Threaded
piked
eel for
increased
mage
lability
transparency

S ecifications
Design
Type

Woofer
Olson.

Merino'
Nam

Tweeter
Oise.

Inl
Baffle

8
Inch

5
Inch

1
Inch

Frequency Recsausendea
Response Mtn Awn Power
35-20
kHz

40
Watts

Isolated
mid-top end
baffle for
reducen
coloration
& optimal
time alignment.

Crossover
Frequenclu
403.
3500

Finish Black With Black Cloth
Wale 42 hs.

LOAM !LOUIS -la
601 Old Willets Path. Hauppauge, NY 11788
Tel: 516-234-5757 Fax 516-234-5781

8nominal
5min

42"x
16x9

bunted Ratall

S200/Pair

the ET remains available in its basic form and

their new 203 bitstream D/A converter ($990),

may be updated at any later time at the buyer's

602 CD transport ($2600), and 603 Digital Con-

option. The pump, surge tank, and damping
trough may also be added to existing ET arms.

trol Unit ($2400). The Mod Squad has anew
line of CD players, the $1750 Prism II and the

"Who is Robert Kraft?" announced the hand-

$2995 Signature. Music and Sound imports

out in the Burmester room. But your first

has anew DCC-1 digital control center (highlevel preamp and onboard 18-bit, 8x-over-

question might well be, "who is Burmester?"
It is aBerlin-based German firm which produces a small line of high-end (and high priced) electronics. Their previous attempts to
crack the US market have met with limited success. That's where Robert Kraft comes in. A

sampling D/A converter; $1195). The D/A section will be separately available as the DCS
($795), and amatching SPA-100 power amp
($849) is also available. Wadia demoed their
new "low-priced" converter, the X-32, with

trombonist with the National Symphony in

18-bit, 32x-oversampling ($1995). And Philips's

Washington, DC, Robert also operates asmall

new LHH500 Bitstream CD player ($2000)

recording firm on the side, and is now planning

made its formal debut at the show.
Sequerra was on hand with their recently

to head up US distribution of Burmester products. And judging by the sound in their suite,

introduced Met 7mini-loudspeaker ($490/pair).

they definitely deserve looking into. They

The new Met 8subwoofers ($1200/pair) are

made apair of B&W 8015 sing—even on stands
which Iconsider too low for these loudspeak-

designed to mate with the 7to extend the latter's low end, and anew Met 9ribbon tweeter

ers. On the first night of the show Inoted that

is under development 3 to cap off the entire

this was adefinite candidate for best sound;
several subsequent visits did little to dispel that

system.

notion. 20f special interest here was the model
870, acombined high-level (no phono stage)

facturer working on amodular approach to

preamp and digital processor ($7800). Iwas disappointed to note that the crowds in this room

Sequerra is not the only loudspeaker manusystem-building. While ShahinLin Acoustics
attracted plenty of attention, as usual, with
their flagship Diapasons, the new Hawk sub-

low public awareness of the Burmester name,

woofer module caught my eye. It is essentially
one-half of the Double-Eagle subwoofer which

were never very large—probably aresult of
and aroom layout which did not attract much

forms the foundation for the Diapason. Of

attention from the corridor.
There was plenty of other news at the show

similar to the mid/treble module in the Diapa-

on the CD player/digital processor front, much

son, though scaled down in size, complexity,

of it at more affordable price-points. Distrib-

and cost. One of these units, the Hawk mod-

utor Audio Influx was showing the new Arcam
Delta 110 preamp with an onboard D/A con-

subwoofer, the two combining to form a

more interest are plans for additional modules

ule, will be designed for use with the Hawk

verter. This is not the same converter used in
Arcam's Black Box. The new design incor-

scaled-down Diapason. This will be apart of

porates Philips Bitstream technology. It also has

which will extend their line to four discrete

full-function remote, including amotor-driven
volume control. A new power amp from Arcam, the Delta 120 ($1100), was also displayed.

and two subwoofers. Mixing and matching will

The Arcam gear made avery good impression
through apair of Rogers Studio 1M. It was a
room Iintended to return to, but time limitations prevented me from doing so.
In -other digital news, Meridian introduced

Shahinian's Modular Loudspeaker Project,
loudspeakers, three polydirectional modules,
be via either built-in passive filters or bi-amplification, at the user's option.
The last time Isaw (or heard about) Linaeum was at the 1989 Stereopbile show. This
year they introduced their flagship Model 9,
consisting of aline array of their unique midrange/high-frequency drivers, mounted on a

2With one exception. On my last visit, Jennifer Witness
Famous Blue Raincoat CD was being played at an ungodly
level, driving me from the mom. Had Inot already determined
that this was asuperb system, Imight have left with apoor
impression. Which was food for thought. Iwould never make
asweeping judgment of asystem based on hearing it with only
one piece of program material, but many audiophiles seem to
be less patient.
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transparent baffle, and separate subwoofers
($8500/pair, external and extra-cost electronic
crossover required). The sound from this sys3Aribbon tweeter was dcmoed in Sequerris room at the show,
but it was acustom design, not the Met 9.
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Swiss Report:
"Inexpensive High End Treasures"
Parasound P/FET-900

"We had to measure TIM twice because initially
we didn't trust the unbelievably low value of 0.0004%.
Exact checks revealed this astonishing value was correct."
Parasound HCA-8001I

"We found amaximum output of 2x 184 watts at
2ohms. This power amp is totally suited to drive even
very difficult speakers with low and complex impedances."

"The sound reproduction is incredibly
spacious, pleasantly rounded, yet precise.
Mids and high are faultless."
"A pre-power amp combination which

should cost twice as much."

Parasound
800 822-8802; in CA 415 397-7100
950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111

These raves from
High End Hifi Video Test
Switzerland October, 1989
We welcome your inquiry.

tern seemed to be very position-dependent,

tion. Isaw this same demonstration at Winter

but the balance from the front row was very

CES, but the sound system here was much

sweet and lacking in harshness, but with good
detail—the same impression Ihad received

improved. Ican't help but feel atwinge of frustration every time Iview agood HDTV system,
however—wondering if we'll ever really see

from their smaller systems last year. The bass
was full, but the tall, slender subwoofers didn't

it come into wide use in the US. As I've

seem to justify the prefix "sub"; genuine lowend reach on the organ recording Iheard seemed

observed before, this demo convinced me
again that it is sports which will sell this system

lacking.
The folks fromJS Engineering, the Infinite

to the mass market, thus making it readily available to those whose main interests lie else-

Slope crossover people, were at the show in

where. The sooner the average viewer sees

force—the force being their top-of-the-line,

what it can do for football broadcasts, the

pyramid-shaped Model 4($4700 /pair). After
the show, on avisit with family in Connecticut,

sooner it will become available to everyone.
But I'm not holding my breath until Ican buy

Ipaid ashort visit to JS Engineering at their

HDTV at Circuit City for amass-market price.

plant in Manchester—which coincidentally is
located in my old hometown. They are in the

day of the show, and before the show opened,

process of moving to larger headquarters, but

JGH, GL, and Ihad dropped into asmall bagel-

Idid get to see their impressive in-house

and-sandwich shop across from the hotel.

Following our dodge-em taxi ride on the first

cabinet-making facilities. Both TEF and MLSSA

There we ran into an audiophile who seemed

are used in their system design process. It is

to have flown in from California for the show.

perhaps about time we had acloser look at

Perhaps for other reasons as well, but the tim-

this company's unique products; we're work-

ing of his visit was not coincidental with the

ing on it.

weekend's festivities at the Penta. This was not,

Innovative Audio (dealer) showcased the
Thiel CS5, driven by Krell electronics. Unfor-

Stereopbile show is very much unlike aCES in

tunately, judging from the sound of these loud-

one important respect—it's designed for the

in my experience, an unusual occurrence. A

speakers in previous auditions (at '89 Summer

audiophile. Not the distributors, dealers, and

CES and the last Stereopbile show), they ap-

audio writers who populate the corridors in

peared to be at less than their best behavior in

Chicago and Las Vegas—though many of them
certainly qualify as audiophiles as well—but

New York. Room problems, perhaps. Certainly
the importance of the room and room treat-

the individuals without whom the whole busi-

ment was brought home in the Kinergetics

ness would be meaningless. As Iwrite this, I

room. On my first visit to this exhibit, Iwas

have no idea what the total show attendance

delighted to see Kinergetics' old-reliable sys-

was,* but the crowds certainly seemed to be

tem—Spica TC-50s with Kinergetics sub-

large and enthusiastic. With any luck, the or-

woofers driven by Kinergetics electronics. The

ganizers and exhibitors gave the attendees a

sound was promising, but Iwas pressed for

better feel for what's available in the audio mar-

time and resolved to come back later. Ireturned

ket, how it sounds, and where it might fit into

near the end of the show, by which time the

their own plans and lifestyles.

'Elbe Traps had been removed from the room,
which now suffered from low-end blues. The
top end, minus the absorption provided by the

Guy Lemcoe

llibe Traps, was now also ashade too bright.
Every show has its touch of the bizarre. In
New York this came from, of all places, VTL,

henever Ivisit New York City, Ifeel
trapped in amaelstrom. The constant swirl of humanity on the run,

with their stacked pairs of Mirage M- Is reaching
almost to the (high) ceiling in their demo room.

the traffic, the noise, the coldblooded pursuit

Everyone who came into the room did adou-

of commerce, and the seeming disregard for

ble take; some probably never did figure out
what those weird loudspeakers were. Mirage

human values slaps me in the face like acold
North wind. It's arude awakening, not for the

M- Is were to be heard in anumber of other

fainthearted. On the other hand, it's obvious

locations, but perhaps none more impressive
than in the Barco-Fosgate HDTV demonstraStereophile, August 1990

4Around 5000 audiophiles phis many trade visitors and annul('
100 members of the press would seem agood estimate --.1A

JUST A LITTLE BIT ... BETTER?

11.2 MILLION BITS BETTER!
Altis Audio announces areal breakthrough
in digital to analog conversion—
DIFFERENTIAL BIT STREAM TECHNOLOGY.

Aids Audio has redefined the reference
for digital audio processing with the
introduction of our "DAP" and

live event. The natural tonality that
allows you to hear each and every
instrument as if they are playing on

"DAP Reference" one bit decoders.

their own separate and individual

The processor used in our decoders

cushion of air. You'll hear the

is the most technically advanced
method of reproducing the digital
audio signal. This processor performs
all of the decoding functions in the
digital medium so that the analog
output remains totally uncorrupted
and unaltered.
We've all heard the cliche that if it
isn't musical it just isn't right.
Audition one of our products and
hear for yourself that subtle yet
ineffable sense of rightness. The
lightning fast transients that bring
real life and energy to the music. The
spacious, open and airy soundstage
that seemingly transports you to the

rightness from first listen. There's no
mistaking it.
Best of all, this ground-breaking
technology is available in components
you won't ever outgrow. The digital
processor section of all our
equipment is fully modular and
readily upgradable through your
local dealer enabling new advancements to be passed on to you thus
assuring atimeless investment in
sound.
Isn't it time you experienced the
difference? There really is no longer
aneed to compromise.

"DAP" One Bit D/A Processor $1,795.00
"DAP Reference" Dual Dac One Bit D/A Processor $2,495.00

-A LT1 s
aUDIO LTD.

43 Cross St., New Canaan, CT 06840
203-972-6027

several million people have adapted their lives

ficult. It seemed abuying frenzy had overcome

to this condition and apparently thrive on it.

the booth!

The City certainly stands among the few on this
planet for the variety of experiences it offers.
Not all of those experiences will want to be
sampled, however. It is acity of contrasts and

Next to Acoustic Sounds was the Serious
Listeners booth. This listening-enhancement
tool is touted as aserious component ". ..which
acts as an acoustical transformer, increasing the

does not sleep.
The schizophrenic character of the place was

air mass coupling to the ear." The function of

etched in my mind the night Iarrived for the

sound-gathering capacity (much like cupping

High End Hi -Fi Show. Across the street from the

your hands around your ears). Well, we'll see.

these leather earcups is to increase the ear's

Perna Hotel, where the show was being set up,

Iborrowed apair in black. J. Gordon Holt, my

is Madison Square Garden. In the bowels of
that building is Penn Station. Between the com-

colleague on this trip, was handed alimitededition gold pair. Obviously, listening compar-

muter train terminals and the street above live

isons are in order here. Across the way at the

some of New York's homeless. It's asad sight

Audio Advancements booth, obscure-label

to see these people, penniless and without

European LPs of classical (Audite and Kiku) and

futures, turning in for the night on their cardboard mattresses and newspaper blankets. It's

jazz (Gemini and Odin) performances were
available There was not as much activity here,

also ironic in that, across the street and up afew

so Ihad an easier time perusing the selections.

flights of stairs, electronic equipment of the

Isaw much that interested me, but Iwas not in

highest level of technology and expense is

New York on an LP-buying trip. I'll keep this

being unloaded, to be ogled the following day

company in mind, though, for future reference

by consumers who may be inclined to look the

May Audio was selling (in addition to their

other way when faced with this omnipresent

line of exotic accessories) LPs by Opus 3, North

reality. The disparity of emotion Ifelt when

Star, and Water Lily Acoustics. Isuggest you

confronting both of these worlds put me in a

send for one of their catalogues. Directly across

state of mind which affected me throughout

from May Audio was the Arcici booth, with the

the course of the show; close to, but not quite,
melancholia.
On the first day of the show, feeling like a

Lead Balloon, Laser Base, and Super Structures
on display. Their newly introduced Super
Spikes were also shown (I intend to use these

young kid in acandy shop, Imade the rounds

under my Acoustat loudspeakers as soon as I

to see and hear what Icould of over 75 exhibits.

can talk Ray Shab out of two sets). There was

The High End Hi -Fi Show is to the audiophile

alot of interest shown in the Super Structure

what the CES must be to the rest of the con-

line of equipment racks, perhaps indicative of

sumer electronics industry. It represents the

the obsessive-compulsive nature of most audiophiles. Ilike aneat listening room, and these

cream of the crop of audio products whose
goal it is to provide the listener with amusically
involving experience. The fact that there are
different ideas as to the means by which to

racks contribute to that effect. Recommended.
In this day of cable mania, it's nice to see a
company addressing the problem of in-home

attain that goal suggest that there would be a

audition of various cables. The Cable Com-

wide variety of products on display. There

pany does just that by allowing the prospective

were! And, lest we forget what all this hardware
is for, the reproduction of music in the home,

purchaser to try out, in his home, up to four
pairs of cable for aperiod of two weeks. For
this service, anon-refundable fee of 10% of the

Iwas pleased to see many of the finest purveyors of recorded music tending their crowded

selling price of the borrowed cable will be

booths, eagerly selling music to the show attendees. The mezzanine floor was abuzz with

charged to the customer's credit card. If apurchase is made, however, this amount is applied,

happy audiophiles and music lovers thumbing

in full, to the purchase price If you itch to try

through boxes of LPs and CDs from such com-

out various cables in your system and your
local dealer either will not loan cable out or

panies as Reference Recordings, Sheffield Labs,
Chesky Records, and Mobile Fidelity. Acoustic Sounds had set up abooth, and the number

does not handle the brands you want to audition, Isuggest you investigate this opportunity.

of people gathered there to buy rare and/or

They offer 39 brands and 194 cable products.

out-of-print LPs made leisurely browsing dif-

Several manufacturers had set up listening
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Robert Clark of the New Jersey Audio Society
models the impressive AKG K-1000 headphones

Martin-Logan's head honcho Gayle Sanders

Stereophile's éminence grise, J. Gordon Holt,
seems perturbed by the weight of the Solo
"Tiger" integrated amplifier

Tonearm designer Bob Graham

with his Monolith Ill hybrid loudspeaker

Stereophilc, August 1990

OUT OF EUROPE
THE REST OF

•
Promoting high-quality imported software to
the visitors: Hart and Beth Huschens of Audio
Advancements

Soundwave Fidelity's Jim Gala (also a fine
jazz pianist)
Stereophile, August 1990

Paul Paddock of Linaeum with his Model 9,
due to reach dealers this month

Eminent Technology's Bruce Thigpen

a o'pogee,
Monster Cable,
Duntech,
Eminent Technology,
Martin-Logan,
Van den Hul USA,
and VPI
have in common?

aragon

These are some of the state of the art audio companies that
have purchased Aragon amplifiers for their research and
development work.

MONDIAL

DESIGNS

LIMITED

Two Elm Street, Ardsley, New York 10502 •(914) 693-8008
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rooms just off the main level of the mezzanine.

ing, Igrew anxious as Ifelt the towers would

Among the most impressive sounding, to me,

topple over. The sound was not as good as one

was the TARA Labs exhibit. Matthew Bond

would expect from such acostly speaker sys-

and Merrill Bergs had obviously spent some
time setting up their Timekeeper Model 2.0

tem, but it did hold promise. The promise of
excellent sound from B&W speakers was ful-

loudspeaker ($4200/pair) to sound their best.
The Aura turntable (with alive Keith Jarrett
album cued up), in conjunction with the tubed
Passage preamp ($1895) and Tri -Class tubed
monoblock amps ($5800 /pair), provided an
involving sound. How much of this was due

filled, for me, in the Burmester Audiosysterns room, where apair of Matrix 801 Series
2s sounded great with the pricey, elegantlooking Burmester electronics. Ihave never
heard 801s sound this good. It's obvious that,
to get the best sound from these speakers, care-

to the Temporal Continuum speaker cable I

ful attention to placement and use of superior

don't know. All! can say is that Iliked what I
heard and would like to get aset of the 'lizmporals

electronics are necessary. In the Burmester

in my listening room to experiment with.
Acouple doors down from TARA Labs was

room, both of these conditions were met. I
would call the sound Iheard here one of the
best of the show.

tube maven David Manley in the Vacuum Mee

My candidate for best sound at the show

Logic mom. On display here were enough tubed

must be the combination of Jeff Rowland

electronics to quicken the pulse of all those
who appreciate the magic they are capable of
providing in reproduced sound. Stacked (!?)

electronics and Avalon Acoustics speakers

Mirage MIs flanked Manley's custom Mark
Levinson tape deck, on which David had as-

heard in the Hobson Ultimate Sound room. A
careful selection of source material combined
with an intelligent presentation made this room
different from most. What to listen for in each

sembled asampling of first-generation copies

music selection was explained to the audience;

of master tapes of various music. Unlike some

then the record was cued up for listening (ana-

of my other colleagues, Ithought the sound

log was alive and well in this room!). The sound

was fine, with great dynamic range and weight.

was convincing in its rendering of the dynamic

Isensed alack of spaciousness, however; the

range of asymphony orchestra, and subtle
details of the performance were not masked.

sound seemed confined to the space between
the speakers, with little apparent depth. Transparent it was, though, with excellent render-

There was never any hint of strain or compression—only the full, rich sound of music.

ing of instrumental timbres. My feeling, as Ileft,

Both audition systems provided me with an

was that the room was not appropriate for such

involvement in the music Ioften found missing
in other exhibits. The more modestly priced

asystem.
On my way to the B&W exhibit, Istopped

Avalon Eclipse speakers ($5600/pair) would be

briefly in the Museatex Audio room, where

agood choice for amid-priced (?) high-end

Iheard quite good sound from asystem con-

system. They were demoed with the Jeff Row-

sisting of the Mellor Control Center ($1850) and

land Model 1amp ($2950) and Consonance

amplifier ($1995) feeding apair of Melior One

preamp ($2500). The music source was analog,

speakers, these using the same Canadian

with aSOTA Cosmos 'table, SME V arm, and

center-driven panel drive-unit that first made

Rowland Complement cartridge. The Ascent
speakers ($13,500/pair) would complement a

its appearance in the Sumo Aria. Iliked the
remote-control feature on the Melior Control
Center, as system adjustments can be made
from the listening seat. It makes fine-tuning the

no-holds-barred attack on the state of the art.
They were heard with Rowland Model 7amps
($9800/pair) and Consummate preamp ($5500).

sound abreeze.

Synergy was at work in this room. My thanks

In the darkened B&W room, Ihad the opportunity to listen to the new, limited-pro-

go to Jeff Rowland for playing one of my favorite Rickie Lee Jones cuts, Under The Board-

duction, Model 800 loudspeaker system. Not

walk, in the final hour on the last day of the

for everyone at acost of $17,000/pair, it seemed

show. Ihave never heard that song reproduced

to be held back by room limitations. This is a

as well as Iheard in this room. Congratulations!

large, ungainly-looking system with the ap-

Soundwave loudspeakers are notable for

pearance of modern sculpture. As Isat listen-

their ability to throw aconvincing soundstage •

ing, trying to get involved with what Iwas hear-

irrespective of the listener's seating position.
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Heart & Soul.
Pictured below is the heart and soul of tomorrow's state-of-the-art music systems.
STAX is proud to introduce the DAC-Xlt, which is, with all due modesty, the most
advanced example extant in that rarefied strata of outboard digital-to-analogue
processors.
Achieving previously unobtainable levels of sonic accuracy and musicality has
become possible through sophisticated digital-to-analogue processing, vacuum
tube amplification, rich power supplies, and acarefully designed, skillfully
constructed chassis. These technical applications represent the cumulative effort
of fifty years of research and development of STAX engineers.
We regret that the STAX DAC-Xlt is ultimately unattainable for the majority of
music lovers. Its price reflects STAX's typical approach to design and manufacturing, coupled with staggering parts costs. Custom made components and hand
crafting prohibit the DAC-Xlt from being mass produced.
And the result? With ancillary equipment of the highest caliber, the DAC-Xlt
renders digital source material with the heart and soul of real music. Discussions
which argue the virtues of analogue over digital become immaterial. ..
the barrier
is broken. The DAC-Xlt is the reference by which the next generation of music
systems will be judged.
The STAX DAC-Xlt is available in limited quantities. Contact STAX Kogyo, Inc. for
details.

Pictured: DAC.X I
tVacuum Tube Output Reference INA Processor
For afull.line brochure, please send $5.00 to:
STAX KOGYO, INC. 940 E. Dominguez St., Carson, CA 90746
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Iwas envious, as Ilistened to an opera record-

never escaped the boundaries of the speakers,

ing's broad, deep, well-integrated soundspace,

and rarely extended behind them. Upfront it

each singer well-focused on the stage, of these
speakers' soundstaging abilities compared to
that of my own Acoustats, which force me to

was—sort of reminded me ofJBL studio monitors' legendary, lean, mean sound. But neither

stay glued into one listening position. Iwas sit-

the JBLs, nor the Duntechs as fed by the jadis
amps, served the music as well as other, more

ting well off-axis of the Grand Soliloquys ($34001
pair) and still got uncanny imaging and spatial

candidate for the most pretentious at the show.

cues. The speakers did not sound at all "boxy,"
and rivaled the best electrostatic types in tran-

Not all my time was spent sitting or standing
in exhibitors' rooms. Isat in on the "Ask The

sient response. The bass extension was im-

Editors" panels, where Ienjoyed the sharing

pressive—full-bodied and well-controlled.
Mids and highs seemed quite natural, with par-

of ideas and information. Iwas especially

ticularly good rendering of instrumental tim-

modest systems. This exhibit, for me, was a

pleased to meet several readers who expressed

not limited to the most expensive model,

their enjoyment with my articles in Stereopbile.
Being new to the fold, Iappreciated the positive strokes from the people whom Itry to

either. The two other floor-standing speakers,
the Soliloquy ($2400/pair), the Sonata (51600/

reach. Whenever Icould Itook in the live performances held in the Grand Ballroom. Several

pair), and the stand- mounted Silhouettes
many pleasant moments in this room listening

superstars of this business gave their best to
make the show acomplete success. Iwould
like to thank, in particular, Norman and David

to the music. The fact that Soundwave's own

Chesky, who arranged for their recording artists

amplifiers (Models 1and 2) were being used to

to provide almost nonstop entertainment Satur-

bres. My appreciation of sound qualities was

(5990/pair) did not disappoint me. Ispent

drive the speakers was equally impressive to

day and Sunday. The music sounded great, and

me. This is acompany to watch!

Clark Terry proved, once again, that he's one

Other exhibitors whose systems reminded

of the best (even without bass and piano

me of music were Eminent Technology Incorporated, Castle Acoustics Ltd., Icon,

accompaniment). Arturo Delmoni provided an

Beard, and Spica.
There were disappointing moments as well.
Most depressing was the sound Iheard in the
Shahinian room. Flat and dimensionless, the
sound in this room bore little resemblance to
the musically involving presentation Iwas so
impressed with in Las Vegas. Idon't know what
might have happened, but Ileft the room with
afeeling that Dick Shahinian was having abad
day.
You would think that $20,000 of Jadis
amplification, coupled with Duntech loud-

absolute reference for the sound of asolo violin. Funny how it sounded just right, without
ahint of grain. Not ahi-fi sound at all!
Ican't end without revealing arumor heard
circulating at the show. It appears none other
than TAS's Harry Pearson made it to the show.
To listen to music? No, sir! Iheard he attended
an HDTV demonstration in the Barco room
and left saying, "I've seen the light." Isaw a
light too, without benefit of Barco. Isaw the
glow which comes over the faces of serious
listeners when they become involved with
music performances reproduced through sys-

speakers and state-of-the-art digital processing

tems which convey the "magic" one hears live.

(courtesy of Wadia) would provide asound
unlike any other. It did, but Ididn't like what
Iheard. The East Room was the home of the

Such systems could be found at the High End

"big" sound, and that was just the problem.
Everything Iheard through this system sounded
"big" and larger than life. Solo guitar took on
gargantuan proportions, while intimate jazz
ensembles sounded like big bands. The music
lost perspective and scale. Linda Ronstadt
sounded 10' tall! The image of these performers
as rendered on this system was not believable.
Iperceived very little sense of the recording
venue on selection after selection. The sound
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Hi -Fi Show if you looked and listened carefully.
When's the next one, Larry? 5

J. Gordon Holt

I

did adumb thing in New York. Iallowed
Dick Shahinian to drag me to aNew York
Philharmonic orchestra concert the night

5Everything is tentative at present, but California (North or
South) in the Fall of 1991 seems to be the most probable geography and timing.
—3A
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KITS ARE BACK

AND BETTER THAN EVER
In response to today's escalating cost
of high-end tube electronics. SONIC
FRONTIERS is pleased to introduce the
SFM-75 MONO TUBE POWER AMPLIFIER KIT. Our kit products offer the discriminating audio enthusiast an opportunity to enjoy premium quality sound
at an affordable price $1575 US
($1795 Cdn.) per pair.
Accomplished tube electronics designer Joe Curcio (featured in both GLASS
AUDIO and THE AUDIO AMATEUR)
was enlisted to help achieve the exacting
design and performance goals of the
SFM-75.
The main design premise for the
SFM-75 was to achieve the highest level
of harmonic accuracy, correct tonal
balance, realistic soundstaging, lifelike
dynamics and overall musicality possible. This was accomplished by integrating leading edge tube technology with
brand name components of uncompromising quality. As well, the SFM-75
has been designed for the highest

degree of reliability and ease of assembly
(approximately 15 hours per pair)
in the DYNACO tradition.
This conservatively rated 75 watt
per channel amplifier utilizes such
notable components as: HOLCO,
VISHAY, SOLEN, WIMA, WONDER
CAP, REI,-CAP, GOLD AERO, EDISON
PRICE, CARDAS AND TIFFANY which
assure reliable, high-level performance.
In addition, the SFM-75 possesses
alarge conservatively rated power
supply (with appropriate regulation),
acustom-wound wide bandwidth
output transformer, and is totally user
adjustable with respect to its world-wide
A.C. power requirements and output
configuration. The SFM-75 delivers all
this in arobust 46 lb. (21 kg) package.
As the initial product in our line of
high performance tube electronics kits,
the SFM-75 Mono Tube Amplifier is the
only audiophile-grade product available
to offer true value for money in
today's high-end market.

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES WELCOMED

SONIC FRONTIERS INC.
181 KENILWORTH AVE, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA M4L 3S7

PHONE (416) 691-7877
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FAX (416) 338 2562
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before the Show started. 6 The conductor was
the young and flamboyant Soviet Dmitri

chances of eight or so producing apeak at the

Kitayenko, the orchestra was the largest Ihad
ever seen assembled in one place (at least 120

ther investigation.
Also noted at that NY Phil concert was evi-

players, Iguessed), and the entire program was
the Shostakovich 7th Symphony—the "Leningrad." To say the performance was "brilliant"
is to understate it; it was blazing. If you've never

same instant are substantial. This warrants fur-

dence of my own aural decrepitude. (Note:
That term was aural decrepitude, not moral turpitude. Ihave been known to be misquoted.)
Ihave always prided myself on having an

heard a 120-piece orchestra play a triple-

unusually good aural memory, which allowed

fortissimo finale, you'll never understand why
the usually blasé New York audience went

me to compare the sound of a1988 preamplifier with one Ihad reviewed in 1978 and not

absolutely wild—on their feet cheering, bravo-

be surprised (or embarrassed) when, later, I

ing, and applauding hysterically. The ovation

actually got to compare them side by side But

must have lasted ten minutes at least. My

as time wreaks its inexorable havoc on my aural

impression of what Iheard lasted throughout

equipment, aural memory becomes more and

the entire Hi -Fi Show.
It had been almost two years since Ilast

what alive orchestra sounded like only 10 years

heard alive orchestra, and that one was the
much smaller (90 pieces, maybe) New Mexico
Symphony, with amuch more restrained conductor. Icame away from that concert doubting that what Ihad heard could be adequately
reproduced by even the finest audio systems.
came away from Avery Fisher hall firmly con-

more of amixed blessing. My recollection of
ago, compared with what it sounds like now,
was hard to endure. Even though I'm still good
out to ahair beyond 12kHz, Iwas no longer
hearing the rosinous sheen of the violas, the
incredible spikiness of massed violins digging
in, and the shimmering sizzle of cymbals the
way Iremember them.? The sound of the

vinced that it couldn't. It wasn't the sheer volume levels, which must have peaked out on

orchestra still gave me goosebumps (and the

occasion at 110dB in my Row-Q orchestra seat;

gripping the arm rests with white knuckles),

it was the incredible ease and power and com-

but Icouldn't help but be acutely aware of what
Imust have been missing. Upon my return to

plete lack of strain at that volume.
Inoticed something else Ihad heard at live
orchestra concerts before but had managed not
to think about: the virtual impossibility of
recording massed violins digging in hard.
Along with that tizzy edge of saw-toothing tensioned strings was an overlay of energy spikes
that must have been at least 10dB stronger than

performance had me on the edge of my seat,

Colorado, Ifound out to my relief that Iwas
suffering from abuild-up of ear wax, and a
professional cleaning put things right. Nonetheless, Ivisited Stereopbile's fifth High End
Show with adefinite make-my-day chip on my
shoulder. Not surprisingly, nothing that Iheard
knocked it off.

the average output of the entire string section.

That's probably one reason orchestral music

have never, ever, heard these spikes from any
recording; what Ihear, in its place, is aharsh

is so scarce at hi-fi shows: It's so damnably hard
to reproduce well. (That's also why Isee it as

roughness that has always made massed vio-

the ultimate challenge: it separates the real

lins achallenge for any system to reproduce

high-end systems from the frauds.) Nonethe-

without driving the listener screaming from the

less, afew courageous souls tackled it, and
some even came close to succeeding, if not

room. Could it be that every microphone, or
microphone preamp, is being grossly over-

very close.

loaded by energy that no one has ever mea-

B&W's huge and hideous-looking new 800

sured because it doesn't get recorded? Cer-

system did acreditable job of simulating the

tainly, oscillograms of asolo violin don't show

impact and dynamic range of alive orchestra

spikes of this apparent amplitude, but it is easy
to forget that two sounds of equal intensity will
reinforce one another by 3dB, and another pair
of +3dB sounds will produce 3dB more. With
40 violins going at it hammer and tongs, the
6 I'm not complaining. Richard Iappreciated this gesture
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"Those of you who may wonder about my olympian pronouncements concerniz* high end in equipment reports may
rest assured that Iam not making things up. My son Charles,
who is also into high-end audio (and keeps "borrowing" his
old man's Monster M -1000 interconnects because he doesn't
like the way his FM.Is veil the sound). clocks out to 201d-lz, and
does my cringing for me when a supertweeter that sounds
silk) smooth to me is actually ringing like mad at 16kHz

Power line magic!
Are you hearing all the music your components
should reproduce? AccuPower, the affordable
answer to degrading power line pollution, supplies
clean accurate power so you hear all the detail,
transparancy and imaging your audio components
were designed to produce -AccuPower is
Euphonic Technology's patented*, Isolating Power
Line filter -functional, elegant and affordable!
See it at your audio dealer.
Call or write for details

EUPHONIC M

technology

19 Danbury Road, Ridgefield, CT 06877

i

(203) 431-6434

• FAX (203) 431-3660

Model AP 4. $549
US Pat. No. 4,259,705

Trademark of Dupont

WeberWire
was created by
Jeff Weber,
Grammy' winning
record producer,
as acompletely neutral transfer path
between amplifier
and loudspeaker to
facilitate evaluation of original
master tapes
WeberWire is
superior in every
characteristic:
Resistance
0.00053 Ohm/ft.
for transmission and

84

return paths co,,:
bitted!
Current capacity
100 RMS amperes,
500 pk. amperes
Inductance

nance and reduce
phase noise
Balanced-lamina
Pure silver surfacing
on oxygen-free
copper balances skin
effect resistance to
maintain constant
g.(42
.lengths exhibit
Fig. 1
less than 0.2 dB loss at resistance to the
100 kHz with typical highest frequencies Transmission characteristics for 15 ft.
loudspeaker loads
Teflon* Insulation
of WeberWire-1.0
Maintains a2.1 dieCapacitance
source, 8(1 resistive
lectric constant from
0.2 nanoFarads/ft.
load—communicatenable use without, dc to 100 megaHz.
ing a100 kHz square
external "damping ' High-current
wave. The upper
networks
terminations
limit of WeberWire
WeberWeave
Gold plated conis just beginning
distributes impednection hardware
to be observed as
ance characteristics
exceeds welding
the extremely high
to suppress resorequirements
harmonics of the

overshoot from the
signal generator
(upper trace) are
noticeably reduced.
Nevertheless, the
bandwidth of
WeberWire permits
the wave itself to
be reproduced without tilt or other
anomaly.
Exclusively distributed by
InConcert division
of Threshold
Corporation
12919 Earhart Ave.,
Auburn, CA 95603.
800-888-8055
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with surprisingly little audible stress, but

In the recording, the ambience almost cried

whether because of the room or the program

out "Here Iam, listen to me!!!" This may have

material or the phase of the moon or whatever,
it fell markedly short in such areas as depth,

only been because the recording mikes were
high in the air and out in the hall, but I'm more

breadth, and deep-bass foundation. Dick Shahinlan didn't luck out as well at this Show as

inclined to suspect they had some help from
an extra pair of ambience mikes farther back

at previous ones, either. While his Diapason
systems (which so impressed me at the Vegas

in the hall. Otherwise, the system in Bur-

CES) had much of their usual persuasive
involvement, they lacked the immense feeling
of power Iheard from them at the last two

imating the weight, bite, tonality, and power
of the real thing that was so fresh in my mem-

Shows. B&W's popular Matrix 801s sounded

nearly as well? Probably, the exhibitors that

mester's room did an amazing job of approx-

ory. But why didn't the other 801s Iheard do

disappointingly dead in two rooms at this

were using them are still pondering the same

Show, then turned in the best sound Iheard at

question. This is why active demos are such an

the Show in athird room which featured Bur-

iffy (and risky) proposition for show exhibitors.

mester's pricey electronics.
(This was not necessarily the best sound at

is (I feel) indicative of acertain malaise in high-

the Show; the rooms were so crowded Ide-

end audio, was the wide variety of analog disc

spaired of hearing anything in many of them,

playing equipment, at least in those relatively

Something else Inoticed at the Show, which

so it is almost certain that Imissed some other

few rooms that had LP players on hand at all.

winners. For example, Ikept hearing nice com-

There were different kinds of suspensions,

ments about the big Avalon speakers. Ididn't

different varieties of cartridges, different kinds

get to hear them either.)

of drives, different ways of absorbing or reflect-

By astrange coincidence, Ispotted in the
Burmester room aDelos CD of the National

ing or drawing-off disc vibrations, different

Symphony Orchestra performing in Avery

every kind of tonearm that has been shown

Fisher Hall with an audience. This, Ifigured,
would be the ultimate test of the system: hear-

during the past five years to be seriously flawed
in one way or another. The whole thing was a

ing an orchestra (albeit adifferent one) in the

perfect example of what Ihave come to call the

kinds of absorbing or conducting feet, and

same hall and under the same circumstances

anarchy of analog. There was no way any two

as Ihad heard it just the night before. It was a

of these phono units could have sounded even

strange experience.

similar when playing any given disc, and the

My in-person reaction to the latest version

rich variety of colorations represented made

of Avery Fisher Hall (the most expensive tweak

amockery of any claim that might be made for

in the history of music) was that it is almost a
prototypical generic hall. A hall hall, so to

accuracy in LP reproduction.
The LP may be in its last days, for God's sake,

speak, in black letters on awhite background.

but in the past, that has always meant that a

It had less character than any Ihave ever been

technology would (magically) achieve apinnacle of perfection, never achieved before and

in, seeming neither to glorify nor to degrade
the basic sound of the orchestra. If anything,

never to be achieved again. But the record-

the sound was almost grainy, although I

player situation in LP's waning days is ashock-

attributed this more to rear-shell reflections

ing example of what the lack of any perfor-

and apaucity of emollient first-arrival reflections than to any kind of acoustical misbe-

mance guidelines, let alone standards, has done
to disc reproduction. The notion that adisc

havior. From my seat, the hall "ambience" so

should sound "good," rather than sound like

beloved of many audiophiles was almost

something (like amaster tape, for example), has
given phono designers the license to flail out

nonexistent, being on the order of what is
generally considered the proper rear-channel
setting of an ambient surround system: that is,

in all directions in search of a"truth" that must

barely audible, but audible enough that you

pared to recognize it when they have it. Idon't

forever be unattainable because no one is pre-

would notice immediately if it was turned off.

really believe this loss of direction in phono

And that, believe it or not, was the biggest sin-

evolution is what brought about the abrupt

gle difference Iheard between the Delos re-

demise of the LP but it sure must have helped.

cording and the live experience.
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One thing that was equally disturbing at this
85

Voted by many as one of the best sounds at the show, Dieter Burmester demonstrated his
impressive amplification with B&W 801 loudspeakers

Show Promoter and Stereophile Publisher Larry Archibald caught in the corridors by aroving
WN BC-TV crew led by New York's "Live at Five" producer Gary S. Krakow
Stereophile, August 1990

John Atkinson shows how to deal with a
recalcitrant CD transport during one of the
CD-treatment blind listening tests

Acoustat's Spectra 1100 hybrid loudspeaker
made its debut at the show

This solid-looking CD transport is the Barclay
Cabernet
VTL's David Manley chose to use open-reel
tape as asource
Stereophile, August 1990
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"711VICOg IS 31MECESS"

A TURNTABLE FOR EVERY TONE ARM
The top-rated THORENS TD-320 and 3-speed TD-520 are offered
without arms as models TD-321 and TD-521. THORENS offers blank
arm boards or boards custom drilled by THORENS for the Linn Basik,
Ittok, and Etok, all the Zeta and Alphason arms, both the Graham
Engineering and SME 9", and the SME 12" (3009, IV, and V), allowing
you to enjoy the world's finest turntables with the world's finest tonearms.
And, if you have two arms, consider the PRESTIGE which has two tone
arm mounting pads, each with independent auto-lift and shut-off.
Now available in Canada through Daumier Marketing, THORENS offers the world's most complete range of turntables to give you full enjoyment of your records, the one true source of real music reproduction.
In USA: BLR ELECTRONICS, INC.: 84-03 Cuthbert Road, Kew Gardens, NY 11415
Tel: 718-441-2696 Fax: 718-849-7698 In Canada: DAUMIER MARKETING,
5109 Harvester Road, Unit 10B, Burlington, ONT. L7L 5Y9 Tel: 416-333-0017, 1761
Fax 416-333-0984
© 1990-8

JECKLIN HEADPHONE
For your free copy of our catalogue contact:

MAY AUDIO MARKETING INC.
P.O. Box 1048, Champlain, N.Y. 12919
-Tel.: (518) 298-4434
in Canada: (514) 651-5707
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Show was the obvious evidence that high-end

stores to meet that demand, someone always

audio does seem to have come to adevelopmental standstill. CD playback technology is
the only thing still advancing, and it is also

comes forward to make it happen. Ibelieve it's

where recent completely baffling observations
are pointing the way to trailblazing research in

just amatter of time before anational LP distributor makes his presence known. This won't
bring back the old minimally milced classics of

the future. Irefer of course to such questions

yesteryear, but it should keep the LP going for
some years to come.

as: 1) Why should different coaxial digital interconnects sound different? 2) Why should

At 30,000 feet, between New York and Denver, it occurred to me that we may be entering

fiberoptic interconnects have much more low-

agolden age of LP counterfeiting. With early

end content than coaxial ones? 3) Why do
some DIA converters that measure poorly

RCA and Mercury orchestral titles fetching

sound better than ones that measure superbly?

bound to occur to some enterprising crook
(Who remembers Jolly Roger Records?) to dub

$300 and up on the collector market, it is

and 4) Why do CD tweaks like surface cleaners
and edge painting, which have no effect on

afew of them to new stampers, print up full-

data integrity, improve the sound? Or even

cover copies of the original sleeves and liners,

affect it at all? Until these knotty questions are

and offer them (on the QT, of course) to collectors who missed out when these were still avail-

answered satisfactorily, the holy grail will still
elude our grasp. Maybe next year, we'll catch
aglimpse of it. But, Idunno. ..

able. Okay, so adub from avinyl disc won't

While Iwas in the BA, Imade several forays

sound very good, and will have afew "hard"
ticks and pops, but if the piracy is done with

into nearby record stores. Tower Records still
had athousand or two new LPs on display in

care and according to stringent standards of
quality, it could be very hard to tell such coun-

cardboard boxes, including scads of imports,

terfeits from the originals. Of course, I'm not

but while there were dozens of musical collect-

advocating that anyone try this; they could get

ibles, Idid not find asingle one of the highdemand audiophile titles. Their nearby Annex

in some very expensive trouble doing it. But

had countless thousands more of brand-new

ing to take the risk.

don't be too surprised if some people are will-

LPs, nearly all imports from everywhere imaginable, but, again, nothing the average highender would drool over. There was asmall section of unsorted used LPs, totaling maybe a
thousand or so and varying in condition from
unplayed to completely trashed, and while I
found two scarce Mercury Living Presence

Clark Johnsen.

T

wice each year every audio magazine
regales its readers with Tales from the
CES. Recently the Stereopbile Show

stereos among them, both were so worn and

has prompted afurther annual report. All are

scratched as to be beneath consideration.
Likewise in another walk-up hole- in- the-

fairly similar, however, being travelogues essen-

wall. This had only new classical and folkmusic discs (including, again, many imports),

tially and lacking agrand theme, and all are
delivered from the visitor's point of view. High

and while there were some real treasures, they

time, methinks, for the man behind the counter
to be heard. While CES exists mainly for dealers

were of musical value only. The audiophile

and suppliers (who behave, on the whole, quite

pickings in NYC were sparse indeed. Talking
to the managers of some stores gave me anew

professionally) and the mass press (an eternal
mixed bag of inflatus, knownothingism, cyni-

insight, though, into why the LP supply has

cism, and innocence), the inevitable kibitzers

dried up so fast. Many dealers, it seems, are
eager to continue carrying LPs, and many col-

who slip in form the intentional audience of the
High End Show. Here follows the first review

lectors still want to buy them. But the distribu-

ever of they who went there.

tors, who stand to get stuck with the most

For the Major Event at the Perna across from

unmovable vinyl if consumer demand should

Madison Square Garden, Iwillingly changed
hats from audio salon-keeper and award-

stop, won't stock them and won't supply them.
Somehow, Idoubt that this situation will continue very long. When there's consumer
demand for something and awillingness of
Stereophile, August 1990

8Author of The Wbod Effect, and proprietor of The Listening
Studio and éminence grise behind The Modern Audio Association, both of 23 Stillings St., Boston, MA 02210.
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KOETSU
USA
BRAND NEW FROM KOETSU
INTERCONNECT & SPEAKER CABLES
— Using

Stressfree 6N Copper Wire as used in Koetsu Series 90
M/C Cartridges"
A must in your system for true conveyance of analog or digital
signals.
Give your ears aKoetsu Break.
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PalTRA
11 00
• Evokiee or_Revolution?,,Let
your ears decide. Hybrid technology takes a step closer to pure
perfection. And so can_.

For more information, call 1-800-366-1619
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winning record reviewer, to guerilla author and

said, "I've heard about it, I'll take one," were

sideshow pitchman. The product Ipeddled

those of no fixed opinion. They listened to my

was abook: The Wood Effect: Unaccounted
Contributor to Error and Confusion in Acous-

presentation, asked intelligent questions, and
made good impressions whether they bought

tics and Audio. The title refers not to mahog-

or not. Three were outstanding. Bela Gyüngy,

any or spruce, but to Mr. Charles Wood's fateful
1957 discovery in acoustics, which led to

afresh-faced young Hungarian currently residing in Canada and working for May Audio,
managed by amerry attitude to conceal his

knowledge of absolute polarity—a subject on
which many people have set opinions. Mostly
those who don't hear it doubt the sanity,
integrity, and ability of those who do, and

profound convictions on audio until later. (As
an aside, 1attempted to pronounce his difficultlooking umlauted name. "That was very good!

therein, Ithink, lies the explanation for numerous unpleasant reactions. Ihad sold the book

announcing, and Gyürgy Sandor would come

in person before, but only to those who had

up. Iknew it sounded alot like 'George')

How did you know?" "I used to do radio

heard my private demonstration and thus been

Attila Belaton, after engaging me in philo-

converted. In New York Iencountered routine

sophical discussion, revealed himself as an

contrariness and downright orneriness.

ardent archivist of ancient Bell Labs material,

There Istood In asuit, tie, and cufflinks
behind atable laden with magazines open to

audio," and the author as well of an article on

from which he hoped to resurrect "pure

enthusiastic reviews, and other documenta-

Western Electric tubes in the November 1989

tion, plus piles of the attractive red book itself,

MES, which Ihadn't yet read but did recall ear-

and took crap and cold shoulders from the

marking. In response Imentioned the Gray-

public Granted, Iwas shamelessly hawking an

esano Archives, which Ihad recently discov-

intellectual commodity and perhaps deserved

ered at Harvard's Paine Library of Music He

some derision, but Gratuitous Self-Expression

admitted not knowing of the late, great Her-

rather than the Spirit of Rational Inquiry turned

mann Scherchen's Swiss audio society of the

out to be the order of the day. Least troublesome were the citizens who just wanted to

early '50s and their quarterly journal. Iaverred

shoot their mouths off. Others asked questions

would send him the portions in French for

but rapidly developed lines of reasoning

translation.

that the material in English was hot and that I

intended to show me up (which Isoon learned

Then Vince Roszko, just aguy from Plain-

to recognize and nip in the bud). Hundreds

field, New Jersey, strode up with alively spirit,

more blithely dismissed my historic scientific

limber carriage, and direct gaze, qualities rare

contribution with these excuses: Idon't know;

at the Show, or anywhere. He might have won

Idon't want to know; Iknow it already. Many

himself abook for free had he not bitten and

turned away without even a"Thanks." Pity the

paid, but at least Iwaived the usual nickel auto-

poor retailer and exhibitor faced daily with

graph fee. Vince, where are ya now?

these devils.
"Well, great!" Ithought. "No blame here, I
shall be writing my novel some day anyway,

In this connection—natural conduct-1
must submit afew racial remarks. My castiga-

now Ican begin sooner." All those characters!

tions of the public so far have involved only
Caucasian males. Still neglecting the ladies, I

Gradually 1developed some patter to arrest

wish to state: The majority of white-complececl

even more passersby: "Now here's ahot little
number dressed in red." "I have it on good

attendees were either weirdly uptight or disgracefully conceited. Regarding the "opposite"

authority that your subscription will be can-

race, however, Ioverheard more true roots-

celed if you don't read this." "BETTER SOUND

appreciation of audio (also some outrageous
jive) in the hallways from "Them" than from

FOR FREE! Only seven dollars." They liked
that, and when they didn't, Iadded, "Hey!

"Us," and that's acorroborated fact. At my own

You're in New York!" And thanks to Sounds

table, for example, doubting black men were
convinced sooner than doubting white men.

Like. ..'s Michael Gindi, who in passing would
exhort the throng: "If you can't hear the Wood
Effect, you can't bear!"

Moreover, they were easier to kid. To the big

Among my fondest memories, however.

caught my eye yet, Icalled out, "The Celtics

besides afew fine fellows who approached and

are gonna creem ya!" (This at the precise
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fellow wearing aPistons T-shirt, who hadn't
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Soundwave

Baffleless Loudspeakers
REFLECTION FREE SOUND

Soundwave loudspeakers have the open, seamless, and transparent sound of the best "panel"
(electrostatic, ribbon, and planar) speakers,
while offering the superior dynamic range and
extended bass response of the best "dynamic"
designs. And they offer astereo image that is
second to none.
A revolutionary patented design, achieved by
the utilization of acoustic intensity mapping techniques, Soundwave loudspeakers have aunique "baffleless" enclosure, special drive
units, and a 180 degree radiation pattern. The result is sound so natural and three
dimensional, you'll think there are live musicians performing in your listening room.
". ..
the analyzer curve is astoundingly smooth. Subjectively, this speaker's most outstanding characteristic was its superb clarity and resolution of inner detail in complex textures, achieved without excess
brightness or exaggeration of sibilance. String sound was smooth and rosiny, imaging was excellent, and
choir voices could be identified individually. I've heard few speakers that are as satisfying with both pop
and classical music."—Peter W. Mitchell. Stereophile, Vol. 13 No. 4, April 1990
For further information, write Soundwave Fidelity Corp.
3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618 •1716) 383-1650

What you get out of
an audio component
depends on what
you put into it.

Owning state-of-the art audio components doesn't mean very much if the
cable you are using can't deliver the same
level ofperformance.
We've gained an enviable reputation and loyal following by
cables of extraordinary performance and
value. Every model we make benefits
from the same meticulous engineering
and superior materials as our critically
acclaimed Maestro series.
We are so confident you will
prefer the superior neutrality and honest
musicality of ours to other well-regarded
cables that we offer an in-home audition
program for our Maestro, Rhapsody and
Encore lines.*
Visit your Straight Wire dealer to
hear how you could be getting more out
of every component you own.
'see your dealer for details

STRAIGHT WIRE
The Shortest Path Between You And The Music
1909 HARRISON ST, SLATE 2011, HOLL3W000, FL 33020, 305/925-2470
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moment my hometown warriors were racking
up an NBA Playoffs scoring record, an ill omen
indeed, Irightly thought later.) Slowly he

conducted on headphones, but due to my
extreme prejudice Ihad never listened myself.

turned his gaze upon me, his eyes reddened

"Lordy! Ihope Ican hear it" "Come on down."
Hear it Idid, very clearly, and it was wrong.

and narrowed, his native Motown getting his

After switching wires, Rowland agreed: much

MOD working. He leaned in, there was an

better! Then Iinformed him that these happy

unearthly silence, and he spoke: "Your Bird is
flying home to roost."
Iremember Samuel Dawson, too, an unlikely
candidate; and a quiet young man from
Trinidad whose name escapes me; and Nathan
Black, more eloquently committed to our
sound future than nearly any other man Ihave
met. Then there was the knowledgeable
Kwame Ofori-Asante, but he didn't count,
being afriend from Boston.
J. Gordon Holt dropped by too, and asked

results might not be consistent among his CDs,
but now at least he was armed with abetter tool
for sales. We visited pleasantly thereafter
throughout the Show. The AKG 'phones, by
the way, were the best I'd ever heard. And not
electrostatic.
Across the room was another booth, Audio
Advancements, with Hart and Beth Huschens,
two good and beautiful people, and Iwas
pleased to rind them crowded whenever I
passed by. Come to think, nearly everyone

why he had never received acopy. "Geez, Gor-

thereabouts was busy: Chesky, Reference,

don, Idunno, here ya go!" The inscription

Acoustic Sounds, Arcici ...

read: "To JGH, Who started the ball rolling."

1Wice Iclosed down completely to visit the

My neighbors and Igot along famously.

rooms upstairs. What Ibeheld there hardly dis-

Immediately next door was Paul Nashinian,
sculptor and designer of attractive, sturdy, and

mayed me: Rampant CDiûs and frequent polarity inversion. Imean, headaches from shrill

inexpensive equipment stands. These gener-

sound on the one hand and dull, amorphous,

ated considerable attention (and sell under the

muffled sound on the other. Wherever Iheard

Paul Barry label.) During lulls, our wide-

inverted polarity Isaw people drifting in and
out. Only where the reproduction was in phase

ranging conversation covered misuse of the Palladian window in Philip Johnson's recent deca-

with real music did an audience accumulate.

dent architecture, the role of Spirit and Light

Or was that just my fancy? That everyone nat-

in Art, and what went wrong with modern

urally can tell negatives from positives?

music. To him Isuggested he might apply the

The best sound Ifound occurred in afar corner of the third floor, and I'll save that for last.

eye of Louise Nevelson to hi-fi cabinetry, and
to me he vouchsafed his invention of the footoperated castor-spike. Even more remarkable,

The worst definitely was in the largest room.
No names, but big bucks and big space. (Oh,

he had his son there, who was as capable as his

there was worse for sure, but without the

old man in handling the crowd and being pleas-

immense investment and sheer glamor.) Thrice

ant. Always good to see family in business

Ientered, and three times heard loud, ugly,

together.

boomy sound, despite well-recorded CDs,

Across the way was AKG Acoustics and
their latest K1000 headphones. I'm no hp man

numerous RPG Diffusors and llibe Traps, and
$70k of electronics and loudspeakers. The rea-

myself, being not given to impalpable sound,
and did you know? The body's auxiliary hear-

son: incorrect polarity. Yet three out of four

ing organ is the liver? Call it "the gut" if you

which instructed them how to play it right. But

will, but we do have ears down there some-

would they listen?

participants had been sent The Wood Effect,

where, and when they invent Gutphones I'll

Here:s astory. In his resolute resistance, one

listen seriously; meanwhile give me loud-

of the aforementioned recipients last year con-

speakers, or give me silence. That was my attitude until AKG's cool, calm Rowland Powers

nected us on the third-party phone line to Bert
Whyte, who at that moment was engaged in

took abreak to visit my table, discovered absolute polarity, and invited me over to tell him

the throes of veal scallopini and vintage Sancerre. Ihad to sympathize, but our interlocu-

whether his headphones were "in phase." The

tor was putting me on the spot to explain this
silly polarity thing to the éminence grise of

man deserves araise immediately for being so
sharp, but Ihave to admit that he put me on the
spot. All early experiments on polarity were
Stereophile, August 1990

audio To save Bert's time. Ireminded him that
he had already bought my book, owing to his
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"Each time now Iuse Finyl Iam totally amazed at
what audio was missing, not only on older discs
but brand new CDs as well!"
Roger Christian
Music Director, WBEN
Buffalo, NY

"Finyl has done alot to ameliorate "digititis." It is difficult now to enjoy CDs
that have not been Finylized. When Ihear acustomer's disc, Ican tell it
needs Finyl and when Itreat it, their usual response is "Wow"!
Scott Soloway, Sis. Mgr.
Audio Consultants, Illinois

THE DIGITAL SOLUTION
1-800-24 FINYL
Manufactured by Digital Systems and Solutions, Inc., Box 3640, San Diego, CA 92103
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appearance in it testifying for absolute polarity

ences (to be reported next month), the less said

in Audio some years back. Unfortunately I
embarrassed him, as he had forgotten about it
all, but Iundertook to explain everything

oned them afailure from the word Go. Could
Idesign abetter test? No!

briefly. He didn't catch on, and even opposed
me, so Irestated my case. Then our unpleasant
intermediary characterized me as anuisance
and half apologized for the call. Bert, ever the
gracious host, told some audio jokes and
signed off; Iwished him avotre santé—for his
authentic French Sauvignon Blanc On the line
minus Bert, Iwithheld my dismay at the

the better; as an attempt at mass testing,I reck-

Lewis Lipnick and his bassoon introduced
us to the renowned National Orchestra member, whose notorious prolixity in print was
mellowed but definitely reflected in his speech,
mandating my departure before hearing him
play. I'm sure he oomphed and oompahed to
marvelous effect. Mostly, however, Iwas put
off by his musical examples on CD, two of

proceedings, and was perversely pleased in

which were polarity inverted, and his vaunted

New York to behold the sorry results of that
non-discussion: murky sound and disin-

ears didn't notice.
As for "Ask the Editors," when Iwalked in,

terested listeners. Tempted to introduce myself

there they were on high, JA, JGH, PWM, and
DO, challenged by ascowling thin grey-suited

in person, Iwisely resisted.
Before Ilaunch into the Big Story, Ishould
report on Stereopbilds own presence. Very laid-

individual to justify their lack of double-blind
tests. The response and dialog proceeded along

back were Larry Archibald and Nelson &

totally predictable lines. If that was all the

Associates's Ken Nelson, the two who made it
all happen better for exhibitors, attendees, and

audience could say with an open mike, Ishould

sound than CES, despite the obnoxious Penta
elevators. In shirtsleeves and loosened tie, the

leave now, Idecided. In the elevator afterwards
Iheard some fellows, possibly Dutch, remark,
"Did you hear that? Someone brought up

energetic young publisher dashed around,

double-blind testing again." "You'd think there

while the dignified elder Ken Nelson gamely

was no high end after all!" To that Iadded, "I
walked out too." The lift shook with laughter.

prowled the premises.
Perhaps Ishould insert here that my largely

One possible improvement over "Ask the

sanguine attitude toward the whole experience

Editors" would be acontinuous rap session

related somewhat to personal circumstances.

with perhaps three mikes on full-time, where

Formerly when in New York Istayed in Queens.

anyone could step up and speak his piece or

That sound connection having been broken,
through no fault of my own, Iresided this time

engage in three-way dialogue Maybe the sessions could be moderated by an Editor.

with young old friends in Brooklyn and their

The man in grey reappeared later at my
booth, and Icouldn't resist chiding him gently

1y2-year-old daughter Leanna. Never before

had Ivisited them as a triple, nor had I on his performance. Somehow the topic
switched to video, and Iexplained my wideexperienced the Prospect Park scene. That
felicitous combination led to arestful, relaxing City experience, including an introduction

eyed acceptance of the NTSC system. (As a

to Brooklyn Lager; and on Saturday night, live

Mars Lander Camera, Imight have some good

in New York during record-breaking warmth,
we conversed and laughed, child in hand,

reasons.) He expressed opposition (evidently
his calling in life) by invoking the 625-line

brown rice in belly, while people strolled and
pedaled around outdoors as in summer days

video-impaired. That got me going! Iinquired

of yore. Who needs hotels?
Another word about Stereopbile. The per-

trained optical engineer once assigned to the

European raster, the usual flogging-tool of the
whether he also preferred the 25cps flicker rate
and the still-prevalent lack of stereo in PAL and

sonnel presented aseries of instructional semi-

SECAM countries.

nars, roughly two each per diem, variously
entitled "Hearing CD-lleatment Differences,"

"Yeah, yeah, yeah, but about HDTV? Now
there's an improvement! Have you seen it?"

"Musician Lewis Lipnick and His Bassoon," and

"You bet! And it sucked!"

"Ask the Editors: Stereopbile Writers Speak!"

"No!" He was shocked.

Iundertook to attend an early instance of each,
reasoning that the participants would soon
grow weary of the exercise. Of the CD DifferStereophile. August 1990

"I'm sorry, but it lacks subtlety in the palette.
It has lurid colors, like most Japanese TVs since
the Trinitron. They were designed for bright
95

"I SIMPLY MUST HAVE
THE STEREOPHILE
1110
TEST C
D"

,+ .,

Nearly 71 minutes of music and test signals for
just $6.95! (plus S/H)
Purist recordings from Stereophile contributors
JGH. JA, RH, and PWM
128x-oversampling digital conversion compared with
the industry-standard Sony PCM1630
The sounds of 18 professional microphones compared
Absolute Phase test
And guest appearances from J. Gordon Holt, The Audio
Anarchist, and Stereophile's own Ralph the Christmas Dog.

STEREOPHILE TEST CD
ORDER FORM
Name
Address
State
copy(ies) of the Stereophile Test CD

City

Please send me
(x)

Zip

9

$6 95 each
$2.00 per CD Domestic (US and Canadian) S& H

or (+)

$5 00 per CD for Foreign orders (surface delivery)

(=)
Total this order
ii Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile in US dollars)
(or) Charge my

O MasterCard

O Visa

fl Am Ex

Credit Card Number

Exp. Date

Signature
Return this form to: Stereophile
Record Department
P.O. Box 364
Mt. Morris, 11. 61054

Credit Card Orders: 1-800-435-0715

Allow 4-6 weeks delivery

dynamic range so the drapes wouldn't have to

goodies of radical technology possibly trans-

be pulled in daytime. HDTV resolution without

ferred from the Soviet Union. Finally an Aussie gent who bought my book informed me
that Hugo Zuccarelli was trained by Argentin-

correct color- and grey-scale rendition makes
no sense, and I'm very afraid it will become the
preferred delivery medium to multiscreen
complexes in the 1990s, without being first

ian Intelligence, and had devised his Holophonics for them to convince. ..
shall we say,
detainees.. .
that amazing things were happen-

submitted to more sensitive engineers.
"Consider this. Film originals appear much

ing in the room around them while they were

finer on TV than does videotape. Why? They

drugged and blindfolded,

utilize the same scanning system. Until you can
explain that anomaly, you cannot make acor-

On the whole, the Show confronted me
anew with how badly people will behave Poor

rect call on HDTV."

wretches, they live in aconstant state of denial,

"What do you watch, then?"

which betokens their extensive conditioning

"Dot-matrix all-tube sets from the '60s."

by mass media and government schools. Give

"Hey, are you the guy who wrote that letter
to The Perfect Vision?"

them something new to chew on and they
squeal, "Oh! That can't be!" When such loyal

"The same!"
"Well, Ithink you're wrong."
"Have you ever seen one of those sets?"

subjects persist in wasting my time, and often
rudely too, Ihave been known to draw myself

"No, but.. ."

up tall, stare them straight in the eye, and
announce, "I have aPhysics degree from Har-

"Listen: just leave. Do it right now."
And so he did. (Hey! If Gordon can discuss

vard that says you're full of shit."
Ihave pulled that stunt perhaps less often

video in Stereopbile, so can I! Besides, it really

than Ishould, but Iam telling you maniacs out

happened.)

there, it works, so beware! The real joke is,
never before my involvement in audio had I

Regrettably, Iattended not one of the many
available live concerts, although Idid drop in
on David Chesky rehearsing Beethoven and
was taken by his (unlikely for ajazzman) clas-

obtained such mileage out of credentials from
arather woebegone institution. But in the following episode, the maneuver backfired badly.

sical style Later he told me that The Mod Effect

There came to me one Richard Simon, dressed

had prompted his company's rethinking of the

in red high-school jacket and tight Levis,
although in his 50s and with his stomach spill-

polarity issue. While he had been adoubter initially, his engineer Bob Katz became adisciple, hence their discs and records now conform to asingle choice of polarity, and the

ing out afoot over his belt, which normally I

Chesky 1st CD fully demonstrates the subject.

would never mention. Said he, "What's this all
about?" Ibegan my discussion on absolute
polarity, but he waved me to silence. "Listen,

Istill have not heard it, butJohn Atkinson him-

I've done tests. You're barking up the wrong

self told me that for him it reveals polarity better than almost anything else [particularly the

tree. There's no such thing as you say. You're
deluding yourself. Blah blah blah. You know
what's going on upstairs here? Wire for $100

trumpet tracks—IA].
Other vignettes: Talking with old friend

afoot! Suckers! Everyone here, suckers! Maybe

Edmund Meitner, we were interrupted by a

you're only asking seven bucks, but that's just

surly lout who barged in and said, "Those your
speakers? How do they work?" Ed, who

as bad. You're selling lies. Iknow, I've done

usually does not suffer fools gladly, replied

tests."
Pressed to the comer, Ibegan to punch wild-

most graciously. Next door the irrepressible

ly and then ...
Bela Gem/ reentered! "Great!"

David Manley held forth in fully packed lec-

Ithought, "I'll redirect myself to him and be

ture/demonstrations. He invited me to attend

rid of this demon." But Bela stepped into the
argument before Icould stop him, so it became

one, promising to work me in, but alas, that was
not to be. Back at the booth Ifound the crazed
(like myself) Russian audio designer Yurij Milo-

atwo-on-one skirmish. But Simon was not to
be outnumbered.

laysky and Mrs. Miloslayslcaya. They were both

"Who are you? You sell wire? You're crazy!"

very charming, very pretty, very paranoid, and
very keen on their cordless preamp ("perma-

"No sir, Iam not. Iam, perhaps, overly sincere, but Ido believe in what Ido and in what

nent power supply") and other implausible

my ears tell me."
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THE CRITICS AGREE!!!
"Very few components represent genuine breakthroughs. Well, to my ears, Tice Audio POWER BLOCK and TITAN
do embody the aforementioned criteria of a breakthrough product." Miles Astor -Sounds Like. Issue #6
in the first passage of the first cut of the recording Iplayed. it was all too obvious: the Tice POWER BLOCKS
significantly improved the performance of my systems. The magnitude of the improvement was astonishing!
Icouldn't believe my own ears." Jack English -Sounds Like. Issue #6
Both Enid Lumley and Robert Greene. of the Absolute Sound have chosen the POWER BLOCK and TITAN as one
of their "Best Components for the Year 1989. The Absolute Sound -Vol. #15. Issue #64
"After plugging the system into the POWER BLOCK with the TITAN attached), Iput on a CD. Seconds into the
first piece of music, my jaw literally dropped. The entire musical presentation was transformed. Icould not believe
what Iwas hearing." Robert Harley -Stereophile, Volume #13 No. 4, April 1990.
"After listening to the POWER BLOCK for acouple of days. it became apparent that the whole system performs
at a significantly lower noise level. This fact may be responsible for our feeling of involvement with the music
with which we were auditioning the Tice. To conclude this report, let us state that an excellent system deserves
an excellent source of AC power and the POWER BLOCK supplies first.rate conditioning for such amuse system"
Ernie Fisher -Editor/Inner Ear Report. Canada -Vol. #3, Issue #2

16 Shorewood Lane •Centerport, NY 11721
(516) 757-5046 Fax (516) 757-9022
IN CANADA:

INTERLINEAR

105 Rivera Drive Und #3 •Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R5J7
(416) 479-1893

AUDIO PRODUCTS INC.

AUDIO DESIGNED POWER LINE CONDITIONERS
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"My ears tell me you're full of it."
"That may be, Idon't have your ears, but

"Not if you play it right. Don't get me
started!"

respectfully, Isuggest you listen. Last night, for

We three then ranged over awide variety of

instance, Iread this book here, and Ihad not

topics both aural and musical. Richard said he

known before about absolute polarity, but it

had worked with Columbia Records. Ireplied,

did explain certain experiences Ihave had."

"So that's where you got your degree!" He

"Hey! I've had more experience than you

laughed and faked apunch; we had become

will ever have in listening. And Iown $50,000

very touchy by then, in the good male way,

of test equipment too, blah blah blah. Isuppose

although he still dominated the conversation.

you think Compact Discs are bad too."
That made me sick and tired, so Idecided to
vanish him.
"Mister, yer head is too fat, like yer stomach.

"Hey" Isaid. "With your connections, maybe
you could help save the masters."
"What?"
"It seems they intend to put all the 78 metals

You are stupid and overweight all over. Get

onto digital tape, maybe DAT, then destroy the

outta here!" Strangely, he refused to take

originals. To save shelf space."

offense, and stayed around for more And more

"They wouldn't do that!"

there was, along the same lines as before. I

"But digital tape doesn't last even so well as

couldn't figure it! My renewed curiosity soon
waned, however, although Bela remained
enthusiastic, so Itrotted out the Killer: "Listen,
Iwent to Harvard."
"Yeah? Ihave aMasters in Engineering from
Columbia, and aDoctor of Music. And Iplay
the violin."

analog," Bela said.
"What?"
"There is proof. Do not trust your friends at
Columbia!"
"Sony, you mean," Isaid.
Suddenly Richard was all ears; he gave me
an open mike for 60 seconds, and it felt great.

Oh.

And he was stunned at the truth, because he

Bela, God bless him, picked my gloves up

already knew that the greatest performances

and carried on while Iretreated to prowl the

of the century sound far better than any LP or

perimeter. "Forgive me, this is not my language,

CD transfer suggests, thanks to untrustworthy

and Iam not making myself felt, but when I

record companies. Plus, here he was, directly

hear music, there is no other language. And

confronted by two sincere individuals who

without music there would be no audio. We

assured him that digital impressions on mag-

can disagree about music and still be friends.

netic tape may not last ten years, much less for-

Why do we get so angry about audio?"

ever, and no one knows yet how well any rec-

Hmm! "Good question!" Isaid. "And Iapol-

ord sounds, because we lack sound standards.

ogize for my behavior earlier. Something is hap-

"Well, I'll really have to think about that. I'm

pening here, and Ifor one am glad we all

Associate Concertmaster of the Philharmonic

stayed." Then we introduced ourselves prop-

here, and we're on tour this summer, but when

erly and cooled out. Richard explained how he

we get back you'll be hearing from me."

had tried to hear polarity and failed, and Itold

Everyone asks who had the best sound at the

him what the problem was, probably, and he

Show. Having heard hardly half the exhibits,

promised to try again. Then somehow we got

here is my nomination: Graham Engineer-

onto the topic of monaural, amajor enthusi-

ing, with an expensive unipivot arm, odd tri-

asm of mine, and 78s.

angular solid-state electronics, and 15" -tall

Richard opined, "I own alot of 78s. They're
wonderful!"

Swiss speakers called Ensemble Not my regular
cup of tea. The system had no low bass, and I

"Well, you're speaking to the man who

love bass, the very basis of 'stem music They

thinks he makes them sound best. My secret

did have space, but I'm no space cadet. Yet

is playing them on this high-end gear you seem

there Isat for awhole five minutes, five times

to despise They are better than LPs or CDs, in

longer than anywhere else, entranced. Was it

my opinion."

the fine performance of Brahms they put on (in

"I can believe that! Do you know the Bruno
Walter recording of Die Walküre?"
"Sure do! Best ever!"
"Yes, but it distorts!"
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correct polarity)? Who knows? As I've always
said, music is adamn distraction from audio.
And here, at last, the grand theme emerges:
Sound is about music, not itself alone.

$
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Best Sound at the Show
As is our usual practice at Stereophik's High

End Hi -Fi Shows, we provided aform in the
Show Guide for the attendees to vote for their
choices for the best and worst sound at the
show. As in the past, afairly small number of
forms were filled out and submitted. This
show's overall winner was unambiguous, however; it is doubtful if alarger sample would have
changed the final outcome. No survey of this
nature can be thought of as the final word—
taking into account differences in rooms and
program material from exhibit to exhibit—but
the results will no doubt be of interest. Just use
the appropriate grain of salt in interpreting
them. (Where known, the equipment used is
listed in brackets after the name of the exhibitor.)
Three points were awarded for votes for Best
Sound, two for Second Best, and one for Third
Best. One point was subtracted for Worst
Sound—a category not separately tabulated
here. The diversity of opinion was interesting,
however; some exhibitors receiving Best
Sound votes also received Worst Sound on a
few ballots!

Best Music at the Show
We also asked for nominations for best and

worst demonstration music—both room and
specific recording. Some voters tried to comply, most just mentioned the room. Only one
recording was nominated often enough to warrant amention here: the old RCA recording of
Music for Bang Baroom and Harp as heard
in the Definitive Hi Fi room. And that is probably because Dave Wilson, who was making
abig splash (see above) with his WATT/Puppies /WHOW combo, used it frequently in his
formal demonstrations. Chesky brothers, are
you listening?
It was therefore no surprise that the Definitive Hi Fi (Wilson/Krell) room won the prize
for most mentions for best music—they were
nominated twice as often as any other exhibitor. Shahinian Acoustics and Hobson Ultimate
Sound ran aclose race for second—with Shahinian winning by asingle vote. VTL wasn't far
behind—David

Manley's

master

tapes

undoubtedly garnering afew ballots. Vandersteen/Melos and Duntech/Jadis also received
nearly as many mentions as VTL. The
remainder of the nominations were widely
scattered among alarge number of exhibitors.
—Thomas J. Norton
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The Best Sound at the Show
Exhibitor/Equipment
Featured

% of Total
Votes Cast

Definitive Hi Fi
11.9%
(Wilson WATT/Puppies/WHOW/Krell)
Duntech Loudspeakers
5.8%
(Jadis/Wadia)
Shahinian Acoustics
5.6 0/0
(Shahinian/Bedini)
Swan's Speakers
5.4%
B&W
5.3%
(B&W 800/Jeff Rowland Design Group)
Vandersteen
5.2%
Vandersteen Model 3/Melos/Tice Audio/Audioauest)
Linaeum
4.2%
(Linaeum/Audio Research)
Burmester Audiosystems
4.1%
(Burmester/B&W 801 Matrix Series 2)
Hobson Ultimate Sound
4.1 0/0 9
(Avalon Acoustics/Jeff Rowland Design Group/
SOTA Cosmos/SME)
VTL
3.40/o
(VTL/Stacked pairs Mirage M-1s)
Sound by Singer
3.3%
(Martin-Logan Monolith III/Krell)
Select Sound
3.1%
(ProAc Response 2/YBA/Roksan)
Cary Audio
2.5%
(Cary Audio/Dahlguist DO-20)
Stereo Exchange
2.5%
(Kinergetics amps/CD player/subwoofers/
Spica TC-50)
ICON Acoustics
2.4%
(ICON Acoustics/Audio Research amps)
Innovative Audio Products
2.3%
(Thiel CS5/Krell)
Paul Heath Audio
2.2 0/0 10
(Audiostatic and Merlin loudspeakers/Lumley amps)
Innovative Audio Products
2.2%
(Mirage M-1/Spectral)
Graham Engineering
1.8%
(Ensemble Reference/Solo amps)
Sound by Singer
1.8 0/0
(Hales/Audio Research)
May Audio
1.7 0/0
(Castle Acoustics Winchester loudspeakers/
JDI amps/Roksan)
Theta Digital
1.7%
(Wilson WATT/Puppies/Audio Research)
Savant Audio Video
1.4 0/0
(Eminent Technology LST VI/Electron Kinetics
Eagle 400/Barclay Cabernet/Merrill Stable Table/
Tice/Magnan/Audio0uest/Cardas/Beard/Nestorovic)
Innovative Audio Products
1.4%
(Linn)
JS Engineering
1.4%
(JSE/B&K)
Sequerra loudspeakers
1.4%
Museatex
1.1%
(Melior electronics & loudspeakers)
Stereo Exchange
1.1 0/0
(Snell/Counterpoint/VPI TNT)
9Hobson alternated the Avalon Eclipse and Ascent during the
show. Votes did not specify which was heard. This indicates
the total.
10 Paul Heath Audio alternated the Audiostatic and Merlin loudspeakers. This indicates the total. 26% of the votes for this room
went to the Merlins, 32% to the Audiostatic, and the remainder
were unspecified.
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KIM3ER KABLE
Dealers, customers, reviewers and
manufacturers have all been raving about
the new Kimber Silver cables. We can
arrange for your home audition. Call us for
your nearest dealer.
Musical •Accurate •Dynamic •Flexible •Stable
Valuable

Cost effective cables
Speaker wire-S1.00 per foot up to $180.00 per foot. Custom
terminations available.

Interconnect Cables
KC-1 $68.00/meter pair
KCAG $350 /meter pair
KC IG S650 /meter pair
All other lengthy including custom are available. All are available with balanced XLR.

2675 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE -OGDEN,
UT 84401
(801) 621.5530
FAX(801) 627-6980

¡or

;60

•
•
•

DISC INSURANCE

PROTECTS AGAINST DAMAGE AND
LOSS OF SOUND QUALITY

• YOUR CHOICE OF 12 SYSTEMS
• SYSTEMS FOR RECORDS, CDs, OR BOTH
• STATE-OF-THE-ART ENGINEERING
FOR LITERATURE AND DEALERS

NUTTY GRITTY

4650 ARROW HWY.. F-4, MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
714/625-5525
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U.S. AND CANADIAN RESIDENTS
D 1YEAR, $35
($2.92/issue)

D 2YEARS, $65

3YEARS, $95
($2.64/issue)

($2.71/issue)

Call toll free to order by credit card (800)435-0715
(Illinois residents, call toll free (800)892-0753)
From Canada call (815)734-6309,
or
Send check, money order (U.S. dollars only), or credit card number to:
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
STAX DAC-Xlt VACUUM TUBE OUTPUT
REFERENCE D/A PROCESSOR
Robert Harley

•••••••
•

•'
Stax DAC-X1t D/A converter

Specifications: Frequency response: 4Hz-20kHz ±0.5dB. D/A conversion: fixed 20 bits. Digital
filtering: 8x oversampling. Harmonic distortion and noise: 0.0016% (1kHz, OdB), 0.01% (1kHz,
-20dB), 1% (1kHz, -60dB). S/N ratio: >118dB. Dynamic range: >104dB. Channel separation:
>140dB (4Hz-20kHz). Digital inputs: three coaxial on RCA jacks, three optical on EIAJ jacks.
Outputs: balanced on XLR connectors, unbalanced on RCA jacks. Output impedance: 550 ohms.
Output level: 2.5V at OdB. Power consumption: 50W. Weight: 19kg. Dimensions: 18.9" (480mm)
W by 5.8" (147mm) H by 16.7" (425mm) D. Price: $12,000. Approximate number of dealers: 10.
Manufacturer: Stax Industries Limited, Tokyo, Japan. US office: Stax Kogyo, Inc., 940 E. Dominguez Street, Carson, CA 90746. Tel: (213) 538-5878.
Very few things are designed and built with the

Such no-compromise products are often an

idea of making the very best, regardless of cost.

egotistic statement by the company to the

Instead, virtually all products are acompromise

world to "Look what we can do," rather than

between the engineers' vision and the reality

an attempt to make acommercially profitable

of the marketplace. Design is thus a battle

product. Handcrafted in limited number and

between acompany's engineering and market-

vety expensive, they are able to be enjoyed by
very few people.

ing departments, each driven by different motivations. The engineers are told that some parts,

The Stax DAC-Xlt Vacuum ibbe Output

techniques, or construction methods are just

Reference D/A Processor is such aproduct.

too expensive to incorporate in the design.
"Keep it within your budget and your deadline," they're told. The result is aworld full of

Beautifully constructed, employing new stateof- the-art DACs, and featuring ahybrid vacuum-tube/FET output section, the DAC-Xlt

many good products, but few leading-edge
products.

is clearly meant to redefine the best in digital

Once in awhile, however, acompany will

is exemplified by the fact that each of the DAC-

give the engineers carte blanche to design and

Xlt's two digital-to-analog converters costs
more at wholesale than many entire CD players

build the very finest, ultimate consumer cost
be damned. The engineers' mandate is to build

playback quality. The cost-no-object approach

atrue reference product, with its retail price

at retail. In addition, the decision to use
vacuum tubes makes astrong statement about

determined after it is built rather than before.

the designers' commitment to musical values
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rather than to ease of implementation or prac-

anced). Unusually, no AC power cord or jack

ticality. In addition, there was no compromise

appears on the rear panel. Instead, three IEC

on the build quality: it is extraordinary and lav-

AC jacks are provided on the bottom of the unit

ish. The Xlt is hand-built in very small quan-

just below the Xlt's three independent power

tities (11 per month), and, at aretail price of

supplies. Also unusual is the Xles leveling sys-

$12,000, is the most expensive digital processor

tem. Four feet support the unit, the front two

I'm aware of.

adjustable in height by turning them, assuring

Having closely followed the evolution of digital playback, Iwas particularly eager to audition the Xlt; it may be aharbinger of digital
audio's future The Xlt's design philosophy represents one of several competing architectures
for the claim to the right path to digital musi-

astable foundation.
Removing the ventilated top cover reveals
that the Xlt's beautiful and solid construction
also extends to the inside. Every chassis component is thick, well-machined, and securely
bolted in place. The unit exudes solidity and

cality. One school of thought believes that mas-

precision. The Xlt's layout makes its circuitry

sive computer power, with higher and higher
oversampling rates, is the key. Another holds

easy to understand: the digital section is enclosed in the center of the unit by avery thick

that 1-bit technology will eventually provide

gold-plated copper shield, the front third is

the best digital playback. The Xlt, however,

comprised of power supplies, and each chan-

represents the ultimate realization of traditional

nel's DACs and tube output stage run parallel

R-2R ladder conversion technology with its use

to the side panels.

of an extraordinary new DAC, combined with
the simplicity of avacuum-tube analog output
stage. We are at the crossroads of competing
designs, each championed by some of audio's
best engineers. Whatever happens, it's an exciting time to watch (and listen to!) their efforts

Iwas immediately struck by the huge and
elaborate power supply which consumes more
than half the Xlt's real estate. First, three completely independent supplies are used, each
with their own transformer and AC power
cord. These supply the Xles three main sec-

to make digital playback truly musical.

tions: digital electronics, and left and right

Technical description

audio channels. The digital supply consists of
asmaller transformer, AC line fuse, rectifiers,

The Xlt is abeautifully constructed unit that

three 4700µF filter capacitors, and three three-

must really be seen to be appreciated. Its dark,

pin voltage regulators. Smaller bypass caps are

elegant champagne color sets it apart from run-

provided next to most chips in the digital sec-

of-the-mill components. The front panel's cen-

tion. One of the 4700µF caps and regulators is

ter is recessed to accommodate the user con-

dedicated to the clock that generates the pro-

trols. These include the power on/off rocker

cessor's timing signal.

switch, status indicator LEDs, and input-selec-

The two main supplies, mirror images of

tor toggle switches. A total of six digital inputs

each other, are located primarily at the unit's

is provided, three optical and three coax-

front, with additional filtering and regulation

ial,

performed next to the circuits they supply. A

selectable from the front panel.

A

corresponding LED above each toggle switch

large transformer with its own AC line cord,

indicates which input is selected. Upon powerup, the Xlt defaults to the #1 optical input.

eleven filter caps, and seven regulation stages

Absolute polarity inversion and output signal
muting are provided by two additional toggle

cuitry supply. 'faro additional PCBs are mounted

forms the heart of each DAC and analog cirvertically along the chassis side. The larger of

switches. Front-panel LEDs indicate one of

the two contains additional filtering and regu-

three sampling frequencies (32kHz, 44.1kHz,
and 48kHz) and whether the DAC-Xlt's de-

lation for the DACs, while the smaller supports

emphasis (performed in the digital domain) is
switched in by aflag on the CD.

three additional filter caps for the tube output
stage. Multiply this description by two (one
supply for each channel) and you've got one

The rear panel provides the six inputs, three

serious DC supply. In all, the Xlt has 17 fully

coaxial on gold-plated RCA jacks and three
optical on EIAJ inputs, also called TOSLINK

inside the Xlt— from transformer windings to

connectors. Analog output is via gold-plated

PCB traces—is PC-OCC copper.,

RCAs (unbalanced) and XLR connectors (bal104

regulated power-supply stages. All copper

The Xles power supply is the most elaborate
Stereophile, August 1990

I've seen in an audio device. Its sheer size
would make it look at home in apower ampli-

trasted with aPhilips TDA-1541 DAC, which
sells for about $15 in single units. Incidentally,

system clock, for example, is extraordinary.

UltraAnalog manufactures the ADC 20048
128x-oversamping analog-to-digital converter
used in the Chesky recordings and Stereopbile's
CD version of Poem. Acomparison between

The digital section occupies the chassis center and is isolated in aheavy shield. The shield

this converter and aconventional Sony PCM1630 converter (through which the majority

top is very thick and made from high-purity
copper with gold plating. This keeps noise

of CDs are digitized) can be found on the Ste-

fier. In addition to its size, the attention to isolating the various sections is remarkable. Dedicating alarge filter cap and regulation stage to the

radiated by the digital section from contaminat-

reopbile Test CD 2using the same piece of muic, originally recorded on y, "
analog tape with

The Xlt uses the popular Yamaha S/P DIF

all tube electronics.
The D20400 is adual 20-bit DAC, operating

decoding chip and NPC 8x-oversamping digital
filter. A variety of TTL chips perform timing

at an 8x-oversampling rate in the Xlt. Rather
than incorporating the circuitry on amono-

and interface functions. The digital section's

lithic IC, the D20400 is comprised of over 100
components including discrete devices, stan-

ing the nearby DACs and analog electronics.

power supply shares the PCB and shielding.
Each channel's vacuum-tube output section
is based around asingle Gold Aero Platinum

dard ICs, and acustom LSI (Large Scale Integration) chip. These components are mounted on

12AX7 twin triode, the circuit being unusual

adouble-sided surface-mount PCB and pack-

in that this tube is driven by FETs. (Each half
polarity signal for balanced operation.) The

aged in an encapsulated module. Its 2" by 3"
dimensions are far larger than aconventional
IC, but incorporate two channels, universal

analog output circuitry is located on its own

serial interface, aprecision low-noise reference,

square PCB right behind the rear-panel output

and output deglitcher circuits.

of the dual-triode 12AX7 handles the opposite

jacks. Six three-pin voltage regulators and addi-

The D20400 uses avariety of innovative and

tional filter caps surround the 12AX7. As previ-

exacting techniques to achieve its remarkable

ously mentioned, avertically mounted PCB

performance First, it uses thin-film resistor networks, with fine-trimming provided by dis-

contains additional supply-voltage filtering.
The analog circuit is extremely simple, with just

crete metal-film resistors. In this procedure,

afew resistors and capacitors associated with

each DAC is tested with acomputerized calibra-

the tube. Capacitors in the signal path are
German-made polypropylene types with non-

tion system that makes 100,000 measurements
with 24-bit resolution on each D20400. An
input digital code is first applied to the DAC

ferrous leads. In addition, the metal-film resistors are leadless and hand-soldered to the PCB
traces, apparently to remove the lead from the
signal path. One is struck by the juxtaposition
of such asimple analog signal path with the
extraordinarily elaborate power supply.
It would be unfortunate if such great efforts

under test. Next, the analog output of the DAC
is nulled inside the test fixture Then, the input
digital code is changed by one LSB, the output
is digitized with 24-bit resolution, and several
hundred readings are averaged and stored.
After performing this procedure on an iterative

in the Xles power supply, analog section, dig-

basis and carefully examining all the bit tran-

ital shielding, and gorgeous build were compromised by any but the best DACs, the heart

sitions inside the DAC, acomputer algorithm

of adigital processor. I'm pleased to report that
the Xlt is the first digital processor to employ

to optimally calibrate the DAC. Atest operator

determines the resistor trim values necessary
then installs discrete thin-film resistors into the

DAC to complete the calibration. This techthe UltraAnalog D20400 DAC, adevice that represents the pinnacle of R-2R ladder-type dig- nique is more expensive and time-consuming
tal -to-analog conversion technology. Before

than conventional laser trimming, but is said

describing them, I'll start by saying that they

to correct for every conceivable error that

cost $325 each in small quantities and $149
each in quantities over 1000. This price is con-

affects large-signal linearity. In addition, laser
trimming can cause long-term instability due

IPC-OCC stands for Pure Copper -Ohno Continuous Crystal.
Ohno is the name of the nun who invented the technique of
producing continuous crystal copper

2Available for $8.95 including shipping and handling. See the
advertisement in this issue for ordering details.
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Fig.1 D/A converter using an R-2R resistor ladder (reprinted with permission from Ken
Pohlmann's Principles of Digital Audio, published by Howard W. Sams & Company)
to the high heat generated on the tiny resistor

Another interesting aspect of the D20400 is

surface. Another benefit is that, since the DACs

the digital code conversion that occurs in the

come pre-calibrated, the need for adjusting an

DAC before the R-2R ladder. 'Typically, binary

MSB trimmer in the processor is obviated.

digital circuits process data in Two's-Com-

To understand why precise resistor values

liment form. For humans, finding the 2's-com-

and matching are so important, let's look at the

liment of abinary number is atwo-step pro-

diagram of an 8-bit R-2R ladder in fig.!. The

cess: find the l's-compliment, then add I. The

input bits control switches on each "rung" that

1's-compliment of adigital word is the word

either connect the rung to ground (input bit -

inverted: 1011 becomes 0100, for example The

binary zero) or to areference voltage (input bit

2's-compliment is the compliment plus one:

= binary one). Aparticular bit's weight is deter-

to use the previous example, the 2's-compli-

mined by the number of resistors in series

ent of 1011 is 0101. Circuits have amuch sim-

between the reference voltage and the ampli-

pler task processing binary data in 2's-com-

fier. Currents through the switch resistors are

liment form. However, 2's-compliment code

weighted by binary powers of two.
We can see that variations in resistor values
would result in something other than an exact

input to aDAC results in the MSB changing'
states at the zero crossing point where lowlevel information is encoded. Near the zero

doubling of current with each bit step from

crossing point, the MSB is"1" and all other bits

LSB toward the MSB. Since each bit is adou-

are "0," or the MSB is "0" and all other bits are

bling of value from the previous bit (I, 2, 4, 8,

"1." When the transition from the 20-bit binary

16, etc.), any current relationship in the resistor

word 01111111111111111111 to the adjacent num-

ladder that is not exactly double is manifested

ber, 10000000000000000000, occurs, the precision with which this increment is made is a

as non-linearity in the analog output signal. A
change in the digital code of, for example, one

function of how well the resistors are matched.

LSB would not result in an analog output volt-

Since any errors in the 19 lower bits are cumula-

age change of exactly one LSB's value. The

tive, non-linearity is worst at the zero crossing,

steps in the waveform would be uneven and at

being exactly analogous to crossover distortion

incorrect amplitudes. This non-linearity is

in underbiased power amplifier circuits. In

more apparent at low signal levels because the

addition, there are large changes in current

error represents alarger proportion of the sig-

flow at this transition which cause further dis-

nal. This is why UltraAnalog has gone to such

tortion.

great lengths and expense to precisely calibrate
resistor values in the D20400.
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To avoid this problem, the D20400 accepts
2's-compliment encoded data like any other
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DAC, but converts the code before the R-2R
ladder. This code conversion is proprietary to

ital interconnects used with the Xlt were a

UltraAnalog, and they are reluctant to discuss
it. Suffice to say, however, that no large-signal
transitions in the digital code occur for signals

aJVC premium optical cable. Analog interconnects were van den Hul D-102 Mk.II, Expressive Technologies IC-1, and Music Metre. The

lower in amplitude than -50dB.

dedicated listening room has ahigh sloped ceiling and dimensional ratios chosen for optimum

To finish off the D20400 topology, the dual
20-bit converter is comprised of two 12-bit
monolithic R-2R DACs that handle the bottom
12 bits (LSBs) and adiscrete, segmented circuit
that converts the 8top bits (MSBs). The 8MSBs

Nalcamichi 75 ohm digital cable (coaxial) and

modal distribution.
After giving the Xlt half aday to warm up, I
began the serious auditioning. What immediately impressed me was the Xles analog-like

share aprecision thin-film network, assuring
that any gradual aging effects will affect both

ease. This was like no other digital product I

D20400 channels identically. A current-tovoltage deglitching amplifier sums the 8MSBs

hanical sterility so often associated with digital audio. Instead, textures were warm, liquid,

with the 12 LSBs for each DAC channel.

and inviting, producing afeeling of relaxation

Since the D20400 is adual 20-bit DAC, why
does the Xlt use one per channel? Rather than

much the way analog does. Iwas simultane-

create abalanced signal with asingle DAC fol-

what digital was capable of, and wary that these

had heard. The presentation lacked the me-

ously encouraged by apossible glimpse of

lowed by aphase splitter, each DAC channel

first impressions were the result of aeuphonic

processes the same signal, but anti-phase with
respect to each other. This balanced differential

editorializing that would be revealed by further

operation must add considerably to the Xles

dismissed as an expensive colored filter. However, if the Xlt achieved this presentation by

cost since two expensive DACs are required.
This is, however, another example of the costno-object approach taken by Stax engineers.
I'll sum up the technical description of the

listening. If it were the latter, the Xlt should be

more accurately revealing what is encoded on
the disc, and not at the expense of detail and
resolution, then it represents asignificant step

Xlt by saying it is atour deforce in audio design

forward in digital musicality and is aray of hope

and implementation. The Xles lavish and gor-

for digital's future.

geous metal construction (check out the bev-

It's fairly easy to design adigital product that

eled edges), extraordinary power supply, state-

"defocuses" the rendering in an attempt to

of-the-art DACs, very simple analog signal path,

sound more analog. Such products may appeal

and premium components identify it as atrue

initially, but their inability to reveal the nuance

attempt at areference product.

and detail of live instruments makes them

Listening

don't get on your nerves as do typically over-

My current playback system includes VTL
225W Deluxe monoblocics driving Hales Sys-

etched and aggressive digital processors, they

unsatisfying over the long term. Although they

tem Two Signatures biwired with AudioQuest

make music bland by robbing it of real musical detail as well as unwanted "digititis." The

Green Hyperlitz. Preamps were either aClassé
Audio DR-5 or an Electronic Visionary Systems

real trick is designing aprocessor as accurate
and transparent as possible so that the signal

Stepped Attenuator passive control unit. Other

is not further corrupted during conversion

digital processors on hand for comparison
included: Wadia 2000, Wadia X-32, Theta

from bits to music. 3
After extended listening, Imust conclude

DSPro Basic, Proceed PDP, and an Aragon D2A.
The $4000 Esoteric P2 CD transport provided

like presentation not by imposing its own sig-

that the Stax Xlt achieves its remarkable analog-

the digital data stream from CD, and aJVC DAT
machine produced a48kHz digital signal from

nature on the music, but by getting out of the

my original master tapes. The Esoteric P2 has

disc I've gone into the above discussion so that

way and revealing what's really encoded on the

four digital outputs (two coaxial, two optical),

my description of the XIt's sound is not mis-

making it ideal for driving multiple processors
and comparing coaxial to optical digital inter-

interpreted. Make no mistake, the Xlt is not a

connects. In addition, it offers superior resolution over other transports I've tried. The digStereophile, August 1990

3The greatest problem by he in digital audlo is the poor-quality
analog-to-digital conveners used to make the vast majority
of CDs.
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that

The Xlt resolved low-level information like

softens the edges. Rather, it combines the presentation of real musical detail with agentle-

"tubey,"

ethereal-sounding product

no other digital processor I've heard. Hall

ness one doesn't associate with digital playback. More on this later.
Moving on to specific areas, Ifound the Xles
tonal balance exceptionally smooth. The upper

ambience, reverberation decay, and the tail end
of an instrument's dynamic envelope were all
clearly revealed. Hall reflections were easily discernible, rather than becoming homogenized
with the reverberation decay. This added a

octaves were well integrated with the rest of the

tremendous sense of space and depth, provid-

spectrum, with alaid-back character. The Xles

ing aconvincing impression of being in the
hall. Spatial detail was superb, the performers

presentation is the antithesis of an aggressive
and forward rendering. This was particularly
apparent on cymbals. The high-frequency

clearly delineated within the soundstage. This

"ssssss" component did not overshadow the

aclear window on the music, with the ability

remarkably transparent soundstage provided

lower-frequency "ssshhh" sound common

to resolve space and air around instruments.

from CDs. Instead, the natural delicacy of brass
being struck emerged without spittiness. Vio-

The Xlt conveyed athree-dimensionality, both
in hall size and resolution of the instruments'

lins took on asweeter tone, devoid of the steely

location in space, that one doesn't associate

edge often heard when their upper harmonics

with digital. This portrayal of space seems to
spring from the Xles remarkable resolution of

are unnaturally emphasized. Similarly, vocals
had less sibilance, making them much more
listenable.
It's interesting to hear how an instrument's
subtle tonal shadings are allowed to come
through when not obliterated by high-freuency hash. A saxophone is agood example,
probably because it has the most complex harmonic structure of any instrument. Through

low-level signals. Soundstage width was similarly impressive, with the Xlt throwing awide,
expansive soundstage. Lateral image placement
was superb, without congestion or bunching
of images around the loudspeakers.
In addition, low-level information from
instruments themselves was revealed, accurately conveying their textural delicacy. Vocals and

the Xlt, the breathy richness, the sound of air

instruments had anatural bloom and liquidity

moving through brass, and its textural complexity, were ajoy. Often, sax sounds thin and
reedy, its natural warmth and body obscured

that was particularly appealing. Dianne Reeves's

by gritty treble. Iattribute the Xles ability to

vocal on David Benoit's This Side up, recorded

with atube microphone, was lush, round, and
liquid. It is just these aspects of music that dig-

convey asax's tonal nuances partially to its

ital misses, and what makes the Xlt so enjoy-

remarkable treble smoothness. Check out

able compared to other processors. The Xles

Michael Brecker on the first Steps Ahead album
(Elektra Musician 9 60168-2), Joe Farrell on

presentation was anything but dry, cardboardlike, or sterile.

Return to Forever's Light as aFeather (Polydor

Another of the XIt's great strengths is its

827 148-2), or the 23-year-old Scott 1Creitzer
on his terrific debut album Kick 'n Off(Cexton
CR11264).

tonal clarity, especially in the midrange. It
didn't exhibit the thick, congested presenta-

From this description, one may be inclined

tion one often hears. Instead, there was a
remarkable freedom from coloration that

to think the Xlt has arolled-off treble. Not so.

opened up the music. The Xlt breathed new

The natural high-frequency content was all
there, but devoid of the grain, stridency, and
harshness that add an artificial brightness heard

life into my CD collection, with each disc
assuming amuch higher level of musicality
than Ihad thought possible. Low frequencies

in reproduced music but never from the instruments themselves. In fact, the Xlt produced the

had precise pitch definition, accompanied with
aroundness and bloom that emulated the best

smoothest, least gritty treble I've heard from

analog. The only area in which other proces-

digital playback. Similarly, the soft, gentle rendering was not at the expense of detail. Instead,

sors matched or exceeded the Xlt was in bass
impact and rhythmic drive. Although the Xles

the presentation invited the listener into the
music to hear awealth of subtle detail, rather

bass presentation had aunique liquidity, it fell
short of the Wadia 2000 in visceral impact.

than keeping him at arm's length with abarrage
of hyped transients.

being overly etched, making the presentation
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llansients had asharp leading edge without
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simultaneously exciting and involving. The Xlt
may at first sound less detailed than other pro-

lower than specified, at 380 ohms, while the
level available from the unbalanced sockets was

cessors. Indeed, it even sounds laid-back.
However, extended listening proved that the
Xlt is the master of revealing subtle detail like

I.7dB higher than the industry-standard 2V at
2.44V. The processor's frequency response is
shown in fig.2. This flat response is typical for

hall ambience and finely woven tonal shadings.

most digital decoders. Similarly, the Xlt exhibited very little de-emphasis error, as seen
in fig.3. The fade to noise with dither plot

The Xles real strengths showed themselves
over time: complete lack of fatigue, the ability
to rivet the listener's attention with subtle
detail, and asatisfying presentation of arecording's musical values.

(fig.4) was exceptionally straight, not surprising
in light of the pedigree of the Xles DACs. The
left channel only is shown, the right channel

In short, the Xlt provided the most musical

being identical. Plotting the right-channel data

sounds I've heard from digital audio. It is su-

to show deviation from linearity yields the

perior to every other processor I've auditioned
—and by awide margin.
One may be inclined to disregard the Xlt
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because very few people can own one. However, it is products like the Xlt that are important to everyone for two reasons. First, they
make astatement about what aparticular technology can do when realized to the fullest
extent, pointing other designers in previously
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unexplored directions. Second, some of the
techniques used in no-compromise designs
trickle down into less expensive products in
the future Istrongly suspect that we are on the
threshold of general improvement in digital
audio as the UltraAnalog DACs and ADCs
become more widely used. However, due to
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Fig.2Stax X1, frequency response (right
channel dashed) (0.5dB div. vertical
scale)
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their high cost, don't look for budget proces-
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sors to incorporate them. 4
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Measurements

OS

The "Bonger" test on the Chesky Test CD is an
excellent indicator of adigital processor's lowlevel performance. It consists of aseries of
bonger tones that decay smoothly, each series

I119e
I91111

progressively lower in level. Toward the end
of the track, the level is extremely low, revealing how the converter handles low-level signals. There are no other sounds to mask the
artifacts produced by the processor. 4 The
Bonger test on the Chesky Test CD revealed a
very low level of converter-induced artifacts.
The tone was relatively free from the grundge
usually heard in the bonger decay.

1Pe

Fig.3 Stax Xl, de-emphasis error (right
channel dashed) (0.5dB div. vertical
scale)
el•I0 PRECISION II-US 110101911951‘119,
-4• •11

19 Ael IS 15.17:95

9111919.9)

Mee

NUS

The Xlt's output impedance was slightly
-t David Manley of VTL is reportedly working on an analogto-digital and digital-to-analog converter in the same box, using
IlltraAnalog devices and, of course, V2CUUM tubes.
5Be very careful when you have the volume turned all the way
up at the end of track 26. Track 27 comes in at normal level
and could damage loudspeakers. Fortunately, there is index
0time (during which the player count, negative time) between
tracks 26 and 27, giving awarning to stop the player or turn
down the volume.
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Fig.4 Stax Xl, fade to noise with dither, left
channel
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Figs Stax X1, departure from linearity
below -60dB, right channel (2dB div.
vertical scale)
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Rg. 7Stax Xl, channel separation, R-L (above),
L-R (below)
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Fig.8 Stax X1, impulse response
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Fig.6 Stax X1, dithered 1kHz tone at
-90.31dB with noise and spuriae,
right channel dashed (
1
/
3-octave
analysis)
graph in fig.5. This is the best linearity perfor-

•.•
- Putt

Fig.9 Stax X1 ,1kHz squarewave at OdB
rtrot

mance Ihave measured.
Interchannel phase error was perfectly fiat,

i

creating aruler-straight plot. Playing a1kHz,
-90.31dB tone and analyzing the spectral content (fig.6) confirmed the remarkable linearity
(the 1kHz tone almost reaching exactly the
-90dB horizontal division) and showed a
superbly low level of spurious artifacts and
absence of power-line-related noise.
One aspect of the Xlt's performance that was

total - tult•

-e.vota

oti
- etc

Fig.10 Stax X1, undithered 1kHz tone at
-90.31dB (20kHz measurement
bandwidth)

not surprising in light of the dual-mono con-

plots I've seen, with the signal transitions cor-

struction was its excellent channel separation

rectly appearing at equal amplitude levels, overlaid with asmall amount of audioband noise.

across the band. Fig.7 shows L-R and R-L
separation. The L-R was slightly better at high
frequencies, the R-L rising above 10kHz.
Looking at the Xlt's impulse response (fig.8)
revealed that the Xlt is non-inverting at the
unbalanced outputs. Interestingly, the balanced

These low-level signal analyses reveal the
remarkable performance of the UltraAnalog
DACs and the Xles execution.
Finally, JA has been pondering recently
about the bright nature of CD sound being due

output is absolute-polarity-inverting due to

to high-frequency intermodulation products

pin 3of the XLR connector being connected

that are dumped back into the audio band in

as hot rather than pin 2, which is the US stan-

the region right where the ear is most sensitive,

dard. A 1kHz, full-signal squarewave is shown

between 2kHz and 5kHz. Accordingly, he mea-

in flg.9. It shows aslight leading-edge over-

sured the output spectrum of the Stax when

shoot. Fig.10 shows an undithered, 1kHz tone

reproducing a1:1 mixture of 19kHz and 20kHz

at -90.31dB. This is one of the best-looking

tones recorded at aOdB (peak) level. This spec-
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The Xlt equals or surpasses other high-end
îprocessors
in soundstage depth, textural li-

yeltek, 4(11.,

quidity, detail, and resolution. If this were the
whole story it would be hard to justify the Xles

-•O.•

greater cost. What really puts the Xlt in aclass
by itself, however, is its remarkable sense of
I_

ease and relaxation that is difficult to describe.

-

Music just felt right, without the strain and ten-

y • -11Z.7414 sm • Iffit.SUC (II,

Fig.11 Stax X1, HF intermodulation
spectrum (200Hz-30kHz),
19+20kHz at OdB (30kHz
measurement bandwidth)

sion associated with digital audio. It was truly

trum, covering the range from 200Hz to 30kHz,
is shown in fig.11. Unlike any other processor

sor I've heard. Indeed, it exhibited many ana-

or CD player that has passed through Santa

periods; there was not afeeling of relief when

magical, aword Idon't use lightly. The highest
compliment Ican give the Xlt is that it sounded
more like analog than any other digital proces-

Fe—see JA's review of the Meridian 206 in the
July issue, for example—there appears to be a
complete absence of any intermod product at

log attributes: It was unfatiguing over long
the volume was turned down; there was a
desire to continue listening and not do something else. The only area where Ican fault the

24.1kHz (the CD sampling rate of 44.1kHz

Xlt is in low-frequency dynamic impact and

minus the 20kHz signal frequency) above the

drive. However, these faults are minor and pale

noise floor. And even the IkHz difference prod-

in comparison to the Xles strengths and overall

uct (20-19kHz) lies at alow 76dB ref. the fundamental level. This superb intermodulation

musicality.

performance undoubtedly contributes to the

tempered with the reality that digital proces-

analog-like sense of ease that typifies the Stax's
sound.

sors at all price levels are making significant
advances in playback quality. As good as the

Conclusion

Xlt is, it may be surpassed by aless expensive
product within arelatively short time. One is

This enthusiastic recommendation must be

With a $12,000 price tag, the Stax DAC-Xlt

therefore cautioned about investing in afive-

must offer asignificantly higher level of per-

figure digital processor during this period of

formance than other processors to earn a

rapid advancement. However, if you have aFer-

recommendation. However, Ibelieve that the

rari Testarossa in the garage, aMont Blanc pen

Xlt pushes forward previous limits of digital

on your desk, and want the very best digital

playback musicality, warranting a Class A

sound right now, the Stax DAC-Xlt will be in

recommendation in Stereophile's Recom-

good company.

mended Components. The Xlt is the best digital has to offer and has no serious shortcomings. 6 In addition, the beautiful and solid build
adds to its long-term value.

61 have yet, however, to hear the Krell processors. All reports
arc that they are excellent. The SPB-64 X, with 64x oversampling in the digital domain, may represent the pinnacle of the
massive computer-power approach to D/A-proccssor design.

THETA DSPRO BASIC
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR
Robert Harley

Theta DS Pro Basic D/A converter
Specifications: 8x-oversampling, dual 18-bit digital signal processor. Frequency response: 20-
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20.5kHz +0, -0.1dB. S/N ratio: 104dB. THD at full output: Less than 0.001%. Inputs: two digital
coaxial on RCA jacks. Output: 1digital (S/PDIF) on RCA. Analog outputs: unbalanced RCA jacks.
Output level: 3.4V RMS minimum. Dimensions: 19" W by 21
/
4"H by 14" D. Weight: 17 lbs (shipping). Price: $1995. Approximate number of dealers: 66. Manufacturer: Theta Digital, 5330 Derry,
Suite R, Agoura Hills, CA 91301. Tel: (818) 597-9195.
As an equipment reviewer, Ifind it helpful to

miss owning the product during the wait for

talk to audiophiles and music lovers about their

better performance and lower prices that are

systems and upgrade plans. Fortunately, Stereo-

not immediately forthcoming.

pbile's computer supplier and troubleshooter,
Michael Mandel, also happens to be an avid

$2000 Theta DSPro Basic?

audiophile Isay "fortunately" because Irarely

What does all this have to do with the new
Everything.

get achance to talk to people who put down
their hard-earned money for hi-fi components.

Technical description

Instead, Iusually converse with equipment

As its name implies, the DSPro Basic is asim-

designers, technicians, and marketing types,

pler, more cost-effective version of the highly

hardly people who reflect the buying public.

regarded DSPre digital processor/preamplifier

It is thus avaluable education to get feedback

from Theta Digital. When it was introduced,
the DSPro set the standard for digital playback,

from real-world consumers to find out what
kind of products they want, their priorities, and
how much they're willing to spend for certain
levels of performance. They have aview distinctly different from that of the often jaded
reviewer who is used to enjoying the best
(albeit temporarily) without agonizing over its
cost.
It is significant, therefore, that whenever
Michael sees me, the first words out of his

making it into Class Aof Stereophile's recommended components. The DSPro was, to my
knowledge, the first software-based digital processor, employing Motorola 56001 DSP (Digital
Signal Processing) chips.
The DSPro Basic is rather simple, with the
front panel home to just two toggle switches
and two LEDs. One switch selects between CD
(44.1kHz) and DAT (48kHz) inputs, while the

mouth, even before "Hi Bob," are "What's
good in reasonably priced digital processors?"

other inverts absolute polarity. The left LED

Although he would like to own aStax, Krell,

data, while the right indicates power is applied.

Wadia, or the Theta DSPre, he cannot afford
such an expenditure, especially with the

The rear panel contains the analog outputs, two
digital inputs (CD and DAT), and adigital tape-

knowledge that remarkable price/performance
breakthroughs are occurring very rapidly. He

out loop for driving aDAT machine input, all
on gold-plated RCA jacks. An IEC AC power-

is, however, willing to fork over acouple of

cord jack finishes off the rear panel. No power

kilobucks, provided the processor provides

on/off switch is provided, suggesting that the

truly musical performance and isn't likely to
be significantly surpassed at the price point
anytime soon. Isee his quest for affordable digital as representative of many audiophiles who
own CD players, even good ones, who are
ready to take the next step to an outboard processor. Like Michael's attitude, there has been
a"wait and see" approach to investing in good
digital playback. Inherent in his question is a

indicates the unit is locked onto the incoming

DSPro Basic should be left on continuously.
Construction is abent-steel chassis with ay
4"thick front panel. The top panel is screwed into
pem- nuts in the chassis with hex-head bolts,
an improvement over sheet-metal screws into
chassis holes. Overall, Ifound the DSPro Basic's
appearance attractive and its fit and finish quite
good.
All the DSPro Basic's electronics are carried

growing impatience, with the implied secondary question of "How much longer do Ihave

on asingle printed circuit board, separated into

to wait?" Since Michael comes from the com-

separate power supplies, one for the digital sec-

digital and analog sections. The unit has two

puter industry, he is well aware of the huge

tion and one for analog circuitry. The digital

technological leaps, coupled with equally large

supply consists of atransformer, rectifier, two

and often simultaneous price reductions, in any

4700µF filter caps, and alarge heat-sunk regulator in aTO-3 package. The analog supply is

competitive electronic field. Buy too early in
the cycle and risk paying too much for soon to-be-obsolete performance Buy too late and
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more elaborate, with asimilar transformer, two
rectifiers, and four 2200µF filter caps. AddiStereophile, August 1990

tional analog power-supply components are
located at the other end of the PCB, next to the
DACs and analog output stage Six voltage regulators are used in the analog supply, but not the

piing, the X-32 performs 8x oversampling in
the digital domain and achieves afinal 32x rate
by using astaggered DAC array. A full discus-

typical TO-220 type,found in most digital pro-

sion of this technique is provided in the X-32
review. Ibring this up to dispel any confusion

cessors. Instead, they are small round metal
cans which, according to DSPro Basic designer
Mike Moffat, offer superior sound over the less

over why the DSPro Basic is 8x-oversampling
and the Wadia is "32x," when both use about
the same amount of computing power.

expensive and easier-to-implement TO-220s.
Yamaha YM3623B S/PDIF decoder, along with

The DSP chips drive two Analog Devices
AD1860N-K 18-bit DACs, one for each channel. The "K" designation refers to the pre-

afew chips whose markings were painted over.

mium-grade version of the AD1860, which is

The Yamaha decoder extracts the clock infor-

also used in the sonically well-respected ICiner-

mation from the signal with an internal phase-

getics KCD-40 player. The DAC is said to be
glitch-free, thus requiring no deglitch circuit.

The digital section features the ubiquitous

locked loop (PLL), strips out the subcode,
demultiplexes left and right audio, and sends

A trim pot next to each DAC provides MSB

the data to the next processing stage. The wire

adjustment at the factory after atwo-day burn-

carrying the digital data stream from the RCA

in. The current-to-voltage converters (1/V) are

input jack to the digital board was carefully
chosen for its sonic virtues. This low-propa-

sion Monolithics. Mike Moffat feels that a

gation delay wire was suggested by Dave Magnan, maker of the highly regarded Magnan

OP42s, ahigh-quality op-amp IC from Preci-

lype V interconnects. According to Mike Mof-

premium IC like the OP42 outperforms discrete circuits for I
/V conversion due to its faster speed, aresult of monolithic construction.

fat's listening tests, even this short (3") piece

A second op-amp IC, an OP27, drives the

of wire carrying ones and zeros affects the processor's sound. Other design aspects of the

output buffer. Both these ICs have superior
performance characteristics over most other

DSPro Basic include careful attention to timing relationships and clock signals to avoid jit-

monolithic devices. The output section consists of an op-amp per channel, in metal-can

ter, an Input circuit to keep RF out, and min-

packages rather than the typical 8-pin DIP
(Dual In-line Package). Six voltage regulators

imizing ground-plane noise.
The DSPro Basic's heart is the computing

near the DACs, again in metal cans, support the

section consisting of two Motorola 56001 DSP
chips and two ROMs that contain the decod-

DACs, I/V converters, and output buffers.

ing algorithm for the 56001s. The DSPs per-

ture from most other digital processors: It uses

form 8x-oversampling which, according to

Analog Devices DACs instead of the ubiquitous

Mike Moffat, is optimum for this amount of

Burr-Brown, metal-can regulators and output
buffers instead of TO-220s and 8-pin DIPs,

computing power and DACs. He contends that

Overall, the DSPro Basic's design is adepar-

DACs start to sound worse as they are driven

digital-domain de-emphasis, and very few

at faster and faster speeds by high oversampling
rates. An additional benefit is that some com-

signal-path capacitors. The Basic was definitely
not designed with a"follow the herd" men-

puting power is reserved for other functions

tality.

that are done in software, rather than hardware
For example, the Basic performs de-emphasis

Listening

in the digital domain with the DSP chips in-

The Theta DSPro Basic was auditioned (after

stead of additional analog circuitry switched

an epic struggle prying it away from Dick

in by arelay or FET, as is common.
It should be noted that the Wadia X-32

Olsher) in my reference system, which consists
of VTL 225W Deluxe monoblocks driving

(reviewed elsewhere in this issue) also uses two

Hales System 1Wo Signature loudspeakers, with

DSP chips, these the slightly more powerful

level control provided by an Electronic Vision-

AT&Ts. Although it is touted as 32x oversam-

ary Systems Stepped Attenuator passive con-

1A TO-220 package can be identified by its metal plate to
which aplastic square has been attached, hole at the top for
ahensink, and three pins protruding from the bottom. Al1D-3
package is around metal container alink bigger than aquartec
most often used for output transistors.
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trol unit (reviewed last month, along with the
Hales signatures). The preamp, used briefly,
was aClassé Audio DR-5. 2Speaker cable was
AudioQuest Green Hyperlitz and interconnect
113

the Expressive Technologies IC-1, Music Metre,
and van den Hut D-102 Mk.II. My listening
room is temporary home to quite acollection
of digital processors including aWadia 2000,

the loudspeakers when the converter tried to
playback a48kHz data stream. Itweaked atrim
pot inside the unit that adjusted the edge detection threshold and cured the problem.

Wadia X-32, Stax DAC-Xlt, Proceed PDP, and

Mike Moffat informed me that the problem

an Aragon D2A (this last also designed by Mike
Moffat). All processors were driven by the Eso-

is most likely that decoding 48kHz requires

teric P2 CD transport through both coaxial

more software instructions for the DSP chips.
Since the DSPro Basic uses the same ROM as

interconnects (Nakamichi or MIT CVT-330)
and aJVC optical cable. In addition, aJVC XL-

the DSPre, which apparently has no problem

Z900 DAT machine playing original master

development. Interestingly, I'm the first to

with DAT machines, he was surprised by this

tapes provided the Basic with a48kHz input

report this problem. 5

signal. The dedicated listening room's dimensions were chosen for best distribution of room

These experiences point to abig potential
problem when people start buying DAT ma-

resonant modes.
The first sample Iauditioned worked fine

chines (assuming they do) and try decoding the
signal with their outboard converters. Since

with the 44.1kHz signal from the Esoteric P2
transport. However, the DSPro Basic had prob-

they have never tried the 48kHz input, they
may not discover that it doesn't work until

lems with the 48kHz output of the JVC DAT
machine. Although music could be heard, it

years later, after the warranty has expired. I
therefore suggest that any purchaser of adigital

was superimposed on ametallic sound that
increased in level with the music. As soon as
Iheard this, Iremembered where Ihad heard

decoder ask their dealer to try their unit in the
store with aDAT machine. Make sure that the
tape is not the prerecorded variety (recorded

this sound before: track 9of the Sony Classi-

at 44.1kHz), but one made on aDAT machine

cal sampler CD. The noise is probably due to
aproblem synchronizing to the incoming data.
Evidently, the same phenomenon that caused

at 48kHz.
Moving on to the listening impressions, Iwas
not prepared for the level of performance

the DSPro Basic to make this sound during
playback is the same as what occurred in the

offered by the DSPro Basic, especially at the
"budget" $2000 price point. This is one terrific

recording/mastering chain on that track on the

processor. The DSPro Basic's overall presen-

Sony CD. In addition, after this happened, the

tation was clearly more in the league of the

Basic put out aloud thump when the input
selector switch was toggled. Before the noise

megabuck units, rather than sounding like

problem, no thump had been evident. Temporarily disconnecting AC power so the com-

decoder.

puter could reset corrected the thump problem, but the noise remained during 48kHz
decoding.
Iwas dismayed to discover that the second
sample also exhibited the same noise when

merely an improved version of an inexpensive
Specifically, the DSPro Basic had atextural
liquidity and soundstage transparency rivaling
any processor I've heard except the $12,090
Stax DAC-Xlt. The sense of soundstage depth,
coupled with the ability to resolve instruments
in the front-to-rear perspective, was refresh-

decoding a48kHz signal from the DAT ma-

ing to hear in digital playback, much less from

chine. The second sample was sent because it

an affordable decoder. I had the distinct

incorporated new updates, not because of the

impression of instruments being behind one

decoding problem. I'm sure the DAT machine's
data output is good, as it was successfully

another, with hall reflections behind the instruments. There was areal sense of the three-

decoded by the Proceed PDP, Wadia 2000,

dimensionality so often missing from digital.

Wadia X-32, and the Stax DAC-Xlt. This is not
the first time adigital decoder under review has
had problems with a 48kHz signal. In my

Listen to the percussion instruments on "Treme
Terra" from Three- Way Mirror (Reference
Recordings RR24CD). They are behind the
other instruments, giving the impression of a

review of the British Fidelity Digilog converter
(Vol.12 No.10), there was aticking sound from

soundstage miles deep. Not only was the

2The DR-5 hasn't been formally reviewed yet, but lwill alert
readers that this is an excellent preamp reasonably priced at
81995.

3As described in "Manufacturers' Comments," this problem
was due to faulty DSP software. Replacing the ROMs with new
ones allowed the DSPro to decode 48kHz-sampled DAT data.
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soundstage deep, but wide, open, and airy as

grundge that so often mars CD playback.

well. This remarkable recording, with its nat-

Although Iwould not characterize the HF pre-

ural ambience and sense of space, reveals just
how wide and deep aprocessor can throw a

sentation as sweet and silky in absolute terms
like the Stax Xlt, it was nevertheless relatively

soundstage. Through the DSPro Basic and with

free from fatiguing grain and harshness.

my eyes closed, it was easy to be transported

Dynamic impact and ability to reveal subtle

to the California Civic Auditorium where it was
recorded.

dynamic contrast were superb. The DSPro Ba-

The DSPro Basic's soundstage depth seemed
to combine synergistically with its remarkable
transparency. There was no sense of veiling,

sic's ability to deliver punch and visceral impact
added arhythmic urgency to music. Low frequencies were round and liquid, yet detailed.
The string attack of acoustic bass was readily

congestion, or fog. Instead, the Basic provided

audible (Eddie Gomez on the first Steps Abead

atransparent window on the music that was
luscious and inviting. Music had an openness

album, Elektra/Musician 960168-2), its pitch

and clarity seldom heard from digital playback

and body intact. Bass drum was clean and taut,
without tubbiness or bloat. This added arhyth-

at any price. This transparency, coupled with

mic intensity to music that involved the listener

the ability to reveal spatial nuance, allowed me
to see into the music as though it were clear
crystal. Instrumental outlines were resolved in
three dimensions, with air and space around
them. Images floated between, above, and
behind the loudspeakers. Female vocal (Diane

in the performance. Overall, the DSPro Basic
provided athoroughly involving and inviting
musical experience.
To find fault with the DSPro Basic, Imust
turn to the extraordinary Stax DAC-Xlt. The
Basic is that good. The DSPro Basic lacked the

Reeves on David Benoit's This Side Up, En
Pointe ENP 0001) was pure, clear, and seemed

analog-like sense of ease that made the Xlt so

to exist in my listening room. In addition, the
DSPro Basic had the ability to convey instru-

tion from the tubed Xlt was smoother and
warmer. During the auditioning, Ithought that

pleasurable. In addition, the treble presenta-

ments' individualities during complex passages

the DSPro Basic's rendering might be detailed

without homogenizing their sounds. The only

to the point of being overly analytical. Whether
this is an artifact of the processor or arevela-

other processor I've heard that surpassed the
DSPro Basic in this regard was the $12,000 Stu(

tion of what is actually on the disc, Idon't

DAC- X1 t.

know. This has been asource of recent debate
It has been argued that some of the good-

Equally impressive was the DSPro Basic's
ability to reveal musical detail. Percussion

sounding processors tamper with the presen-

instruments had sharp, clean, transient attacks

tation to make it more "musical" at the expense

without being up-front or aggressive. Instead,

of fidelity to the source. This is adifficult but

they had that quick leading edge, but in their

vitally important question to resolve.

correct spatial locations behind the musicians.
Detail tended to be immediate rather than laidback. The word "vivid" is an appropriate
description of the DSPro Basic's presentation.
The acoustic guitar on my duet recording (track
12 of the Stereopbile Test CD) had aclean, sharp
attack, at the same time surrounded by a

There is away, however, to know exactly
what adigital processor is doing to the sound,
though Iwas unable to implement it in time for
this review. As soon as I've finished this review,
I'm meeting Bob Katz in California, bringing
with me the original
analog master tapes of
Stereopbile's Poem LP for conversion to digital.

dynamic bloom. Playing back the CD Dick

The tapes will be played back on Kavi Alex-

Hyman Plays Fats Waller (Reference Record-

ander's machine, on which they were recorded,

ings RR33CD) confirmed this impression of the

and converted to digital with several leading-

DSPro Basic's quick transient ability. The sound
of the hammers hitting the strings was appar-

edge A/D converters. After editing (assembling
the tracks in the correct order with the appro-

ent, but not overly so. It was very similar to the

priate amount of space between them), CDs

actual live sound of the Bósendorfer Iheard
during the recording session.

will be manufactured from the edited digital
master. Concurrently, Stereopbile has pur-

The tonal balance was smooth, with asurprisingly clean treble No trace of digititis here.

chased an Ampex ATR- 100, afull-on professional analog tape machine for playing back
our yÇ" original master tapes. We will thus have

The upper octaves were devoid of the hash and
Stereophile, August 1990
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Fig.3 Theta DS Pro, channel separation, R—L

Fig.1 Theta DS Pro, frequency response
(right channel dashed) (0.dB div.
vertical scale)
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Fig.2Theta DS Pro, de-emphasis error
(right channel dashed) (0.5dB div.
vertical scale)
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the uncorrupted and ultimate reference (the
analog master tape) and aCD made from that
tape, decoded by the processor under scrutiny'
This is by far the most revealing test of adigital processor's editorial influence on the sound:
it will stand naked with its flaws and euphonic
colorations exposed.
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Measurements
Not surprisingly, the DSPro had flat frequency
response (fig.!) and virtually no de-emphasis

SASs.

i

a.

as..

11.11I

s.

Figs Theta DS Pro, fade to noise with
dither, right channel
is IldB higher than the industry-standard 2V.

error (fig.2), due to the fact that de-emphasis

Presumably this is to allow the processor to be

is performed in the digital domain. The Basic's

able to drive even the most insensitive power
amplifier to full output. The analog output was

channel separation (fig.3) was fairly typical, but
with greater separation at mid and high frequencies. Unusually, the DSPro Basic did not
exhibit flat phase response. Instead, interchannel phase increased with frequency, reaching
amaximum difference of 42°, as can be seen

sourced from arelatively low 55 ohms impedance.
The bonger test on the Chesky Test CD, discussed in the Stax DAC-Xlt review elsewhere

in the plot of fig.4. (This is equivalent to atime

in this issue, is arevealing indicator of aconverter's low-level performance. Playing it back

delay of 6ps between the two channel outputs,

on the DSPro Basic, Iheard some high-fre-

which is inconsequential, Iwould have thought.)

quency noise, but at alow level. During the

Also unusually, the DS Pro had avery high output, 7.2V at maximum recorded level, which

lowest-level tracks, some converter artifacts

4Tills is not quite true The uhimate reference is the teal musical perfomance, which only LA, JA.
fortunate to have experienced.
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and Kavi Alconder war

were apparent as ametallic roughness to the
boner's decay. Overall linearity was excellent,
however, as can be seen in the fade- to- noisewith-dither plot of fig.5 (right channel shown).
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Fig.8 Theta DS Pro, dithered 1kHz tone at
-90.31dB with noise and spuriae,
right channel dashed (
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/
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Fig.7 Theta DS Pro, undithered 1kHz tone at
-90.31dB (30kHz measurement
bandwidth)
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Fig.9 Theta DS Pro, impulse response

The deviation from linearity is shown in fig.6,
with no appreciable error above -110dB (left
channel shown, right channel slightly better).
This excellent low-level performance was
also revealed when the waveform of an undithered 1kHz tone at -90.31dB was examined
(fig.7). The level steps evenly between +1, 0,

0
1' too

and -1, overlaid with some audio-band noise.
(The measurement bandwidth here was set to
30kHz.) Looking at the y
r octave spectrum of
the DSPro Basic's output when playing a1kHz,
dithered -90.31dB sinewave (fig.8), which

roc

Fig 10 Theta DS Pro, 1kHz squarewave
at OdB
RS
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should reproduce as adistortion-free sinewave
with added noise revealed, as expected from
the linearity measurements, alow level of spurious harmonics, noise, and powerline-related
artifacts.
Fig.9 shows the DS Pro's linear-phase, non-

Ir.goolico

Fig.11 Theta DS Pro, HF intermodulation
spectrum (200Hz-30kHz)
measurement bandwidth

inverting impulse response (a front-panel
switch allows signal polarity to be inverted),
while fig.10 shows the output waveform of a

product which results from intermodulation
between the 20kHz signal frequency and the

1kHz squarewave at aOdB level; aslight degree

44.11d-lz CD sampling frequency. As with the Stax

of leading-edge overshoot can be seen. Finally
fig.11 shows the spectrum from 200Hz to

processor, this freedom from intennod products

30kHz with the DS Pro reproducing a1:1 mix

sor's sound quality and its lack of subjective grain.

of 19kHz and 20kHz tones at full level, OdB.
Normally one finds at least some intermodulation products present in this signal, but the DS

probably contributes to the ease of the procesOverall, the DSPro Basic's measured performance was excellent.

Pro Basic seems commendably dean. There isn't

Conclusion

even atrace of the otherwise ubiquitous 24.1kHz

To say Iliked the Theta DSPro Basic is an un-
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derstatement. It provided alevel of musicality I

ing sessions. Whether this is an accurate por-

would never have expected at this price In fact,

trayal of what's on the disc or an artifact of the
processor is an open question.

the DSPro Basic is the best digital processor I've
heard at any price except for the $12,000 tubed

I'm concerned, however, about what ap-

Stax DAC-Xlt. It had all the attributes of the best

pears to be the DSPro Basic's fundamental inability to decode a48kHz signal from aDAT

digital playback: adeep and transparent soundstage, smooth tonal balance, spatial detail galore,

machine. This may become asignificant issue

and textural liquidity It was the antithesis of the

as DAT machines hit the stores soon. (See my

flat, harsh, sterile sound that characterizes many
digital processois, especially the budget models.

CES report next month.) Iconfirmed, however,
that the problem can be corrected in software

Ican't wait to hear Theta's DSPro Generation II,
their top model.

ord of updating customers' units.

It's significant that I'm forced to compare the
DSPro Basic to the Stax DAC-Xlt to reveal the
former's shortcomings. No, the Basic didn't
have the Stax's sense of ease, smoothness, free-

with new ROM chips: Theta has agood track recThe DSPro Basic clearly breaks new ground
in affordable digital playback. It represents a
quantum leap in what we can expect from a
$2000 processor. All contenders for the title of

dom from fatigue, and ability to resolve finely

best reasonably-priced converter must regard

woven detail. But for $2000, it came far closer

the Theta DSPro Basic as the benchmark against
which all others are judged.

than one might imagine. My only criticism is
that the DSPro Basic's presentation tended

Get out your checkbook, Michael. The Theta

toward the overly detailed and analytical,

DSPro Basic is exactly what you've been waiting for.

which did create fatigue after extended listen-

WADIA DIGIMASTER X-32
DIGITAL DECODING COMPUTER
Robert Harley

Wei wee

Wadia DigiMaster X-32 Digital Decoding Computer
Specifications: Decoding software: DigiMaster Resampling rate: 32x. Resolution: 18 bits. Power bandwidth (-3dB): DC-20kHz. Passband ripple: none (monotonic). CPU power: 36-MIPS (Million Instructions Per Second). Inputs: two coaxial S/PDIF (Sony/Philips Digital Interface Format), one EIAJ optical
fiber Input sampling rates supported: 44.1kHz, 48kHz. Math resolution: 36-bit. Output buffer monolithic
"sledgehammer" with 400mA peak output current and 1300V/iis slew rate. Output level: 8dBV at
full modulation. Channel isolation: >110dB at 1kHz. Interchannel phase error at 10kHz: <0.5°.
Enclosure: 16-gauge steel. Power consumption: 30W standby, 45W operation. Dimensions: 17" W
by 21
/"H by 13 1
4
b" D. Price: $1995. Approximate number of dealers: 70. Manufacturer: Wadia Digital
Corporation, 511 Second Street, Hudson, WI 54016. Tel: (715) 386-8116.
During an Audio Engineering Society meeting

bias and saturation?"

where aformer colleague of mine was giving
an arcane technical discussion of the optical

Although Ifound this quite funny, his reaction exemplifies the quandary of trying to keep

considerations of data retrieval from aCompact
Disc, alongtime AES member whispered to

pace with the rapidly changing technology of

me: "What happened to the good old days of
AES meetings when we talked about things like
118

the late 20th century. As the field of audio
recording and reproduction becomes more
and more sophisticated, we are forced to learn
Stereophile, August 1990

new terminology, new concepts, and, significantly, anew lexicon as we make the transition

is forced to use the RCA-to-BNC cable supplied
with the X-32. The third digital input is via a

from analog to digital technology. Where we
once discussed VTA, wow and flutter, and compliance, acontemporary audio conversation

standard TOSLINK optical input, also called an
EIAJ input because of the Electronic Industry
Association ofJapan's endorsement of this con-

is more likely to include such terms as EPROMs,
jitter, MIPS, and DSR Today's audio jargon
reflects the huge impact computer technology

pair of gold-plated Tiffany RCA jacks.
Chassis construction is 16-gauge steel, bent

has had on audio equipment.

nector. Analog output is provided on astereo

This revolutionary change really hit home
as Iwas writing the technical description of the

to form the front, back, and sides. A U-shaped
steel cover forms the top and sides of the X-32
and is held in place by 16 hex-head screws that

Wadia X-32 Digital Decoding Computer. The

screw directly into the chassis, rather than into

X-32's technical features throw into sharp relief

pem-nuts. In general, Ifound the X-32's fit and

the changing times. Ifound myself describing

finish adequate, but inferior to many digital processors, including less expensive units. The X-

programmable gate arrays, Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory chips, updateable
architecture, Digital Signal Processing chips,
clock signals, and jitter reduction circuits.
So hang onto your hats as we rush headlong
into the brave new world of digital playback.

Technical description
Unlike its big brother, the 'dia 2000, the X-32
is atypical-looking slim black box. The

y, 6"-

thick front panel holds three square pushbutton switches, accompanied by LEDs indicating the respective switch's position. The left-

32 comes with an unusual warranty: one year
parts and labor at no cost, and during years two
through three, Wadia will repair the X-32 with
amaximum cost of $200. Incidentally, the
owner's manual is also unusual. Its terse style,
highly technical content, and layout are reminiscent of military specification documentation.
Moving on to the inside, all the X-32's circuitry—power supply, analog, and digital
sections—are on asingle circuit board. The
power supply consists of asingle toroidal trans-

most pushbutton activates the unit by selecting

former, two diodes forming what appears to

either the 44.1kHz or 48kHz input. A "Stand-

be ahalf-wave rectifier, asmall DIP full-wave

by" indicator illuminates if neither input is

rectifier, three electrolytic filter caps, and eight

selected. When taken out of Standby mode, the

TO-220-type three-pin voltage regulators

unit will automatically recognize and decode

(with 1
pF output caps) distributed throughout the
pcb.

the input sampling frequency. The center
switch inverts polarity (in the digital domain),
with ared LED to indicate absolute phase rever-

The analog output section is amonolithic
version of Wadia's "Sledgehammer" output

sal. The right switch selects between inputs,
two coaxial and one optical. Again, arow of

circuit used in the 2000 Decoding Computer.
These chips are two 8-pin DIPs (Dual In-line

LEDs indicates which input is selected. The "A"

Package) located between the DACs and pcb
jumpers to the analog outputs. The "Sledge-

input is automatically selected upon power-up.
Interestingly, the small, square LEDs and their

hammer" circuit is named because of its ability

nomenclature are slanted at about 45° with

to drive large amounts of current (400mA peak)
into low-impedance loads with ahigh slew rate

respect to the front-panel top and bottom. No
power on/off switch is provided. Instead, the

of 1300V/. For comparison, the Wadia 2000's

user is encouraged to leave the unit continu-

Sledgehammer output driver is an IC used in

ously powered.
The X-32's rear panel holds an IEC AC power-

conjunction with high-quality passive components. Ihad achance to hear the 2000 with and

cord socket and fuse, digital inputs, and analog

without the Sledgehammer, and found it great-

outputs. In adeparture from the standardized

ly improved the 2000's performance Whether

RCA jack, the two coaxial digital inputs are BNC
connectors. The BNC connector, found on

mostly discrete circuit is another question.

oscilloscope inputs and some professional digital audio equipment, is far superior to the RCA

the IC version in the X-32 can match the
'dia claims that putting the passive compo-

jack for connection security and longevity.

nents on the chip substrate improves performance by reducing temperature tracking

However, one drawback is that the consumer

differences.
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De-emphasis is passive and switched in by

outboard processor would send aclock signal

apair of relays, one for each channel. Asecond

to the CD transport, which is slaved to the pro-

pair of relays mutes the unit by shorting the

cessor. 2 In the professional PCM-1630 format

analog outputs to ground. Output inductors are

used to make virtually all CD master tapes, the

located on the analog output wires just before

1630 processor sends avideo sync signal to the

the jack to meet FCC radiated-noise require-

%" U-Matic video recorder that servos the cap-

ments. Polypropylene capacitors are used

stan speed, thus locking the VTR's data trans-

exclusively in the audio signal path. The multi-

mission to the digital processor. Unfortunately,

layer PCB features independent ground planes

the standard for consumer digital audio trans-

for digital, and left and right analog audio

mission is the single unbalanced RCA cable,

channels.

with no provision for synchronizing the data
source. 3

Most of the X-32's digital electronics have
been condensed into two large programmable

Wadia has addressed this problem with acir-

gate arrays. These chips allow the designer to
configure the chip's logic gates in any arrange-

cuit called the "Rock Lok" that reclocks the

ment, producing custom monolithic devices

machine The Rock Lok is said to reduce reco-

incoming data from a CD player or DAT

for afraction of the cost of developing adedi-

vered clock jitter by afactor of 2500 over stan-

cated custom IC. The X-32 uses one 64-pin and

dard Phase Lock Loop (PLL) circuits. Instead

one 84-pin gate array. Together, they replace

of using aPLL to synchronize the processor

about 35 conventional ICs. In addition to

with the incoming data, the Rock Lok gener-

reducing the parts count (thereby reducing

ates an entirely new clock from acrystal oscil-

cost, size, and power consumption while
increasing reliability) and the amount of RF

lator based on the average clock frequency of
the incoming data stream. The average input

energy radiated from the circuit board traces,

frequency is calculated and the quartz oscillator
is matched to this frequency by pulling its dock
speed slightly. All clocking within the X-32 is

programmable gate arrays can be restructured
by reprogramming the ROM chip that determines its configuration. The gate arrays can be

based on this quartz-crystal standard instead

made into any type of logic circuits the

of aclock extracted from the S/PDIF input. A

designer wishes just by changing the ROM in-

quarter of one of the gate arrays forms the Rock

structions. As we shall see, this flexibility is par-

Lok circuit.

ticularly useful and was needed sooner than
Wadia had anticipated.
A major problem with outboard decoders
is the fact that the decoder's timing reference

There have, however, been some problems
in the field because of this circuit. Many people
bought X-32s only to discover that they would

is embedded in the S/PDIF digital output from

not lock to their CD players' digital outputs.
According to Wadia, the problem lies in CD

the digital source. Asingle line from aCD trans-

players that do not meet the EIAJ specification

port or DAT machine carries left and right
audio-channel data as well as the clock. This

for clock frequency accuracy and clock jitter.
To be classified as "Level 1: High Accuracy," the

interface format is particularly prone to jitter,

source clock's jitter must be less than 20

atime-axis variation in the signal. There is a

nanoseconds (20ns or 0.00000002s), measured
at the half-voltage points. If the CD player or

host of variables that introduce jitter into the
S/PDIF signal an outboard digital decoder sees.
These variables include the CD player's intrinsic jitter, its output driver characteristics, cable
characteristics, receiving-circuit input charac-

DAT machine's digital output doesn't meet this
criterion (with an additional tolerance of
±50%), the X-32 will reject the signal. Wadia
has solved this problem by supplying with

teristics, and the relationship between them.,

each X-32 an additional Read-Only Memory

Jitter in the clock signal is particularly deleteri-

(ROM) chip. The socket-mounted ROM that

ous since the decoder's timing reference is a

comes in the unit configures the programmable

constantly shifting signal. The result is reduced
with alack of ease and musicality. Ideally, the

2Sony's expensive two-box processor from 1988, thc RI, did
have aseparate optical clock connexion from the transport
to the processor.

1See Peter Van Willenswaard's "Industry Update" in Vol.13
NaS for adescription of these factors as well 25 ado-it-yourself
circuit for optimizing data transmission from CD player to
decoder

3When Ivisited JVC's laboratory in Japan last year, Isaw an
outboard digital processor and transport that had aseparate
cable for sending aclock back to the transport. JVC has no plans
to market the processor in this country.

soundstage depth, hardness, and glare, along

120
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gate-array chips described earlier. If the X-32
will not lock to your CD player, the ROM must
be replaced with the extra chip supplied,
which fortunately is very simple to da The X32 will now accept awider range of digital
inputs, but at the expense of less clock-jitter
reduction: The 2500:1 jitter reduction with the
stock chip becomes 10:1 with the optional
ROM. This ability to adapt the processor easily
to new or unexpected conditions exemplifies
the flexibility of programmable gate arrays.
With digital converter technology changing so
rapidly, and in light of the immediate need to
adapt to various transports, the decision to use
gate arrays rather than fixed chips appears
prudent.
It is commendable of Wadia to build their
decoders to the highest performance criteria
by shipping the X-32 with the Level One ROM.
However, Ido have some reservations about
asking consumers to replace chips, especially
when inserting the new chip backwards in the
socket could result in damage to the main printed
circuit board. It is advisable to ask your dealer to
perform this operation. 4

perform 8x oversampling. This 8x-oversampled
signal is input to shift registers that temporarily
store data as they are clocked through. Ashift
register can be thought of as a"bucket brigade": data come in one end and move one step
toward the output with each clock cycle. 'Paps
positioned at intermediate points along the
bucket brigade access the same data, but at
slightly shifted times. The shift registers, in
addition to acting as delay lines, clock data to
the DACs.
By clocking adata sample through ashift register with four taps, four data samples are created.
These four samples are then input to four DACs
for conversion to analog. Each DAC receives
four different samples at the 8x-oversampling rate
performed by the DSPs. The 8x-oversampled
data is thus interpolated four more times, creating the final 32x oversampling rate. Finally, the
four DAC outputs are summed by hardwiring
their current outputs.
In essence, the staggered DAC array linearly
interpolates three additional points on the
waveform in the analog domain between the

Oversampling is performed by two AT&T

seven oversampled points calculated in the
digital domain by the DSP chips and the

Digital Signal Processing (DSP) chips which,
together, have the computing power of 50 IBM

signal has 32x the number of samples (8x4), but

"DigiMaster" software. The resultant output

PCs or 36MIPS (Million Instructions Per Sec-

with some of the samples created by computer

ond). These powerful chips compute the interpolated points between samples, which occur

calculation (with software) and some by the

every 44,100ths of asecond from aCD. The
controlling DigiMaster software, which includes the FrenchCurve time-domain filtering,
is found on four (two for each DSP chip) ROMs.

DACs (with hardware).
The X-32's eight DACs (four per channel) are
custom-made to Wadia's specifications. Rather
than perform I
/V (current to voltage) conversion on aseparate chip (usually an op-amp) as

The final technical aspect of the X-32 I'll dis-

is typical, I/V conversion takes place in the

cuss is also its most interesting—and con-

DAC. Since the four DACs must essentially
operate as aunit, matching is critical. Wadia

troversial: digital-to-analog conversion. There
has been some discussion over Wadia's claim
of 64x oversampling in the 2000 Digital Decoding Computer. Since the X-32 uses the same

claims the DACs within each array are matched
to within atenth of an LSB (Least Significant

technique as the 2000 to achieve high oversam-

Bit). In addition, DAC consistency is critical
since asingle MSB trimmer adjusts four DACs.

pling rates, this is an appropriate time to discuss

Any performance differences would show up

how the X-32—and, by extension, the 2000—

as poor low-level linearity since the MSB trim-

work. Rather than take sides in the debate, Iwill

mer can be set optimally for only one DAC.
In the final analysis, how aproduct achieves

merely describe the X-32 in technical terms
and let the readers draw their own conclusions.
Wadia's critics maintain that the claimed high

its technical goals is unimportant: what matters is how it reproduces music. However, I

oversampling rates (64x in the 2000, 32x in the

have gone into this discussion to dispel any

X-32) are misleading since they are not achieved

confusion about marketing claims of high oversampling rates.

exclusively in the digital domain. In the X-32,
the two AT&T DSP chips working in parallel
4 See Wadia's Technical Bulletin No.3, Rev 3/22/90, for a
description of this problem and how to install the new ROM.
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After all this technical discussion, I'm ready
to ditch my plastic shirt-pocket protector and
get down to some music.
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Listening

turc as well as technology. Iwas surprised by

The X-32 was introduced into my reference

just how close the two processors' presenta-

system consisting of VTL 225W Deluxe mono-

tions were. The characteristics one expects

blocks driving Hales System Two Signature

from high-end digital processors—textural
liquidity, soundstage depth and transparency,

loudspeakers through bi-wired AudioQuest
Green Hyperlitz. Preamps included aClassé
Audio DR-5 and the EVS Stepped Attenuator

lack of high-frequency hash—were all immediately apparent in the X-32. The differences be-

reviewed last month. Other digital processors

tween the 2000 and X-32 were quantitative

on hand for comparison included a Wadia

rather than qualitative The X-32 had the ability

2000, Strut Xlt, Theta DSPro Basic, Aragon
D2A, Proceed PDP, and the D/A section of a

the 2000 does. Not surprisingly though, I

to successfully convey the music much the way

Marantz CD-94. The X-32 was driven by an

found the 2000 more musical than the X-32.

Esoteric P2 transport, the digital output from

First, the X-32 had amore forward presentation with less of the sense of depth and air that

the CD-94, and a48kHz signal from aJVC DAT
machine playing my own master tapes. Inter-

characterizes the 2000. The X-32 threw just as

connects included Music Metre, 5 van den Hul

wide asoundstage, but didn't separate instru-

D-102 Mk.II, and Expressive Technologies

ments in the front-to-rear perspective quite as

IC-1. AC power was conditioned by an Audio

well. The sense of images floating in air and sur-

Express Noiserapper. The dedicated listening

rounded by space that makes the 2000 so en-

room has optimum dimensional ratios for

joyable was present in the X-32, but to ales-

room-mode distribution.
When comparing equipment, precise level
matching is vital to reaching accurate judg-

ser extent. Instruments tended to be grouped
together toward the front of the soundstage,
imparting aslightly drier rendering. Textures

ments. Before auditioning digital processors,
Iplay the lkHz, -20dB (peak) tone on the Stereopbile Test CD and measure its voltage out-

liquidity. Low-frequency drive and dynamic
impact were excellent through both proces-

put at the power amplifier's input terminals.

sors, but the nod has to go to the 2000. There

This procedure is repeated for the processor
to which it will be compared. Ithen adjust the

was, however, adistinct similarity in overall
musicality between them that was surprisingly

stepped level controls on the EVS Stepped

close considering the price differential. Con-

tended to be slightly harder and with less

Attenuator until the output levels of both pro-

sidering the cost differences, the fact that the

cessors are identical. The number of level steps
on the EVS are counted, allowing precise

X-32 was able to hold its own was remarkable.
One should keep this description in perspec-

matching during auditioning. If the EVS steps

tive: the 2000, at $7800, costs nearly four times

do not permit accurate level matching, Iuse the

more than the X-32.1 felt, however, that acom-

same procedure with the EVS Penny & Giles
Attenuator, an infinitely variable attenuator.

parison was warranted since the X-32 is, in
essence, ascaled-down version of the 2000;

Usually, however, the Stepped Attenuator's

potential buyers should be aware of their sonic

resolution is sufficient. Coincidentally, the X-

differences. No, one doesn't get the perfor-

32's output level with this signal was identical

mance of the 2000 for the price of the X-32.

to the 'dia 2000's level (89mV) and very close

The X-32 fared better in acomparison with

to the Stax Xles output level (87mV), which

processors in its price range and below, offering

simplified the auditioning. In addition, the
Theta DSPro Basic's output level was exactly

substantially better performance than every

89mV with eight attenuation steps. Of course,
identical interconnect types and lengths connected the processors to the EVS passive control unit.

less-expensive processor I've auditioned. The
X-32 goes along way to reducing many of digital playback's problems so apparent in lesser
machines.
Although Iwouldn't characterize the X-32's

Comparing the X-32 to the 2000, to which

treble presentation as sweet, it was sufficiently

Ihave listened extensively in the past five

devoid of grain and hash to make music listena-

months, was interesting. It was apparent that

ble over extended periods. The overall tonal

the two processors share asimilar sonic signa-

character was alittle on the bright side, with

5At $95/meter paic the Music Metre cables by Second Opinion
Audio are aterrific bargain.

assumed amore prominent position at the
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aforward presentation. For example, cymbals
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front of the soundstage, but never sounded
spitty or harsh. Compared to the Proceed PDP,

sients jumping out of the soundstage. There
was never asense of bloat or mush. Pitch was

was livelier and more immediate.

clearly defined, with each note distinct from
its neighbors. Howeveg the X-32 did not match

Iattribute the X-32's forward presentation
both to the marginally bright treble and to a

exemplified by the Stax Xlt. This is perhaps an

favorably reviewed in Vol.13 No.6, the X-32

the round and liquid low-frequency textures

slight coloration through the midrange that
sounded euphonic on some recordings and
instruments and unpleasant on others. The

unfair comparison, but nevertheless puts the
X-32's performance in perspective.

midrange had aslightly veiled, dark character
in relation to every other processor to which

not overly etched. It was better at portraying
transient detail—percussion, for example—

it was compared. Female vocals just didn't
sound pure and unencumbered. Compared to

than the finely woven inner detail that gives an
instrument its texture. Perhaps I've been

the astonishing midrange purity of the Stax

spoiled permanently by the Stax Xlt in this

DAC-Xlt, this was glaring. Next to the 2000 and

regard. The X-32's less-than-expansive soundstage affected my perception of detail. The low-

the Proceed PDP, however, the X-32's slight
midrange veiling was much less apparent,
though inescapable. These characteristics

Ifound the X-32's presentation detailed, but

level detail in reverberation decay just didn't
seem to recede into space as heard with other

reduced the sense of ease and liquidity heard

processors. Whether this truncated ambient

through the Stax and 2000.

detail is acause or an effect of the foreshortened

The X-32's soundstage was superior in width

soundstage, Idon't know. At any rate the X-32

and depth to some less expensive processors,
but didn't have the feeling of depth provided

out smearing the dynamic envelope, but fell short

by the DSPro Basic. The forward quality noted
earlier seemed to push all the instruments
toward the front of the soundstage, without a
clear delineation in the front-to-rear perspective. There was aslightly closed-in character,
without the sense of air and space heard

was competent in revealing transient detail withof the DSPro Basic, \Stadia 2000, Stax Xlt, and
Proceed PDP in revealing instrumental nuance
and low-level ambient detail.
Incidentally, the X-32 was auditioned with
the stock ROM chip that provides the most jitter reduction. The X-32 had no problem lock-

through the 2000 or the DSPro Basic. On the

ing to either the Esoteric P2 (not surprisingly)

Dick Hyman Plays Fats Waller CD (Reference

or the digital output of aMarantz CD94. Out

Recordings RR33CD), the Beesendorfer had a
reduced feeling of room around the instru-

of curiosity, Ireplaced the stock chip with the
one supplied outside the unit that loosens the

ment.Jazz at the Pawnsbop (Proprius PRCD
7187) didn't have the same open transparency

tolerance on transport jitter. Iheard a less
smooth high-frequency presentation with the

for which this recording is noted. My acous-

optional chip (looser jitter tolerance). However,

tic guitar and bass recording on the Stereopbile

Iremoved the top from the warmed-up X-32,
replaced the chip, and auditioned it immedi-

Test CD (track 12) had less bloom around the
instruments, created by the acoustics of the

ately. It is possible that the change in temper-

140-year-old church in which it was recorded.

ature caused by removing the cover had more

Ishould clarify these remarks by saying that the

effect than changing chips.

X-32's soundstage is excellent for a $2000
product, but did not approach that of the

Measurements

DSPro Basic, an area where the latter is clearly

Fig.1 shows the X-32's frequency response.
Like the Wadia 2000, the X-32 features arapidly

an overachiever.
Low-frequency presentation was excellent
by any measure In fact, it was very close to the

rolled-off treble above 10kHz, its response
being down more than 3dB at 20kHz. Wadia

performance of the 2000. This is one area

claims that their DigiMaster decoding software

where I've yet to hear any processor beat the

optimizes the performance in the time domain
rather than in the frequency domain. 6 Wadia

2000. Bass was tight and powerful, infusing
music with afoot-tapping rhythmic drive The
X-32 had the ability to convey the energy of
bass lines with conviction and authority. Bass
dynamics were equally impressive with tranStereophile, August 1990

6This puzzles me, as the type of linear-phaw impulse tnporise
characteristic of conwrgional "bridcwall - km .-pass digital filter,
which Wadia sums in their adirnising to ftature spurious "intertransient - rile*, is according to the tratIlooks actually the (104.1
sine x/x impulse ritw)nse required to accurately reconstruct an
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Fig.4 Wadia X-32, de-emphasis error (right
channel dashed) (0.dB div. vertical
scale)

Fig.1 Wadia X-32, frequency response
(right channel dashed) (1dB div.
vertical scale)
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Fig.3 Wadia X-32, 1kHz squarewave at OdB
feels that the tradeoff involving depressed top-

lee d

octave response offered by the DigiMaster/
Frenchcurve low-pass filter is more than made
up for in the transient response. The exact
nature of this digital filter is revealed in the X32's impulse response, shown in fig.2. It can
be seen that there is significantly less ringing
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Fig.6 Wadia X-32, fade to noise with dither,
left channel

before and after the pulse than with conven-

The X-32 exhibited unusual behavior on the

tional filter designs. This lack of ringing can

Chesky Bonger test. In fact, the only other con-

also be seen in the manner in which the X-32

verter that produces asimilar sound is the

handles aIkHz squarewave at OdB (fig.3). The

Wadia 2000. During the lowest-level bonger

X-32's de-emphasis error plot (fig.4) revealed
an inconsequential error through the midband,

be modulated by the tone: the noise floor

as well as amarginal channel-error difference

drops at the tone attack and gradually rises as

between channels. Again, the top octave is
depressed. Interchannel phase error was perfectly

the bonger decays. I've heard this from no
other processor except the 2000; not surpris-

flat, while crosstalk was low and fairly typical of

ing, as they share many fundamental design

tones, the noise floor can clearly be heard to

digital decodeis, with slightly declining separation

principles. Usually, the noise floor remains con-

as frequency increases (fig.5).

stant and the conversion artifacts become audi-

arralog werforrn from 2 regularly spaced (in dine) series of instalwrote, valtutc samples. (See my 7en & the An of D/A Comersit," .Sterisphile. Val.9 Na6, &Timber 1986.) Perhaps Wadia
like ta ..dress this point in their "Manufacturer's Cammom' •lcucr

12

ble in the tone decay.
Fig.6 shows the X-32's fade-to-noise-withdither performance. The line should appear
straight, but actually has some curvature (nonStereophile, August 1990

linearity) at levels below -80dB. Computing
the deviation from linearity from this plot
yields fig.7. Note how the departure from perfect linearity begins at -80dB. This is most
likely due to the X-32's staggered DAC array
relying on asingle MSB trimmer. Looking at the
waveform of an undithered -90.31dB lkHz
sinewave (fig.8), it can be seen that the basic
stepped waveform is accompanied by rather
more high-frequency noise than with the Stax
or Theta processors also reviewed this month.
(The measurement bandwidth for this signal
was 30kHz.) Spectral analysis of adithered
lkHz, -90.31dB tone on a 4-octave basis is
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Fig.7Wadia X-32, departure from linearity
below -60dB, left channel (2dB div.
vertical scale)

shown in fig.9. The linearity error at -90dB is
confirmed by the fact that the fundamental's
amplitude doesn't quite reach the -90dB horizontal division. A high level of second-harmonic distortion is also visible to the right of
the lkHz tone, confirming the X-32's departure
from linearity at these low levels. No other
noise or power-line-related problems are evident, however.
Finally, Ilooked at the X-32's output spectrum from 200Hz to 30kHz when reproducing
a1:1 mixture of 19kHz and 20kHz tones at a

0.(163313
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Fig.8 Wadia X-32, undithered 1kHz tone at
-90.31dB (30kHz measurement
bandwidth)
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nominal peak level of OdB. This is ademanding test for aCD player or processor, but some
excellent-sounding machines nevertheless pro-
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duce very low levels of intermodulation spuriae with this signal. The X-32 suffered, due to
the limited stop-band rejection featured by its
digital filter. While fig.10 shows spuriae levels
in the audio band to be satisfyingly low, the
story is not so good above 20kHz. The 24.11cHz
image of 20kHz (44.1kHz-20kHz) lies just 8c1B
below the 19kHz level while the 25.11cHz, 19kHz
image (44.1kHz-19kHz), which just doesn't
appear with other players or processors, is

lb

la

Fig.9 Wadia X-32, dithered lkHz tone at
-90.31dB with noise and spuriae,
right channel dashed (
1
/
3-octave
analysts)
PSI In Alt* -

nit,las)

î

9.4dB down. In themselves, these images will
not have asignificant deleterious effect on the
sound—and amix of full-level 19 and 20kHz
tones is something that never happens in
music. But it has to be said that many preamplifiers and power amplifiers will not be happy
when hit with reasonably high levels at these
ultrasonic frequencies, and this may well have
led to my feeling that the X-32 offered arather
bright sonic signature despite its measured topoctave rollort.
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Fig.10 Wadia X-32, HF intermodulation
spectrum (200Hz-30kHz),
19+20kHz at OdB (30kHz
measurement bandwidth)

Conclusion

and in amore competitive sense by the iden-

Had not my standards in digital playback been
absolutely raised by the $12,000 Stax DAC-Xlt,

tically priced Theta DSPro Basic at $2000, I

Stereophile, August 1990

could more enthusiastically recommend the
125

Wadia X-32. Although it is an excellent product
both sonically and technically and offers ahigh

to qualify the X-32 as ahigh-end contender,

level of performance for the money, it is, how-

the X-32 fell short of the best in digital playback. In addition, Iwould like to have seen

ever, eclipsed by the DSPro Basic, which, in my

more attention to fit and finish for the X-32's

opinion, sets abenchmark of performance at

$2000 price.
Imust add that Iwas very impressed by the

this price level.
Nevertheless, the X-32 was always musical
and enjoyable, warranting a"Class B" recommendation in Stereopbile's Recommended
Components. Compared with what has been
previously available near this price point, it is

X-32's technology. The list of innovations is
remarkable: the Rock Lok circuit for reducing
jitter in the incoming data stream; programmable gate arrays that replace downs of chips; the
ability to reconfigure the digital circuitry with

clearly superior. Its main strengths are atight,

ROM chips; and the staggered DAC array to

well-defined bass, excellent dynamics, good

achieve more interpolated waveform points.

presentation of transient detail, and arelatively

These techniques, Ibelieve, point to future

grain-free treble. On the down side, it lacked

trends in digital converter design.
The Wadia X-32 is certainly worth an audi-

the see-through transparency, soundstage
depth, and liquid textures that characterize the
best digital processors. Although these charac-

tion: Potential purchasers of any digital processor near the $2000 price range should audition

teristics were apparent in sufficient abundance

the X-32 for themselves.

APOGEE STAGE LOUDSPEAKER
Dick Olsher
Two-way all-"ribbon" dipole. Frequency range: 35Hz-20kHz. Nominal impedance: 3ohms. Minimum amplifier power: 50W. Maximum sound-pressure level: 107dB peak (C weighting) at 4meters
using a50W amplifier. Dimensions: 36" H by 26" W by 2" D. Weight: 60 pounds each. Finish:
Taupe or black with mahogany trim. Price: $1995/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 86.
Manufacturer: Apogee Acoustics, Inc., 35 York Industrial Park, Randolph, MA 02368. Tel: (617)
963-0124.

The Case of the
Shrinking Apogee
As LA (that's Laura Atkinson) shuffled into my
listening room one evening, she spied the Stage
loudspeakers tucked away in the comer. "Hey,
Dick, those look like Apogees, but they're kind
of small." Rising to the occasion, Iresponded
with: "Honey Ishrunk the Apogees." At roughly
3' tall by 2' wide, the Stage is far from intimidating; it even feels more compact and is certainly
much cuter looking than the old Quad ESL. Yet
Junior's resemblance to the rest of the Apogee
family is unmistakable. The canted baffle, the vertical tweeter/midrange along the inside edge of
the baffle, and the pleated aluminum-foil woofer
dearly bear the imprint of the larger Caliper and
Duetta models. It's almost as though Apogee
started shrinking the Duetta until the price tag
shrank below two ldlobucks. But just because it's
the baby in the line and their currently most
affordable all-ribbon speaker, it would be amistake to regard the Stage as abudget model. The
126

Apogee Stage loudspeaker
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level of finish is superb; no corners were cut. And

depending on their intensity, also serve to diffuse

surprisingly, the sound quality does not take a

image specificity. The real issue for adipole, then,

back seat to its mom expensive relatives, which
should be incredibly good news to most audiophiles.

has to do with the backwave. What do you do
with it? Surely, to place adipole very dose to the

Ribbons: to rib or not to Rib
The strict classical definition of aribbon involves

many early reflections. One school of thought
prescribes abreathing space of, say, four to five

ametallic foil which is freely suspended in the
primary field of amagnet. Apogee's tweeter/

that back-wall reflections will now be delayed

midrange ribbon obviously qualifies as a"rib-

at least 8ms and thus will offer only minimal

back wall is to court sonic disaster. Unless the
back wall is asonic "black hole," there will be

feet from the back wall. The logic behind this is

bon," therefore The metal conductors are sup-

interference with the direct sound. As abonus,

ported only at top and bottom and hang between the opposed North and South poles of

the argument goes, the late reflections will

two arrays of magnets. There has been some
controversy over the exact technical definition
of the Apogee woofer, however. Is it really aribbon? No, in the strict sense of the word. But in

enhance the spaciousness and perceived depth
of the soundstage. There is no doubt that this
approach works, and that in some rooms it works
well even without any acoustical treatment of the

the jargon of the '80s, it clearly qualifies as

back wall; for example, the Sound-Lab A-3s in
JGH's old listening room in Santa Fe Here, even

such. Modem ribbons usually consist of athin

with abare concrete back wall, the A-3 did very

aluminum conductor deposited on aplastic

well as long as it was kept at least 5' out in the

substrate which is then placed in the leakage
field of amagnet. The conductor is adjacent to

loom. In general, however; I'm dubious that such
an approach will work in most rooms without

asheet of magnets, but is never between the
north-south poles of the magnetic circuit where

some acoustical damping of the back wall.

the flux lines are strongest.
Like aMagneplanar, but unlike an Eminent
lèchnology push-pull Ribbon, the Stage woofer

Miracle at the Sands
Apogee's Jason Bloom is not one to bury his
head in the sand. But during the 1990 Winter

is asingle-ended design. There is asingle array

CES, Ifound him holding court at the Sands,

of magnets on the back side to provide the driv-

one of the Strip's old-guard hotels. That's

ing force Theoretically, apush-pull design is

where Igot my first glimpse of the Stage. Posi-

superior because it eliminates driving-force non-

tioned 4' from abare wall and listening in the

linearities. For single-ended operation, the driving

far field, the Stage produced magnificent sound.
Iremember thinking to myself, "Jason has

force becomes nonlinear as the ribbon is displaced farther and farther from the magnets. The

done it again—best sound at the show." The

nonlinearity, however, only becomes serious as

soundstage was utterly transparent from the

the ribbon's excursion becomes large And cer-

most delicate treble detail to the bowels of the

tainly the proof is in the listening. Both Apogee
and Magneplanar have produced eminently

bass octaves. The veiling that afflicts an appalling number of other loudspeakers by obscur-

listenable speakers over the yews.

ing detail and robbing the music of asense of

The crossover frequency is around 800Hz. The
cutoff slope of the network is aconstant-voltage

immediacy had evaporated. That, coupled with
exceptional speed, clarity, good dynamic range,

6dB/octave, gradually increasing to 12dB/octave,
while arear switch, labeled "HI" and "NORMAL,"

and astrong sense of spatial coherence, made
the reproduction transcend mere hi-fi. The

allows the treble balance to be adjusted. 'fivo pairs

Stage elicited my immediate respect. It was a

of five-way binding posts allow the Stage to be

magical moment that facilitated acloser link

bi-wired, if so desired. The radiation pattern is

to the experience of live music. Of course, we

dipole or figure-eight—with the main lobes to

were listening to Jason's hand-picked CDs, with

the front and back and little radiation to the sides.
Ipersonally like the controlled dispersion of a

which Iwas not familiar, and no, Iwas not sure
that timbres were right-on. The voicing of the

dipole because of the reduction of early sidewall

speaker was abit on the cool side of reality. But,

reflections. Reflections arriving within an 8-10ms
window of the first wavefront are most trouble-

just the same, what adramatic entrance. If the
world is astage, the Stage had to be aworld of

some, as they color instrumental timbres and,

aloudspeaker. Naturally, Iwas interested in a
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review. I'm not sure if it was my reaction that

much bass and not enough treble. That's how

did it, but Jason promised to send apair to

the Caliper sounded. And if you examine the

Santa Fe for review.

Diva's frequency response (see AB's review,
Vo1.11 No 8), you can clearly see that the lower

Santa Fe: first impressions

mids and the deep bass are emphasized in rela-

As it turned out, Ireceived the same pair of

tion to the upper mids and treble The response
begins to droop at 400Hz and is down afull

loudspeakers I'd heard in las Vegas. The accompanying Owner's Manual was very specific in
detailing Apogee's thoughts on what constitutes
the optimum setup geometry, including the

5dB from 3kHz to 15kHz.
My initial listen to the Stage did nothing to
dispel this impression. The clarity and trans-

requirement to locate the speaker precisely

parency Iremembered from Las Vegas were not

4' from the rear wall. Ihad resolved to under-

diminished, but there was too much bass, and

take aspring cleanup of Stereopbile's listening
room, to reduce the clutter and free up the

the range from the upper mids through the
presence region was dull-sounding. At least the

front of the room so that the Stage could be

promise of greatness was there however, and

afforded just the right performance environ-

Iwas far from discouraged. It was clear even

ment. In the meantime, it seemed worthwhile

then that the speaker was something very spe-

to experiment with the Stage in what is nor-

cial. The tonal balance wasn't quite right, but

mally the minimonitor position in the room—

this speaker's transparency, speed, and cohe-

about athird of the way into the room from the

siveness argued persuasively that here was a
transducer that could come dangerously close
to sounding live. By that Imean that it sounded
less obviously canned than most other speak-

front wall.
lb be perfectly honest, Iwas abit apprehensive about the Stage's prospects. What came to
mind was the scenario involving the Caliper.
Having been blown away by their performance

ers when listened to from outside the listening

awaited their arrival in Santa Fe. Yet JA was una-

room. For example while taking aleak in the
bathroom, not really concentrating on the music,
amessage filtered from my subconscious mind:

ble to coax them into the level of magical per-

hey, these speakers really do sound live

formance Iremembered so well. He tried and

I'm sure that most of you have been in the
situation of strolling down astreet and catching

in Chicago in the Summer of '86, Ieagerly

tried, but they never came alive here the way
they had in Chicago. Was this to be acase of de
vu?

apuff of music leaking from an open window

Another reason for concern was Jason's re-

or doorway At that moment, have you ever had
any trouble instinctively telling the difference

peated statements to the effect that the Stage

between live and canned? Ishould think not.

apriori needed alive room for proper tonal

Apiece of cake, right? If you've ever failed this

balance. The implication being that an unattenuated back wave is important for the Stage's

with alifetime subscription to Stereo Review.

test, do not pass go; proceed directly to jail

upper-octave balance and that the speaker

It's not so easy to analyze the factors that con-

sounds best in the far field. Well, at least the lat-

tribute to at least the audiophile's ability to so

ter point turned out to be true in my room.
From basic principles, I'm uneasy about letting

effortlessly make this sort of distinction. Akey
factor to my mind is that canned music is una-

the room into the tonal-balance equation in the

ble to communicate the dynamics, tension, and

middle and upper octaves. Ordinary room sur-

drama of live music. The Stage impressed me

faces emphasize certain frequency bands by

early on with its abilities in these areas—pro-

absorbing some frequencies more strongly

vided that one is willing to cater to its needs.

than others. The end result is iffy at best; the

Istarted this catering business with afull

room is given the chance to impose its sonic

complement of absorptive material in the room

impression or signature on the music. If at all

and with the Stage anchored well away from

possible, I'd much rather squelch the contri-

the front wall. After several tries at different tilt-

bution of the room by using absorptive ma-

back angles, or what Apogee calls the rake

terials, or at least balance out the room re-

angle, Iwas still unsatisfied with the resultant

sponse with the use of diffusers.

balance. Contrary to Apogee's instructions, I

A basic and apparently chronic problem of

also experimented with the toe-in angle; Apo-

the Apogee line has been its tonal balance: too

gee recommends no toe-in at all. Aslight toe-in
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proved beneficial in providing more upper-

To fill in the rest of the details, the DR-8s

midrange energy. But there was still too much

were bridged and operated in abalanced mode,

bass, and Itoyed with the idea of elevating the
Stage about 8" off the floor in order to reduce
some of the bass energy At this point, however,

with a30' run of AudioQuest's Lapis Hyperlitz
interconnect back to the preamp. The Stage
was bi- wired with SYMO speaker cable. This

Idecided to let matters rest until Icould or-

is arelatively inexpensive cable that Apogee

ganize my listening room in the service of the
Stage and also to await the arrival of Classé

imports from Switzerland. It is made available
to dealers, but Apogee does not actively pro-

Audio electronics and Jason in Santa Fe. Be-

mote the product. According to Jason, SYMO

cause of Jason's strong recommendation, I

works very well with the Apogee line; much
better, in fact, (he says) than some other highly

arranged to borrow apair of DR-8 power amps
and aDR-6 preamp, and these were used for
most of the listening tests. Also, Jason expressed
the desire to assist me in the initial setup. Eventually, the stage was set for the Stage, complete
with the energetic Jason Bloom.

Jason in Santa Fe

touted cables. Because Ifound that hard to
believe, and because Ijust happened to have
amodest collection of cables on hand, we
decided to conduct aquickie cable evaluation.
The results proved to be quite shocking. The
SYMO worked well, while TARA Labs Space &
Time TFA/Retum and Temporal Continuum,

For the first couple of hours Ifelt like aqueen

Cardas Herdink, and Weber Wire all failed mis-

bee. Here Iwas sitting passively in the listen-

erably.

ing seat, with Jason moving energetically around

The basic problem was that the sound

the room tweaking this and that, listening to

became either steely or bright. J. S. Bach's

the results, then tweaking again. The commo-

"Komm, Jesu, IComm" chorale (track 12 of the

tion had to do with moving the speakers about

Fine Arts CD by Grundig, MD&GL 3322) was

and slowly adding more and more absorptive

used heavily during the setup process. With the

material. He started with no fiberglass panels

other cables, the sweetness of the soprano's

behind the speakers, but the large bay window
behind the speakers caused problems. The

while the SYMO managed to preserve asense

upper registers evaporated to steeliness. And

imaging refused to gel into atight spatial focus.
A tight central image and precise soundstage

of drama in the mids, the other cables did not.

localization could not be achieved until much

propelled outward at warp speed by the SYMO.

of the rear wall was covered with fiberglass. All

The others failed to reproduce the power and

Icould do was smile internally, nodding my
head in approval as the imaging gradually

majesty of the mida to the same degree.

improved to the point of respectability. The

are no good. Clearly, the Stage is quite sensi-

The exhalation of breath by the singers was

I'm not suggesting that all of the other cables

final position for the speakers ended up at 4'

tive to the choice of speaker cable, and in other

from the rear wall, alateral separation of 70"

contexts with other loads, the SYMO's compe-

from inside edge to inside edge, and with no
toe-in. With the listening seat about 12' back

with Space & Time TFA/Retum for along time,

from the plane of the speakers, the tweeter

and have found it to be an exceptional per-

wasn't really that far off axis. With all of the

former with avariety of speaker loads. This was

tition will do very well. As you know, I've lived

absorptive material behind the Stage, the bal-

the first instance in which it significantly failed

ance proved to be more correct with the tweet-

to measure up. Just when you think you've dis-

er control set to HI.

covered auniversal cable, acounter-example

The final configuration was clearly unorthodox by Apogee's standards, but I'm sure Jason

presents itself. It seems to me that dealers and
audiophiles had better relisten to the Apogee

would argue that the window necessitated the

line with the SYMO cable in the chain.

actions taken. Jason proved not only apractic-

At this point, Jason was quite pleased with

ing pragmatist, but also to possess akeen ear.

the setup. He declared it to be one of the best

The key during the setup process proved to be

sounds he'd ever extracted from the Stage, and

lots of patience; odds are the Stage will not

if he could bottle it, he would take it with him.

work right out of the box. But the patient audiophile will be rewarded with asoundstage that

Post Jason impressions

is quite remarkable in some respects.

Clearly, there was much to be pleased with.
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The addition of Theta's latest DS Pro Basic dig-

nia Mundi HMC 901043). Through the Stage,

ital processor to the system brought forth the
best CD sound I've ever experienced any-

the spatial outlines of the cellos were unmistakable. Iwould go so far as to say that the image

where. Max Bruch's Kol Nidtri (Max Brucb:

outlines were precisely localized in the sense

Collected lebrks for Cello and Orchestra, EBS

that one could mentally trace their spatial out-

6060) , was reproduced with startling trans-

lines, but each cello occupied quite abit of
space within the soundstage The sensation of

parency. The sensation of being able to reach
out and touch someone was very strong. The
upper mids were reasonably sweet, and the
harmonic envelope of the cello sounded utterly cohesive Bass detail and lack of bass coloration were far superior to any bass reproduction I've heard out of abox speaker. Bass lines
were utterly clean and tightly defined. The

concert-hall spaciousness was captured realistically.
One aspect of the soundstage that was not
reproduced nearly as well was that of depth
perspective With the Ensemble Reference that
Ireviewed in June, I've experienced alevel of
image palpability that the Stage clearly could

body and extension of the cello were superb-

not match. This 3-D effect was achieved with

ly retrieved without the colorful resonances

the use of the Air Tight amplifier, which of

we've grown more or less accustomed to with

course is not the ideal amp for the Stage. It

boxes. Instrumental outlines were naturally

appears reasonable, therefore, to consider the

sketched within the soundstage, neither bloated

Stages' soundstage depth compression an

nor collapsed to a point source as some

artifact of the solid-state electronics in the

minimonitors are apt to do. (The rising highend response typical of many minimonitors,

chain.
Reproduction of the proper tonality of a
harpsichord gives many speakers atough time

which etches treble transients, coupled with
alack of lower-midrange energy and upper-

The average speaker tends to err in the direc-

bass body, combine to collapse the apparent
image size to artificial smallness.)

tion of too clangy and overbright atonal qual-

The realistic reproduction of image size was

Sonatas for Viola da Gamba and Harpsichord,

consistently one of the Stage's most likable
attributes. Its ability to reproduce the power

BVW 1027-1029 (Simax PSC-1024 2). The recording was made in the Gample Aker Church

ity. Not the Stage Take for examplei. S. Bach's

and size of acello was absolutely frightening,

in Oslo using two B&K omnis for the harp-

and in this respect it came very dose to capturing the Gestalt of live music. Here's an experiment you can do quite cheaply without even

sichord and apair of Schoeps for the viola, all

having to go to aconcert hall. Have some one

tic is very believable, and the Stage had no dif-

feeding aSony Fl processor. This is lovely stuff.
The sensation of being within achurch acous-

sing in front of you, preferably in your listening

ficulty in recreating aclean picture of the hall

room. Now, close your eyes and visualize a

sound. The attack and decay of the harp-

mental picture of the singer's outlines. You

sichord transients were very clean without any

should be able to differentiate and localize the

perceptible smearing. The Stage released

throat and chest of the singer. What you will

energy quickly, with impressive risetime and

discover, however, is that the overall outlines

controlled decay. There was, however, a

of the sound source appear quite large and that

residual artificiality in the treble—sort of a

the sound appears to bloom and expand as the
volume level is modulated. While you can at

zippy aftertaste—that again Iwas inclined to
attribute to the electronics or possibly even the

any time point unequivocally toward the spatial

SYMO cable. This wasn't in the nature of an

outlines and the center of mass of the sound,

active irritant; it's just that the highs sounded

there is never the impression that the sound is

abit hi- tl-ish. Another example of this was

emanating from apoint. The Stage appeared

Therese Juel's sibilants on track 1of the Opus

to possess the innate ability to mimic this char-

3Test Record I. These were very well-defined,

acteristic of live music Staying with the cello

without the sizzle that often accompanies her

for the moment, try Jacques Offenbach's

voice. But the texture of the treble was not

Suite pour deux violoncelles, Op.54 (Harmo-

entirely convincing, being atad grainy.

The EBS line, as well as the Fine Arts CD and other small European labels, are availabie from Audio Advancements, P.O. Box
100, Lincoln Park, N) 07035, Iti:(201) 633- 1151.

2Simax, asmall Norwegian label, is distributed in the US by
Ensemble/Graham Engineering.

Despite being the baby of the Apogee fam-
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ily, the Stage, as Jason puts it, can "boogie." It
can move from soft to loud, as the program
material demands, with the speed and impact
of aphoton torpedo. Relistening to familiar program material through the Stage can prove to
be astartling experience. Most of you should
be familiar with Ariel Ramirez's Misa Criolla
—the Philips recording with José Carreras
(Philips 420 955-2). Larry Archibald has

just arrived on my doorstep.
First, the cable. As good as the SYMO was,
and certainly at its asking price it's unbeatable,
Istill had an inkling that it might not be the
optimum speaker cable money could buy for
the Stage According to Jason, Sumiko's OCOS
cable also works very well with the Stage But
what did arrive in time to include in the test-

accused this performance of lacking asuitable
degree of primal savagery. That may very well

ing was the Lindsay-Geyer cable This is acable
I'll have alot more to say about very shortly;
afull review is forthcoming. It's abizarre cable

be, as this production highlights the lyrical
aspects of the music. The smooth, detailed

conductor—traditionally considered ano-no

mids were cleanly reproduced by the Stage, but
this performance does pack apunch. And the
drama and dynamic range of the music were
not slighted, as was the case with the weight
and authority of Carreras's timbre. The Stage
could cover the dynamic range from soft to
loud effortlessly. It did start to sound stressed,
however, during very loud peaks around the
mid-90s spis. This coincided with visibly gross

in that it breaks convention by using amagnetic
for HF conduction. While others try to minimize the skin effect, David Lindsay tries to maximize it. Because of its high resistance, it is better suited for interconnect applications. Even
with six strands per leg, the Lindsay speaker
cable still comes in at around an ohm DC resistance for short lengths. At the time Ionly had
apair of 6' lengths of the speaker cable, so in
the bi-wire mode Iwas only able to substitute

excursions of the treble/midrange ribbon.

the Lindsay for either the tweeter or woofer

Next came the Lesley Test, which for me is
the most revealing test of midrange and lower-

runs.

treble timbrai accuracy. Timbrai deviations that
may otherwise take me hours to pinpoint

cable, it was immediately obvious that the treble was smoother. More detail was apparent

become obvious very quickly with the help of

through the upper octaves, and the extreme top

my wife Lesley's voice. The presentation was

was more natural-sounding. Still, the upper
mids were drier-sounding than the SYMO.

strikingly transparent, with an appealing image
size and commendable solidity. There was a
slightly grainy and dry quality through Lesley's
upper octaves. Her lower registers were just

With the treble connection via the Lindsay

With the Lindsay feeding the woofer, there
wasn't much of abenefit in the treble, while the

fine, without any resonant colorations. The

quality of the bass deteriorated. The bass octaves lost their tightness and control. To evalu-

middle registers were smooth, but the upper
registers were somewhat dull and lacking in

ate the SYMO and Lindsay one-on-one, Ihad
to return to asingle-wire connection of the

sheen. Lesley's vibrato was slightly dry-sounding and lacking textural richness, as if the upper

Stage. With the SYMO completely out of the

mids were recessed. Transients were repro-

signal path, the spatial impression became
more solid and palpable—more 3-D, if you

trol. The bottom-line impression was that the

will. But, again, the bass suffered, being more
loosely defined than before The final possibil-

upper mids were lacking sheen and sunshine.

ity was to shotgun or parallel the SYMO and

More cables, amps, and
preamps

to be the best of both worlds. The upper mids
became slightly more alive and sweeter, while

Although Iwas by now quite pleased with the

the bass stayed tightly defined with all of the

Stage's level of performance, Iwas not yet convinced that Ihad realized its full potential. It

heft and impact of the all-SYMO connection.

duced amazingly fast, and with excellent con-

Lindsay for each channel, and this turned out

seemed reasonable to me to try to improve matters further in the areas of extreme treble
smoothness, soundstage depth, and tonal balance. Toward that end Iundertook additional
listening tests with several other amps and
preamps and aremarkable set of cables that had
Stereophile, August 1990

With the success evidenced by the Lindsay
speaker cable, Imoved on to their interconnect. The first change was from the Kimber
KCAG to 2meters of the Lindsay between the
Theta DS Pro and the Classé DR-6 preamp. The
sound became smoother, yet with cleaner and
more delicate textures. Image outlines became
131

tighter in space More information was resolved.
Massed voices were better delineated, and
soprano upper registers were more natural sounding. Next to be replaced was the 30' run
of AudioQuest Lapis Hyperlitz from the preamp to the amp with a25' run of Lindsay. The
presentation grew even more relaxed and
better-focused. The sense of cohesiveness was
greatly enhanced—as though the Lindsay was
able to align treble transients with the rest of
the harmonic envelope and thus reduce spatial smear. This stuff really works! The cable is

stage. The DR-6 was more dynamic, but failed
to reproduce depth perspective as well.
Several amps were auditioned in the hopes
of finding an even more synergistic match than
the Classé Audio DR-8s. The Threshold 12/e
amps came in for abrief audition, more out of
curiosity than anything else. With aprice tag
at well over 10 kllobucics, they're not likely to
partner a$2000/pair speaker. But you don't
have to worry: though the sound was very
smooth and the treble was better controlled,
with less fizz, than that of the DR-8s, it never
came alive The drama and musical tension that

stiff, behaves like an oversized slinky, and flies
in the face of conventional wisdom. But it was

the DR-8 generated failed to materialize with

able to push the performance level of the Stage

the Threshold.

to ahigher plateau: more natural highs, im-

The Mark Levinson No.29 dual-monaural

proved soundstage focus and palpability, and

amp was next, proving smooth and very de-

aslightly better balance through the upper

tailed with the Stage. It had no problem at all
resolving the audience participation on the

mids. But Iwas still not happy with the recessed tonality of the upper mids.
Icompared the line-level section of the
Classé DR-6 with those of the Threshold FET10/e and the Air Tight ATC- 1preamps. If anything, the FET-10/e was even more detailed,
but its upper registers were not as smooth. The
treble did not soar and bloom nearly as well,
and the DR-6, on the basis of being slightly
warmer and sweeter in the midrange, proved
amuch better match for the Stage. The Air
Tight sacrifices detail in favor of asofter presentation that, in the tradition of tubes, was also
lusher and warmer than that of the DR-6. The
bass was aweakness, though, being less extended and not as well-delineated.
Late in the evaluation, Ireceived asample
of the Cary Audio 5500 analog CD processor.
My first impression was that this is one hell of a
processor. It carried the Stage and the entire
system to new heights (a full review is forthcoming). The areas of transduction in which
the Stage already excelled became even strong-

"Goodnight Irene" cut of the Weavers album
(Vanguard VSD-2150). The treble was not as
extended or as airy. And the mids, while exceptionally liquid for asolid-state amp, were in
general laid-back. That's precisely what the
Stage did not need. Itzhak Perlman's violin tone
(Bruch's Violin Concerto 1, EMI ASD-2926) was
not as sweet as it should have been. After a
while Ialso began to notice areduction in
dynamic contrasts. Aswitch back to the DR8enhanced the sweetness of the upper mids
and also enabled the Stage to go from loud to
very loud much more convincingly. It was as
though the Apogee came alive with the DR-8.
The sense of excitement returned in spades.
liaj Mahal's Recycling the Blues & Other Related
Stuff (Columbia 31605) brimmed with raw energy. Listen to "Sweet Home Chicago" with the
young Pointer sisters in the background to see
what Imean. It has to do with immediacy; the
music communicated more readily with the
DR-8.

er: soundstage transparency and the clarity and

The final contestant was the Muse Elec-

ease of the presentation were noticeably in-

tronics 100W stereo amp. Iwas interested in it

creased. And as abonus, the mids became

because it was reasonably priced at around
$1200, and rumor had it that it was afine match

more liquid and suave, while the sense of depth
increased as you would expect from atubed
unit. It also appeared that one reason for its success was the excellence of its line-level section.
The Stage needs abit of tube sound to smooth
the highs and liquefy the mids, and the Cary
proved to be amost accommodating partner.
Acombination that worked quite well during analog playback was the FET-10/e phono
stage feeding the Air Tight Alt-1 line-level
132

for the Stage Well, it was like aflashback to the
'60s. The darn thing sounded so much like an
Ampzilla that Ihad to verify the date to assure
myself Ihad not fallen into atimewarp. The
Muse sounded pretty good, but far from good
enough to extract the Stage's full potential. The
Stage revealed the Muse's shortcomings easily
enough. The sound was pleasant enough with
strong bass, but there were losses in the areas
Stereophile, August 1990

of transparency and detail resolution. The highs

and requires experimentation with not only the

were closed-in and lacking in air, textures were

rake angle and distance to the wall, but also

slightly grainy and hard—not what the doctor
ordered for the Stage.

with toe-in. Based on my experience so far, the

The final tweak

changes.

With all of the speaker cable and interconnect
changes described so far, the Stage had gained

JA adds some measurements

Stage's sweet spot is quite narrow. Venture more
than slightly off-axis and the tonal balance

tighter image focus and enhanced transpar-

After Dick delivered the review copy to me,

ency. Textures were cleaner so that inner detail

Tom Norton and Iquickly carried out aset of
measurements to see if the Stage had any other

was easier to resolve, and the upper mids had
picked up ameasure of sweetness so that this

idiosyncrasies other than the ones Dick had

range was now just slightly dull and lackluster.

uncovered. Looking first at the speaker's im-

Pilar Lorengar as Princess Pamina (ne Magic

pedance

Flute, London OSA -1397) was beginning to
sound much more correct tonally. It was time for

Audio Precision System One, fig.5 shows the
impedance with the HF control set to NOR-

one final tweak.
Itried amodest toe-in of 5", as measured
from the outside edge of the frame relative to
the original straight-out position. This placed

as

measured

with

Stereophile's

MAL, fig.6 with it set to HI. Both average
around 3ohms, with aslight rise at 400Hz due
to the crossover. Acomparison of the shapes
.1.

the tweeter/midrange ribbon on the listening
axis, as opposed to being about 10 to 15* offaxis before Before too long, Ihad to return the
tweeter control to the Normal position to cut
the lower treble by about 2dB. But the overall
tonal-balance transformation was astounding!
The laid-back character of the Stage Ihad attributed to an upper-midrange recession disappeared. Female voice, including Lesley's, was

Fig.1 Apogee Stage, room response at 2m
on tweeter axis, HF control HI
(2dB/small div. vertical scale)

almost right-on in timbrai accuracy.
Mike alook at fig.1, which shows the in-room
response of the Stage at 2meters, on-axis with
the tweeter. Here the tweeter control is in the
HI position. Fig.2 shows the in-room response
at the same location with the tweeter in the
Normal position. The strong deep-bass empha-

Fig.2 Apogee Stage, room response at 2m
on tweeter axis, HF control NORMAL
(2dB/small div. vertical scale)

sis in the range from 40 to 50Hz is clearly evident. But above 200Hz, the response is quite
uniform (each division represents 2dB). There
is certainly no evidence of amidrange recession. Let's move the mike to the listening position and look at what happens in fig.3. Here,
with the mike off-axis in relation to the tweeter,
amidrange recession is quite obvious from
500Hz to about 21c1-1z. Look at the energy out-

-
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..

...:,

: •
-- V
--

Fig.3 Apogee Stage, room response at
listening position, 10° off-axis
(2dB/small div. vertical scale)

put at 2kHz relative to that at 51cHz and 300Hz.
This is asignificant and broad valley that you'd
better believe is audible. Finally, in fig.4, the
measurement of fig.3 is repeated—but with the
speaker toed-in 5" toward the listening seat.
The midrange response is much more uniform
now, resembling that at 2meters, and the midrange recession has vanished. What all of this
means is that setting up the Stage is abit tricky
Stereophile, August 1990

• .
Fig.4 Apogee Stage, room response at
listening position, toed-in, HF control
NORMAL (2dB/small div. vertical
scale)
I

of the two curves suggests that the HI position

10 PRECISION laped•nc NON,/ é INIASEIdni/ . TIEPIN,
.111.

is the natural output of the ribbon drive-unit,

110.110

the NORMAL position applying adegree of EQ.

Yell.

Note the slight wrinkles in the bass in both
phase and magnitude plots in figs.5 and 6.
These reveal the woofer panel's "drumskinresonance" tuning, which appears to lie at two
discrete frequencies, 47Hz and 37Hz.
lliming to the time domain, as assessed using
the DRA Labs MLSSA FFT analyzer, the Stage's
impulse response (with the speaker raised some
24" to push reflections of the pulse from the floor
back in time) can be seen in fig.7. Examination
of the individual drive-units reveals that though
the mid/HF ribbon is connected with the correct
polarity, the woofer is actually inverted, apositive-
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"flansform (FE 1) on that windowed section gives
the speaker's anechoic frequency response (with
afrequency resolution inversely proportional to
the length of the window; ie, a5ms time window
equates to 200Hz resolution). Fig.8 shows the
individual responses of the two ribbons, taken
at a48" measuring distance midway up the treble
ribbon axis. Level matching between the two on
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Fig.6 Apogee Stage, eectrical impedance
amplitude (solid ¡ne) and phase
(dashed), HF control Hl (2 ohms/div.
vertical scale)

this graph can only be approximate, but it can be
seen that the treble ribbon handles pretty much

III

I

Fig.5 Apogee Stage, electrical impedance
amplitude (solid line) and phase
(dashed), HF control NORMAL (2
ohms/div. vertical scale)

output, indicating asecond-order crossover. The

room reflections; carrying out aFast Fourier

.
••
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portion of the impulse response that is free from
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everything above 500Hz. The woofer ribbon
seems remarkably free of breakup problems
above its crossover point, this undoubtedly contributing to the speaker's clean midband repro-

.0.00
•

duction. Aslight bit of woofer nonsense can be
seen just above 3kHz, but as this is 25dB down,
it should be inconsequential. The treble ribbon,
however, seems alittle lively in the mid-treble,
with then agradual rolloff above 15kHz on this
axis. (Me HF control was set to NORMAL for this

70

Fig.7 Apogee Stage, impulse response at
48° on tweeter axis (5ms time window)
8.1111

and the next measurements.)
With all of the midrange and treble handled
by the narrow, ," wide ribbon, it is not surprising that the Stage offers basically good horizontal
dispersion. Fig.9 shows five anechoic responses
(taken at a48" distance) ranging from 15° off the
ribbon axis on the treble side (front) to 15° off the
ribbon axis on the woofer side (rear). The central response is on the ribbon axis. Note that the
smoothest response through the treble, or at least

-21111
-18111
411
1111:IWIr

als

Fig.8 Apogee Stage, anechoic FFT
responses of woofer and tweeter at
48" on tweeter axis

the one without asignificant suckout, is obtained
off-axis on the woofer side. This will tend to
make positioning of the Stages rather critical if
134

the listening room's sidewalls are either too close
or too reflective. Looking at the off-axis response
Stereophile, August 1990
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on the treble-ribbon side, it can be seen that the
15° off-axis response—what alistener would
hear with the speakers firing straight ahead—can
have its exact mid-treble to high-treble balance
adjusted by toeing the speakers in slightly. But toe
them in too much, so that the listener is facing
the ribbon, and, as DO found, the highs become
alittle excessive in level, even with the switch set
to NORMAL.
The Stage has amuch narrower dispersion
in the vertical plane, as can be seen in fig.10.
The central curve is the same on-axis response
at 48" as in fig.9. The frontmost curve, however, was taken with the microphone still at a
48" distance but now some 8" above the top
of the baffle, this axis approximately represent-

1111x

Fig.9 Apogee Stage, family of lateral
anechoic response curves at 48",
from back to front, 15° and 7.5° offaxis on woofer ribbon side; response
on ribbon axis; 7.5° and 15° off-axis
on tweeter ribbon

ing astanding listener at the back of atypical
listening room. The treble ribbon shelves
down by asevere 12dB or so on this axis: it is
essential, therefore, for Stage owners to be
seated so that their ears are level with the midpoint of the ribbon if they are to get afull mea-

1042

,

te
-1811

sure of treble. The rearmost curve in fig.10
shows the effect of switching the HF control
to HI, the entire region above 8kHz then lifting by 2dB or so.
To get an idea of how the Stage would sound
in aroom, Iaveraged the five curves in fig.9 to
give the speaker's overall anechoic response
in the 30° window encompassing atypical listenei resulting in the curve to the right of fig.11.
lb the left of fig.11 is the Stage's bass response
measured in the nearfield, with the microphone almost touching the protective mesh
over the diaphragm. Above the dramatic rise
in the bass, the speaker's sound can be seen to
be characterized by agently sloping trend from
around 80Hz to 8kHz. Beautifully smooth, this
will contribute both to the speaker's slightly

se
18h

181311
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Fig.10 Apogee Stage, anechoic response at
48" midway up ribbon axis with HF
control Hl (rear), at 48" midway up
ribbon axis with HF control NORMAL
(center), and at 48" with mike 8"
above baffle top, HF control
NORMAL (front)
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mellow tonality and to its seamless presentation of midrange sounds. It's amatter of conjecture how the woofer's highish-Q drumslcin

I 11 1
11111

resonance, which leads to the 17dB boost at
45Hz, will be perceived subjectively. On smallscale chamber-music and human-voice recordings, it is unlikely that it will be directly
excited, allowing the speaker's smooth, uncolored midrange to be perceived in all its
glory But on full-scale orchestral recordings
and rock music, it will add majesty in the first
instance but aponderous quality in the second.
It will also make the Stage intolerant both of
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aft

Fig.11 Apogee Stage, anechoic response
averaged across 30° lateral window
with nearfield LF response plotted
below 400Hz
jectively.
In the treble, the Stage has some measured
liveliness that will add adegree of treble brash-

amplifiers lacking control in the bass and of

ness: DO did note "a residual artificiality in the

cables that themselves are rather "slow," sub-

treble—sort of azippy aftertaste." Listening to
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Fig.12 Apogee Stage MLSSA cumulative spectral-decay plot on tweeter axis
the Stages myself, this character was definitely

DC) summarizes

noticeable and reminded me, though to alesser

Its good-looking, with excellent bass extension and definition. In terms of soundstage
transparency it rivals any loudspeaker money

degree, of the treble featured by the ribbons
of both the Celestion 3000 (reviewed in May)
and the Carver Amazing loudspeaker (reviewed
in February), where abasically uncolored tre-

can buy. It's capable of resolving low-level

ble was overlaid with added brightness due to

considerable speed and control. Dynamic contrasts from soft to loud are reproduced with

high-frequency ribbon resonances. (I know it's
unwise to stretch analogies too far, but Ican't
help thinking of this character as akind of
"crinkly" noise that one associates with alumi-

nuances and deftly reproducing transients with

ease and no sense of compression. Its ability

num foil.) The cumulative spectral-decay plot

to portray instrumental outlines with realistic
spaciousness and bloom is nothing short of
amazing. In terms of clarity and transparency,

for the Stage on the ribbon axis (fig.12 —ignore

the Stage is without peer at its asking price. It

the ridge at 15.75kHz, which is due to the microphone picking up the computer-monitor
line whistle), though featuring aclean initial

possesses the innate ability to communicate the
music's essentials at alevel that comes very

drop of the impulse, also shows some residual
hashiness between 3kHz and 10kHz. Iunderstand that the degree of this treble hash is
proportional both to the mass of the ribbon
and to the degree of its self-damping—it is
therefore naïve to think, as Ionce did, that a
ribbon is inherently resonance-free. This slight
treble hashiness will also make the speaker less
tolerant than some of ancillary cables and
amplifiers with asimilar tonal signature.
With one exception, there are no real surprises in these measurements. The exception,
however, is important in that though the midrange measures as being commendably smooth,
if alittle downtilted, nothing prepared me for
the degree of tonal versimilitude—read musical

close to capturing the feeling of live music.
Ron Cox, agood friend of mine, also happens to be aBuddhist monk and alifelong audiophile He has pretty much managed to curb
his appetite for material things in keeping with
the teachings of Zen. Well.. .with the exception of alust for tube amps and the like. He has
argued that the art of Zen is essential for transcending the crude limitations of one's system.
Being bound to the visual reality of big boxes
and heaps of electronics makes it difficult to
accept and communicate with the music Thus
Zen can assist in shedding the technical façade
of asystem and transport you to astate where
the music can touch the heart and the soul.
With the Stage, one would require very little
help from Zen in accepting the message. It is

accuracy—with which the pair of Stages, op-

pure and lifelike.

timally set up, reproduced recordings with
which Iwas familiar.
—John Atkinson

Yet, having said all that, if Lord Darth Vider
were to grasp me by the throat and demand a
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recommendation for the world's best small

The Stage's most immediate competition is

loudspeaker, Iwould hesitate to recommend

really the Martin-Logan Sequel II. Despite the

the Stage. Why? Well, what if his Lordship does

fact that the Sequel is more expensive, this is

not own Classé Audio electronics or SYMO

what it takes to approach the Stage's perfor-

cable? And if he did, would he have the pa-

mance capabilities. While the Sequel favors the

tience to tweak and cater to the speakers? The

upper octaves, the Stage emphasizes the bass

Stage is very sensitive to the amplifier/cable

and midrange. The Stage has to be considered

interface. In the context of the right electronics

better integrated top to bottom, and blows the

and cable, it is clearly Class A in the small-

Sequel away in the bass registers. The Sequel

speaker category. Thus, Ihesitate to recom-

is brighter by comparison and more delicate

mend it outside of awell-defined system con-

in its voicing of treble detail. The Stage is more

text. If you already own all of the "wrong" elec-

cohesive and, ultimately, to my ears more con-

tronics, then the Stage is not for you. If you're

vincing musically.

unwilling to devote floorspace to the Stage,
then look elsewhere. Room treatment is also

By now, you should realize that the Stage is a
steal at the asking price. You owe it to yourself to

a essible requirement, as it is with most speak-

own apair, but, like Morris the cat, be prepared

ers worth owning.

to feed it exactly what it wants.

APOGEE DAX ACTIVE CROSSOVER
Amis Balgalvis auditions the dynamic DAX/Diva duo

Apogee DAX electronic crossover

Dual-channel, dual-passband, non-inverting active crossover, with external power supply. Crossover frequency: 330Hz. Filter slopes: 6dB/octave gradually increasing to 12dB/octave. S/N ratio:
-90dB (A-weighted). THD: 0.01%. Inputs and outputs: balanced and single-ended. Gain:
balanced =2, single-ended=1, with internal 6dB gain adjustments in 1dB steps for low- and highpass sections. Input impedance (switch-selectable), balanced: 600, 1.2k, 2.5k, 5k, 10k ohms;
single-ended: 5k, 10k, 20k, 40k, 80k ohms. Output impedance: 6ohms. Front-panel controls
(per channel) for mid/tweeter level (0 to -6dB in 1dB steps), woofer and mid/tweeter balance
(in 0.2dB steps), rake control ±2dB at 5kHz (in 0.5dB steps) hinged at 1kHz. With six-window
numeric LED readout. Dimensions: 21
/ "H by 18" W by 12 3A" D (DAX), 21
4
/ "H by 61
4
/ "W by 11"
4
D (power supply). Weight: 55 lbs. Price: $3995. Approximate number of dealers: 70. Manufacturer:
Apogee Acoustics, Inc., 35 York Industrial Park, Randolph, MA 02368. Tel: (617) 963-0124.
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"Uh-oh, Apogee is up to something!" Ithought
when Iopened one of the passive crossover

But more important, filter designs are unlikely to flourish in the stormy environment

boxes for the Diva loudspeakers and discovered
some loose wires inside No, negligence this was

where the voltage and current levels are very

not. Not when all the loose ends in question were
terminated and carefully covered with heatshrink insulation, and not when each wire was
found neatly tucked away.

found at the outputs of power amplifiers. Here,
high, resistive values can appear in but the
smallest doses. Power here cannot be wasted—
it's avery precious commodity, in the literal

All of it was too deliberate, too carefully

sense of the word. It's something very difficult
to attain, since the large inductors called for

planned. Only one thing to do—call Boston. Not
unexpectedly, Jason Bloom fessed up when I

siderations are further hampered by saturation

confronted him with my discovery.
"Oh, sure, that's for the DAX," he said with a
chuckle
"The DAX? What's aDAX?"
"It's our new Dedicated Active X-over. We're
hoping to unveil it at the Summer CES. For now

always have aresistive component. Design conand proximity effects, creating conditions that
deviate from the ideal by awide margin.
A far better place to perform the crossover
function is at line level, before the power amplifier. To be sure, there is aprice to pay in system

it's only slated for the Divas, but in time the

complexity—remember, additional amplifiers,
as well as interconnects and speaker cables, are

Duetta Signature and the Caliper Signature are to
get it."

—but possibilities for proper signal process-

That was two years ago, and yes, Apogee introduced the DAX as promised.
Jason went on to explain that, in their continu-

required for driving the other speaker elements
ing are significantly more favorable.
Which leads us to the other advantage—the
performance of the power amplifiers. For one

ing quest to raise the performance level of their

thing, each amplifier now encounters only a

speakers, they have had to look beyond the
drivers. He felt that Apogee had gone about as

portion of the audio band as determined by the
crossover bandpass characteristics. For another, the amplifiers drive the speaker elements

far as they could—especially in the case of the
Divas—when it came to the development of the
individual driver elements.
But the crossover, especially apassive de-

directly. The reactive effects of passive crossover impedances and loudspeaker voice-coil

sign, is quite another matter—it's asituation

In the Apogee designs, the amp/speaker interfaces are particularly amicable. The Diva's

crying out for help. And Apogee responded
with asweeping decision—they scrapped the
existing passive network and replaced it with
an active electronic design. Hence the Dedicated Active X-over, or DAX for short.
It's dedicated because the DAX is intended
to be used with only three of Apogee's loud-

interaction with the crossover are eliminated.

woofer elements get connected directly to the
amplifier binding posts; the midrange and
tweeter elements do have aminor passive network for dividing the upper spectrum between
the midrange and tweeter elements. No matter, the speaker elements present very linear

speakers—the Diva, Duetta Signature, and Cal-

and mostly resistive loads to the amplifiers.

iper Signature—and even then internal adjust-

Apogee tells me the impedance never drops

ments are necessary to set the unit up properly.

below 3ohms. All in all, these are conditions
that should keep the system as awhole per-

The Scintilla and the new Stage 1are excluded,
as, of course, are all loudspeakers by other
manufacturers.
The active part refers to the circuitry per-

forming better.

Just the DAX, ma'am

forming the crossover function. It is much eas-

Dedicated or not, the DAX is aremarkably flex-

ier to create sophisticated frequency-response

ible device. It's ashame that this product is

contours not only accurately, but also more
niques. The required signal-processing manip-

limited to the Apogee speaker line. It prominently demonstrates just how much more
effective crossover filters can be if the process-

ulations for creating complex low- and high-pass
filters can be significantly more proficient when

of the power amplifiers. More important, that

powered components with gain—such as operational amplifiers—are used.

can be built into acrossover to make it more

repeatably, by employing active filter tech-
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ing is performed at the low signal level ahead
additional—and very functional—flexibility
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than amere frequency-channeling device.
One of the DAX's main goals, according to
Jason Bloom, was to provide the user with the

by the front-panel controls. In dBs, no less.
Each channel has three sets of LEDs, cor-

ability to tailor the response characteristic of
the loudspeaker in order to compensate for the

responding to changes in the bass, midrange,
and Rake Angle responses.
The LED array immediately conveys the

vagaries of the listening environment, source

selected speaker response, without having to

material, or individual taste. To quote from

poll the individual switch settings. An added
touch of thoroughness is the choice of two
brightness levels for the LEDs. Aswitch on the

Apogee's manual, the DAX provides an "exceptional tuning flexibility which enables the user
to sculpt atonal balance to meet their exact
listening requirements."

rear panel takes care of that.
The display becomes indispensable when

To this end, each stereo channel of the DAX

the DAX is positioned at the loudspeakers,

features four controls for modeling the re-

where Ialso prefer to keep the power ampli-

sponse of the woofer and the midrange sections, as well as the refinements outlined below.

runs from the DAX. Now the settings are eas-

fiers to keep cable expenses low by using short

This makes for arather busy front panel:

ily visible from across the room. Of course,

eight controls spread out across the face of the

accessing the switches is now impossible with-

DAX and arranged in two groups of four, flank-

out leaving the listening position. A remote

ing the six centrally located LEDs. The Displays
are arranged in two stacked rows, with three

control is obviously called for.

LED groups in each.

While it's true that the DAX can only be used
with certain Apogee loudspeakers, Apogee

Starting on the left, the first control alters the

nevertheless wants to minimize interfacing

bass response of the woofer section. Six incre-

problems with iççndated components such as

ments have been induded, each decreasing the

preamps and power amps. To ease matching,

output by ldB.
The second control has been included for

the user has at his or her disposal anumber of
adjustments. For some of these "set-it-and-

fine-tuning the woofer and the midrange re-

forget-it" adjustments the top cover has to be

sponse in increments of 0.2dB. ACCW rotation

removed to access switches on the main PC

affects the woofer, aCW rotation the MR.
The third control performs the same func-

exception—every frequently used control

tion as the bass control, except that the re-

appears on the front panel.

board. This complexity is not the rule but the

sponse of the midrange/tweeter ribbons is

First off, every input and output of the DAX

affected—the level can likewise be attenuated
in six ldB steps.

is ready to be used in the single-ended or
balanced mode. For the input side—there are

The fourth control is the most interesting,
as far as I'm concerned. Apogee refers to it as
the Rake Angle, and it affects frequencies above

configuration is selected by an internal switch
on the main PC board. So, to set the input

lkHz. Here's how it works: The response is flat

two inputs, one for each channel—the desired

point, the response can be "raked" —angled,

mode, all you have to do is tilt asmall rocker
switch to the required position.
Choosing the output mode is even simpler.
Since all the connectors for both configurations

when this control is set to zero, but commencing at IkHz, which Apogee calls the hinge
if you will—upward or downward in 0.5dB

appear on the DAX's back panel, it's just amat-

steps, to create achange in response of up to
±2dB at 5kHz.

output connector. Be it input or output, the

ter of matching each interconnect to the proper

The application is obvious. Dull spectral

design is foolproof—the single-ended connec-

results can be enlivened, or, when things get

tions are Tiffany RCAs, and the balanced inter-

too bright, the excess can be toned down. The

faces appear on XLR connectors.

nice thing about this control is its mild-

Next, we get to select the value of the input

mannered approach. The result is never over-

impedance using selector switches located on

bearing or prominent. It's arather subtle effect

the main PC board. Going balanced, choices
of 600, 1.2k, 2.5k, 5k, and 10k ohms are avail-

immediately, but with lasting influence in the
long run.
And here's the ergonomic icing: An array of
LEDs displays the response changes effected
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able, while for the single-ended mode the
increments appear at 5k, 10k, 20k, 40k, or 80k
ohms.
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Still sticking with the main pc board, we find
four rotary gain-setting switches. At two per
channel, these switches attenuate the gain of
the high- and low-pass sections of the crossover over arange of 0to -6dB. This feature
accommodates amplifiers with unequal sensitivity ratings when powering the woofer and
the midrange/high-frequency drivers.
The last internal adjustment is included to
set the DAX for the desired speaker application.
Since the DAX can be ordered in the Duetta/
Diva or the Caliper/Diva configuration, a

All the work involved is internal to the crossover. In the modified state the passive crossover
components for the woofer-to-midrange crossover are bypassed, and the box itself remains
in place as the termination point for connnecting to the three ribbon elements. It also houses
the components for the midrange-to-tweeter
crossover. As expected, the MR- and wooferlevel switches on the passive crossover are
deactivated, with only the tweeter-level control switch remaining functional.
Reworking the passive crossover was not as

switch setting is included for choosing the
proper EQ.

simple as I'd anticipated, and Iwould not en-

How to add aDAX

byist experience to tackle the conversion. In
fairness, I'd like to mention that the tasks in-

The easiest way to end up with aDAX in your
system is to choose it right away and make it a
part of the initial speaker-system purchase.
You'll need to double up on the power amps,
however. All told, the Divas now require atotal
of four power amps; that's either four monoblocks or two stereo units. If you're like me and
had bi-wired your speakers, no additional
speaker cables are necessary.
After that, the DAX can be treated like any
other component: just plug in all the interconnects and connect the speaker cables between
the amps and the external crossover enclosures
at the Divas.
It makes good sense economically to go for
the DAX right away The price of the Divas with
the passive crossover is $8995, and the DAX
costs $3995 when purchased separately. But
if you buy the Divas and the DAX together the
total price is $11,350, asaving of $1640. There's
no voodoo economics here—the passive
crossover is not supplied in this case, and the
savings are passed on to the customer. This
money can, for example, go toward the purchase of the additional amplifiers.
Converting existing Divas to accept the DAX
is another matter. Having gone that route, I
would rate it, for the technically uninitiated,
arelatively involved situation.
As mentioned earlier, the DAX only replaces
the major crossover point involving the woofer
and the midrange ribbons; it has nothing to do
with the midrange-to-tweeter transition. As a
result, the passive crossover electronics box
cannot be eliminated—it has to be reworked.'
1It's possible to purchase asimplified passive crossover network at this point, but it results in discarding the complete passive network. For most people that's too much of awaste
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courage anyone without at least advanced hob-

volve nothing more than changing anumber
of pre-terminated wire connections and terminating asmall inductor coil to binding-post
screw terminals. As Imentioned at the beginning, it was obvious that Apogee had the DAX
planned for some time because the passive
crossover for the Divas was carefully prepared
to accept the modifications. All parts, including
avery special attention to detail—a %" socket
wrench—are provided, and the instruction
manual is explicit and detailed.
For Divas with SNs below 10360, the instructions call for asoldering operation. Unless you
know exactly what it takes to make agood solder joint, don't do it. Since soldering is not as
easy as it appears, and aheavy-duty soldering
iron is called for, Iurge you to defer the modification to the dealer.
Adding the DAX to the Duetta Signatures also
involves modifications of its passive crossover.
Judging from the instruction manual, these
changes are much easier. Since the network is
much simpler—the Duettas do not have an
external crossover enclosure—and all necessary wires for the modification are in place, I
would not expect this conversion to be very
demanding.
The Caliper Signatures cannot be modified
by the user; dealer involvement is called for.
Newsworthy item—hot off the presses. By
the time you read this, Apogee will have unveiled their new DAX II at the 1990 SCES. This
is amore cost-effective version of the original
DAX, with alist price of $1995. The DAX ll will
not have the LED display and the power supply will be internal, but the basic functions will
be retained. I'll try to report on this development as more information becomes available.
Stereophile, August 1990

Down to business
Let's listen.
Suppose acomponent is around for along
time, performing very satisfactorily. Even if you
started out with arush of excitement, before
you know it you're taking it for granted. And
that's just about what happened with the DAX.
I've had the Diva/DAX combo singing for me
for the better part of ayear now. Those of you
who read my cartridge reviews in last year's
June and July issues might recall that the DAX
arrived just in time to be included in the system used to evaluate the cartridges. Its considerable positive contribution was immediately apparent, and the DAX was accorded
"essential" status.
But when the going's good, we don't appre-

The problem surfaced when Iswitched from
two identical power amplifiers per side with
the DAX in place to asingle amp without the
DAX. Obviously, that halved the total amplifier
power for each loudspeaker. On top of that,
introducing the passive crossover into the system produced an additional 3dB loss of efficiency. Consequently, when backtracking from
having used four identical power amplifiers
with the DAX, the Divas ended up seeing only
one quarter of the power when the DAX was
removed and the passive crossover instituted.
Fortunately, the flexibility of the Classé DR-9
stereo power amp saved the day. Since this
amplifier is bridgeable (see my review in
October 1988, Vol.12 No.10), its two 100W

ciate just how good we have it. The DAX was

channels can be strapped to produce a400W
mono power amp to drive each Diva sans DAX.

no exception. With time, its contribution to
system performance, though considerable, was

With the DAX, the DR-9s can be restrapped to
provide dual 100Wpc stereo amps, keeping the

taken for granted.
It merged into the system so successfully that

speaker the same.

before and after power conditions at each

its sonic strengths became its liability. Even

And since we're using the same amplifier

though the sonic virtues of the DAX were on
display constantly—even more significantly,

building blocks, the sonic signature is likely to

it did not call attention to itself in any negative
sense—the DAX assumed asomewhat passive

be the same Certainly more similar than choosing separate amps with different power ratings.
So why bother with any other amps at all?

As amatter of fact, Iwas much more aware

Two reasons. First, the DAX had to be exercised
with as wide avariety of power amps as pos-

of it while swapping amplifiers or substituting

sible And second, it represents more of areal-

interconnects now that the DAX imposed a

world situation.
To add the DAX, auser would most likely

presence.

doubled component count at its outputs.
This sonically pleasant setting remained

double up on the amps in the system; one

essentially unchanged, contributing signifi-

would go from two to four monoblocks, or

cantly to unraveling and sorting out the sonic
pleasantries of the Esoteric P-1 CD transport

from one to two stereo amps. It's unlikely that
someone will start out with two bridged DR-

and the Wadia 2000 digital processor.

9s, then unbridge them when the DAX is
added. If anything, in this instance, two more

For this review, however, the DAX occupies
center stage, and some specific sonic assessments are called for. So Idusted off the passive

DR-9s would be added.
The other components in the system were

crossover and reinstated it in the system—the
DAX has been in use far too long for me to relia-

the Jeff Rowland Coherence 1series II and
Krell KSP-7B preamps, the Basis Gold Standard

bly recall the sound of DAX-less Divas. Only
by reacquainting myself with the primeval
Divas could Ibe in aposition to sort out the

Debut llimtable, the Airtangent tonearm, various cartridges, the Teac Esoteric P-2 CD Drive

DAX's contributions.
But haste makes waste. If we're not careful,

cessor, and Straight Wire Maestro and Monster
Cable Sigma series interconnects and speaker

the original setup can end up significantly dis-

cables. Besides the Classé DR-9s, power ampli-

advantaged. It all boils down to the quantity
and quality of power. Simply put, equal mea-

fiers were Krell KMA- 160s, Krell KSA-250s, and

sures of power, and with the same sonic signature, should be fed to each speaker with and

and S-2 Processor, the Walla 2000 Digital Pro-

Rowland Models 5and 7.

Do Divas like DAXes?

without the DAX. To me that's basic—a sim-

To set the stage for what the DAX did for the

ple case of apples and apples.

Divas, let me briefly return to my original re-
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view of this speaker (August 1988, Vol.11 No.8):
"The strength of these loudspeakers is their
ability to communicate the essence of amusical
event. It's an all-inclusive concept that suffers
considerably when broken down to its component parts. Instead, we have to think in terms
of the performance as awhole, and recognize

included, the music sounded more rewarding
and the performers blossomed.
Without the DAX, the presentation regressed.
It was veiled and less vivid. The soundstage
diminished in size and in the quality of its
makeup. It did not convey the same sweeping
perspective—the panorama was now restricted

that the constituent aspects have to act in concert, reaching us properly proportioned and

as if aset of blinders had been put in place.

mutually enhanced. Only then are we in aposi-

invoke the recent Stereopbile High End Show
in NYC as an example.

tion to fully appreciate the significance of these
loudspeakers.
"But I'll strike acompromise. Let's say that
the basics are all present and accounted for, and
I'll try to concentrate on afew of the more
involved performance aspects such as spectral
balance, dynamics, and soundstage. ..
'As far as I'm concerned, the Divas present

Just how dynamic is the DAX/Diva duo? I'll

Ispent atotal of two days listening around
and came away very impressed. Taken as a
whole, the quality of the sounds heard there
was very wholesome and certainly well above
average Many exhibitors had spent alot of time
and effort—the equipment arrived extremely
late the night before—to be seen in the best

asoundstage that is simply phenomenal. Again,
it's the total presentation that dazzles. This
includes the overall soundspace that seemingly

light possible. In general, they aquitted themselves admirably.

pervades the whole stage in front of the listener, and billows forward from there to en-

mester (with B&W 801s), Definitive Hi -Fi

velop the listener as well. ..
"The panoramic presentation of the Divas
is, in my experience, peerless. They operate
with asweep so broad that it's startling at times.
Add to that akeenly developed sense of depth,
and we are talking grandiose."
That was then. What about now? Having
carefully read the above, and being of sound

Iwould single out, in alphabetical orde Bur(WATT, Puppies, WHOW, Krell), Bob Graham/
Ensemble, Hobson Ultimate Sound (Rowland,
Avalon, SOTA), and Select Sound (YBA, Koetsu
Eurushi, Rolcsan, ProAc Response 2)as displays
that pleased my ears more significantly than
others.
Yet when Ireturned home that Sunday evening and listened to the DAX, Divas, Coherence
1series II, four Krel1KMA-160s, Monster Sigma

body and mind, Iwill now go on to tell you that

cable, and Sony X7ESD/Wadia 2000 combina-

the contribution of the DAX is significant and,

tion, Ihave to tell you that it was then that I

as Iwill explain shortly, it allows the Divas to
perform better than ever.
Did Isay perform better? Better than phenomenal? Better than peerless? Better than
grandiose?
Absolutely!
Simply put, the DAX allows the Divas to realize their potential. At the same time, let's keep
things in perspective and recognize that the
inclusion of the DAX does not alter the Divas
in any way. It's exactly the same speaker it
always was, except that the limitations of the
passive crossover have been eliminated—and
better associated equipment was used—allowing the speaker to perform under far more
optimal conditions.
These conclusions were reached by careful
listening under the controlled conditions out-

heard the most musically satisfying sounds of
the weekend.
Now, it may be unfair to compare asystem
under development for months to the systems
set up under the duress of show conditions.
But my listening room leaves alot to be desired,
and the equipment Iused was not as up-to-date
as what some of the exibitors were showing.
And Iwas playing exactly the same CDs Ihad
at the show. (Except at Definitive Hi -Fi —they
used their own digital and analog sources, a
practice Iwelcome wholeheartedly. ,)
Excellent as these displays were, Iwas more
impressed by the sound from the equipment
at my disposal. Maybe it was the familiar surroundings, maybe the snug comfort of my
listening chair, but Icame away convinced of
the ability of what Iheard to draw me into the

lined earlier, and by using other amplifiers. It
turned out that the DAX was sucessful despite
my efforts to trip it up. Whenever the DAX was
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2Isee nothing wrong with stacking the deck in this manner.
The dealer gets to show off the equipment at its best, and the
listener benefits.
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performance musically and sonically.
That's not to say that certain show exhibits

virtual imagery was projected with an assured
air.

did not outdo the Diva/DAX duo in aparticular
aspect or two. Certainly the WHOW woofer
went lower, the dynamic impact of the WATT/

The glib persuasiveness of what are really
sonic infirmities, but are allowed to intrude

Puppy combo or the ProAc Response 2s was

to afaint hue. Even though the DAX employs
integrated-circuit op-amps, Apogee must be

greater, and the coherence in the lower mids/
upper bass of the Avalons was more remarka-

under the guise of colorations, is now reduced

extracting maximum performance from their
circuitry. The DAX's sonic signature is mainly

ble. But these were isolated bright spots.
illken as awhole, the DAX allowed the Divas

one of neutrality, but if it erred it did so on the

to encompass more musically pertinent per-

side of the analytical. While Ihave no problem

formance aspects. Isit there and Iam in the

with such performance, those who have devel-

midst of music. The voices and instruments
ring very true, the dynamics convey realism,

oped adependency on euphonies are not likely
to be gratified.

and the soundstage is vivid enough to authen-

The soundstage was abeneficiary of the DAX
as well: wider, extending further back, and sig-

ticate the event.
I'm not going to delude you by suggesting

nificantly more ornate in pertinent sonic de-

that the DAX performed miracles. Far from it!

tails. Instruments within the soundstage had

We're still dealing with reproduced sound
heard under acoustically compromising con-

afloating projection. That's not an indication
of vaguenes or uncertainty, but of more fo-

ditions. But within the context of these admit-

cused presentation and enhanced imaging.

tedly limited circumstances, the DAX's contribution is very significant.
There's the unmistakeable improvement in

Instruments occupied clearly defined and
unwavering positions, but emitted their sounds
in abillowing manner. It's as though more air

definition, staging, and coherence. Also wel-

was moved and the dynamics were expanded

come is the more agreeable timbral tonality.
The lower registers in particular are allowed to

at the same time. At times Icould sense that

blossom with newfound energy and control,
while the bottom octaves are presented in a
more refined, more transparent manner.
This is an aspect that could be misinterpreted

more of the volume in the recording studio was
excited, this energy now transmitted more efficiently. Ihave ahunch that the significantly
enhanced ability to recreate ambient cues
played aprominent role here. All Ican say is

unless the listener is familiar with the sound of

that Iheartily welcomed the expansive and

live instruments. The first impression with the

exquisitely defined state of affairs before me.
This sonic effervescence can be harnessed

passive crossover in place is of warmth, more
power, and energy in the bass region. The
sound is somewhat opulent, resounding, and

effectively to replicate the recorded event very
vividly. The Divas continuously dazzled me

hefty. Not exactly the worst situation to have.

with their near-uncanny ability to extract very

And note, Ididn't say bloated or leaden.
Revisiting the DAX made me realize that the

believable sonic images, an aptness that for-

presentation of the lower frequencies was

voice, or full orchestra. When enticed with the

smoother, more controlled, and with adownward extension that was often visceral. The

none in their ability to seamlessly depict avast

definition was crisp and distinct, but without
shortchanging richness. Instrumental intona-

tunately applied equally to solo instrument,
right source material, the Divas are second to
stage filled with musically and sonically arresting activity.

tions were seemingly more spontaneous and

This is action that draws attention to itself by

better balanced. The perceived presentation

involving the listener. It's an invitation to partake in arewarding experience.

was now more apt, more credible.
Several layers of sonic smog were also dis-

Last but not least, there's the freedom from

sipated. This reduction of grime, smearing, and

strain. This is asignificant step in the right

similar sonic litter markedly helped to refine

direction in our quest for emancipated sound.

the backdrop against which the midrange was
allowed to assert itself. And in amanner very

What Iheard was more uninhibited, more

profound at that. Performers emerged with

or bottom out; they were less hesitant, less

remarkable presences now that the unobscurecl

truncated. Transients were allowed to snap into
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flowing, more effortless. Things didn't top out
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place with speed and energy, and decays died

used Rowland Model 7s and the aforemen-

away convincingly. Harmonic richness was not

tioned Krell KSA-250s with no ill effects. That's

artificially lush, but quite convincing and, at
times, very credible.

at least 600W per each 4-ohm panel. Jason

Imentioned earlier that the sonic versatility very apparent in the DAX/Diva duo can be
aliability. On asystem level, this is true more
than ever.
The Divas now replicate every sonic contribution, positive or negative, of the componentry and source material preceding them.

Bloom tells me he has used double that amount
of power and the Divas stood up just fine.
As amatter of fact, these very high-power
experiences have been very gratifying. Not
only was the performance effortless due to the
extra amplifier headroom, but the added dynamics and some good old heft were welcome
This is yet another instance where the DAX has

Since the contribution of each component

been avery positive influence in the emanci-

change is easily perceived, it's very difficult—at

pation of the Divas, allowing them to act more
uninhibited.

least for me—to pinpoint the exact nature of
the Divas' colorations. I'm of the opinion, how-

Peculiarly enough, even though my listen-

ever, that what they appear to contribute is far

ing room is asymmetric, Iended up leaving the

less than what they've been accused of doing.
Ibelieve the speaker was occasionally con-

It could be that the distance to the DAX at its

DAX in its "0,0,0" position most of the time.

demned for misdemeanors that the passive

location near the speakers influenced me, but

crossover was committing. The book on the
Divas in some circles is leaden, bass-heavy per-

cabling changes, atask far more tedious and

formance with subdued treble and highs.
Well, not when the DAX is included, and not

time-consuming, and they are located in the
same area as the DAX.

Idoubt it. Ihave no qualms about making

when something fast, powerful, and controlled

And it's not as though 1never touched the

—like the Krell KSA-250s —are driving the

DAX. There were instances when certain

Divas.

That the Divas are very sensitive transducers

equipment did benefit from the adjustments

was starkly revealed when the Krell KSA-250

on the DAX. On more than one occasion the
balance got too heavy, leading to acongested

amplifiers arrived. As good as the other ampli-

presentation. In each of these instances the sit-

fiers before this were thought to be, the KSA-

uation could be resolved quite satisfactorily by
cutting back on the bass response to -1 or
-2dB. The midrange would open up distinctly,

250s aquitted themselves remarkably well.
Suffice it to say—since it's not my intention
to steal the thunder from aforthcoming KSA250 review—that the Divas were able to fully
reveal the remarkable performance of the KSA-

and the bass got tighter.
Two fellow Audiophile Society members, Hy
Kachalsky and Bill Brassington, also DAX/Diva

250s. Again, the Divas did not improve when

owners, report similarly encouraging results.

the KSA-250s arrived—they merely got abetter
chance to display their abilities. My point is that

Ihave some significant firsthand experience
with Hy's system, as Society meetings all take

the Diva/DAX duo will only be as good as the

place at his house.

rest of the components in the chain.

Bill, in particular, has fully benefited from

The sonics here are something to behold—
not leaden but tight, controlled, and utterly

the DAX. It was the DAX that made it possible
to sonically fit his Divas into avery difficult

extended. The highs are not subdued, but

room. He's convinced that it was the dials on
the DAX that made the difference. Instead of

instead can be enviable in the way they extend,
and in the amount of air and ambience they

merely co-existing with the Divas, he was able

clearly convey. And there's speed, snap, and

to enjoy them.

fidelity throughout the spectrum.

Idid get gratifying results with the Rake
Angle set at +2 (+1dB at 5kHz). The sound

What Ihad at times ascribed to brightness
in the Divas now turned out to have been com-

appears to open up just enough, but without
degrading the high frequencies. The treble defi-

promised amplifier performance How come?
'Cause the Krell KSA-250s don't do it, that's
how.

nition in this case reaps the most benefits. Isuspect that the newfound clarity of the KSA-250s

By the way, the Divas can take huge amounts

contributes significantly. Instead of being irked

of power without sustaining damage. Ihave

by subliminal slivers of harshness, Ican enjoy
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the easy consequences of refined definition.

were well on the way to excellent sound. No

Summary

added amps or other equipment. Nice and
simple.

At this point Ican reveal that Ihad some serious misgivings when Jason Bloom and Lee
Spiegel first revealed their intentions to go into

That the DAX changes the serenity of that
setting cannot be contested. It's not aBest Buy
situation, is it? But does the DAX bring enough

the electronic component business. What's a

to overall system performance to make it

nice speaker manufacturer like them doing in
abusiness like that? But Iwas wrong—I needn't

nevertheless worthwhile? Yes! And anumber
of DAX/Diva owners—experienced listeners

have been concerned about Apogee's ability
to compete in this new realm of equipment.

whose sonic judgments Ivalue—echo my sen-

The DAX is aresoundingly good product, and

timents. This consensus endorses the DAX as
aworthwhile development entirely justifying

an essential complement for the Divas. Irec-

the expenditure.

ommend it wholeheartedly.

And don't forget the significant saving in

But one essential aspect of the DAX has not

amplifier watts delivered by the DAX. For those

been covered. This review cannot be considered complete without addressing the money
issue. In my original Diva review Idared to call

just on the verge of going for the DAX /Diva
combo, this is about as real as amonetary
inducement gets.

them a Best Buy. One of the arguments I
invoked to prove my point dealt with system

The ultimate issue has to do with higher performance. If you already appreciate all that the

complexity. Just get acouple of good amps,
some commensurate speaker cable, and you

Apogee speakers can give you, then ...

MAGNUM DYNALAB ETUDE FM TUNER
Larry Greenhill
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Magnum Dynalab Etude FM tuner
FM stereo analog tuner with digital frequency display and two selectable IF bandwidths: wide
(280kHz) and narrow (150kHz). Tuning range, 88.0-108.0MHz; display tuning range, 87.70108.30MHz. De-emphasis, 75s (microseconds) (50 1,s export). Usable sensitivity: 1.8iN/10.3dBf
mono, 11.2dBf stereo. 50dB quieting sensitivity: 13.2dBf mono, 34.0dBf stereo. Capture ratio:
<1.5dB. Selectivity: >70dB (wide), >80dB (narrow), alternate channel; 12dB (wide), 30dB (narrow), adjacent channel. S/N ratio at 65dBf: 80dB mono. Stereo THD: 0.18%. Stereo separation
at 65dBf: 60dB. SCA rejection: 75dB. AM suppression: 70dB. 19 and 38kHz products suppression:
70dB. Power consumption: 10W. Dimensions: 19" W by 13" D by 3.5" H. Shipping weight: 16
pounds. Price: $1295. Approximate number of dealers: 75. Used with the Magnum Dynalab Silver
Ribbon indoor antenna, price $25; and the Magnum Dynalab ST-2 Omni, price $85. Manufacturer:
Magnum Dynalab Ltd., Brampton, Ontario, Canada. US distributor: Magnum Dynalab Corporation,
6509 Transit Road H-1, Bowmansville, NY 14206. Tel: (800) 448-8490.
The Etude is adirect descendent of Magnum

sitivity, with only the mildest of criticisms for

Dynalab's first tuner, the FT-101, which
premiered at the 1985 CES and received arave

its lack of ahigh-blend circuit. The article fin-

review in these pages (Vol.8 No.4). Don Scott
praised the FM tuner's value (then $495, now

otherwise-cautious Mr. Scott: "that it competes
with the best available, despite its modest price,

$698), its stereo separation, quieting, and sen-

is amazing."
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ished with avery strong statement from the
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This tuner has retained its * rating in the
magazine's "Recommended Components"
ever since its first listing in November 1986.
Over the years, Magnum improved the tuner
by adding astereo blend circuit; in alater version, the blend circuit could be defeated with
afront-panel switch (FT-101A). The Etude the
FT- 101A's most recent version, represents a
maturation of this excellent FM tuner design,
with aheavy dose of "audiophile" adjustments,
including special capacitors and expensive
wire. Are these modifications just tweaks, or
do they make this version competitive with

readout sits under the center-tuned meter. A
vertical row of four switches sits to the left of
the meters, and includes (top to bottom)
switches for Mono/Stereo, Wide/Narrow IF
Band, Blend (On/Off), and Mute (On/Off). A
power switch sits further left, but only turns
on the meter lights, frequency display, and
audio circuitry The RF circuits remain powered
as long as the unit is plugged into an AC mains,
for maximum stabilization and drift-free performance A large tuning knob completes the
list of controls.

some of the price-no-object FM tuners not

Circuitry

available to audiophiles with real-world disposable incomes?
The Etude differs from the less expensive,

The circuit-board layout differs from many
overseas FM tuners. Instead of afull-size circuit board filling the entire chassis floor, the

$775 FT-101A in anumber of ways. The faceplate is made from amachined, y, "piece of alu-

its all-steel chassis. The power transformer is

minum, while the FT-101A uses a%," stamped
version. ,Other improvements include WBT
gold-plated RCA output jacks and four very
large Solen/Chateauroux polypropylene output coupling capacitors, one for each pair of
stereo outputs (two for high-level, two for lowlevel outputs). The rationale for such huge
capacitors is to provide optimal-sounding circuit components at akey point in the audio circuitry, much as other manufacturers utilize
Wonder Caps to bypass electrolytics in amplifiers and preamplifiers. Individual 3e lengths
of AudioQuest wire run from the capacitor terminations on the PC board to terminals on the
WBT jacks; Kimber KCAG silver wire is also
available upon request. 'Itvo extra hours of
component selection, matching, and testing
allow the Etude to claim an extra 5dB of
adjacent-channel selectivity over the FT-101A.
Though the frequency is displayed with a

Etude's circuitry leaves room to spare within
mounted on the pc board's upper-right-hand
corner, and the only designator lettering found
on the single-sided circuit board identifies
positions to connect secondary leads from the
transformer for the different AC voltages found
abroad. (Even so, some overseas voltages
require replacement of the power transformer.)
A wide mu-metal shielded box containing the
RF circuitry occupies the center of the PC
board. A broad 20-conductor ribbon cable for
driving the front-panel frequency display
emerges from the circuit board behind the
metal shield, and is routed up and over the RF
circuits to minimize interference Asurprisingly
dense tangle of point-to-point wiring dominates the lower left-hand corner of the inner
chassis. Magnum Dynalab's Mary Southcott
told me that this "spaghetti" approach for connecting the front-panel switches actually

digital readout, similar to the Day Sequerra

produces less RF interference than ahigh-tech
printed-circuit switch.

Broadcast Monitor or Studio liner (Vol.13 No.1,
pp.171-178), tuning is actually accomplished

ltvo pairs of audio outputs are provided. In
most other tuners, double outputs usually

by means of an analog design. While those
more expensive tuners depend upon oscilloscope displays, the Etude uses ared stereo indicator and three generous-sized analog meters

mean one serves as afixed, IV output while the
other is adjustable Not so in the Etude. The
high-level, IV output uses an op-amp. Some
preamps (including my Mark Levinson ML-7)
have trouble suppressing ahigh-level input sig-

for its fine tuning. These meters, moving left
to right on the front panel, display multipath,
center channel, and RF Input. Unlike Magnum

result. The Etude's second, low-level audio out-

Dynalab's less expensive FT-11, there are no
presets. The green, four-digit frequency

nal op-amps, the low-level audio outputs from

1A 24-carat gold faceplate, with a 100µm layer of gold
deposited, is also available on the Etude 24K model for apredictably high $2500 price tag.
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nal, and crosstalk into phono channels may
put solves this problem. Bypassing the interthe multiplex filter are directly connected to
the outputs. Besides the possible sonic advantages of avoiding op-amps, these low-level sig-
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nais do not bleed over to the phono section in
my ML-7A preamp, so they were used through-

selectivity is one of the more critical tests, for

out the listening tests.

Specifications run aclose second to some of

apart without interference from the station not
selected. The Etude's 150kHz narrow IF bandwidth, 30dB adjacent-channel selectivity setting gave it an unfair advantage over the Broad-

the most expensive, high-performance tuners
on the market today To show how competitive

cast Monitor's fixed wide setting with its 15dB
adjacent-channel selectivity. Iwas able to pull

it is, compare the Etude's published figures

out aclear but weak signal of avery distant FM
station sitting adjacent to apowerful New York

RF performance

with those listed for the $3800 Day Sequerra
Studio Miner. RF sensitivity specifications list
the stereo sensitivity at 11.3dBf vs the Studio
12dBf. The stereo 50dB quieting is
stated as 34.0dB, while 33.5dBf is claimed for
the Day Sequerra tuner. The Etude offers two
selectable bandwidths of 150kHz and 300kHz
vs the three bandwidths found in the Studio
'ffiner. This allows the Magnum Dynalab to produce 30dB of alternate-channel selectivity,
coming in second to the Studio Tuner's 40dB
performance. Distortion is comparable in the
two units, the Etude claiming 0.18%, bettered
slightly by the Studio 'Tuner's 0.1% rating. Stereo separation is rated identically in the two
models at 60dB. In most regards, the Etude

it is the ability to separate signals only 200kHz

City Top 100 pop station. The Broadcast Monitor's panoramic display showed the two adjacent signals just 200kHz from one another, but
it couldn't capture the weaker station.
Two Magnum Dynalab antennas were also
auditioned: the inexpensive ($24.95) indoor
Silver Ribbon, and the company's outdoor vertical omnidirectional whip-and-coil ST-2. The
Silver Ribbon, which comes with 300 ohm
cable, is aclever design employing a1"-wide
metal foil stretched over aplastic guide; press
down on the center structural element and the
plastic frame spreads along the foil, serving to
spread out its rabbit ears. The Silver Ribbon did

comes close but does not equal the more

very well when loaded with a75/300 ohm,
balun matching transformer and fed into the

expensive competition.
Subjectively, Icompared the RF perfor-

when run directly into the Broadcast Monitor's

Etude's 75 ohm input. It did not fare as well

mance of the Etude to aDay Sequerra Broad-

300 ohm input. Ilater modified the Silver Rib-

cast Monitor. Its panoramic display function

bon by changing the 300 ohm twin-lead stub

allowed me to quickly scan the FM band to

for a75 ohm coaxial output. 3This arrangement

locate weak signals or stations in alternate channels. This unique oscilloscope function allows

afforded better reception for both tuners. The

this $13,800 analog FM tuner to serve as astation monitor; in addition, Ienjoy its extraordinary sonics and superb tuning abilities,
which makes it acost-no-object reference.
First, Isubjectively evaluated the Etude's

ST-2 did quite well inside or outside my house,
was very easy to install, and was able to pull in
all but five stations captured by my high-gain
(12.5dB greater than a dipole), 9-element,
rotor-equipped Yagi Channel Master Stereo
Probe 9antenna clipped to my chimney.

quieting sensitivity. This has been defined as
the measure of the input signal strength necessary to achieve aS/N ratio of 50dB in stereo,

Audio quality

which has been called "passably listenable." 2
The Magnum Dynalab's quieting was quite

months. The Etude was placed just below a
Day Sequerra Broadcast Monitor in my listen-

impressive, and sounded only slightly noisier than
the Broadcast Monitor on the same antenna. In

ing room, and connected, at various times, to
identical antenna systems (the rooftop rotat-

practice, both tuners pulled in 55 stations easily.

able Channel Master Yagi high-gain Unit; Mag-

Next came selectivity. Adjacent-channel
2Sec the superb introduction to the review and measurement
of FM tuners collaboratively written by). Gordon Holt and
Donald A. Scott in 1984, in Stereophile, M31.7 No.7, pp.54-57.
This three-page explanation represents some of the clearest
technical writing available on the subject. It gives the reader
areference for FM-tuner measurement terminology. Definitions in this Etude review arc based upon this standard text
published by DAS and JGH some six years aga (See the advertisement elsewhere in this issue on how to obtain back issues
of Stereopbile.)
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Listening tests were carried out over several

num Dynalab's Omni ST-2; Day Sequerra
Urban FM antenna; and the Silver Ribbon
indoor antenna). WNCN, my favorite New York
fine music station, served as the source for
most of my sonic evaluations. Other FM tuners
3This "modification" is described in the company's newsletter, Center Tote, Vol.1 No I. 9/89. By thc way, be careful
of the edges of the foil—one can get cuts. Athoughtful now
packaged with thr antenna warns users about this risk.
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were run for comparisons, including the Day
Sequerra Studio 'Ruler, aRevox B-260-S, and

On the other hand, synthesized-frequency
tuners have their own weakness: if they suffer

an Onkyo TU -9090 Mk.II. Preamps included
aMark Levinson ML-7A run in single-ended

aslight misalignment, the user can't simply

configuration and aMark Levinson No.26 run

synthesized-frequency FM tuners are unable

in balanced configuration using Madrigal HPC
interconnect cable with an internal moving-

to fine-tune closer than 25kHz to agiven frequency. If such atuner is ever out of perfect cal-

coil module. Speaker cables included Monster
Cable and Levinson HF- 10C cable. Loudspeakers included Quad ESL-63s with the

adjust the tuning knob to correct for it. Most

ibration, then no FM station can ever be tuned
in optimally.

newer US Monitor panels, and Snell 'type A/III

Ifind some of the other "modern innovations" in FM tuners downright unfriendly.

Improved dynamic speakers. Both were run
full-range without external electronic cross-

Elaborate LED "meters," LCD screens, and
presets are hard to read, nonintuitive, impos-

overs or subwoofers, driven by aMark Levinson No.27 amplifier.

sible to set up, and often require reading the

Like most high-quality audio gear, the first

manual (a sure kiss of death!). The learning
curve for using the Revox B-260-S's presets,

few seconds of playing an FM tuner separate

for example, is just too steep for me when Ijust

the better units from the more mundane. The
Etude's strong suit is its midrange, which comes

want to listen to music That's why the Etude's
simplicity is so welcome.

through as smooth, distortion-free, and grain-

Don Scott's early review praised the FT-101's

less. Strong dynamic contrasts, smooth and
grain-free highs, and detailed bass lines were
heard repeatedly. The sound was wonderfully

strong RF performance. For those audiophiles
far removed from their favorite, low-power col-

free of hash, distortion, grit, and glaze; Icould
listen for hours without fatigue. There was
none of the glassy, strident sound that afflicts

lege FM classical station, the Etude will be a
winner. For the test Ituned in WIgY, a3kW station some 50 miles away on Long Island. Ileft
the rooftop antenna pointed slightly away from

my old Kenwood KT-7001, and none of the

its direction, so that the signal trace just crossed

compression of dynamic contrasts that becomes apparent in the Revox B-260-S. Orchestral soundstaging was wide and good, and

the bottom tic mark on the Broadcast Monitor's
'scope display. This corresponded to asignal

depth of field was apparent.
How did the Etude compare with the priceno-object FM tuners? The Broadcast Monitor
was perceptibly quieter, more defined in the

just stronger than 30dBf. The Etude pulled in
WKJY with alittle noise but with good stereo
separation, some imaging, and surprising clarity. Flipping the high-blend switch lost most
of the static and atiny bit of stereo separation.

bass, better at precise imaging and instrument

The Broadcast Monitor playing the same dis-

placement, and had agreater sense of ease in
handling dynamic contrasts. Of course, the

tant station showed asomewhat quieter signal
and more bass content, but not by much. In

Broadcast Monitor's stratospheric price tag gets
you ahand-built, professional FM station mon-

terms of pure RF signal-grabbing, the Etude
does avery fine job.

itor with many times the parts count of the

Conclusion

Etude, a huge tuning oscilloscope, and a
unique, panoramic FM-band display several

This Magnum Dynalab FM tuner is well-de-

megahertz in width. The Day Sequerra Studio
llmer betters both of these units, producing
asee-through transparency and rock-stable

signed, easy to tune, and musical. Its Spartan
exterior and low parts count belie the effectiveness of its RF circuitry, effective analog meter-

imaging that challenged my best vinyl sources.

ing, and superb RF performance. The defeatable high-blend circuit and dual audio outputs

'Scope displays comprise my favorite way of
fine-tuning an FM receiver. However, Idiscovered that the Etude's three-meter system was
quite effective and easy to use. These meters
provide areliable way to tune for minimal audible distortion. liming is critical in an analog FM
receiver, which does not generate its tuning frequency, as do many of the Japanese FM units.
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show areal evolution from the first Fr-101 that
garnered the 1985 rave review. Is the addition
of eight strands of silver cable, four very-highquality polypropylene output coupling capacitors, amachined faceplate, and two to four
hours of special alignment procedures in the
factory worth the 1400 price boost over astock
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FT-101A? This review does not answer that
question, for no shoot-out was run between
the two Magnum products; potential customers should audition both the FT-101A and
The Etude for themselves. As far as I'm concerned, the Etude's more careful component
selection, its instant-on feature, and the audio
treatment package are well worth the price of
admission. FT-101 owners can have these internal features added in afactory upgrade, but will
not receive the stereo blend switch.
The important point here is that this FM
tuner represents an excellent value: its RF performance, smooth midrange, low distortion,
and musicality are better than most similarly
priced tuners on the market today. The Etudes
strengths match or surpass the performances
of more expensive FM tuners. For example, I
prefer its greater definition, midrange smooth-

Golden Section Stranding
mathematically eliminates
resonant multiples
in the conductor
by the association
of irrational strand masses
in an exponential progression.

ness, and superior bass response over that
heard from the $2500 Revox B-260-S. One has
CARDAS
GOLDEN SECTION
STRANDING
AUDIO CABLE

to spend at least $3800 to find an FM tuner with
superior ('scope) tuning options, better imaging, transparency, depth of field, and bass definition. All in all, the Etude represents one of

(;)

Patent Number
4 628 ISi
PHONE:'14-982.1102

FAX: '14-9491849

• • it
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the better balances of price and performance
you can find in FM tuners today—some accomplishment for $1300!

The Sound as it is.

VI TA

by ACUTRES
made in Spain

exclusively represented by

WAITERS SOUND WAVE CO.
4320 Spring Valley, Dallas TX 75244
Dealers Inquiries Invited
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Advertisement

"The M-200 power amplifier is a
smashing success by any standard,
and an absolute steal at the price."
Kent Bransford
Hi-Fi Heretic, Autumn 1989

Highlights of the review:
Over the years, B & K Components, Ltd.
has become one of America's leading manufacturers of affordable, high-quality audio
electronics. B & K has done an admirable
job of providing musical, reliable preamplifiers and power amplifiers within the budget of virtually any music lover.

"I was floored by the
M-200's sense of pace
and drive."
Impressed as 1am by the MC-I01, Ifind
the Sonata M-200 monoblock power amplifiers on test here even more remarkable.
The M-200 is John Beyer's effort to build a
power amp that can drive virtually any
loudspeaker load in existence. Rated at 200
watts into 8ohms and 400 watts into 4
ohms, the M-200 can drive loads as low as
.75 ohms and still pump out its rated 200
watts! Rated peak current output of the
M-200 is an incredible 150 amperes. This
might come in handy should you need to
jump-start your Peterbilt on afrosty morning.
Internal construction is most impressive,
with amassive, shielded toroidal transformer centrally sited within the steel chassis.
Four filter capacitors, each roughly the size
of the oil filter on my Honda, combine to
offer nearly 70,000 mfd of storage capacitance. The input and driver circuits are carried on asingle glassfibre board that sits

atop the power supply caps. A plastic panel
bearing asilkscreened schematic of the
amp covers this board. As with B & K's
other power amps, the M-200 utilizes
MOSFET output transistors. In keeping
with the M-200's beefy design, no less
than twenty of these devices are fastened to
the amp's external heatsink. Quality (Corning or Dale) 1% metal film resistors and
premium film caps are used throughout the
active circuitry. A gold-plated premium input jack is included, with gold-plated fiveway binding posts handling speaker cable
connection.
A good power amplifier will let you appreciate the rhythmic drive of Tommy
Shannon's bass guitar, but it takes an outstanding amp to make the pitch of the instrument clear. The M-200 is such an amp.

"I was bowled over by
its combination of
smoothness
(a B & K hallmark)
and detail."
All too often extremely powerful amps
excel on bombastic symphony works, but
fall down when it comes to conveying the
subtlety and nuance of "smaller" music.
The M-200 proved to be aglorious exception. Yes, the massed brass and great
whomping bass drum shots in "Uranus, the
Magician" were appropriately startling, but
equally satisfying were the quiet flute and

Advertisement
violin passages that weave through this performance. Delicate instrumental shadings
and nuances that are so important in communicating the emotion of the music were
never glossed over or homogenized. The
M-200 had that essential ability to draw me
further and further into the music, rather
than hurling it in my face. Equally impressive was the M-200's soundstage width and
depth, as the size and power of the orchestra were communicated to great effect.
The M-200 was superb in its
capacity to capture the (real
and artificial) reverb on this
track [Iggy Pop's New Values],
helping to convincingly communicate the mood and tension
of the composition. Pop's vocals were rich and resonant,
while the synthesizer lacked
the slightly harsh, piercing
character imparted it by lesserquality amps.
Obviously, Iwas extremely
impressed by the B & K
M-200. While offering the tonal naturalness that characterizes all B & K products, the M200 goes far beyond previous B & K amps
in its outstanding bass quickness and definition, as well as its excellent retrieval of
low-level detail and recording acoustic.
There is afundamental quickness and alacrity to the M-200 that makes music more
immediate, more compelling.
John Beyer tells me one of his competitors pays three times as much as B & K
for the same Noble volume pot. These additional costs are passed on to the consumer
in the form of higher retail prices. Of
course, those small-volume manufacturers
committed to meeting aspecific price point
may have to employ inferior-quality parts
to stay within budget; their inability to
make large parts purchases means they may
actually pay more for parts inferior to those
used by high-volume manufacturers like B
& K, Vandersteen, etc.
B & K has undertaken the ... daunting
task of manufacturing and marketing affordable equipment in numbers sufficient
to ensure areasonable return on invest-

ment. B & K's profit per unit may be modest compared to that of the typical "High
End" component, but the company has
achieved unit sales (and consequent profits) that are quite astounding for aspecialist manufacturer. Equally impressive is the
fact that Beyer hasn't compromised his
products' integrity to achieve commercial
success.

The above is aroundabout way of explaining the significance of B & K's new
Sonata series. Beyer has now committed
B & K's manufacturing efficiency and
economies of scale to producing audio
components that challenge the best "High
End" marques.
Reprinted by permission of Hi-Fi Heretic. Annual
(four issue) subscriptions are $15 ($18 outside
U.S.), available from: Hi-Fi Heretic, P.O. Box
2019, Yorba Linda, CA 92686.

Sonata Series
B & K COMPONENTS, LTD.
1971 Abbott Road
Lackawanna, NY 14218
1-800-543-5252
(NY: 716-822-8488)
(FAX: 716-822-8306)
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BUILDING ALIBRARY

Has RCA /BMG finally learned its lesson and reissued Toscanini's recorded
legacy in the sound it deserves? Richard Schneider, Igor Kipnis, and
Jeremy Kipnis explore the massive first release of the Toscanini Collection.

eizeide
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 1-9, Leonore Overture
NŒ3
Anuro lbscanini, NBC Symphony; Eileen Farrell, soprano, Nan Merriman, mezzo; Jan Peerce, tenor; Norman Scott, bass; Robert Shaw Chorale
RCA Victor Gold Seal 60324-2-RG (5 mono CDs only).
TT S:36:37
BRAHMS: 4Symphonies: Variations on aTheme of
Haydn; Academic Festival & Tragic Overtures;
Double Concerto; Gesang der Marren, Op.89;
Liebesleider Waltzes, Op.52; Hungarian Dances
Nos.1, 17, 20, & 21
Arturo lbscanini, NBC Symphony (in all but Liebeslieder);
Mischa Mischakoff, violin; Frank Miller, cello; Arthur
Balsam, Joseph Kahn, piano; chorus dit by Walter
Preston (Liebeslieder); Robert Shaw Chorale (Gesang
der Marren)
RCA Victor Gold Seal 60325-2-RG (4 mono CDs only).
TT: 4:2644
Boat: Lewis Layton, eng.; Richard Mohr, prod.; Arthur
M. Fierro, supervisor; Larry Franke, William C. Lacey,
reissue engs.; John Pfeiffer, reissue prod. ADD.
VERDI: Aida, Falstaff, 7è Deum, Messa da requiem
With: Nabucco: Va, pensiero; Luisa Miller: Quando le
sere al placido; Hymn of the Nations
Arturo lbscanini, NBC Symphony; Hersa NeW, Aida, Mistress Ford, Requiem; Teresa Stich-Randall, Priestess,
Nannetta; Eva Gustafson, Aninens; Nan Merriman, Mistress Page; Cloe Elmo, Mistress Quickly; Fedora Barbieri, Requiem; Richard Ihcicer, Radames; Giuseppe di
Stefano, Requiem; Jan Peerce, Luisa Miller, Hymn of
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the Nations; Virginio Assandri, Messenger; Antonio
Madasi, Fenton; Gabor Carelli, Dr. Caius; John Carmen
Rossi, Bardolph; Giuseppe Valdengo, AMOrIZSM; Frank
Guarrera, Ford; Norman Scott, Ramfis, Pistol; Cesare
Siepi, Requiem; Dennis Harbour, King of Egypt; Westminster Choit dir. by John Hnlay Williamson (Nabucco,
Hymn of the Nations); Robert Shaw Chorale, Aida, Falstaff, Requiem, Te Deum
RCA Victor Gold Seal 60326-2-RG (7 mono CDs only).
Arthur M. Fierro, supervisor; Larry Franke, William C.
Lacey, reissue engs.; John Pfeiffer, reissue prod. ADD.
TT 6:13:02

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 9
Arturo Toscanini, NBC Symphony; Anne McKnight,
soprano; Jane Hobson, mezzo; Irwin Dillon, tenor; Norman Scott, bass; Collegiate Chorale, dir. by Robert Shaw
RCA Victor Gold Seal 60332-6-RG (mono Laserdisc),
-3-RG (mono VHS hi-fi video tape). Charles Grey, original eng.; Don Gillis, original prod.; Hal Keith, original dir.; John Pfeiffer, reissue prod. ADD. TT: 67:53
VERDI: Aida
Arturo Toscanini, NBC Symphony; Hersa Nelli, Aida;
ltresa Stich-Randall, Priestess; Eva Gustafson, Arnneris;
Richard 'Ricker. RacLunes; Virginio Assandri, Messenger;
Giuseppe Valdengo, Amonasro; Norman Scott, Rarnfts;
Dennis Harbour, King of Egypt; Robert Shaw Chorale
RCA Victor Gold Seal 60331-2-11G (2 mono Laserdiscs),
-3-RG (mono VHS hi-fi video tape). Charles Grey, original eng.; Don Gillis, original prod.; Doug Rodgers, original din; John Pfeiffer, reissue prod. ADD. TT 2:29:01
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arnegie Hall. In the wake of the controversial renovation, its own unique

atmosphere survives. What is that
atmosphere? An airborne electrochemistry
between audience and performer. Given the
right performers and the right audience, the
very air in the hall crackles with it. The Canterbury Choral Society with numerous associates and orchestra doing Mahler 8; Solti and
Chicago doing Bruckner; an AIDS benefit by
the New York City Gay Men's Chorus. Each of
these performers and events brings to Camegie
Hall its own special intensity. Each time Iattend
such an event, whether as performer or lis-

tunity to watch Gunther Hensler strut his stuff
as the new president of BMG Classics, of which
RCA is ward and godchild. Hensler acquired
impressive credentials at Deutsche Grammophon. So far, his greatest success at BMG has
been the Toscanini reissues.
For RCA, Toscanini has simultaneously been
asource of their greatest pride and their greatest embarrassment. Pride that, aside from a
handful of Brunswick 78s with the NYPO and
some HMV recordings with the BBC (these
under areciprocal licensing agreement between HMV and RCA), he had been exclusively

when Toscanini walked out on this stage?" And

theirs since his 1920 acoustics with the La Scala
Orchestra, recorded in Camden during aUS
tour. And acontinuing source of embarrass-

"How much more like this could it have been?"

ment at the sound—most especially with the

tener, Ifind myself asking, "Was it like this

It's apocryphal in away, and tells us some-

NBC Symphony—accorded one of the cen-

thing about RCA/BMG's current crop of living
performers, that they selected Carnegie Hall as

tury's most celebrated maestros.

the site of their combined retail and journalistic
the first wave of what they assure us is the

cluded aset of CD titles hastily gathered in 1985
from its Japanese affiliate. These turned out to
be untold generations removed from the mas-

definitive reissue of the RCA Victor Toscanini
archives. Moreover, the 100 or so guests were

ters, were thoroughly roasted by critics and
consumers alike, and had to be immediately

press conference this past March 20 to launch

RCA's most recent Toscanini debacles in-

seated on stage, facing out like achorus. The

withdrawn. Some were replaced by domestic

first row was reserved for RCA personages,
Toscanini family members, and friends. Wanda

remasterings, replete with artificial reverb and
phony stereo; abit more sophisticated than the

Horowitz called in sick, but Walfredo Toscanini

phony stereo of the late '505, but no less phony
or offensive.

showed up, as did Licia Albanese, Rose Bampton, and Robert Merrill. In the center were a

By this time, embarrassment had grown to

podium and afancy lectern, reminiscent of the
style in use at the turn of the century when

humiliation, asituation unrelieved by the type
of current artist roster enjoyed by the Poly-

Tbscanini first established himself in New York.

Gram labels or EMI. The views of afew enlight-

Flanking the stage were aper of video displays:
to our left a35" rear-projection device, to our

ened vets at RCA, among them Jack Pfeiffer,
managed to prevail: the best stuff they have

right a27" monitor/receiver. On these would

right now is the old stuff; the best policy is hon-

be shown abrief promotional film showing bits
from the Toscanini videos and working

esty to the source; the best example is reissuing

glimpses of the remastering process, along with
anecdotes from RCA veterans and Mr. Merrill,

Toscanini rigbt. The elaborate press conference/demonstration, after which each guest

all of it moderated with sad irony by André

was given promotional copies of the entire
release, including the videos in disc as well as

Previn, who, intelligent and gifted though he

tape formats, was their way of making certain

is, often does the one thing Toscanini appears

the message would get across to those in aposition to hype and sell, and the generosity of

never to have done—gives apedestrian performance.

product was, in asense, putting their money

The promotional video is not for sale, but

where their mouth was. And speaking of mouth,

you're not missing much. The "working" bits

apost-conference luncheon, in addition to

don't really show you anything, and Merrill tells

hospitality, offered an informal opportunity to

the same anecdotes better in the VAI film lbs-

glean some nitty-gritty.

canini: The Maestro. Most important, each of

From the small handful of lbscanini record-

Toscanini's ten TV broadcasts will be available

ings that have always sounded good, we've

complete before the year is out.
Of somewhat greater interest was the opporStereophile, August 1990

long suspected that all or most of them would
sound good if properly transferred to record,
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tape, CD, or whatever. To prove their earnest-

To the folks at BMG /RCA, ahigh-end audi-

ness in the present instance, BMG fell into an

ophile is not someone who assembles asystem

amusing semantic trap. In describing their

of discrete components and upgrades from

work, they used the "E" word. Sure enough,

there. More likely, they see the audiophile as

one of the first questions raised—and you'd

aperson who purchases aBang & Olufsen sys-

have thought the guy was challenging 011ie

tem, has it delivered and installed by atechni-

North to step outside and duke it out—was

cian from the store, and is grateful for its ease

"Just exactly what do you mean, 'enhance-

of operation and very high quality. Ire see this
as mid-fl, albeit the best of the genre. Those

ment'?" Lots of scurrying to cover the tracks
left by that buzzword so loathsome to audiophiles and collectors of vintage phonophilia.

who buy into it don't want to know from technical. They want to hear music on something

BMG is desperate to assure us that signal

that sounds good and is easy to operate There-

processing was limited to matching EQ curves
to source curves, with very discreet efforts to

fore, it's little wonder that BMG was nonplussed
at my question. What did they expect? Con-

compensate for the rising high frequencies of

sidering that they had invited acorrespondent

early '50s recordings. No efforts were made to
eliminate tape hiss ("No NoNoise," said Hens-

ter prepared.

from TAS as well, they ought to have been bet-

ler), or to make any of these recordings sound

The luncheon Imentioned earlier gave some

like anything other than what they are. Def-

of them an opportunity to seek me out and tell

initely no artificial reverb or stereo.
Apparently archiving has never been RCA's
strong suit; searching out the actual masters
and getting them into working shape has been
no small task. In many cases this has meant
reassembling works broken up in separate
reels, and repairing worn splices. In cases

me, to the best of their recollections, what
componentry played various roles in this and
other current remastering projects at RCA. Digital EQ is handled by the same Harmonia Mundi
equipment as is used by the label of that name.
This augurs well. Iwas told of aMcIntosh digital mono amp. They're using Ampex tape

where masters couldn't be found, back-ups or

decks, and they stress the use of full-track

safeties would have to do. In this case, the
search would be for undoctored or least-doc-

mono tape heads, not stereo halftrack heads
across full-track mono tapes, an expedient they

tored copies. In other cases, it would be combinations of master and copy, joined as seam-

no longer permit. The actual digital conversion
takes place on an unmodified Sony PCM-1630.

lessly as possible.

In this respect, Chesky, Telarc, and Dorian leave

My question related to the equipment used
for digital conversion, with particular emphasis

oversamplers. Monitor speakers were the B&W

on listening equipment. What was the basis for

them in the dust with their tweaks, mods, and

quality criteria as they worked to convert ana-

801 Matrix. Considering the AFM jurisdiction
in which the performances took place, B&W

log sources to digital production? If Iwere of

should have designed the Local 802 Matrix.

aprimarily suspicious nature, Iwould suspect

Some questions which Ihave not seen de-

them of evasiveness, as they were not really

tailed in other published reports relate to the

prepared to answer this question in depth. But,
in dealing with audiophilia, RCA has always
taken ageneralist approach. Look at the back

1941-42 Philadelphia recordings, for which
combined circumstances of bad materials and
poor storage resulted in unpublished record-

of any Mercury Living Presence LP from the

ings (except the Schubert 9th) until the 1970s,

mid-'50s. You get specific information regarding the microphone, tape deck, cutting-lathe,

when technical breakthroughs made repair and
restoration possible. The result was the 1976

etc. From RCA during the same period, generalities. Mercury was going for the HeathKit,

issuance of the entire set, in quite acceptable
sound. Aside from the unavoidable signs of the

H.H. Scott, Rek-O-Kut crowd. RCA was going

problems encountered, it was consistently

for the Philco, Zenith, and of course, RCA
crowd. Today, Chesky, Telarc, and Dorian will

had enjoyed with the NBC. The question:

give you laundry lists of their session and post-

Would they go back to these same acetates and

production equipment, because they know

do them over again? The answer, from Jack

more natural orchestral sound than Toscanini

that high-end audiophiles value this infor-

Pfeiffer: No. The work done for the 1976 LP

mation.

issue was painstaking, involved no faking, is
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Left to right: Arthur Fierro, who supervised the remastering of recordings; William Lacey,
remastering engineer; and John Pfeiffer, Reissue Producer of "The Toscanini Collection."
The accompanying article by Igor and Jer-

preserved on tape, and the CD issue will be the
1976 production.

emy Kipnis will detail the full release with

One of the most interesting questions related
to the 78rpm recordings of the New York Phil-

challenges to which it must respond in terms

harmonic, and the acoustic La Scalas. Would

of earlier versions. Igor had the very good for-

regard to its intrinsic merits, as well as the

they emulate Nimbus's Prima Voce Series—

tune to attend lbscanini performances, and has

recording the recordings as played on acactusneedled acoustic phonograph? The answer,

been alifelong Toscanini collector.
My own experience with Toscanini is less

again from Jack Pfeiffer: The factors of primary

direct. Iwas somewhere around while my par-

importance in converting old sources are correct source equalization, and with old records,

ents listened to the radio broadcasts. My first

correct pitch, correct stylus shape, and appropriate play weight. Who could argue with that?

exposure to the symphonies of Beethoven and
Brahms was through the complete sets in the
original Red Seal LP editions. For the Beethoven,

Left unsaid: What's the sense of transferring

that meant the heavy cloth-bound album with

electrical 78s from acoustic phonographs?
It's worth noting that when the entire Toscanini Collection is completed in 1992, it will

canini coin embedded in the front cover. The

mark the first time in RCA history that all of the

of acoin. There were other Toscanini record-

the essays, photos, and an actual bronze TosBrahms was the same, but with amere picture

officially authorized recordings will be avail-

ings at home, but these were special. (My mo-

able simultaneously in asingle comprehensive

ther still has them.) During the five years I

edition. Plans are afoot to make the entire 82-

played with the Israel Philharmonic Orches-

CD edition available in asingle deluxe boxed
set. The constituents of the Verdi set — Falstaff,

tra, there were some 30 musicians who had

Ai'da, and the Requiem—will be available as
separate items, as will each of the discs which
comprise the Beethoven and Brahms Symphonies sets.
One rather frustrating puzzle involved the
videos. There were ten broadcasts, but in my
press-kit list Icould find only nine titles. The
solution? Aida, like Star 7kek: The Menagerie,
was done in two broadcasts, a pioneering

played the IPO's inaugural concert, conducted
by Toscanini. In New York, I've worked alongside former NBC Symphony players.
With all of that, my fanship for lbscanini has
been highly selective, by no means total. But
as more time separates the contemporary
Toscanini from the historical Toscanini, the
more impressed Ibecome with the value of his
legacy. Igor will give you the blow-by-blow
accounts, but my impression is that RCA has

miniseries. It's acomplete single title in the

kept its word, and its word is as good as its

BMG release.

deed. Taking into account the variability of
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sources, the sound over this very large first

porters, and consumers, that RCA may have

release is nothing short of arevelation.

continued to issue all of Toscanini and other

The biggest revelation is how good the Studio 8-H recordings sound. I'm not that sur-

vintage greats in butchered, doctored-up
sound. Decades of letters, phone calls, and
journalism have forced them to do what they

prised. The OW! film Victory Concert, which

was filmed and recorded in 8-H. In the recent

ought to have done all along, what Jack Pfeiffer
poetically terms "awakening our 'sleeping
beauties'" Wake them indeed, Jack, and wake

Library of Congress restoration of the original

them beautifully, please.

features Toscanini/NBC in Verdi's Forza del
Destino Overture and Hymn of tbe Nations,

film, the sound is excellent. The sound of the

Nonetheless, the sound is uniformly excel-

8-H recordings in the first release (which

lent for its period. At one point during the press
conference, Pfeiffer expressed some embar-

includes Hymn) is of asimilar quality Still not
"roomy" enough, and overly brilliant at times,
but no longer do these recordings sound like

rassment that the audio was so much better
than the video, an ironic turn of affairs when

concertos for trumpet, timpani, and cymbals.

one ponders the recent advent of high-quality

The NBC now sounds like areal orchestra. The
players of the above-mentioned instruments
could go one-on-one matching the Maestro's

audio in television broadcasting.

intensity (he would have had it no other way),

The picture quality is faded and quaint,
although the laserdisc version provides dramatic improvement in detail over tape, which

but they sound like real players, keenly intelligent, highly disciplined, and tasteful. The

vindicates the videophile choice of disc as the

brass has aspecial depth of tone, and far less
of that top-heavy quality so typical of earlier

tage sources. There appears to be aproblem
with clipping-like distortion in the first move-

editions.
The preponderance of original masters, and

disc Due to afaulty subcode, there was acom-

format for true viewing, even from flawed vin-

ment of the Beethoven 9th tape, though not the

the honesty with which they have been con-

patibility problem with the first run of both

verted, yield some rather curious artifacts. With

laserdisc titles, in that they could not play on

regard to the Carnegie Hall recordings, you may

certain players. By the time you read this re-

have been prepared for subway sounds. Are

port, this situation should be history.

you ready for mid-century gridlock? Iexagger-

The picture quality, primitive though it is, is

ate, but, sure enough, in the very quietest passages, you can hear the outside world. Go there

more than sufficient to revitalize the events
recorded nearly half acentury aga When reck-

today—you still can.

oned in those terms, we realize how privileged

One can find numerous examples in this first

we are to have the means to re-see as well as

release of the progress RCA has made in digi-

rehear that well, that far back. (In 1950, "half

tal restoration, the handling of old master tapes,
and the legerdemain in sneaking in bits of back-

acentury ago" meant acoustic Carusos and The
Great 7kain Robbery.)

up for spots where master material just wouldn't
make it. But Ican think of no finer example

On paper, aconcert version of Aida in faded
black-and-white looks lame, especially com-

than the opening section of "Libera me" from

pared to the "Live at the Met" Aida seen in

Verdi's Requiem. Soprano Hella Nervi sings a

December 1989 on PBS, which looked like The
71m Commandments. Think of this one as atel-

reprise of the Requiem's opening music. The
entire production has been rightly criticized
for the too-close milcing, but the vocal timbres
are intimate and natural. In the final bars of this
section, as Nervi negotiates her way up to a

evised radio play, which it greatly resembles.
Opera fans enjoy trashing the cast. Indeed, Eva
Gustayson as Amneris is determined to chew
imaginary scenery in the absence of the real

high A, she suddenly ceases to sound like an
on-stage soprano and more like an offstage

thing, but each of these cast members is so

smoke alarm, an obvious patch-in from an

vocally. Toscanini knows better than any of

artificially reverbed dub. Ipoint this out, not
in anit-picking spirit, but in order to place this
new Toscanini Collection in perspective. It's

them that Aida is neither asubtle Mozartean
comedy of manners with hidden meanings nor
aWagnerian probing of religious mysticism. It's

possible that in the absence of highly critical,

acorny Italian operatic melodrama which he

nasty, bitchy, ornery, ass-kicking critics, re-

is determined to render in its best light, with
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firm tempos, clarity of line, and beauty of

or doddering. I'm eager for the remaining

sound. No fuss, no muss, just afirst-rate per-

videos to be released—particularly those pro-

formance to justify the confidence placed in
him by his public and his paymasters. One must

grams which originated in Carnegie Hall—for
their better sound, more interesting visual pos-

see the apparent simplicity with which he
accomplishes all this to believe it.
I'm less impressed with the video Beethoven
9th performance, but even so I'm no less

sibilities, and that airborne electrochemistry
between audience and performer with which
the air fairly crackles, given the right performers. How much more intense will it be

impressed by Toscanini, resolutely in charge,

than what I've experienced in Carnegie Hall?

utterly responsible for everything, and incredibly vital at an age when so many are either dead

How much of that intensity will come across?

sasummary bottom-line assessment
from the standpoints both of the com-

A

other reasons.

manding performances and excep-

recorded legacy with the NBC Symphony

tional technical accomplishment for RCKs

(aside from the fact that the conductor himself

Ican hardly wait.

—Richard Schneider

One major problem with much of lbscanini's

Toscanini Collection, one would have to char-

had little patience with recording-session

acterize the project with the single word

details or interest in the mechanics of sound

"remarkable."
For many who grew up at the time of Tos-

broadcasts, particularly during the '30s and

canini and whose musical impressions were
strongly formed by what was heard on the
weekly broadcasts of the NBC Symphony
between 1937-54, the name of this one musi-

reproduction) concerned the aesthetic of radio
'40s. The concept of clarity induced through
deadly-dry ambience resulted in NBC's infamous Studio 8-H, an auditorium which Irecall
as being far less oppressive when inside it than

cian, towering almost above all the rest,

when listening to the symphony broadcasts

epitomized the art of symphonic conducting.

over the radio, and, most especially, when
rehearing so many of those live recorded per-

He was admired for the clarity and excitement
of his conceptions, for his fidelity to the score,

formances, with their peaked treble and defi-

for his attempt to rid performances of the trap-

cient bass, on RCA LPs. Broadcasting from Car-

pings and excesses of post-Romantic traditions,
for his inability to compromise his standards

recording sessions with Toscanini had already

on matters musical or political. To legions of

originated there as early as 1945. Yet the !hiking

negie Hall began in 1951, although some NBC

enthusiasts, he represented truth in music, as

there sometimes tended to be just as tight and

well as an immensely powerful and exhilarating

constricted as in 8-H. It must be recalled, however, that any less-than-pleasing recording tech-

single-minded force which, while rejecting the
glorious images of his contemporaries' per-

niques were far less obvious to 1940s 78rpm

sonality-inspired, on-and-off-podium behavior, nevertheless managed to impart its

listeners than to LP buyers in the '50s, whose

own. Toscanini's charisma and magnetism,
considered by many musicians (and the public
itself) to be even more vital than that conveyed
by such fellow conductors of the first half of

ears had by now been opened to the benefits
of "Hi -Fi."
With the advent and, unquestionably, the
commercial demands of stereo, the situation
grew still worse as RCA attempted on numerous

the 20th century as Stokowski, Mengelberg,

occasions to add artificial "stereo" to anumber

Beecham, Koussevitsky, and Furtwangler,
could not fail to influence both fans and detrac-

of its original monophonic tapes (Aida, Bee-

tors. The effects of such apowerful personality,

thoven 5, La Mer, the "New World" Symphony,
Pictures at an Exbibition, Respighi tone

on both general audiences and other inter-

poems, etc.). These misguided techniques

preters, were profound. If you liked Toscanini,
you adored him with impassioned enthusiasm;

included re-equalizing, presumably to provide

if you didn't, the fervor against could be equal-

added brilliance on less expensive playback
units, and even supplying electronic reverber-

ly extreme When the nearly 90-year-old Maestro died in 1957, it was perhaps inevitable that

ation. All of this, of course, was intended to

his star should begin to fade. But there were

market ostensibly unwilling to accept outdated
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update Toscanini's NBC performances for a
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mono sonics. The outcome was anot very

ions about the potential of even the most re-

listener-friendly muddying of the conductor's

cent (early '50s) commercial tapings of Tos-

carefully realized tonal balances and timbres.
AToscanini no longer alive, whose recorded
work was not only sonically dated but judged

canini. On the whole, however, agood many
of the semi-underground, off-the-air versions

severely wanting in those reproductive niceties

less strident, and overall afar cry from the

that benefited most of his contemporaries (for
example, Furtwângler's more acceptably reverberant Berlin or Vienna performances, or Men-

worst of the commercial issues, which, I'm
sorry to say, also applied to some of the older EMI reissues with Toscanini and the BBC

gelberg's Amsterdam air-checks), was not apt
to be avery commercially viable attraction.

Orchestra.
All of this by way of preamble to RCA's most

This was especially so for those listeners insis-

recent efforts and the project at hand. Under

tent on the very latest high-end software to

the aegis of RCA's owner, BMG Classics, and
with some really careful technical work on the

show off, or those of afar younger generation
for whom the conductor's name has no contemporary relevance. Then, too, there was the
anti -Toscanini faction (often consisting of those
not really familiar with the totality of the con-

tended to sound amazingly realistic, clean, far

part of reissue producer John Pfeiffer and askilful engineering team, the sound of Toscaninfs
orchestra as reproduced here can, Ibelieve, be

ductor's art), which could not help but respond

considered as good as Toscanini has been furnished almost anywhere The sources, of course,

to the Maestro's influence on matters of textual

are extremely variable, but barring occasional

fidelity or to his respect for composers' wishes.
Equally influential was the higher level of or-

perceptible than at other times (Beethoven 7,

chestral precision, the cleanness of execution.
Interpretively, however, those non-admirers

about technical elements extraneous to the

preferred returning to aless autocratic, rhyth-

musid Most remarkable is the degree of almost

mically less strict and more flexible, "human-

chamber-music clarity, aToscanini specialty

performances where tape hiss or hum are more
Brahms 4), there should be little complaint

ized" performing style Eventually, so far as the

and, for the conductor, an interpretive neces-

immense Toscanini LP catalog was concerned,
stateside deletions abounded. On the more

sity. Equally impressive, particularly in less massively scored sections, is the amount of in-

positive side, at least for Toscanini collectors,

strumental color and detail (individual and

Japan showed considerable interest in LP reis-

collective winds and softer brass playing especially, as in Brahms 3), plus often startling transparency and depth. Many of the discs have a

sues anumber of years ago, as did the American-based Franldin Mint, whose specially proRCM material to be made available again, even

notable feeling of presence and openness, with
excellent imaging, notwithstanding the mono

if on asomewhat restricted basis.

pickup of the orchestra.

duced editions allowed large collections of

Yet, with the advent of the CD—and the
laissez-faire waywardness of Europe's shorter
copyright restrictions—broadcast performances of Toscanini with the NBC and other
orchestras began to turn up with amazing frequency, sometimes from source material (air
checks) dose to home, other times from far less
satisfying copies several times removed. Once
in awhile, "sonic improvements" might be
attempted, such as Reliefs disastrous overreverberated treatment of the Beethoven Symphonies 1and 4from Toscanini's 1939 cycle
with the NBC (recently remastered properly
without the tiled-cave acoustics). Especially
regrettable, not too many years ago, was anewer set of authorized Japanese RCA CDs whose
sources turned out to be inferior and which
only tended to confirm one's own worst opinStereophile, August 1990

1Since recent equipment upgrades caused the LPs used in the
above comparisons to sound far better than Ihad recalled from
any of my older systems, my son Jeremy and Ithought it might
be of interest to readers to list all the different equipment used
for our Toscanini reviews.
Monster Cable M• 1000 Mk.2 half-meter interconnect
between aSony 507ESD CD player and aYamaha AX-900U
amplifier. Monster Cable Powerline 2Plus speaker cable, 25'
length bi- wired to the Cambridge Sound Works Ensemble
speaker system. Turntable: Tychnics SP-15 with SME Series
3009 RI, viscously damped with silicone Cartridge: Shure V15
Type V-MR. Video: Pioneer 3070 LaserDisc Player, resting on
Navcorn Vibration Absorbers by Sims. Interconnects: Monster
Cable 1m Y/C cable to aProton VT-296 27" monitor. Video
tapes were played back on aZenith VR-3300 HI-FI, HQ VHS
VCR connected with m Monster Cable M-1000 Mk.2 and
Video 2Cable. Sound for the video evaluations was through
aCounterpoint SA-1000 preamp, and an SA-100 power amp
in-wired with 10' lengths of Monster Cable MI to another Cambridge SoundWorks Ensemble speaker system. Sims Vibration
Dynamics wide CD rings and, variously, Armor All polish and
CD Stoplight were applied with varying excellent results. Also
used for the video evaluations were the Pioneer II) 1100 modified tube LaserDisc player connected by Im Monster Cable
Video 2composite video cable to aKloss Video 65V two-piece
front-projection monitor.
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Complaints? Ifound some of the treble end

duces. But unless they succumb to the very real

overly bright, even marginally shrill (wide Sims

magnetism and power of the man on the po-

CD rings helped tame some edginess), and
there was no denying the constriction at the

dium (admittedly not difficult), some audiophiles are apt to be impatient with what is

greatest climaxes, and even the occasional distortion (the conclusion and loudest choral

offered here. However, it is important to remember that not only are these performances

parts of Beethoven 9).

of the greatest historical importance, but—
regardless of the subjects of sound or of histor-

With an almost complete Toscanini NBC
Symphony collection on LP at hand, it was
possible for us to make selected comparisons
between the CD and LP versions. This clearly

ical interpretation—the music is conveyed with
stunning architectural grandeur, fervor, and
blazing intensity. Allow that, and surely the

demonstrated the CDs' superiority, although

hardest-cored audiophile will find himself

some surprises were revealed in the process.

swept up by the passion of the music and this
most extraordinary conductor.

Interestingly enough, one of the differences
was arelatively minor but nonetheless audible
pitch deviation in which the LP was between

A confession: Although all these performances in their original LP form have been on

1-1.4% sharper than the CD (except for the

my shelves for years, anumber of the later NBC

Brahms 4, which was 0.5% flatter). Beethoven

Symphony recordings, including the Beetho-

5turned out to be the least impressive recording here in both versions because of its

ven and Brahms Symphonies, have always
seemed marginally less attractive to me. Both
sonically and from the standpoint of what I

unpleasant treble—apparent overmodulation
in the original recording—and adryish, tight
performance; there was no treble detail on the
LP, the attenuation, together with added reverberation, presumably having been an attempt
to make the black disc more listenable. Details
are far more obvious on CD, but this is still the

assumed was an overly tight, "streamlined,"
approach, these later interpretations impressed
me as less genial and relaxed in pacing than
some of the earlier Toscanini performances,
particularly those warmly remembered, glowing NYPO and BBC versions Igrew up with.

most difficult recording of the entire group to

There was still another factor. As an avid col-

appreciate. In most cases, the LP image is recessed and narrow, as opposed to the more

lector of things Toscaninian, Iwas often far
more intrigued by the esoteric fare of the non-

transparent, immediate, and deeper presence

commercial, underground sets issued by soci-

of the orchestra on CD. This is particularly evident in comparing the black,faux-stereo LPs

eties or pirate bootleggers, or the rare broadcast tape that on occasion might come my way.
Everyone, after all, had access to the later Tos-

of Aida, where sonics are harsh and veiled,
with the far more realistic, transparent quality
of the CDs, whose impression of depth is even
better than in the video version. Because of the
generally brighter sound of the silver discs, one
sometimes has the feeling that bass is slightly

canini NBC issues; what was so special about
them?
The opportunity of hearing 16 CDs plus
watching the video performances has been an
eye-opener. First of all, a number of these

Requiem. Still, it would not have been consid-

interpretations now impress me as less characterized by the moments of tenseness Ihad once
recalled and which anumber of writers had

deficient; obvious exceptions are Falstaff and
the effect of the enormous bass drum in Verdi's
ered amiss to rectify this on such shallower-

criticized. Toscanini's controlled, classical pac-

sounding examples as Beethoven 4 or the
Brahms Academic Festival Overture. Perhaps

ing could be surprisingly leisurely and expansive (Brahms 2and 3), plus there was an ele-

more disappointing is the tendency toward an

ment of graciousness Ihad forgotten (Beethoven

annoying raucousness when one hears the
trumpet contributions in Brahms 4 or the

4, slow movement). Yes, of course, the ability
to stir, the vision, and the power (Aida Trium-

Beethoven "Eroica."
Those interested in the nirvana of sound

was amost moving expressive quality (Verdi

reproduction, whose prime interest is sound
and only secondarily performance, might well

Requiem). Regarding the vocal contributions
in Beethoven 9and in all the Vendi, Ithink it fair

be surprised at how well much of this material,
some of it from as long as 47 years ago, repro-

picked soloists, not every one of them with the

Stereophile, August 1990

phal Scene) were invariably present, but so, too,

to say that Toscanini had agroup of hand-
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most beautiful voice or dramatic ability, but at
least with asense of what expressive interpretive qualities the conductor desired. Furthermore, those ensembles are marvelously integrated (Aida, end of Act III; Falstaff, conclusion). It would also be appropriate in general
to say that these compendium reactions owe
much to the revelations of the CD transfers,
now providing the listener with so much more
from the sources than has ever been apparent.
Whether the kinescope videocasts of Toscanini will hold the same fascination for nonmusicians as for professionals is amatter on
which it is difficult to speculate. The Maestro's
concert performances, with but three cameras,
no camera rehearsals at all, and limited production facilities, are among the earliest available
in the medium. For along time, in fact, one
could see only brief excerpts in programs
devoted to the conductor, the general impression being that the original kinescopes had for
the most part disintegrated beyond recall. In
comparison with more recent accomplishments with the Boston Symphony and those
other major American orchestras that have
appeared bathed in the glowing colors of state-

Caricature of Toscanini by Enrico Caruso.

of-the-art telecasting and crack directing and
production work, much less such European
endeavors as Kara jans carefully organized film-

Toscanini has the same kind of mesmerizing
quality. Seeing him make music from the view-

ings, the lbscanini video programs are indeed

point of his own players, as one often can here,

primitive. Cameras sometimes aim (and not
always in ideally sharp focus) at the wrong in-

is one of the unique advantages of these particular videos. The face, the gestures are fab-

strumentalist, though Ipersonally find it questionable whether it is essential to spot the first

one sees only his back, or when viewing the

oboist at all when that instrumentalist comes
to amoment of melodic importance. Yet in
those early days of TV, directors seemed to be
less concerned with rapid-fire camera changes,
ashot tending to stay on the screen for much
longer periods of time than would be considered de rigueur today.
The result, at least with this fascinating Beethoven Ninth (though less good as aperformance overall than the more effective CD performance of four years later) and even more
compelling Aida, is to have lbscanini on screen
for extended periods, sometimes superim-

ulous, but the fascination remains even when
soloists and seeing their facial responses to the
conductor's ministrations. Will the nonprofessional musician or plain enthusiast react similarly to these extraordinary images? We cannot
answer, but for some, at least, the picture is
totally riveting.
It is essential to mention that the orchestral
sound for these telecasts is not that of the original kinescopes but rather afinely synchronized audio track taken from the best radio
broadcast sources; afew gestures don't quite
match up with the visual, but for the most part
this has been admirably accomplished. Occa-

posed over the entire orchestra. One sees him

sional bits of post echo may be heard, but in

exhorting his musicians, providing sensible
well-before-the-fact cues, and expressing the

general the audio reproduction is very satisfactory. In comparing the laserciisc with the video

music's emotions visually but without physical
histrionics. In many ways, but not in any sense

articulation, and depth are far superior on LD

of humor or comedic activity, he reminds me
of Charles Chaplin, for the visual impact of

than on tape. Visually, too, the LD image is
much sharper and more detailed, but our copy
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tape, one can't help but notice that sonic clarity,
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of Symphony 9 suffered from fine-grained

subtitle stating the name of the work. Ialso

inclusion pressing errors (a static-like interfer-

missed some sense of occasion in not being

ence and part of the original kinescope) noticeable every time there is adark portion in the

able to hear the characteristic "voice of the
NBC Symphony," the late Ben Grauer, who was

picture.
Incidentally, anumber of videotape catalogs

the original announcer in the telecasts, though
most viewers will be more apt to be familiar
with the sound of Martin Boolcspan, who does

include a1988 Living Collections 30-minute
video, with lbscanini leading the Verdi Hymn
of the Nations (reviewed in Vol.12 No.10, and
also contained on VAI's 74-minute The Maes-

all the narration.
A few glitches: Applause is most abruptly cut

tro) and the Forza del Destino Overture on

more seriously, side three of that version com-

Dec. 8and 20, 1943. Thi.s derives from ablackand- white film made for the American Office

mences with 15 seconds of audio announcement minus any visual image prior to the start

of War Information for propaganda purposes;

code for the side! It should also be mentioned
in passing that there are minor differences

although the audio pickup here features severely attenuated highs and limited frequency

off at the end of Aida's second LD side, but,

response (the present CD version of the same

between the CD and LD Aida performances of
1949, the former having had some correction

performance is far superior), the camera work

inserts edited in from Toscanini's very last

with avariety of angles and skilful lighting is

recording session of June 5, 1954. Finally, the

infinitely more sophisticated. It provides an

annotations by avariety of recognized authori-

enthralling supplement to the RCA video per-

ties on the Maestro's work, including Stereopbile's own Mortimer H. Frank, as well as Har-

formances.
A few final considerations, technical and

vey Sachs, Harris Goldsmith, and John W.

otherwise: The CD Aida could have been con-

Freeman, are splendid opinions of the conduc-

tained on two rather than three CDs, but then

tor's accomplishments, background, and his

one wouldn't have wound up with the more

multi-faceted, long-term association with the
repertoire presented.
—Igor Kipnis, with Jeremy Kipnis

convenient complete acts per disc. The Verdi
Requiem conceivably could, at aplaying time
of 77:15, have been on one disc instead of
spread over two, with the 7é Deum commencing the first, but in that case there might have
been quality-control problems. The video
Aida, unlike the CD set, provides only asynopsis of the plot rather than alibretto and trans-

AMR
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lation (there are, by the way, no subtitles).
Applause after live performances is handled
inconsistently: included, for example, after the
Brahms Liebeslieder Waltzes but not after the
Double Concerto; nor does it occur, unlike the
video version, after the rousing endings of each
Aida act.
The LDs and video tapes commence in the
manner of anetwork telecast intended to capture the viewing habits of the inveterate dial
twiddler: a portion of the opening of the
Meistersinger Act IPrelude acts as opening
"theme"; gratuitous post-production subtitles
announcing the name of the piece (not just the
movement or act in question) appear at various times, including the beginnings of sides.
Soloists walk on at the conclusion of the
Beethoven Ninth's second movement, anot
unusual practice, but it hardly seems necessary
at this point to have both announcements and
Stereophile, August 1990
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RECORD REVIEWS

Herbert von Karajan's last opera recording—
Verdi's Un bailo in maschera

The freshest of the fresh —Luka Bloom's debut
album, Riverside

Classical
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 7 & 8
Christopher Hogwood, The Academy of Ancient Music
Oiseau -Lyre 425 695-2 (CD only). John Dunlcerly, cng.;
Peter Wadlanct prod. DDD. Ti', 63:24
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 7 & 8
Sir Georg Solti, Chicago Symphony
London 425 525-2 (CD only). Stanley Goodall, eng.;
Michael Haas, prod. DDD. TE 6504

Idoubt if one will ever encounter such dissimilar approaches to these warhorses. Everything
about the Hogwood readings is coarse and
crude: the sonority with its rasping horns and
poorly gauged balances; the lack of shape, line,
and point-to-point direction; and the inability to project the music with subtlety, power,
and wit. The playing throughout is characterless, and once the shock of period-instrument
timbres has worn off, the overall effect suggests
an amateur group struggling to achieve professional status. Hogwood's 8, the ugliest performance of the music Ihave ever heard, is rushed
off its feet and utterly lacking in nuance. If 7is
abit better, it, too, is marred by superficial glibness, freakish dynamics, and alack of continuity As the conclusion of Hogwood's traversal of the Nine, this release is the nadir of his
cycle.
In contrast, Solti's latest installment in his
second go-round with Beethoven is the best
in the series to appear so far: animated, often
powerfully inflected, and grand without being
bloated. This 7, however, is, at times, abit too
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respectable; Beethoven's brusque contrasts in
dynamics, swaggering rhythms, and motoric
force all sound abit too tame to convey the
Dionysian drive at the music's core. Still, this
is the work of asensitive and knowing musician: note, for instance, the horn's aptly piercing high A at the close of the first movement
and the firm rhythmic rein Solti maintains on
the finale. On balance, though, there is more
color, verve, and sheer electricity in other versions, notably two by Bernstein (CBS and DG),
Carlos Kleiber (DG), and Wand (RCA), to cite
but four.
Were Solti's 8better balanced, it would rank
with the best available. Tempos are well-chosen, and the conductor is responsive to the
music's prevailing charm and wit, the close of
the second movement being aprime case in
point. But recessed brass and occasionally
poorly focused winds deprive the work of
color and neutralize some of its humor, especially in the finale. Judged against the very fine
accounts of Karajan (DG Galleria), Bernstein
(DG), Kletzki (Supraphon), Szell (CBS), and
Wand (RCA), Solti's seems just abit neutral. And
among period-instrument versions, Norrington's
(EMI) remains apreferred edition. Solti and Hogwood show poor judgment in observing all exposition repeats (only the one in 8is obligatory), and Hogwood adds gratuitous repeats in
the reprise of the third movement of 8.
—Mortimer H. Frank
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BERLIOZ: Les Nuns d'été
MAHLER: Five Songs from Des Knaben Winsderborn, Five Rückert Lieder
Jan DeGaetani, mezzo-soprano; The Eastman Chamber
Ensemble, David Effron
Bridge BCD 9017 (CD only). David Starobin, prod.; Paul
Zinman, eng. DOD. TT: 65:10

These were the remarkable Jan deGaetani's
final recordings; the mezzo died of leukemia
afew months later. As was always the case with
this singer, the readings are her own and give
us insights into the works which are as right as
they are fresh. In addition to the singer's gifts,
this disc is unique in another way—Philip West
(her husband) has arranged these familiar
works for chamber orchestra, and Idare say
that no one will miss the original orchestrations, so true and wise are the new arrangements. Bridge's recording is apartner in this
affair; voice-instrument balance and ambience
are perfect.
The Berlioz is the most bewitching of all
song cycles, and DeGaetani is haunting in it,
varying her tone and declamation vividly from
number to number. With her totally honest
approach, she brings "Sur les lagunes" to life
in all its sadness, and her rendering of "Absence," with its repeated "Reviens, reviens, ma
bien aimée!," stays in the memory. Tempi are
generally quick, and the arrangements are
transparent—a wholly satisfying outing.
DeGaetani's choice of Wunderborn songs
is apparently designed to show off the color
possibilities in Mahler's palette, and the effect
is stunning. From the lyricism of "Wer hat dies
Liedlein erdacht?" to the resignation of"Wo
die schünen Trompeten blasen," and on to the
broad humor of "Lob des hohen Verstandes,"
DeGaetani doesn't miss atrick. This last, in particular (and with the leaner orchestration, the
oboe really stands out), is ahit—it's averitable
how-to in the art of the Lied. The Rückert
songs are all intimate. "Urn Mitternacht" has
never sounded more potent, and "Ich bin der
Welt abhanden gekommen" has never sounded
more final. It just fades away, leaving the listener alone.
At times the singer's tone whitens uncomfortably, and there's the occasional shortness
of breath, but these are the exceptions rather
than the rules, and few will complain. This is
powerful stuff, and is recommended to anyone
who loves this music It's afitting farewell from
agreat artist.
—Robert Levine
DONIZETTI & BELLINI: Operatic Arias
Raul Giménez, tenor; Scottish Philharmonic Singers, Scottish Chamber Orchestra, Michelangelo Veltri
Nimbus NI 5224 (CD only). DDD. IT: 69:44

This not-so-young tenor appears to possess
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many of the endowments necessary for international success—with one obvious, lamentable exception: time! The Argentinian singer,
whose previous Nimbus albums Igreeted with
enthusiasm, is now in his 40th year and is still
relatively unknown both in this country and
the world's great opera houses. His US opera
debut this year at Dallas and last year's New
York recital, also adebut, didn't exactly make
front-page news; not even in the music press.
One can only assume that the recording process flatters the voice or even the artistry.
Phonographically speaking, his instrument
sounds harmonious, wide-ranging, and eminently qualitative. Probably smallish in volume,
it is employed with discreet, sensitive, communicative taste. One blemish of which Ifind
myself becoming more and more conscious is
the catarrhal nasality, most obvious on the "ce"
sound, that adulterates some of the bel in his
canto. Additionally, despite an exciting upper
register—to D- natural on this disc—periodic
strain that signals danger for avoice as naturally
lyrical as this, is evident. He is an intelligent
interpreter with lyrical, yet impassioned portrayals that are both musically and dramatically
rewarding. Ihear no overt evidence of attempts
to emulate tenor idols, whosoever they may be,
although his artistic approach is not dissimilar to that of Alfredo Kraus.
Stratospheric exertion does tend to mar the
overall effect of the lengthy /Puritani Act 3
duet. Not, however, as injuriously as the puerile
effects (mercifully of brief duration) of awarbling, off-pitch soprano presumably pressed
into premature service from the chorus. From
the same opera the lovely aria "A te, ocara" is
contoured gracefully with vocalizing that
seems alittle tentative. However, in excerpts
from La Sonnambula (unfortunately fielding
the same unacceptable soprano), Giménez
sounds on more familiar and compatible
ground. Aside from apinched, ill-advised high
D, his elegant phrasing provides mellifluent,
often lovely, expressivity.
In the Donizetti pieces—prime Pavarotti,
Kraus, and even, in days passed, Domingo
turf—Giménez proves aworthy protagonist
deficient only in vocal charisma. "Spirit° gentil," that cantabile test piece, again reveals both
strengths and weaknesses: flowing, legato lyricism combined with crisp verbal enunciation
juxtaposed with muscular, raw high notes,
which some may consider viscerally impressive. The aforementioned hyper-nasality
impairs for this listener the effective cantilena
of"Una furtiva lagrima" and two excerpts from
Don Pasquale, but Giménez's skill in modulating open vowels almost compensates for
through-the-nose buzzing. Unfortunately the
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final scene from Lucia di Lammermoor again
fields what sounds like an ill-qualified chorister
who ruins Raimondo's few, but important,
interpolations. This English record company
seems unaware of the old English proverb: "Do
not spoil the ship for aha'porth of tar." The
show -stopping La fille de Régiment aria, 'Ah!
mes amis, quel jour de fête," is featured untransposed (as are all excerpts on the disc), with
high-C hurdles intact but alittle short of the
desirable insouciance that Pavarotti and Kraus
generally furnish.
Although the orchestral contributions are
adequately played and engineered, arather
more judicious application of rubato would
have been welcome. Despite qualifications,
though, this is an album that should interest
most voice devotees.
—Bernard Son
ELGAR: Enigma Variations, Froissart, Cockaigne
Leonard Slatkin, London Philharmonic Orchestra
RCA 60073-2-RC (CD only). Mark Vig,ars, eng.; Andrew
Keener, prod. DDD. TT: 6350
ELGUI: Enigma Variations, Froissart, Cockaigne
William Boughton, English Symphony Orchestra
Nimbus NI 5206 (CD only). DDD. TT: 60:26
ELGAR: Enigma Variations, Cockaigne, Serenade
in E minorfor Strings, Salut d'amour
David Zinman, Baltimore Symphony Orchestra
Taut CD-80192 (CD only). Jack Renner, mg.: James Mallinson, prod. DDD. TT: 61:55

Leonard Slatkin warned that his Enigma Variations would be different: the performance,
he told me, reflects "the arrival of certain decisions after immersing myself in Elgar's life, and
feeling there's adarker side to this piece than
I've thought about in the past." It is so different
from what we've been used to that Ican understand people taking exception to it; for me, it
represents arather poignant reappraisal, the
disclosure of Elgar's deepest and most intimate
thoughts about his friends when the veneer of
politic distance has been stripped away. Slatkin lays bare the pages of Elgar's personal photograph album where many another conductor
has been content merely to point the objective
baton at aselection of stylized portraits.
Slatkin makes his intentions clear from the
very first, protracted notes stating the work's
theme. It seems to me that the only way he can
sustain belief at such atempo is by the intensity of this soul-searching. Despite the climax
reached in the "Nimrod" variation, it opens
with such subdued tones that you hardly dare
draw breath. It says nothing of the noble,
manly comradeship we are used to, but speaks
with avery moving and unselfconscious ten
derness and compassion. Every portrait digs
alittle deeper: "Dorabella" and "Ysobel" are
less confident and forceful, "Troyte" is impulsive but harmless, G. R. SincLair's bulldog, Dan,
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is rather ludicrous in his attempts to escape the
waters of the Wye and, with the Finale, Elgar
reaches ajoyous conclusion, having worked
his frustrations and disappointments out of his
system.
David Zinman adopts an altogether steadier
range of tempi in his careful yet caring account.
The clean, beautifully balanced recording is a
mirror image of his performance. He finds
some delightful color in painting his portraits,
and if his palette seems more sharply focused
than Slatkin's impressionistic reservoir, his
interpretation is as deeply searching—Elgar's
true feelings for ••in the Romanza are surely
quite openly displayed here. Zinman's strutting
jaunt through the Cockaigne Overture is the
perfect foil to his genial, unforced reading of
the String Serenade and adelightful Salut
d'amour that revels in portamenti, an idiomatic
feature he encourages in all these works.
William Boughton and the ESO offer exactly
the same program as Slatkin, but they are
afforded amuch more pleasing recording, of
greater air and space, despite the lengthy decay
of the venue. Comparisons in interpretation are
just as easy to make: Boughton's Cockaigne is
big-boned and typically stereotyped, Slatkin's
is, again, subjective and meditative; Elgar's
early work, Froissart, looks back, in Boughton's hands, at the composers who inspired its
composition, while Slatkin looks forward by
more carefully studying those traits which
were to become typical hallmarks of Elgar's
work. Boughton's Enigma Variations is charming enough, though it lacks strong characterization, but the persistently poor intonation of
the strings makes this aperformance Iwould
find difficult to live with. However, with all
profits from the sale of the disc going to
AmFAR, one should, at least, recognize aworthy cause.
—BarbaraJahn
GLUCK: Orfeo ed Euridice
lochen Kowalski, Orfeo; Dagmar Schellenberger-Ernst,
Euridice; Christian Fliegner, Amore; Rundfunkchor Berlin, Kammerorchester "Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach,"
Hartmut Haenchen
Capriccio 60-008-2 (2 CDs only). Eberhard Geiger, Heinz
\Xtgner, prods.; Eberhard Richter, cog. DDD. TT: 113:30
GLUCK: Orfeo cd Euridice
Dame Janet Baker, Orfeo; Elisabeth Speiser, Euridice;
Elisabeth Gale, Amore Unidentified orchestra & chorus,
Raymond Leppard. Live performance, 1982
PURCELL: Dido and Aeneas (excerpts)
Janet Baker, Dido; John Lawrenson, Aeneas; Janette Sinclair, Belinda. 1962 Drottningholm Festival, Benjamin
Britten
Music & Arts CD-295 (2 CDs only). AAD. TT: 2:21:12

Here is what the listener should know at the
outset: The Capriccio is the more "authentic"
of these two sets—it uses Gluck's original
orchestration and plays it on period instru173
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ments —while the other uses Raymond Leppard's fine "padding" of the score on modern
instruments. Similarly, the former uses amale
alto (countertenor) and the latter a mezzosoprano. The second is the more "Romantic"
in its approach, but it certainly doesn't overstep its bounds. The 1774 ballet music is placed
at the end, as an appendix, on Capriccio, since
the edition used is the original 1762 (or as close
as one can get). ibmpi are vastly different, the
first, as one might guess, being far quicker piece
by piece—the famous "Che faro senza
Euridice" takes 3:30 with Haenchen as opposed to 4:23 under Leppard. Both sound
right, and both performances are worth
owning—I wouldn't want to be without either.
Jochen Kowalski is afascinating young Polish
countertenor who has been taking Europe by
storm. (Rumor has it that he's a no-holdsbarred actor as well. He embellishes, uses
vibrato, doesn't croon or mess around in a
mannered fashion, and emotes like the dickens.
He also occasionally, and for the sake of drama,
makes some less than lovely noises, but then
again, so did Callas. This backfires at times: His
opening cries of "Euridice" against the intonations of the chorus sound like the wailing of an
old, demented lady—and while desperation
is in order, Ican't help thinking that this is
hardly what he had in mind. But for the most
part, his is aremarkably vivid and moving portrayal, and it stays with the listener.
His Euridice is good, and so is the little boy
who sings Amore (this was never done in
Gluck's time—so much for authenticity),
although their Italian diction is appalling, with
"qvestas" and "qvellas" all over the place—
it gets in the way. The orchestra and chorus are
wonderful, and are recorded splendidly. The
harpsichord is audible and lovely, and one
doesn't get the scratchiness in the string tone
it's all too easy to encounter in these originalinstrument affairs. It's anice, crisp recording—
no complaints—and Haenchen adds tasteful
embellishments àla Baroque.
The main appeal of the Music & Arts set will
be Dame Janet Baker's Orfeo, and indeed, it's
beautiful and touching in away no other is.
Dame Janet imparts aquiet sadness to the role
which goes straight to the heart, and when she
rails against the Furies one feels for her/Orfeo.
Awonderful document, this, of Dame Janet's
last stage role. Speiser is awarm Euridice and
Gale areally involved Amore, and the unnamed
orchestra and chorus are fine. Leppard's approach, as mentioned above, is not as lean as
Haenchen's, but it works. The sound is very
good bootleg stereo.
The bonus on these discs is worth the price
too, although Iwish we could have had all of
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Dido rather than the 28 minutes were offered
(cut the Orfeo ballet music to make room for
it; see if Icare). We get all of the music for
Dido/Baker —in great torn shreds. We hear
snippets of the other characters before they're
slashed out by the sloppy editor, and the effect
is disconcerting. This is alegendary performance, with Britten at the podium and Baker
as alass (we only realize that her voice has
declined abit in the Orfeo if we compare it with
the 20-years-earlier Dido). Is the whole available elsewhere? Sound on the Dido is better
than acceptable.
It would be hard to do without either. Kowalski has no competition, really, and Baker can
stand up against any. Looking for an Orfeo?
Look no further.
— Robert Levine
MOZART: Piano Concertos 13 (K.415), 14 (K.449)
Mitsuko Uchida, piano; Jeffrey lbte, English Chamber
Orchestra
Philips 422 359-2 (CD only). Wilhelm Hellweg, Onno
Scholtze,engs.; Wilhelm Hellweg, mod. DOD. TT: 51:12

In the light of Uchida's previous successes with
Mozart, this release proves surprisingly disappointing. Her playing, to be sure, is tonally lean,
intimately scaled, and intelligently voiced, virtues that clarify key detail such as the Albertibass in K.415. But missing in both performances are the kind of dynamic, melodic, and
rhythmic inflections that animate the music
and bring out its contrasts and underlying tensions. K.415, for example, is adelightfully zany
work, filled with startling turns that must have
shocked Mozart's audience, but they are egregiously understated here. And the imperious
verve of Alfred Brendel's account (Philips) suggests far more than does Uchida's how the
work anticipates Mozart's K.467 and 537.
Uchida's way with K.449 is, if anything, even
less persuasive. Here the music's humor, tenderness, and sensuality are eroded by aperformance in which blandness prevails. How different the infectious vibrancy of the first
movement, the inwardness of the second, and
the comic playfulness of the third in the recordings of Peter Serkin (RCA), Rudolf Serkin (a CBS
LP in acute need of reissue), and Brendel
(Philips). Part of the fault of this new release
also rests with 'Pate's unimaginative direction.
Key orchestral details are smudged, and the
incisiveness Neville Maniner provides for Brendel (in both concertos), and Alexander
Schneider for both Serkins (in K.449) is absent.
Uchida plays Mozart's cadenzas, and in K.449
the composer's more elaborate orchestration
is (wisely) employed. Philips's sound—close,
sharply focused, and free of harshness—is
exemplary, but cannot redeem these emotionally flat readings.
— Mortimer H. Frank
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supporting manufacturers who are as stable
as their components. We avoid stocking
products from flash-in-the-pan companies
who blossom in the glow of one favorable
review and wilt away just as fast.
We want our customers to have the peace
of mind that comes from knowing that the
components they own are durable, practical
and of course, exquisite sounding.
Each design shown here is from a company
we have great faith in, and who has proven
it's staying power. Individually and together,
this assemblage will stand the test of time.
Martin Logan CLS II Electrostatic Speakers.
Martin Logan is the first company to
effectively deal with the problems of beamy
highs, arcing, eccentric amplifier loads and
cream puff bass response. They've done it
without sacrificing the magic of the classic
designs of the 50's and 60's.
If you compare CLS Irs with other current
electrostatic designs, you'll find Martin
Logan's free of crossovers, delay lines and
layers of grille work. The new CLS will give
you luminous sound staging, solid bass
response and frighteningly lifelike sound.
Only Upscale Audio can show you how to
unleash this speaker's potential.

Well Tempered Turntable and Arm. We were
there at the beginning and became one of Bill
Firebaugh's first dealers. It's taken the rest of
the world a while to appreciate the simplicity
of his design, but we've been patient. With this
turntable, high levels of coloration and wow
and flutter have been replaced with a truly
universal arm and a bearing/motor/plinth
with chameleon-like neutrality. The closest
thing yet to owning the master tape.
Audio Research SP-15 Preamplifier and
Classic 150 Power Amplifiers. To appreciate
our point about the temporary nature of
designs built and marketed on someone's
kitchen table, you need only look at the
Recommended List in a5-year-old Stereophile
magazine. How many of those companies are
still around? Bill Johnson has been designing,
building and selling his designs since 1948.
A significant advance over the legendary
SP-11, the SP-15 is rather like discovering
that the woman thought was the most beautiful
in the world has a more beautiful sister.
The Classic 150 rewrites the book on what
a power amp should and can do. Bill Johnson
says it "approaches perfection" but then he's
somewhat more understated than we are.
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VERDI: Un beano i mascbera
Plácido Domingo, Gustavo 111/Riccardo; Leo Nucci,
Anckarstrdm /Renato; Josephine Barstow, Amelia; Florence Quin; Ulrica; Sumi Jo, Oscar; others; Vienna State
Opera Orchestra & Chorus, Herbert von Karajan
DG 427 635-2 (2 CDs only). Michel Glotz, prod. ODD.
TT: 2:15:30

This was Herbert von Karajan's last opera recording and it stands as afine testament to
almost everything that tended to be right about
his work. There's great nobility to his interpretation—it's clear why the Austrian maestro
chose the Swedish, rather than the Boston, setting. Seeing the characters as royalty rather than
just plain Americans (albeit agovernor and
such) allows for afar more aristocratic approach,
certainly something aEuropean—particularly
aEuropean like Karajan —could relate to better.
In addition, he captures the essence of the
opera magnificently: it's awork about intrigue,
characters are always whispering, Gustavo is
heroic, there are matters of life and death at
stake. The orchestral playing is refined and cultivated, polished to ahigh sheen. Yes, as usual,
tempi tend to be slow, but they almost never
get in the way of the action. And the performance always sounds beautiful.
Ialso like the dynamic differences throughout the reading. The opening chorus, very conspiratorial, is hushed, but when Gustavo enters,
his extraverted character is vividly loud. Domingo has recorded the work twice before (for
Abbado and Muti), but this strikes me as his
most in-depth performance The voice doesn't
bubble the way it used to, but on the other
hand, he never sounds bored or generalized
here. He does alot ofpianissimo singing (he,
too, is conspiring in this opera), and some of
it works and some is miscalculated, but in all,
it's great to have him around. The fascinating
Josephine Barstow is Amelia, and she has everything but the right voice. She deeply feels the
part, her high, quiet singing is amazing, and she
pays close attention to the text. But the sound
is simply not Verdian—it's too grainy and lacks
Italianate bloom. Despite this, Istill can't call
her impersonation afailure, and neither will
others.
Leo Nucci is at his best as Anckerstrüm
(Renato to the Bostonians), using everything
he's got in his voice for a change—all the
colors, all the dynamic levels. He also seems
committed to the part. Swni Jo's Oscar is perky
and near-perfect, sung with awink and deadon pitch. Only Florence Quivar's Ulrica (isn't
her name "Arvidson" in the Swedish version?)
is adisappointment—she's tame and dull. (Her
aria is one of the places where von Karajan's
slow tempi come to grief.) The rest of the cast
are first-rate although they definitely sound
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more Nordic than Italian.
DG has come across with abetter- thannormal recording (von K didn't have final
say—maybe that's why the sound levels aren't
quite as psychotically fluctuating as they normally are) and the accompanying booklet has
acouple of good essays as well as libretto and
translation. von Karajan makes asmall, senseless cut in the ensemble that ends Act III,i, by
the way. Go figure. This is aterrifically individual Bailo, one which won't replace your
favorite, but one which can certainly keep its
Swedish head held high in any company.
—Robert Levine

Classical Collections
LONDON BRASS: Romanticiourney
Transcribed works of Tchaikovsky, Brahms, Schubert,
Elgar, Mendelssohn
London Brass
lake 246007-2 ZK (CD only). Eberhard Sengspiel, eng.;
Mark Brown, prod. DDD. TT 56:09
LONDON BRASS: Carmen: Bold as Brass!
Transcribed works of Bizet, Faure, Debussy, Ravel
London Brass
MCA MCAD-5955 (CD only). lbny Faulkner, eng.; Mark
Brown, prod. DDD. TT: 62:15
EMPIRE BRASS: Class Brass
Transcribed works of Rimsky-Korsakoff, Copland, Faure,
Verdi, others
Empire Brass
lklarc CD-80220 (CD only). Jack Renner, eng.; Elaine
Martone, prod. DDD. Ti: 65:22

The two Tels, dec and arc, have brought us the
opposite sides of the brass-transcription coin
from opposite sides of the Atlantic in nearsimultaneous releases. The MCA recording,
which has been in the catalog for acouple of
years, has been included in this review to set
things in perspective, as well as to hopefully call
your attention to another worthwhile brass
recording.
Unfortunately, Teldec's RomanticJourney
appears to be on the verge of pronouncing the
final epitaph on the Philip Jones Brass Ensemble, of which London Brass is the successor.
Jones founded his group in order to present
aspects of the British brass-band tradition to
mainstream classical audiences, as performed
by himself and his colleagues drawn from the
London orchestras. Their success in terms of
international concert tours, recordings, workshop clinics, and music publication is virtually
unparalleled in the brass field.
When Jones retired in 1986, the ensemble
decided to continue its existence under the
name London Brass. Its first recording as such,
Carmen: Bold as Brass! was released by MCA.
Like Romantic Journey, Carmen is entirely
transcription. Unlike Journey, Carmen is fun,
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and embodies breathtaking virtuosity from
beginning to end. Journey takes itself far too
seriously, and is no fun at all.
The opening work on Journey, excerpts
from the Nutcracker Suite, should have provided an opportunity for the tongue-in-cheek
humor they managed to find in the Carmen
Suite excerpts on MCA. In Carmen, Iwanted
to hear more, as in "How will they handle the
next tune?" After afew bars each of Nutcracker,
Iwas asking, "When will it end?"
Aside from the amiable virtuosity of the
Bizet, the most impressive track on the MCA
is Ravel's Alborada del gracioso. A difficult
work in the piano original, no less so in Ravel's
own orchestration, it is apositive tour deforce
for brass, and played with such highly polished
musicianship and ebullient spirit that our
minds are drawn to the piece itself, as if this
were the original version.
The only comparable moment in Romantic
Journey occurs in the Midsummer Night 's
Dream Scherzo in afine transcription by trombonist Roger Harvey, and played to a"T" with
that impeccable insouciance and wit which
were hallmarks of the old PJBE. Otherwise, the
three Brahms Piano Intermezzi, Opp.116, 118,
and 119, sound more like organ preludes, and
Elgar's Introduction and Allegro, originally for
strings, fails in this performance to convince
me that the string idiom which Elgar— one of
the foremost orchestrators of his day—so skilfully employed can be translated to brass.
It may be worth noting that the London
Brass of the RCA recording was virtually the
PJBE without Jones. The most noticeable personnel changes since then in this ten-or-soplayer ensemble have occurred in the trumpet
section. Ann McAneney is the only trumpeter
common to both recordings.
Empire Brass, aquintet, has undergone personnel changes of its own during its 15 or so
years. Lead trumpeter Rolf Smedvig and tubist
Sam Pilafian are the only founders left; the
inner chairs have changed on numerous occasions. The current ensemble appears, by consensus to have revised the American chamber
brass manifesto to play light and soft most of
the time and to get into some highly symphonic dynamics. They adopted this approach
for their Gabrieli recording, and it seems apt
in this case, as nearly all of the pieces in this collection derive from orchestral repertoire.
Although Iwelcome expanded dynamics in the
forte direction, Ifeel that the Pavanes of Fauré
and Ravel would have been more impressive
had they been played really quietly. The closing
piece, "Great Gate" from Pictures, may be an
effective concert encore, but with ahuge internal cut, is an anticlimax on recording. The
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rousing pastiche from the Aida Triumphal
March makes afar more effective finale.
Class Brass and the two London Brass recordings make for afascinating study in the
differences between British and American brass
playing, in which Carmen, easily the better of
the two British examples, is played close to the
vest, understated, and with the real messages
to be read between the lines. Empire plays with
acharacteristic American exuberance, and one
is aware of the ego of conscious overachievers.
Empire is superbly trained, stylistically literate, and eclectic The resemblance of their rendition of "Kije's Wedding" to the Reiner/CSO
recording, as legendary to brass players as to
audiophiles, is surely no accident.
Productionwise, Romantic Journey does little to reveal achurch as its recording site, and
the light percussion playing sounds tacked-on.
Carmen has acomfortable feeling of space and
dimension, and like its performances, relates
sonically to the PJBE tradition.
Class Brass was taped in the Lenox, MA
school gym which Telarc likes to call its Studio
A. They may call it whatever they like. The
sound is big and resonant, but never muddy.
The light percussion in some of the numbers
gets alittle heavy at times, but never in the way.
Iwould suggest that now that the Empire
Brass has made an impressive mass-market
inroad with Telarc, the Bernstein/Gershwin,
the Gabrieli, and Class Brass, it's time for them
to make the definitive up-to-date recordings
of the quintet repertoire The three Ewald quintets, the Arnold, the Bozza Sonatine, and certainly awork which they could positively nail,
awork which is to 20th-century brass what late
Beethoven quartets were in their time: Quintet
by Alvin Etler. By Empire. On Telarc. Dig it.
—Richard Schneider
VARIOUS: Renaissance Madrigals
Quink Vocal Quintet
itlarc CD-80209 (CI) only) Robert Woods, prod.; Eric
Sikkema, eng. DDD.
64:50

WARNING: The following review contains sexually explicit materials. Parental discretion is
advised—if you show it to your parents, they
may take your Stereopbile away.
However, or in this case perhaps howsoever
gentlemen like Castiglione may have viewed
it, the Italian Renaissance was arather bawdy
period. You see, when aRenaissance man said
to his lady, "Let me die in your arms," he was
not referring to shuffling off this mortal coil,
but rather to coming his brains out. This metaphor was acommonplace of the period, and
if we are of atruly Renaissance bent, like M.
Pietro Bembo, we can allegorize it quite nicely.
"For if the little death (sexual climax) leads to
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pleasure, !hen by how much more shall the true
death lead to the greater pleasures (of Heaven)?
Indeed, was not the greatest of all (the Crucifixion) an act of love?" ,
On this CD, Quink, five smiling persons of
the Dutch persuasion, perform aset of madrigals dedicated (more or less) to the above
theme. They do so skilfully and enthusiastically, with fine intonation and phrasing. There
are an awful lot of skilled vocal groups out
there these days; lèlarc has made agood choice
for their first foray into the wilds of early music
My only complaint with this recording is that
there is abit too much of the late 17th century
in it. By that time, amadrigal really wasn't what
it started put to be—a setting for poetry—and
had become more of an academic exercise.
Still, as Dr. Ruth would say, "It iss perfectly normal to get bored viss too many Renaissance
medrigals. Chust listen to ze vuns you like."
Sound is pretty decent here, being a bit
closer- miked than is usual for Telarc (although
still with the characteristic spaciousness).
Soprano voice gets abit hard 2 now and then,
but whether it's the digits, the transistors, or
something else that is at fault, Icouldn't say.
Considering that this release followed hard
on the heels of the P.D.Q. Bach disc, it would
appear that lèlarc has grown confident enough
to laugh at themselves abit. Good for them.
—Les Berkley

Show Music
THE 11771E MERMAID: Original Soundtrack
J.A.C. Redford, cond. Alan Menken, music; Howard Ashman, lyrics
Disney CD-018 (CD only). DDD? TT: 43:19

Due to agenetic defect or perhaps adeprivation of experience during acritical period in
development, Ihave never been able to appreciate animated cartoons. They always seem to
me to be tiresome, noisy, and pretty well a
waste of time Needless to say, afeature-lengtb
animated cartoon is not something I'm particularly drawn to, so when RL recommended
seeing Tbe Little Mermaid as preparation for
reviewing the record, my enthusiasm was
somewhat muted. But see it Idid (a dirty job,
etc.), and, to my surprise, Ifound it to be
altogether delightful, even touching. Idon't
want to say too much about the cinematic
aspects —wouldn't want Stereopbile readers
to think that they've picked up an issue of
Video Review or (horrors!) The Perfect Vision

—but it seems to me that the story has some
classic themes (coming-of-age as well as the
traditional good- vs-evil), and there is evident
skill and sensitivity in the way the characters
are brought to, yes, akind of life.
As for the music (which is the subject of this
review), it not only acts synergistically with
other aspects of the movie, but stands well on
its own. ltvo of the songs ("Under the Sea" and
"Kiss the Girl") were given Oscar nominations,
the former being the eventual winner; the
movie also won for Best Score "Under the Sea"
is anumber with atunefulness and rhythmic
drive that are simply irresistible; my finger kept
going for the CD player's repeat button. Ilike
"Kiss the Girl," too, but if it had been up to me,
the other nominated song would have been
"Part of Your World," apoignant song of longing that recalls "Somewhere That's Green,"
from Little Shop of Horrors (also by Menken
and Ashman). The score could have done with
afew more tunes (there are seven songs, plus
orchestral material), but at least the ones it has
are good. Menken and Ashman have been very
well served by the vocal performances—
notably Jodi Benson in the title role, Samuel E.
Wright as Sebastian, her crabby friend, and Pat
Carroll as the villainous Ursula—which makes
the failure to give the performers credit on any
of the printed material quite unforgivable. Do
they think kids would be disillusioned to find
out that cartoon characters don't do their own
singing? (The liner notes are about as inadequate as I've seen: four sentences, in large type,
and ablank page. Also, there's no credit for
engineer or producer, and no SPARS code.)
The video of The Little Mermaid was
released just two days ago, and, according to
the manager of my local video emporium, has
been selling like the proverbial hotcalces. Icompared the sound of the videotape with that of
the CD, thinking that they should be close. In
fact, there was no contest: while both formats
reveal the recording to be atypical multitrack
job, with voices in an extreme close-up perspective and occasionally with excessive
sibilance, the VHS Hi -Fi soundtrack, okay by
video standards, lacks the clarity of the CD and
suffers from the buzzing distortion that afflicts
most prerecorded videotapes (see Gary Davis's
article in Vol.2 No.6 of The Perfect Vision).
So. ..
even if you're one of the millions who
already have the video, Irecommend buying
the CD for its considerable sonic superiority.
—Robert Deutsch

Jazz
II'm not heing (overly) facetious here. People likr liembo acttr
ally thought that way.
2Can't go away from that sexual idiom, can I?
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MILES DAVIS QUINTET: Double Image
Miles Davis, trumpet; Wayne Shorter, tenor & soprano sax,
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Chick Corea, piano; Dave Holland, bass; Jack DeJohnette, drums
Moon MCD 010/11-2 (mono CD). Recorded Nov. 3, 1969.
AAD? TT: 79,00
MILES DAVIS: Pangaea
Miles Davis, trumpet, organ; Sonny Fortune, soprano &
alto sax, flute; Pete Cosey, guitar, Synthi, percussion;
Reggie Lucas, guitar; Michael Henderson, Fender bass,
Mtume, percussion; Al Foster, drums
Columbia C2K 46115 (2 CDs only). Recorded Feb. 1, 1975.
lbmoo Suzuki, eng.; Ito Macero, prod. ADD. TE 88:38

Double Image is Miles's great, lost, late- '60s
band of Wayne Shorter, Chick Corea, Dave Holland, and Jack DeJohnette, recorded amere
month before Shorter ended his 5-year tenure
with Davis's band. "Lost"? Every member of
that band—even Miles himself, who seldom
looks back—has waxed publicly wistful in
regret that this particular incarnation of that
ever-changing unit, The Miles Davis Quintet,
was never recorded in spite of the hundreds of
hours Miles spent in the studios during those
years. Double Image lets us hear why they feel
that way, catching Davis at afascinating point
in his then-rapid evolution, stylistically and
chronologically almost exactly between—and
abalanced blend of—his great second quintet (Shorter/Hancock/C,arter/Williams) and the
best of the constantly shifting electric bands
of the very late '60s and early '70s that recorded
Bitches Brew,Jack Johnson, Live-Evil—and
now, at last, Pangaea. The f969 band, with
four acoustic instruments and Chick Corea's
electric piano, lands squarely on all these bases.
This is one great record, with enough
inspired playing, both solo and ensemble, to
chew on for along time. It'll keep you guessing as it shifts, abruptly and organically, from
pure cymbal-washed sound-painting to hard
bop to free blowing to funk, as Miles weaves
atime tapestry, folding the various styles of his
career up to that point into proto-fusion
origami. Each of the two very long concert
edits ("Double Image" clocks in at 34:28, "Gemini" at 44:18, and still they're only excerpts,
faded out at the end) could stand as acomplete
concert in itself. "Double Image" (which last
surfaced on Live-Evil) begins with some furious free blowing, quicldy subsiding into Miles's
almost unaccompanied "Round Midnight,"
which soon supports arock-hard bop solo by
Wayne Shorter and some of the fastest, neatest
bass walking I've ever heard from Dave Holland. Or anyone. A characteristically linear
Corea solo follows, then some exacting interplay between Shorter and DeJohnette, after
which Corea fully arrives, Spanish chording
and all.
"Gemini" is even more impressive, though
much less "Gemini" than the title cut from
Bitches Brew. Ican't begin to describe all that
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happens in these very rich 44 minutes, but Holland does avery fast tiptoe dance, Corea's work
is the most harmonically interesting I've heard
from him, there's even some straight-ahead
swinging at the other end of adistant, Harmonmuted Miles bridge, and still later apastoral
interlude with Davis and Corea that segues
finally into "Sanctuary."
The recording is mono; there's some distortion, and plenty of tape hiss and print-through,
but given all that, the sound doesn't get in the
way of the music, which is so excellent that
sonic considerations soon go flying. That Miles
is probably not making acent from this Italian
bootleg is too bad, but the music is too important to languish in aprivate collection.
Ire-listened to Miles's long-out-of-print
Agbarta before trying Pangaea, and for good
reason: the former was recorded in Japan on
the afternoon of Feb. 1, 1975, the latter that
same evening. Agbarta was briefly available in
the US in 1976-77, but Pangaea never was,
until now available only as acostly CBS/Sony
Japanese import.
Not having heard Agbarta in agood ten
years, two things struck me: first, how much
easier it is now to hear what Miles was trying
to say back then, and second, why did Columbia (or Miles himself) choose Agbarta for US
release back in '76? Pangaea is not only more
accessible, it's also better (a neat trick for Miles).
Here are all the late-Miles trademarks that drove
traditional jazz fans nuts: multiple electric guitars and percussionists, endless funk grooves,
abrupt stops and starts, and not agreat deal of
Miles himself as he continued his crusade to,
in his own words, purge his music of "European sensibilities" and "thicken the bottom"
of the band. I'm not agreat fan of late-electric
Miles myself, but this one works.
The first of the two 40+-minute cuts, "Zimbabwe," is very much acontinuation of Agbarks, but the rhythms are, if anything, denser.
Pete Cosey's heavily processed/distorted postHendrix guitar and Michael Henderson's
Motown bass cook together here as they didn't
earlier in the day. In his solo spots, Miles seems
almost to have abandoned volition altogether,
blowing into the horn and moving his right
hand in akind of automatic fingering. It's some
of the saddest, most pained, grief-drenched
music I've heard from him, not so much lament
as total jump-in-the-grave breakdown. Henderson later sets up agroove right out of Buddy
Miles, and "Zimbabwe" ends in ghost moans
and rattling bones.
"Gondwana" 's journey begins as an eerie
dance in the spirit world where "Zimbabwe"
ended, Sonny Fortune's flute hovering over the
churning rhythm section (ie, most of the band).
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Then things get very quiet, and after apolyrhythmic Al Foster etude, Miles ballads funkfiy, stops everything with his hunt-and-peck
organ playing, and another sinuous groove
emerges under Pete Cosey's modally undulating guitar. Another respite, then Henderson
breaks suddenly Into astraight blues walk, Foster following, finally Miles himself deigning to
play—what?—fazz?And it all ends with atoostandard guitar-feedback apocalypse.
Pangaea's sound is so un -"digital" —so full
and rich in the midrange and low end, so warm
and smooth in the highs—that Iat first suspected astrong high-end rolloff. It's more likely
the muddiness and stuffy high end are the
result of poor master-tape storage (not to mention, prompts JA, the fact that both guitarist and
bass player use wah-wah pedals, probably suggested by Miles to further "thicken the bottom"). The recording gives apretty clear sonic
picture of the band on the stage, with the
drums far back and lots of quite authenticsounding ambience; altogether amore convincing recording than my mint Agha ria LPs
(same band, producer, engineer, venue, date,
label).
With Double Image, this makes two decidedly on nights for Miles—albeit he plays least
of any member of these two very different
bands 3—and two more missing links of acareer whose importance to the development of
jazz, for good and ill, is impossible to overestimate. Both recommended, Double Image
highly.
—Richard Lehnert
STEPRANE GRAPPELLI: How Can You Miss?
Stephant Grappelli, violin; Phil Woods, alto sax; Marc Posset, gr itar; Jon Burr, bass; Louis Benson, drums
Rushmore Jazz RJ3000 (CD only). Ed Thompson, cng.;
Russ Nagy, Ed Thompson, prods. DDD. TT 4522
STEPHANE GRAPPELLINO-Y0 MA: Anything Goes
Stcphane Grappelli, violin; Yo-Yo Ma, cello; Roger Kellaway, piano; Marc Posait, guitar; Jon Burr, bass; Daniel
Humair, drums
CBS FM 45574 (LP), MK 45574 (CD). Claude Ermelin,
cng.; 'Ettore Straits, prod. DOD. TT: 54:56

What can you say about aversatile, 82-yearold, impeccable jazz violinist who has dressed
in bizarre, gaudy print shirts and ridiculouslookin gplaid pants for most, if not all, of his
life? Frenchman Stephane Grappelli is truly
blessed. Prolific might be an understatement
for someone who's recorded for more than six
decades and has worked with not only the
great jazz players of his days, but also with the
3"The woockr is not that DaViSplayed haly or coolly in Japan
but that he played at all. He was suffering excruciating pain
from his left hip, which . .
now hurt him all the time, caused
him to walk stiffly, and sometimes immobilized him when the
femur sippcd out of its socket: .From Milestones Nbl.2, by
the uns) cophantic Jack Cha.mbers— the definitive Miles Davis
biographer Read it.
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likes of Itzak Perlman and newgrasser David
Grisman. Grappelli's endeavors are synonymous with the word amalgam.
Though his rhythm section in these two
recent entries is made up in large part of longtime compadres —left-handed guitarist, fellow
Frenchman Marc Fosset and New York bassist
Jon Burr—Grappelli again places himself in
different musical contexts. True, many of the
selections on Anything Goes (mostly studies
in Cole Porter) and How Can IMiss?are stylistically similar or at least appear to be related
historically, but there are definite differences
between working with classical cello sensation
Yo-Yo Ma on the one hand, and hard-bop alto
saxophonist Phil Woods and swing drummer
Louis Bellson on the other.
For starters, How Can You Miss? comes
across as amuch more energetic session. It's
not only that Woods (on "You Take Advantage
of Me," for example), and Bellson (on "Caravan") drive harder than counterparts Ma and
drummer Daniel Humair do on Anytbing, but
also that Fosset seems much more electrified
and extraverted on the former, and Burr's bass
has amore involved role. ("Have You Met Miss
Jones" and "Halleluia!" would be two such
examples.)
It never surprises me to learn that Grappelli
has earned the praise of yet another strict classisist, in this case Ma. The session, arranged
and, to agreat extent, organized by pianist
Roger Kellaway (himself avaried performer),
houses delicately balanced readings on this
mostly Porter-filled date. There are serious
moments, as in "Easy to Love." However, Kellaway, too, is well-versed in both swing and
post-bop traditions, not to mention the blues.
Consequently, he manages to lead the group
through acombination of these elements during pieces such as "In the Still of the Night" and
his own "Love of My Life."
There are tight harmonies and ongoing interplay between Ma and Grappelli. Though they
may be two going on three generations apart
musically, Ma and Grappelli mesh well, the
interrelationship ever-present despite the
recording coming across at points as too quiet.
Woods blows hard, straight, and with conviction during all of his numerous solos; he also
can be soulful and Arthur Blythe-like when he
needs to be. Bellson's rolls and overall touch
sound deceptively spry for aguy who qualifies for senior citizenship. Then again, Grappelli's got afew years on him, too, so why
shouldn't the drummer go skin-crazy on
"Caravan"?
Each of these dates has something to offer.
However, How Can Ibu Miss? stands out as the
better of the two.
—Jon W. Poses
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The cost of bad advice, or an inappropriate acoustic/
electronic interface will far outweigh asavings of
afew dollars.
Satisfaction Is Our Guarantee Our prices are
fair, our knowledge and services are priceless.
hAnalogue and Digital Recording/Playback
Systems

4

On Location Recording

Analogue
Sota
Benz Micro
Koetsu • SME
Ortofon • V P I
Sumiko • Thorens
Van den Hul
Well Tempered
Eminent Technology

Digital
Arcam • Krell Digital
Philips • Proceed
Theta Digital
Bruel & Kjaer portable DAT studio

TEF/Spectrum analysis
,t) Electrical/Acoustical Engineering
Tube/Solid State Repairs
or Restoration
J)Finest Tube Matching

_b World

Renowned
Service Facility

j‘ Systems Design
Anywhere
Consultation

..

Loudspeakers
Amplification

Adcom • B &. K
Cello • Forte
conrad johnson
Krell • Sumo
McIntosh • Threshold

Amati
Dahlquist
Fried
Martin-Logan
Mirage
Rogers
Synthesis Reference
System

Accessories, Wires and other Necessities
Audioquest • Cardas • Kimber • MIT • Monster
• Straight Wire • Tiffany • Arcici • Beyerdynamic •
Chicago Speaker Stand • Fineline • Sonrise • Target •
LPs • CDs • DAT

.
and

ECiDEEE

Unique, Innovative, Musically Involved
We're not just a stereo store
we're
a music source.

audio resource

3133 Edenborn Ave.
Metairie, LA 70002

(504) 885-6988
Tues.-Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-4
or by appointment

LUKA BLOOM: Riverside
Reprise 26092-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Mike Krowiak, eng.,
Jeffrey Wood, prod. ADA/ADD. TT: 44:31

Can't tell you how many singer/songwriters
I've heard live before they ever got signed up,
before they could even afford aband, just them
and aguitar up there making us feel like that (as
Joni Mitchell used to sing). Finally the first
album comes out, and wha-a-a-a? The sleeve
lists three producers, eight engineers, thirty session musicians (including two synthesizer
players, but not counting the strings), aBrazilian percussionist, and none of the songs I've
heard the poor slob sing for the last six years.
Not so Luka Bloom, who arrived from Ireland 2)/2 years ago with an unbending intent.
"I made aconscious decision before Iwent to
America to create asolo performance that
would be exciting and relevant to rock audiences. Ialso decided that Iwas going to create
an audience for myself, without the help of record companies." The directness of those statements tells you agreat deal about the man and
his music. Bloom went straight from stage to
studio, sans demo tapes, on his own terms.
Riverside, the album that resulted, is, as far as
Ican tell (not having heard Bloom live), pretty
close to what you'd get at aconcert. There are
seldom more than one or two instruments
added to Bloom's voice and steel-string acoustic guitar on any one cut, anait's all atmospherically tasteful; only on the keening "Dreams in
America" does arock band emerge, and then
only for 30 seconds of asix-minute song.
"I was brought up near the riverside, in a
quiet Irish town /An 18-month-old baby the
night they laid my Daddy down /Everyone
knew everyone, and everybody else as well /
My home was filled with sorrow then, too
much for me to tell." So Bloom introduces himself in "The Man Is Alive," asadly joyful ode to
the discovery of his long-dead father within
himself. Such intimations of discovery, of learning for the first time, set the tone for the album,
as did the twinned hope and frustration ofJohn
Wesley Harding 's Here Comes the Groom (can't
help thinking of these two in asingle mental
breath).
But Bloom is no innocent, no brilliant youth
like Harding. He's seasoned, lean, on the album
cover looking tough, uncompromising, serious
—all without the usual randy rocker posturing. The music has all the grab'em vitality of
someone used to appearing as astranger before
hostile audiences (he's opened for the Pogues)
and winning them over in asingle song through
sheer energy and commitment—the story of
Stereophile, August 1990

Bloom's Stateside residency.
Bloom's guitar work—and whatever else I
say in this review, remember that this is acoustic rock'n'roll, and that anyone who's heard
Elvis Presley's original Sun sessions knows that
the very first white rock'n'roll was acoustic, not
to mention drumless —will variously remind
various of you of early Joni Mitchell, Joan Annatrading, Richard Fariña, Tracy Chapman, John
Fahey, and Pete Townsend's power chording;
this is the ultimate rhythm guitar album, an
acoustic Lou Reed with chops. The songs and
singing hit with the loneliness of Nebraska
(Springsteen's only truly great album), but
without El Bosso's sometimes suffocating sentimentality And with the occasional cello, bodhrin, tombak (Iranian finger drum), fiddle, keyboard, and lots of reverb, this is Enya at 78rpm,
Daniel Lanois without his meticulously worked
murk, aTommy Malcom who's seen adark, true
light. But as tastefully minimal as these added
instruments are, Iwish producer Jeffrey Wood
and Reprise had gone all the way and given us
only Bloom's guitar and voice—it's amazing
how even so few instruments can sound like
designer clutter. LP and CD are very close, but
the LP—great surfaces, by the way—is ever so
slightly deeper, rounder, fuller. Bloom and his
guitar are very upfront, all other instruments
recessed in adeep sonic perspective of brisk
reverb. It ain't audiophile, but it do pull you in.
Bloom gets his Irish terminally up in "An
Irishman in Chinatown," turning on all that
gabby charm and laughing at himself while he's
doing it, while "The One" is aheroic song
imploring amusician friend to not be ahero:
"You've been singing your guts out—isn't that
enough to do? Why should you be the one to
go out on the edge?" Abrave song to sing without atrace of irony, as Bloom does here.
All of the songs have an entirely disarming,
naked purity and directness, Bloom wasting
nothing on "singerly" refinements or affectations, either in voice or in words. From "Over
the Moon": "When she moves, Iwatch her /
When she speaks, Ilisten /When she stands,
Istand beside her /When she laughs, I'm over
the moon!", followed by awhoop and sung to
alightning-strummed groove that makes Dylan's "You're Gonna Make Me Lonesome When
You Go" sound like adirge. And "This is for
Life" is sobering in its total commitment. This
guy's not fooling around.
Surfacing throughout the album are questions, dreams, longings for alove left back in
Ireland. She and Bloom are finally doubly
united, in the US in the flesh and in the song
at album's end, "You Couldn't Have Come at
aBetter Time," which is so fresh Bloom sounds
as if he's writing it as he's singing: "Where is this
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place we've come to /We don't know what to
say /We long to see each other /And are frightened of that day/When you look into my eyes
my love /
me what you see /Is it something
you're not sure of /Is it something true and fine
/Or is it just another case /of the right thing
at the wrong time?" And the fiddle reels the
chorus. The near-formality of the lines is perfectly matched by Bloom's traditional Irish diction as he whispers, shouts, hoots'n'hollers.
There's something special happening in pop
music when one major label (WEA) can release
in consecutive months first albums by two
such talented, clean-sweeping musicians as
John Wesley Harding and Luka Bloom. After
going apeshit over JWH last May, I'm almost
embarrassed to be scraping up whatever superlatives are left over for Bloom. Almost. Everyone should have such problems. Makes me feel
pretty stupid for carrying aguttering torch for
Dylan the last 20 years—it's been passed on
while Iwasn't listening.
But the word I've so far avoided, good people, is "noble." This music has nobility, substance, integrity—blood and fire. It had me
laughing and crying within the same minute.
And if you 're not hooked by the first 15 seconds of rhythm-riffing on the opening "Delirious," see adoctor. Fast.
—Richard Lehoect
LITTLE FEAT: Representing :be Mambo
Warner Bros. 26163-1 (LP), -2 (CD). George Massenburg,
erig.; Bill Payne, George Massenburg, prods. DDA/DDD.
TT 31,00

Iknow lots of folks who were able to get
through the soft-centered '70s, when it was just
too painful to listen to Dylan or the Beatles,
only by wearing out multiple copies of the
complete recorded works of Little Feat and Van
Morrison. This album probably won't make
that survival playlist, but somehow the fact that
Representing the Mambo isn't nearly as good,
as inspired, as much of an unexpected, undeserved treat as last-year-and-then-some's Let
it Roll, hasn't kept it from my turntable.
Last night Isaw the Feat on the first leg of
their Mambo tour, on aperfect evening outdoors at the Santa Fe Indian School's Paolo
Soleri Amphitheater, and Iwas on my feat the
whole three hours. Don't miss 'em —they're
tighter than they ever were. In case anyone
doesn't already know, these guys are stone
masters of modem rock, g,roovemeisters extraordinaire, and have been, off and on, for 20
years now. After their 1979 breakup following
founder/lead singer/slide guitarist Lowell
George's death (his sole solo album, Thanks I'll
Eat It Here, has yet to be reissued), the five
remaining members of the band drifted apart,
did session work, managed to release Hoy186

Hoy! (an excellent 1981 two-LP set of outtakes, leftovers, and assorted live recordings),
and finally regrouped in 1988 (adding multiinstrumentalist and long-time Feat Auxiliary
member Fred 'Iackett and the brand-new Craig
Fuller) to make Let it Roll, which turned out,
much to everyone's surprise in this era of embarrassing reunion albums, to be one of the
best Little Feat albums ever.
So just how well do Our Boys represent the
cosmic mambo this time around? Mambo falls
somewhere between Time Loves A Hero and
Down on the Farm in terms of commitment
and success: that is, mixed—weary and energetic at once, but effortlessly virtuosic and
sophisticated. In fact, it's alittle too effortless:
In those earlier albums, one felt the excitement
of aband straining against its own limitations,
playing beyond its means. Craig Fuller, who
came out of nowhere (well, okay, Pure Prairie
League) to sing lead on most of Let it Roll's ten
songs and cowrite all but three of them, takes
aback seat here, but even when he's at the
wheel his eyes are seldom on the road. And
Lordy, he writes some lumpy, leaden lyrics! But
he's amaster of phrasing, managing to sing himself out of most corners. Still, there's nothing
here to compare with the last album's "Hate to
Lose Your Lovin'," "One Clear Moment,"
"Cajun Girl," or the terminally greasy funk of
"Let it Roll."
Mambo's "That's Her, She's Mine," the title
tune, and "The Ingenue" and "Silver Screen"
aren't really that bad—they just sound like a
bunch of superb session musicians trying to
sound like Little Feat. The playing is relentlessly
professional, the present Little Feat sounding
like afar ballsier Steely Dan: hard-driving rock,
always-interesting, rich but unbusy arrangements, ajazz-based harmonic sensibility, and
easy, self-mocking, funk-oiled humor. The title
tune sounds like Bill Payne's ode to Van Dyke
Parks, full as it is of dense, menacing South
American atmosphere, endlessly shifting
rhythms and harmonies, and floating female
choruses (it's also the only song Iknow that
uses the word "forensically"). "Rad Gumbo"
is the by-now de rigueur Cajun tune, but too
many people are doing that these days, thanks,
and better too.
Lowell George himself could have written
the gospel-y,"That's Her, She's Mine," with its
sprung chorus and agutsy foreground/background vocal by Shawn Murphy that Bonnie
Bramlett would've belted out in the old days.
"Those Feat'll Steer Ya Wrong Sometimes" is
amajor disappointment, Craig Fuller's mockcountry twang harangue never getting off the
ground. Asong with atitle like this—the next
chapter in the Feats' cartoony self-mytholStereophile, August 1990

ogization—should have been atot better. "The
Ingenue" and "Silver Screen," both by Bill
Payne and Paul Barrère, are amatched set of
tunes about the media, the first (which owes
amusical debt to Frank Zappa, from whose
1969 band the original Little Feat was born)
about an unpleasant, talentless child of privilege whose vague dreams of cinematic glory
are passing her by, the second about another
woman suffering "a certifiable obsession, a
broadcast malady" as she spends all day and
night glued to the tube: "her perception of
reception is her lone reality." Bill Payne's lead
vocal and complex piano break on the last of
these tunes (not to mention last night's truly
remarkable extended solos) show just how
much he and the band have learned since Sailing Shoes; not the kind of talent one usually
associates with arock band, but then Little Feat
was never just another rock band.
Representing the Mambo is just as digitally
harsh, hashy, and in-yer-face as Let it Roll, also

DDD— this after I've just listened to the complete Feat back catalog in their CD reissues,
which sound pretty good. No, the CD of
Mambo will not change any digiphobe's mind,
and the LP sounds just as bad. Which is too
bad. What can you say about amedium that
still makes real drums sound like drum
machines? Besides, Little Feat have succumbed
to Rocker's Syndrome: when inspiration
droops, turn up the volume. This is the loudest
Feat album ever, but such false "energy" is
transparent.
All the same, Representing the Mambo's got
always-great playing and some good music,
though not enough to explain why Iplay the
damn thing so much. Oh well, the body
knows, and this is ultra-intelligent body music.
Those Feat might steer ya wrong sometimes;
this time they took the long way around through
an industrial park. But Our Boys make great
drivin' buddies, no matter who's not at the
wheel.
—Richard Lehnert

TEXAS CONNECTIONS!
Your best Texas choice for top quality audio.
Spica SC-30 loudspeakers. New, cheaper Spica. $399.00/pr.
Adcom GFA-565 mono bloc amplifiers. 300 watts each. $1698.043/pr.
Proceed CD player by Madrigal. $1650.00
Mirage M-3 speaker. Son of M-1. $2500.00
Naim Nait II. Best sound under athousand dollars. $795.00
Goldmund Cones-Isolation devices extraordinaire. $180.00/3
ARC SP9 MkII and new triode ARC Classic 30 and Classic 60.

Houston

Dallas

Austin

Audio Concepts
2200 SW Freeway
(713) 527-0774

Audio Concepts
11661 Preston Road
(214) 360-9520

Audio Systems
3800 North Lamar
(512) 451-5736
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We promise only good,
fast, easy, convenient, smart,
It's all true. Our products are the best you can buy anywhere—and in many
cases, you can't buy them anywhere else. Our salespeople are the best—all
bona fide audiophiles—or we don't hire them. And our service—well, what
could be easier? You call us toll-free, we send it out, you get it, and enjoy!
Oh, and one more thing. We never make promises we can't keep.
RECORD DOCTOR

VPI Record Cleaning
Machines

Vacuum-powered
record-cleaning

VPI HW-16 5
VPIFIW-16 5220v
VPI 11W-17
VPI 9W-17F tan model
VPI HW-16/17 suction tubes

machine
Only
••169 95

•369 95
•419 95
Call
Call
19 95

RECORD CLEANING
SOLUTIONS
Torumat 1m-7X8

16 oz

.14.95

SupsrCleaner

16 or

12.95

32 or
SuperSze

NITTY GRITTY

Record Cleaning Machines
NG CO-1 CO cleaner
159
NG 15E1
399
NG 25F1
449
Mini-Pro
569
rr,h- ••
549

19 95
111 XTZ
8mz stylus
MCZ stylus

Call
89 95
135.99

24.95
••49.95

Niny Gritty "First" Record Cleaner

95
95
95
95
95

GRADO
Cartridges

16.95

1gal
2gal

6oz

14 95

16 01

24 95

Niny Gritty
Purifier #2:
16 oz
1qa"'

Target Wall Shelves

LAST
Record Care
t1
02
93
94

11 95
10 0,

Power Cleaner 19 95
Preservative
19 95
Reo Cleaner 14 95
Stylus Cleaner

#5 Styles,
21.95

Demagnetizer
RETIPPING
MC Cartridges•

AR
AR
AR
AR

ES-1
ES-1
ES-1
ES-1

turntable
turntable
turntable
turntable

only
220v
yvA0 PT-5 arm
wiMMT arm

•419
»469
»699
699

95
95
95
95

DB Protrac

YES' You
can trade up
when you
trade ins

AudwOucil (AO) Ruby
AO MC-5 1Imy
AO 40411 4my or 5my
AS Onyx 1Orny or 5my
AS B-200 14my or 5my
AS 7000 3my
Monster AG-1000 MI
Somata Blue Point
Blue P1 w/Grado trade-in
Sumer Talisman Bvdh
Sunk° Talisman IIB vdh
Sumiko Virtuoso DTI
'Repueemenn wen meI
»dew

188

16995
195 00
350.00
499 95
55000
895 00
450 00
75 00
85 00
.
299.95
719.95

I

L.

Only
$79.95

Batteries
Included!

Not astore.
More.
1-800-942-0220

AUDIO
ADVISOR

225 Oakes SW

METAL ARMBOARDS
SOTA metal armboards tor ETU. FT-4. MMT.
SME etc
95 00
AR ES-1
metal armboards
I
or AO PT-5 Linn,
R8-300 MMT
'34.95

Grand Rapids. MI
49503
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Magnavox CD Players
CDB605
CD8610
CDB583
C013630

••149 95

no remote
wiremote
CO 6-ese changer
w/remote 8 Oval out

199 95
"279 95
"329 95

ENERGY ABSORBING FEET
AudloOuest Sorbothane Feet
CD Feet (set of 4)
Large Feet (set 014)

CD Stoplight

21 95
34 95

Green pent pen for
CD treatment
14 95

Navcom Silencers (Sims)
(pictured al left)
Set of 4

65 00

helpful, direct, high-quality,
thrifty, careful, outstanding,
TARGET RACKS

FLOOR STANDS

TARGET STANDS

MS

Target HS Stands
12- IF 20'

772

2

.... 20'

149

113

3

.33'

219 95

PS3

3

33'

275.00

117

4

33'

259.00

775

5

33

27500

5

.40'

29900

T751

918 14)(113

69.95

PS4 20'x24'

89.95

Lead

Balloon

BAMBOIM

38995

ESL63

175.00

Old ESL

175.00

BE.W802M

195 00

M

Melia

299 95
449 00

6=1;71;91
Tiptoes (Original)
Short (5') .........495
Tall 11
.650
Tall wiscrers .....995
ToneCones (Roo)
Short
Medlum wiscrew 795
Large wiscrew
14 95

249 95

El6W801M

AUDIOPHILE HEADPHONES

*86
NEW , K-1000 dynarnIc

INTERCONNECT CABLES
As-One. Cardas. Ebstech. SlItech. Audloquest, MIT. Monster. VandenHul Call
Deal Caella( Cables Tara Paragon IN... 39 95 AO T Coax (IM)
65 00

299 00

Sound Anchors Stands
Vandersteen (lc

Beyer Dynartfc
BDT 990 Pro
229 95
801990
189 95
NEW ,BO 770 Pro—for Walkmans
and per anal portables .215 00
801880
149.95
Replacent nt ear cushems ... 22.95
STU
SR-34 Pro
179.95
SR-84 Pr
269.95
SAC-156 5m Cot cable
3905
SRE-I6 1 meter Pro cable 95.00
SRE-17 1 m S(g Cable
189.95
Call
Rplcmni
rpads 34 884
19 95

DELUXE POVVERCORDS
Ebstech Powerbrldge II (8 It)
Cargas Ouadllnk PC (8 ft)
cardas lieslInk VPC(8 It)
Tara Labs Phase II PC (5 11)

ASC
.
1

hx
T
y6se!

5869

SONEX JRs
2' x2'12'
SHEETS

169.95
169 95
249 95
9995

SPEAKER CABLES
Tara Temporal Condmuum
Cable IS Controllers
45000pr
(1091
46000pr
(121)
59500 pr

(8 01

Camas. [beech. Aumoduess Monster, Tara Labs Space 8Tune

Cab

VIDEO CABLES
Montle. Vulto 2

I
u,

14 95

2m

Monster SVHS 1
1
41•13 le,

15 95

3m 24 95

An

29 95

409,0.,r

3295

7m

209

6995

*00,0.02
sra P4r &pan
Vie M. Mel VN149

Tube Traps

210 00
235 00

119.95

TIPTOES II

Table Stand

ARCICI Stands

H.
9,124 21

ARCICI Rigel Riser Floor Stand
'Adjustable' stand 2036

Specialty
Stands

149 95

Target HJ Stands

Target Floor Stench

m 6500

1995
3995

29 95

TOM

17500

311

71 95

1011 53 07

709

93 00

le,

19 95

241

3re

29 95

Not astore.
More.
1-800-942-0220

2rn 8500

2011

24 95

II

Sumiko
Tweek

Monster

XTerminator

4 colors
Box of (4)

$49.95

%seem*
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LPs /CDs
Ai
Audiophile Simplets
and Test CDs:
Chesky JD37 Jazz Sampler/Test CD .
(cd) 14.98
Donan Sampler Disc
(cd) 12.95
Hi Fi News Test CD 2(UK)
(cd) 29.95
Pierre Verany "Dotal Test CD (France)
106 demo and test tracks
(2 cds) 39.95
3-Blind Mice Jazz Samplers 12.3 (et cd) 17.95
Chesty NEW Jan CDs:
JD1 Johnny Frigo
(Cd) 14 98
JD2 Clark Terry
(cd) 14 98
J03 Phtl Woods
(Cd) 14 98
JD28 Caram, Rio Alter Dark .......
(cd) 14.98
JD29 Bionfa. Nonstop to Brazil
(cd) 14.98
CD32 Earl Wad. Gershwin
(cd) 14.98
JD33 David Chesky. Club de Sol
(cd) 14 98
JD34 Pagano DRivera, Tice!
(cd) 14 98
Reference Resettling; LPs or CDs
RR-31 TropK Affaire
..... ..... (cd/lp) 15 98
99-32 Farrell' Rodgers&Hart
(cep) 15.98
RR-33cd Fats Waller 'Ltd. Edt•
(cd) 29.95

Mobile Fidelity Ultradisc CDs
29.95
MOBILE FIDELITY LPs
The Beatles
.........(Ips) 14.99 each
Sgt Pepper's. Please. Please Me. For Sale.
Hard Days Night, Help. Revolver. Let It Be
Miles Davis. Someday My Prince .
(Ip) 17.95
Frank Sinatra Collection
(16 Ips) 29995
Rolling Stoner Collection
(11 Ips) 29995
Sheffield: Koclo
(cd) 14.99
Moscow Sessions set
(3 1p/cd) 39.95
Moscow Session CDs C1325
14.99
CE126
14 99 C1)27
14.99
Wilson Audio Center Stage
(iared) 15.98
Grace Cathedral Choir
(Ip/c4) 15.98
Beethoven/Enescu Sonatas
.... (Ip/cd) 15.98
S'Wonderful Jazz
)lpied) 15.98
Debussy dBrahms Sonatas
(Ip/cd) 15.98
Winds of War and Peace
)lared) 15.98
Opus 3Teal Records/CD
Depth of linage.. (cd) 23 95
(Ip) 16.95
Timbre Op only) 16.95
Dynamics
(cd) 23.95
(1p) 16.95

Dorian Classical CDs
(CA) 16.95
Harmonia Mundi Recordings-lime on COI
HMC379 G Paniagua (Ip) 12.95 (cd) 14.95
HMC1050 La Folia Sp .... (Ip) 12.95 (rid) 14.95
HAIC7010 Water Music ... (Ip) 12.95 (cd) 14.95
Pathfinder: Natural Selection Jan
(cd) 16.95
%pries CantateDomino .
(Cap) 17.95
Jazz at Pawnshop
(2 Ids) 34.95 (cd) 16.95
Antfpnone Blues Jazz
(cd) 17.95
East Wind Jan Ch
(cd) 18.95
Minimum order 2LPs or Cos please

Audiophile Books
The VTL Tube Boat Man«

12 95

Good Sound Laura Dearbom

12 95

The Good CD Glee

>90

17 95

Me Wood &Het RC

.ienson

ento
'44

795

exclusive, superior, choice,
and anywhere in the world.
POWER STRIPS

RAM Vacuum Tubes

Reference Video
Standard Laser Disc

Last longer, sound better then
original tubes Complete sets
Counmrpom
SA1000

vet0 61 «to aP0

Reference
LD-101
Clean up your power!

Protection and better sound.
Tripplite "ISOBAR" Lino Filters
ISOBAR-4-220 4outlet. 220/240v
ISOBAR-6 6outlet. 3-stage Memo
ISOBAR-8 8outlet. 4-stage filtering
ISOBAR 113R-12 1'2 oulle! 2-stage

4

0

Video Calibration
Laser Disc

49 95

SA 12

69 95

SA20

12995
55 00

Stereo 70
ARC SP%

Sota
Clamp

19a 95
11995

Sota Mat
Simko Acrylic

«A» Mod2

Co
49 95

Demme «Am Labs
Ana
Tempest
CAT St..1

4995
12505
129 %

Conrad Johnson

Fluxbuster FB -1

PV2 (5 6

6995

PV3
PV4

39 95
49 95

PV5

9995

tow

PV8
PV9
%mere

seas

99 95
149 95
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Erratum

Basic owner who asks for them. 1would like

In the June issue, on p.162, aline of type was

to stress that there is absolutely no sonic differ-

inadvertently left out of Larry Greenhill's Mark
Levinson No.27 review The relevant sentence

ence between them.

should have read: "Recently, critics have been

the phase difference between the channels.

more positive about Levinson, while the audio
community has seen other companies exceed
Levinson prices."

The Theta, by design, has no phase difference
between the channels out to beyond 20kHz.

Theta DSPro Basic D/A converter
Editor:
Thank you. Robert Harley's words have put a
smile on our lips and asong in our hearts.
May Imention one more reason Michael
should feel free to get aDSPro Basic now? Since
Theta's computer is controlled by programming on apair of removable ROM chips, it has

The other item that we are puzzled about is

Apparently there was aproblem in the measured unit causing one channel to lag the other
by two output samples. This could be explained
if the unit had been zapped by astatic discharge
(such as what you feel on adoorknob on adry
day), which can only be corrected by unplugging the unit and repowering it. This is also the
probable cause of the "thump" phenomenon
referred to in the article This occurs rarely and
only in times of very dry weather.

no inherent "sound" of its own. In the future,

Mike Moffat
Theta Digital Corp.

Theta will offer replacement ROM chips with
improved sound and performance.
With digital processors coming on the scene
like mushrooms on adamp morning, it is good

Wadia X-32 DIA converter

to differentiate, especially since they're all

Wadia was asked in footnote 6to Robert Har-

Editor:

crowding around saying "updateable." With all

ley's review of the Wadia X-32 to respond to

but Theta and just two other companies, such

JAs point that "the type of linear-phase impulse

ROM upgrades are not possible. Theta's repro-

response characteristic of conventional 'brick-

grammability makes it an investment with a
brighter future.
Neil Sinclair

wall' low-pass digital filters, which ‘
1
Iladia states
in their advertising to feature spurious 'inter-

Theta Digital Corp.

transient' ringing, is according to the textbooks actually the exact sine x/x impulse re-

Thank you very much for acomplete techni-

sponse required to accurately reconstruct an

cal, as well as subjective, review. Although

analog waveform from aregularly spaced (in
time) series of instantaneous voltage samples."

Theta's priority is good sound, we are committed to producing products that measure as well
as they sound. We do not believe in a"Technicolor" approach that may sound "euphonic"
but is inaccurate and does not survive the test

Filters, including digital filters, are designed
to optimize various parameters such as flat frequency response, sharp stop-band cutoff, transient response, minimum passband ripple, etc

bench. The majority of your independent mea-

It is ageneral rule that as the frequency-domain

surements verify this. Iappreciate this oppor-

performance gets better, the instantaneous
time-domain performance gets worse. In an

tunity to comment on two issues.
First, regarding the R-DAT 48kHz decoding:

oversampled system, the filter must also do

Due to abug in the Motorola simulation soft-

interpolation. The traditional, status quo, con-

ware for the 56001 chip, the first master ROM

ventional approach in digital is to use asine x/x
decoder and go for abrickwall shape in the fre-

for the DSPre Basic and DSPro Basic would not
work at the 48kHz sampling rate Our software

quency domain. Under these conditions, the

engineer, Tom Lippiatt, found this bug and cor-

ripple must be there.

rected the ROM master so that the units would

True sine x/x is impossible to implement

indeed work at the 48kHz rate We subsequently

without access to infinity (in both negative and
positive time directions—Ed.). So, what is

managed to mislabel the original (bugged) and
revised master ROMs. We will provide free of
charge the proper ROMs to any registered Theta
Stereophile, August 1990

actually used in brickwall decoders is an approximation of sine x/x, atruncated and win191
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dowed version. Because of this, in the words
of one of our theoretical physicists, Dr. Robert

Magnum Dynalab Etude
FM tuner

Bradford, 'All bets are off."
It is "legal," in other words, to seek out alter-

Editor:
First, Iwould like to express our appreciation

native decoding algorithms that effectively

for the extensive and very reasonable review

address what Wadia believes to be some seri-

of our Etude FM tuner in this issue.

ous time-domain problems with truncated and
windowed sine x/x.

It is heartening to note that, like DAS, LG has
an appreciation of reception aids, in particular FM antennas that present good value.
However, we felt dismayed at LG's giving

Two camps have formed—sine x/x vs timedomain—and each is lashing out at the other
with religious zeal. The sine x/x people do

such credence to "high parts count" as an oper-

great on frequency-domain tests such as flat

ative means of determining atuner's relative

frequency response, out-of-band rejection,
two-tone tests, etc., but they can not present

worth. Put simply, if there were more features,

asimple impulse (a change in level for one sam-

there would have been more parts inside the
Etude. However, LG's reference to the Etude's

ple period) without ringing, nor can they re-

such as a'scope and adigital control system,

produce asimple lkHz squarewave (the top is
grossly contaminated with ripple). We, the
time-domain people, can reconstruct anear-

as equally efficient for the task of providing

perfect impulse (see fig.2 in the review) and a

quality FM reception.

decent squarewave (see fig.4) (a ripple of Gibb's
phenomenon before and after each transition

One fact not widely known among the audio
community in general is that, being apiece of

is seen as "good" ripple by both camps), but
we show up as being clearly non-brickwall on

radio-frequency gear, the circuitry is much
more critical in terms of components used,

all of the frequency-domain tests. So it boils

their lead lengths, their placement on the board

"spartan interior" as tending to "belie" its effectiveness seems to indemnify this type of design

down to specmanship. We have always clearly

...
even the path and width of the foil on the

stated that we do not emulate abrickwall fil-

circuit board is critical. Hence the need to size

ter in the frequency domain.

the board based on circuit design rather than

For those new to technical jargon, one of our
researchers offers this short discourse:
Ripple, ripple everywhere,
but not adrop to drink!
A Wadia mathematician named Dr. Naïve

have it fill the entire compartment.
LG referred to our point-to-point wiring as
a"surprisingly dense tangle." This wiring connects the main circuit board with a"hi-tech"
board that houses the controls on the front
panel. Extraneous radiation is dealt with by
turning it back on itself by twisting the wires.

("naïve" because he doesn't fully appreciate the
value of ripple in his music) was visiting the lab

To someone used to looking at the art boards

of Prof. Ripple (an apologist for sine x/x
decoding).

that comprise today's high-tech audio circuitry,
an RF board must be pretty much of aletdown.

"Don't you just love our impulse response?"

Perhaps Icould clarify what types of audio

exclaimed our host. "You really must do something to add some ripple to yours, it looks so

interconnects are used in Etude's audio circuitry. Kimber KCAG silver is available as an

plain."

option at $100 (MSL). The model reviewed by
LG was equipped with Kimber KCAG.

"Your squarewave looks like the hood of a
smashed-up car," said Naïve.

Also, the FT-101 has always had astereo

"Yes, indeed," said the Professor. "Digital

blend circuit. However, it functioned automat-

squarewaves look that way, you know. Only

ically by narrowing separation whenever the

analog squarewaves have flat tops. It's the way

signal dropped below full quieting in order to

it has to be Ripple adds so much high-frequency

negate multiplex noise. The Etude (and the FT-

detail to the music. It all adds together. Besides,

101A) now have astereo blend defeat switch
which allows the listener to decide whether a

Nyquist, Shannon, and Fourier were all ripplelovers, Iunderstand."

little noise is acceptable in order to have full

Naïve just shook his head and walked away.
Don Moses
Wadia Digital
Stereophile, August 1990

separation.
Finally, in LG's assessment of ease of use he
compared frequency synthesis (FS) and analog
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tuning. By now, most will have discovered that,

Bass Extension Modules (BEMs), Irequested

along with offering asmoother, warmer sound,

that SOTA either withdraw the product from

analog has infinite tuning. To the listener, this
means that infinite adjustment for separation

this review or wait until we could get the BEMs
into the picture.

and noise avoidance is always available. Also,

Unfortunately, this did not happen, and now

an analog tuner's "on frequency" specifications
are more likely to be realistic. Why? Because

we must deal with the review at hand. Hope-

afrequency-synthesis tuner is preset to agiven
frequency assignment in 100kHz steps, with
fine-tuning steps of 25 or 50kHz. Assuming the
FS tuner is dead on frequency and the FM station is within spec (±2kHz), it will provide a

fully we will get another shot, this time with
the BEMs.
OK, now to the meat of the response.
We feel the initial comparison to the WATT
is most appropriate, as we set out to build a
speaker along the same principles; ie, amini-

very good tuning medium and its specifications will be valid. However, if either the tuner

monitor which covers the 70Hz- 15kHz range

or the station, or both, are off-frequency, the
fine tuning may or may not help. If not, distor-

coupled with agood subwoofer to complement its relatively shallow bottom end. We

tion will rise and separation will narrow. As an
example one out-of-the-box FS tuner showed
an inordinately high level of distortion when

with utmost transparency which can then be

have always had the intention of mating the
Panoramas with asuitable subwoofer, and for
the most part listen to them paired up with the

tested with our generator, which was tuned in
beat with alocal station. However, when we

SOTA BEMs.

retuned our generator to the FS tuner, the dis-

of imaging and transparency: nearly everyone

tortion was quite acceptable.

we have talked to who has compared the two

The solution to such adilemma is, as you
might already have deduced, to call the FM sta-

has expressed apreference for the Panoramas,

tion and have them retune their frequency to
match that of the FS tuner (something that is

is therefore very puzzling to us that Tom didn't
like them enough to recommend them abit

not likely to happen).
In closing, may Ioffer our congratulations

more enthusiastically.
The only explanation we can find is that, in

for continuing to maintain the kind of balance
you have created in your editorial by allowing

with subwoofers, under which conditions they

the manufacturer to speak to his critics concur-

are truly excellent speakers, as are the Pano-

rently.
Many thanks.

M. C. (Marv) Southcott

ramas. Without subwoofers, the WATTs also
tend to sound rather thin, although they retain

Vice President, Magnum Dynalab

excellent transparency. It is our guess that Tom

We feel we have surpassed the WATT in terms

including people who already own WATTs. It

all probability, Tom has only heard the WATTs

may end up liking the Panoramas just as well

SOTA Panorama loudspeaker

or more if he can audition them with the BEMs

Editor:

or other suitable subwoofers.

There are comments in this review July 1990,

In the meantime, we would like to address

Vol.13 No.7], both positive and negative, that

several items we feel are noteworthy:

are right on target. We have only acouple of
major bones to pick with Tom Norton's subjec-

to be agood bit of Focal tweeter-bashing going

tive review, but we have many comments about
John Atkinson 's test methodology and interpretation of the measurements.
Tom Norton's taste in previous loudspeaker

1) The use of the Focal tweeter. There seems
on at Stereopbile, bashing which is not merited.
Yes, it has arising response and apeak at 16IcHz,
when measured on-axis, and yes, it can sound
abit tizzy at the extreme upper octave. But

reviews has seemed to gravitate heavily toward

there is areason for people like Wilson and us

systems that can deliver extended and gener-

to use this type tweeter even though it costs

ous bass, such as the B&W 801s he refers to at

more than twice as much as other "comparable" units, and that is that it reproduces the

the beginning of the review. When compared
to such systems, the Panoramas will admittedly

range between 2kHz and 14kHz with more

When Ifound out Tom would be reviewing

transparency, clarity, and impact than any other
unit we have evaluated. It does have a16kHz

the Panoramas alone without their companion

peak on-axis, mostly due to the rise in response

be shy in the bass range.

Stereophile, August 1990
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due to directivity of the driver (and asmall resonance), but it's fairly flat off-axis up to about

note that Tom said "sculpted in space," not

18kHz. It's asmall price to pay, especially if you
want that transparency in the midband. We

"etched." One implies abody, the other adelineation.

stand by our choice until something better
comes along.

so well. Among them:

2) The measurements shown were taken on
the axis directly in front of the system. They

a) Most systems have only one point (usually on the front axis) where the response is

tography. No, John, that ain't the reason. Please

There are many reasons our speakers image

closely correlate with our measurements at the

optimal. We strive for atime-coherent output

same points, but paint avery incomplete picture

at 15° to 45° on either side of the frontal axis

This is amajor issue because the Panoramas
are designed to produce the flattest response

so that we can get two symmetrical areas which

in the area between 15° and 45° off the horizontal axis. It is in this region that they measure

are time-corrected. This allows coherence
between the direct field and the reflected field,

best and sound best. These speakers are meant

which contributes mightily to the holographic
image.

to reproduce afairly uniform power input into
the room, and will tend to sound and measure

b) Time correction provides minimum
phase response through the 70Hz-61cHz range,

overbrigbt if they are toed in toward the listener. This is how they were evaluated, as de-

and it shows up on your MLSSA plots. We
worked our butts off to make this region as

scribed by ibm in the initial part of the review,

good as possible, and frankly feel abit nonplussed that an engineer of your caliber would

and we feel his comments reflect incorrect
positioning of the speakers.
We also feel you should have consulted us

completely overlook this factor and ascribe the
imaging to aresonance!

as to the best orientation of the speakers before
you started the review, and certainly before you

c) Suppression of resonances: Resonances
destroy imaging by drawing attention to the

undertook the measurements. We use test equip-

physical space where they are occurring. Your

ment which is comparable to the MLSSA, and

comments concerning the bass-mid driver res-

would have gladly assisted you with informa-

onance at 3700Hz are valid only for the on-axis

tion to extract the best from these speakers. We

location. The driver smooths out remarkably

are frustrated that you chose not to return Allen
Perkins's phone calls to try and help with this

between the 15° and 60° off-axis area, rolling
off with anicely controlled characteristic above

very important factor before publishing com-

2.5kHz. It's abit peaky on-axis, but its overall
smoothness and transparency more than make

ments and measurements that reflect nonoptimal performance Why didn't you communicate with us? Is there some editorial rule that
prohibits contact or discussion before areview
is completed?
In fact, most of the measurements you sent
us were taken near the very worst measuring
positions, and, if published, are likely to leave
the layman with avery negative and incorrect

up for this flaw. By the way, Thiel uses a5"
driver, not a7" as we are. This is more than a
"slight difference."
4) Your comments concerning the choice of
afirst order in the filter networks are off-target
(or should we say off-axis?). We are not using
atraditional first-order network, but instead
are using the differing directivity and phase

impression of the system's true nature. This is

response of the drivers to correct for the box

unfair to us and your readers. If you are going
to publish technical data, please make sure you

lift due to the size and shape of the enclosure.

have agood understanding of where and what
to measure; otherwise, you run the risk of making harmful mistakes.
3) Reasons for the imaging being as good as
it is: We are pleased that Tom picked up on the
superior imaging of the Panoramas. We are not
pleased that John Atkinson chose to attribute
the imaging of this system to aresonance and

In effect, this network compensates for the box
lift by creating amild "suckout" in one region
and an additive response in another. By properly tailoring these characteristics to those of
the box, we end up with good performance
on-axis and superior performance off-axis.
As we noted earlier, the intent with this design is to provide passable on-axis performance
and excellent 15-60° off-axis performance. It

then drew an irrelevant analogy to ablack-and-

is this controlled directivity that helps give the

white static development process used in pho-

Panorama the boxless quality and superior

Stereophile, August 1990
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imaging Tom alluded to in his part of the review.

speaker's peaky on-axis treble due botb to the

In sum, while Tom picked up on the imag-

woofer resonance and to the tweeter's rising

ing and transparency virtues of this system, we
believe he auditioned them in anon-optimal

on-axis response will smoothen as the listener
moves to its side meaning that the Panorama

situation and got less than optimal results. We

should sound more neutral when not toed-in

hope we can get Sterrophile to look at the Pan-

to the listening position. Iaccept that my mea-

oramas again, this time with subwoofers, and

surements offered in support of TJN 's review

feel confident that the response will be much

did not explore this aspect of the speaker's

more favorable when the bottom end is there.

behavior; so upon receiving Mr Caldwell 's let-

Under correct circumstances, we feel there

ter Icarried out aset of FFT-derived, quasi-

is nothing out there that can match the Pano-

anecboic response measurements in order to

ramas for sheer lifelike transparency, imaging,

examine the Panorama's lateral off-axis be-

and overall sense of being there.

havior The results are shown in fig.!: the rear-

We urge you to judge for yourself. Thank
you.

Jack Caldwell

most plot shows the response 48" away on the
speaker's optimum axis directly in front,

SOTA

which is the first-arrival sound perceived witb

As! bave said in previous issues of the mag-

the speakers correctly tilted back on their

azine Ido not like responding to letters from

stands and toed-in to the listening position.

manufacturers in this section of the magazine.

The next four plots are; in order the responses

My writers and Ihave bad our say in the re-

48" away on axes 15°, 22.5°, 30°, and 45°

views; ibis is the place wbere manufacturers

awayfrom thefirst. In effect, these show bow

and designers can say whatever they like in

(be treble/midrange balance of the Panorama

rebuttal or support of tbose reviews.
Wben it comes to misstated or misinter-

will cbange as the speaker is rotated away
from the listening position, the final, front-

preted matters offact, however !feel Imust

most plot at 45° actually representing aslight

put (be record straight: wben Mr Caldwell

amount of toe-away from the listening posi-

states (bat "The measurements shown fin the

tion with atypical included angle between the

review' were taken on the axis directly in front

speakers of 60° -75° .

of the system ...
[and] are likely to leave the

It can be seen from thisjigure that the Pano-

layman with a very negative and incorrect

rama's midrange and high treble do indeed

impression of the system's true nature," be is

become morellat as the listener gets more off-

not completely correct. My fig.2 in the review

axis— TIN noted (be speaker's "open, rela-

showed the different responses that could be

tively uncolored" sound, and that the woofer

obtainedfrom the Panorama on three differ-

resonances (the twin peaks around 4kHz)also

ent vertical listening axes: on an axe directly

get somewbat lower in level. In addition, cu-

in front of (be drive-units and midway be-

mulative spectral-decay analysis of the 30°

tween them; 15° above Me tweeter axis (ie,

off-axis impulse response shows that while (be

representing (be sound (bat would be per-

woofer resonance hasn't totally disappeared,

ceived by a listener standing in front of the

it now doesn't develop until some I5dB below

speaker); and on an axis level witb (be cabinet base, this representing the axis that I
understood to be intended by Mr Caldwell
and, as mentioned in the review, for which the
speaker has to be tilted back considerably.
With the exception offig. 5, which showed the
non-time-coherent impulse response on the
direct axis, andfig.10, which showed (bat there
was no difference in this response due to (be
speaker being measured at Santa Fe's altitude
rather tban at sea level, all tbe other curves
were taken on (bis optimum frontal axis. My
valuejudgments in (be text refer to the speaker
when measured on (bis axis.
Mr Caldwell, however does state (bat the
Stereophile, August 1990
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Fig.

1111:

el!

SOTA Panorama, family of lateral
anechoic response curves at 48"
(from rear to front): on optimum axis,
15° off-axis, 22.5° off-axis, 30° off-axis,
and 45° off-axis
I
9,)

î

Itaseter 16.61/6 111. Mom

the reference level. Though asignificant and
presumably audible lack of energy in the
crossover region remains, the direct sound of

160.0

the speaker will become more neutral as the
speakers are listened to significantly off-axis.
Iagree, therefore, that toeing-in the Pano-

1000 .0
I.. 1.6666/ -

ramas to the listening seat is, indeed, suboptimal, and my contribution to the review was
atfault in not emphasizing thisfact. My apologies to SOTA and to Mr Caldwell for this
omission.
Imust point out, however; that thefact that

OM». y

-61.5217 ,• • SZ37.92611 1591

Fig.2 SOTA Panorama, departure from
minimum-phase behavior on
optimum vertical axis, 30° to the side
to be minimum-phase but unflat in amplitude

one axis can be found where the speaker

response as the Panorama clearly is, only gets

sounds relatively neutral does not in itself

halfway to the desired goal.

mean that the measured excesses of energy in

Inote with interest that in bis recent review

the mid- and high-treble regions on other axes

of the Panorama in Sounds Like. .., reviewer

will not make their subjective presence felt.

Art Dudley pretty much agreed with Ibm Nor-

The ear integrates the direct soundfrom apair

ton regarding the speaker's tonal signature

of loudspeakers with the reverberant sound-

when listened to on its optimum axis, atonal

field in the room, and the exact degree to which

signature that I
felt my measurements in the

either contributes to the perceived tonal bal-

review to alarge extent explained. Ido accept,

ance is dependent both on bowfar away the
listener sitsfrom the loudspeakers and on such

however; that the addition of a subwoofer
changes everything—what may be unaccept-

matters as bow absorptive are the walls, floor

ably peaky bigbs with a minimonitor could

and ceiling. Even with the speakers positioned

metamorphose into asubjectively acceptable

optimally, TIN stillfelt the Panoramas to bave

degree of HF "air" and -detail" when bal-

asomewhat peaky treble. This was revealed

anced by an extended and powerful bass—

in myfig.4 in the review, which represents the

and both 7bm Norton and Ilook forward to

overall y
3-octave response in-room at the lis-

bearing apair of Panoramas used witb their

tening position, spatially averaged to remove

matching Bass Extension Modules.

—JA

the effect of low-frequency standing waves. (I
bave found that this measurement nicely
reflects the degree to which the ear integrates
direct and reverberant soundfielcis in moms

Clear Image, AudioPrism, &
CD Stoplight
Editor:

where the listener sits so as to get a roughly

We would like to thank Bob Harley and Stereo-

50:50 mix of both.)

pbile for Bob's thought-provoking article on

Regarding the loudspeaker's near-minimum-

CD tweak products and digital audio in the May

phase cbaracter below 7kHz, Idid mention

issue ("CD Jitter, Errors, & Magic"). It's refresh-

this in my contribution to TJN's review, along

ing to read areviewer who has such good tech-

with the superb soundstaging (wbicb Icer-

nical insight. We certainly appreciate the excel-

tainly didn't mean to ascribe totally to the

lent comments about CD Stoplight; we have

presence of the strong woofer resonant mode

great hopes that CD Stoplight will cause arevo-

just above crossover). Inote that, as suggested

lution in the way engineers and designers think

by Mr Caldwell, this minimum-phase condition also applies to the off-axis responses I

about the possible imperfections in all forms
of digital audio. We are confident that the ana-

refer to above. Fig.2 shows that measured on

log attributes of digital audio signals (risetime,

the optimum vertical axis but 317 to the epeakers'

falltime, noise, jitter, overshoot, and ringing and

side: the departure stays within +0, -55°

their modulating effects on DIA converters)

between 300Hz and 10kHz (tbe cursor posi-

will ultimately be found to cause many of the

tion shows adeparture of -54.5° at 5240Hz),

displeasing effects of digital-audio. As the article

which is excellent. However; wbile Ibave also

so clearly showed, error concealment in a
modern-day player is hardly the source of the

found adegree of correspondence between this
characteristic and accurate portrayal of the
soundstage I
feel personally tbatfor aspeaker
200

problem.
Digital jitter, however, and some of its side
Stereophile, August 1990

effects, are problems. Several manufacturers

almost didn't test it on our modified Sony 608

have spent agreat deal of time and money developing digital de-Witching circuits, better
servo circuits, low-noise phase-locked loop

and X7 CD players because they both have
quite effective de-glitching circuits and our
engineering judgment expected "bits is bits"

circuits, and ICs to reduce digital jitter before

after de-Witching. One more time, our audio-

the D/A converters. Some simple math shows

phile judgment caused us to listen and try to

just how sensitive the problem can be. At
44.1kHz atiming error of 346ps (picoseconds)

explain in engineering terms what we were
hearing. At first we even thought we might be

is approximately equivalent to aone-bit error

affecting mechanical vibrations because CD

while clocking the most significant bit of a16bit D/A converter (Is (44,000 x65,536)). For

ringing of the disc, but when we ran tests on

an 18-bit converter, 86ps is approximately
equivalent to a 1-bit error. The draft "AES

even sanded!) on the edges, we knew the phe-

Recommended Practice for Digital Audio Engineering Synchronization of Digital Audio

nomenon was caused by light. Over ayear ago,
we had tested the effects of anew Sims damp-

Stoplight is heavy enough to slightly reduce the
CDs that had only been chemically etched (or

Equipment in Studio Operations" states, in

ing ring on the analog output of aPhilips 960

paragraph 6.2.1.2: "Clock jitter, sample to sam-

player with an HP spectrum analyzer at aPacific

ple, should ideally as a target be less than
±0.1ns [100ps] per sample clock period so as

Northwest Audio Society meeting. It was easy

to provide a satisfactory limit to the noise

when the rings were balanced. This was our

to show a3-5dB lowering of the noise floor

modulation introduced into the program mate-

first clue (besides our ears) that all was not well

rial. This figure refers to 16-bit-per-sample conversion systems and should be scaled appropri-

with the "bits is bits" theory.
The possibility for noise and interference

ately for higher resolution systems." This
suggests the jitter in an 18-bit system be less
than 25ps, an incredibly low figure.

and power-supply circuitry of aCD player is
immense Anything that can improve the signal/

During the development of CD Stoplight,

noise ratio or stability of the circuits has the

measuring the reduction of this digital noise

potential of improving the sound. Our expe-

modulation on the analog output of the D/A
converter was the key test we used to confirm
that we were not just hearing things. Our testing goal was to improve the signal/noise ratio
of the recovered audio as much as possible.
Our listening goal was to remove as much electronic harshness from the music as we could.
Retrieving the data from adisc spinning at

from the digital control, processing, display,

rience is that reduction in outside interference
or noise from powerlines, other supplies, vibration, ground loops, or electromagnetic radiation improves the soundstage and clarity. This
is the fundamental reason why devices on the
market used to clamp, damp, or otherwise vibration-isolate CD players tend to be effective.
The same is true for line-voltage isolation.

afew hundred rpm (and possibly out-of-round
by nearly 1000 track widths-300µm) can re-

timing errors tend to be audible because the ear

sult in hundreds of nanoseconds of jitter or
more Eliminating this jitter before the D/A con-

hum and buzz is the best example that has been

Subtle improvements in digital noise and
is very sensitive to correlated noise (line-related

verter is clocked must occur to recreate the

with us the longest), but the ear is very toler-

encoded sound without digital noise-modulation sidebands. Of course, as the article indi-

ant of thermal (Johnson) noise, white noise, or

cated, the sound encoded must also have had
very low jitter during the A/D, mastering, and

CD players over the years has shown avariety

other uncorrelated noise. Spectral analysis of
of unmusical spectral lines ("spurs" to RF engi-

manufacturing processes. With adequate memory, the proper timing, and adequate isolation,

neers), both in and outside the audio band.

it is possible to nullify the effects of digital jitter,
but the solution is difficult, costly, and not prac-

in energy to be significant. These spectral lines
were even worse with some of the first test CDs

tical for most CD players or digital systems.
For us, the most startling aspect of CD Stop-

because these CDs often used frequencies that

light is that it is audible on every player and sys-

They are normally dismissed as being too small

exactly divided into 44.1kHz or one of the harmonics of 44.1kHz, thereby causing aliasing.

tem combination we have heard. During Clear

Engineers quickly developed test CDs with fre-

Image Audio's development of CD Stoplight we

quencies that did not alias, therefore producing

Stereophile, August 1990
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EXPOSE
YOURSELF
to all of the speakers you've always wanted
to audition, now under one roof.

APOGEE Sonically and visually stunning ribbon
speakers. Frequent "best sound at show - awards;
available in decorator finishes.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary baffleless designs;
openness and imaging comparable to planar
speakers. Superb values, outperforming
competitors twice their price.
FRIED Classic musical, phase-coherent
loudspeakers both large and small. Transmission
line loading for tremendous bass impact without
subwoofers.

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY Innovative,
highly reliable push-pull planar magnetic systems
acclaimed by The Absolute Sound, IAR and
Stereophile. Upper range clarity that surpasses
even electrostatic designs.
JSE Patented Infinite Slope crossovers eliminate
driver interference. Phase coherence assures
proper harmonic structure, lifetime warranty.
PRECISE New, highly musical loudspeakers
designed by Keith Johnson. The Absolute Sound
awarded the Precise I0**.

Come listen and compare these world class loudspeakers on some of the best associated
components available. Then choose the one most suited to your listening requirements.
Apogee• Ariston •Audioquest •BEL •B8i K•British Fidelity •Cary •Counterpoint •Eminent Technology
Forte •Fried •Fostex •Jamo •isE •Kimber Kabie •Kiseki •Khyrie •Magnum Dynalab •Melos •Meridian •MIT
Mod Squad •Monster Cable/Alpha •Musical Concepts •Nitty Gritty •Onix •Ortofon •Precise •Premier
PS Aude •Ratel •Rowland Research •SME •Sonographe •Sony ES •Sota •Stax •Systemdek •Talisman Alchemist
Target •Tube Traps •Van Den Hul •Vandersteen •Vendetta Research •Wharfedale

AUDIO NEXUS

33 Union Place, Summit, NI 0790I—We Ship Anywhere

201-277-0333
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better tests. Music is not always so kind, though,
and many digital artifacts are audible because

the label and price tag, and happily went home
with his MIT or Monster whatever, pleased to

of aliasing, jitter, and other conversion errors
that correlate with the digital signals roaming

have purchased top-shelf product and to have
relegated the zipcord to the workshop.

around the inside of aCD player. A true con-

Finally, many serious listeners (and even

tinuous sweep from 20Hz to 20kHz will produce audible "birdies" or other artifacts in
most CD players.

magazines!—thanks for the format change to
the cable section in "Recommended Components") are beginning to discover that the

Much of the testing for CD Stoplight was
done with atest signal that aliased with the

exotic, rave-reviewed cable they just brought
home sounds mediocre in their own systems.

clock frequency. This test signal revealed subtle

Meanwhile, the number of design approaches

differences between players and disc treatments. Testing of various compounds with a

and noteworthy products has ballooned, many
from small manufacturers with limited distri-

Fourier analyzer, alaser, and our ears produced

bution, and the cable shopper's core dilemma

excellent correlation between the testing meth-

becomes, bow can one system- match cables

ods. We developed aproduct with the best

without access to the cables themselvesfor in-

absorption of infrared light we could find (it

home comparison?

"should" have been black, but we found no
perfect blacks, and the visible color by itself

more than one or two entry-level cable lines,

is not important to the infrared laser).
Eventually, we believe that CDs will be manufactured with infrared absorbing ink, paint,
or epoxy coatings on the top and sides, better
plastic better balance, and their data tracks perfectly centered on the hole Until then, we suggest Stereopbile readers center their damping

A rational high-end shop just can't carry
and at most ahandful of "exotic" cables (because of the limited size of any local market).
That's why we established aconsumer-direct,
nationwide cable distribution service, with
demonstrators of nearly every cable (the "Cable Library") available for shipment to even the
most remote audiophile to undertake exactly

rings, vibration- and line-isolate their players,

that hands-on, in-home comparison that Larry's

coat their CD edges with CD Stoplight, and listen to the music.

cal dream.

Best regards and thank you,

column implies is still some sort of impractiWith the service carrying all brands, there

William Rasnake
Clear Image Audio

is no reason to play favorites, though the experience of other consumers with the same

Victor Tiscareno

equipment can help narrow the extraordinarily

AudioPrism

wide range of available choices.
Larry is spot on with his comment about an

Cable Company cables
Editor:

inexpensive product using one design approach
par,sibly sounding better in agiven system than

While many of Larry Archibald's comments in
the April 1990 "Final Word" column dealing

amuch more expensive product using adifferent design approach. Iwould contend, how-

with the myth-ridden world of specialty audio

ever, that within product lines, the more expensive products usually do perform better

cables were useful, that column as awhole
seems overly grim and alittle out of date in this

than the less expensive products from the same

Spring of 1990. In fact, Iwould argue that

design family, if that design works well in the

things have never been better for the serious

given system. Whether the more expensive

audiophile interested in optimizing [his or her]

product is worth the incremental cost is, once

music system through cable matching.
The evolution of the specialty cable business

again, something that can only be determined

can be broken into three phases. First came the

cables in one's own system.

through comparative listening to the different

pioneers beating adrum and insisting to the

We don't just push expensive products, but

skeptical masses (like me) that cables mattered.

we do encourage our customers not to unreasonably limit their trial choices by price. How

Next, as audiophiles came to generally agree
that cables made adifference came the growth

can you evaluate price vs performance before

of what are now the industry giants (in asmall

evaluating performance? Cable optimization

pond ...
). The high-end consumer bought by

should lead to dramatically better system per-
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WE

PROUDLY

REPRESENT:

Audio Prism Antennas •Audioquest •Barzilay Furniture •Castle
Acoustics • Barco HDTV • Criterion Laserdiscs • Counterparts
Dahlquist Speakers • Eminent Technology • Energy • Elite by
Pioneer • ESM • Fosgate Surround • Hafler • LCD Laserdiscs
Lexicon • Digital Surround • Luxman • McIntosh Electronics
McIntosh Loudspeakers

• MAS Musicable

• Maple Knoll

Turntables • Nitty Gritty • Pioneer Video • Proton • Rockustics
Straightwire •Interconnects &Speaker Cable •Sumiko •Sonrise
Furniture • Sony Video • Sennheiser • Talisman Cartridges
Target Speaker Stands • Tweek Contact Enhancer • Velodyne
Custom Installation
Satellite Installation
Repairs
Laserdisc Sales & Rentals

(215) 790-1300
(800) 545-5150

0).TUrSQ1 in
1708 Locust St., Philadelphia, PA

THE DIFFERENCES ARE NOT SUBTLE
Amplifiers
VTL
VTL
VTL
VTL
VTL

50/50
100
120
300
500

VTL

$1095
$2650 pr
$3300 pr
$4900 pr
$8000 pr

Mono 300
$4900 pr.
FREE 30 DAY

Preomplifters
DELUXE-mm
UTLIMATE-mm

HOME TRIAL

$1050
$3050

Buy any VTL
product. Listen

Compare sonically to Audio Research, Levinson, or Krell. We think VTL offers
superior resolution, sound stage, and anatural sense of realism -at about half
the price! You really have to hear them for yourself.
Authorized Dealer for — Acoustat, UK, conrad Johnson, Grado, Kimber,
Motif, Sota, Sonographe, Synthesis, SME, Sony, Tara Labs, Velodyne, VTL.

To order call: 1-800-223-3020 (outside CA)
or 1-408-559-4000 (collect -in CA)
No

We cannot chop VTLItyoullvemesn 25 miss of an euthcezed VTL

Dealer

204

391 San Antonio Rd., Min. View, CA 94040

and compare for
30 full days. If
you don't think
its the finest
amplifier you've
ever heard —
just return it to
Sound Goods
for a cheerful
refund.
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formance (otherwise, as Larry says, don't buy),

end cable rip-offs, but Ithink Stereopbile should

and Iwould agree with him that the first step

share the larger part of the blame.

must be finding the right design approach for
your system.
So why so glum? In this segment of the in-

companies and dealers not to respond to what
the high-end media rewards. Stereopbile has

Ido not think it is fair to expect audio-cable

dustry, both for consumers and clever designnot only shunned the responsibility to their
ers, things have never been better. (I wish I readers, but, on the contrary, they have acted
could say the same for LP availability, but that's
as acatalyst, virtually demanding that audioanother story.)
Robert Stein
cable suppliers use ridiculous gimmicks and
The Cable Company, Upper Black Eddy, PA

ridiculous prices if they want some hot ink.
Ihope the day will come when Stereopbile

Esoteric Audio cables

becomes aconsumer publication that puts the

Editor:

consumer's interest ahead of its own rhetoric.
Jerry Awbrey

Iwas shocked to read Larry Archibald's column
"The Final Word" in the April issue of Ste-

President, Esoteric Audio USA, Inc.

reopbile.
Icould not believe that someone at Stereo-

Altec Lansing advertising

pbile would have the guts to assume respon-

Editor:

sibility for contributing to consumer cable rip-

Ihave just read [Ken Nelson's] May 22 letter urg-

offs. However, we are glad, as this is of major

ing us to consider advertising in Stereopbile.

concern to us.

Iunderstand that your business is to try to en-

Many high-priced cables which have been
glorified by Stereopbile have absolutely ridic-

courage potential advertisers to consider this
publication, and Ialso confirm that you con-

ulous markups. Iwonder how aconsumer

tinue to write me in this regard.

must feel to find out his $500 to $2000 cable

Ithink it is only fair to remind you that we

purchase is actually just a$50 cable. And how

have decided as apolicy matter that we do not

he must feel when areviewer changes his mind
and decides the cable has changed from glori-

consider Stereopbile apublication to be included among those in which our company

ous to mediocre—after he made the purchase.

advertises. We and our agency are experienced

As the only US audio-cable company that

[enough] to know and respect the separation
between advertising and editorial. We are, how-

manufactures cable, we can say with authority
that no high-end cable designs merit these ripoff prices, not even the ones we manufacture

ever, completely flabbergasted at what we have
always considered to be unfair and incredibly

as our own brand. The truth is, many so-called

insensitive attitudes among everyone connected

exotic cables are not exotic at all. In fact, the

with the publication toward Altec-Lansing.

lack of detail is astounding, particularly in the

Iam sure you know there are many places

area of poor-quality terminations and cheap

for us to spend our advertising dollars. Among

connectors. This is not audiophile. This is down

the criteria we use to decide upon which magazines will be favored with those advertising

and dirty. So why isn't the price $25 to $50?
Unfortunately, the primary concern of most
suppliers of audio cables is having aproduct

dollars are included such conditions as respect
for the publication, cooperation between the

that is unique or has agimmick that no other

publication and our company, and mutually

product has. Of even more concern is that, in
most cases, these suppliers are even willing to

responsible attitudes toward cooperation be-

accept an inferior element provided an inter-

tween the advertiser and the publication. As
everyone connected with Stereopbile has

esting sales story can be built around that

dearly demonstrated, this book fails among the

uniqueness. They know that this is the stuff

listed criteria.

great reviews are made of. After the silly gim-

Fortunately for us, as badly as we have been
treated by Stereopbile, virtually every other
publication seems to like our products, enjoys

micks, add aridiculous price and you have the
attention of "Dick Who" reviewer, who's eager
to learn more without looking afresh-ink gift-

dealing with our company, and seems willing

horse in the mouth.
Ido agree that some audio-cable suppliers

to support our efforts to continue to be aleader

and dealers are partly responsible for the high-

President, Altec Lansing
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in the industry.

Edward Anchel
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ACCUPHASE • ADA
ADCOM • AKG
AUDIO PRISM
BANG & OLUFSEN
BRYSTON • CANTON
CHICAGO SPEAKER STANDS
CWD CABINETS
DENON
ESOTERIC AUDIO
KEF • KLIPSCH
LEXICON • LUXMAN
MADRIGAL
MARK LEVINSON
MARTIN-LOGAN
NAKAMICHI
NILES • OPTONICA VIDEO
PARSEC
PHANTOM ACOUSTICS
REVOX • RUSSOUND
SIGNET • SME
SOTA • STAX
SUMIKO • SYNETHESIS
TERK • THORENS
JVC VIDEO
PIONEER VIDEO
PROCEED
PROTON VIDEO
SONANCE • VELODYNE
VIDIKRON VIDEO

MARTIN LOGAN LOUDSPEAKERS
Martin-Logan electrostatic speakers have excited us
more than any loudspeaker in many, many years. From
the Sequel II, which is our best value, through the new
Monolith Ill which is-1 hate to use the word—"Awesome!" The CLSI1Martin-Logan is their only full range
electrostatic speaker with one driver and no crossover
Martin-Logan loudspeakers combine transparency,
visceral impact and the ability to let music come
through without adding much along the way. On top of
this, Martin-Logan speakers eliminate the "Ya Buts" of
electrostatics of the past. Concerns about fragility,
limited dispersion and lack of any bass just don't apply.
When you're ready we'll be here
For New England
Quality Sound Since 1928

Ile Musk Sox
58 Central Street *Wellesley• MA •02181
(617) 235-5100

YAMAHA VIDEO

For $269.00, noticeably better focus and clarity.
Try for 2
full weeks
at no risk.

"I did hear asignificant
improvement with
the Audio Express
unit over the raw
A/C outlets..."
Robert Harley, April 1990, (Vol. 73, No.4). Stereophile

Specifically designed for use in audio
systems, the Audio Express NoiseTrapper
provides superior isolation from line
noise, radio and mechanical interference,
and voltage irregularities (spikes, sags,
and oscillation.)
Try NoiseTrapper. The most effective,
economical way to improve your sound.

800-866-5575
AIMMIMM
lieffmeMe
el
F
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3800 North Lamar
Austin, TX 78756
FAX 512-323-5574
Service: 512-323-5575

NoiseTrapper
,

Now with afull two year parts and labor warranty,
Delivered for $269.00 (plus $8.95 UPS ground delivery).
We accept all maior credit cards
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As the initial paragraph of this letterfrom Mr
Ancbel implies, be was replying to asolicitation for advertising by our advertising repre-

AN ALTERNATIVE

sentation firm, Nelson & Associates. It is published here because Mr Anchel so perfectly
illustrates the policy that Stereophile does
not—and never will—have with respect to
advertisers.
First, acorrection offact. The only person
at Stereophile with "incredibly unfair and
insensitive attitudes" must be me; of our other
writers, onlyJ. Gordon Holt has revietved Altec
product. The most recent review, in Vol.9 No.
concerned one ofAltec's inexpensive speakers,
the 301, and his valuejudgment wasfavorable
enough to merit their requesting a reprint.
IGH also commented in print on the Bias 550
that Ieventually found less than satisfactory;
reporting on its press presentation in admittedly unfamiliar surroundings, JGH stated
that be liked what be beard.
Primarily, though, Stereophile does not
believe in "cooperation between the publication and the company" nor "mutually responsible cooperation between the advertiser and
the publication," except as it concerns correct
printing of and billing for; advertising. Many
manufacturers desire a relationship wbicb is
more cozy than ours,' but they must seek
reviews in other magazines in order tofind it.

Tired of dealing with the "high-end supermarkets?" Call me My name is Harry Maybrun
Ihave 18 years experience in the audio business and Ican give you straightforward advice
on the products Isell Ispecialize in selecting
products that offer exceptional performance at
very low prices, with emphasis on cables and

Stereophile gladly accepts the advertising of

analog record playing equipment Ialso send

manufacturers who wish their messages to

out a free newsletter loaded with monthly

reach our readers, and we seek out products
for review—from advertisers and nonadvertisers alike. All such products are
reviewed ON THEIR MERITS, with neither
advertisers nor non-advertisers receiving
treatment prejudiced in one direction or the

specials and information on my products So if
you're looking for new cables or equipment
call me before you buy and we'll talk You'll be
glad you did My phone number is 916-3451341 Iship anywhere in the world and accept
Visa, Mastercard and American Express
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR

other Our standard in reviewing products

Audioquest • Straightwire • Monster
Sota • SME • Premier • AR Turntable

concerns only what's best for you, the reader

Alpha Genesis • Grado Signature • Signet

not "cooperation" with any manufacturer

Alchemist • Kiseki • Talisman • Virtuoso

—LA
IFor an excellent description of the kind of "cooperation"
that Ithink Mr Anchel is implying, see Roben Harley's "Industry Update" report in July
No.7, p.49) from the recent
Washington M.'S Conference, where he quotes at length Larry
Klein, former Technical Editor of Stereo Review, talking in public about this very subject.
—JA

Sumiko • Nitty Gritty • Stax • B&K
Musical Concepts • Music Reference
Celestion • Taddeo • Harman Kardon
Sony • Standesign
JUST CALL

916-345-1341

1{C
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Mangrove Ave

Chico, CA 95926
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FRIED R/4

"Jem stone Audio introduces the FRIED R-4 loudspeaker. The
R-4 incorporates, for the first time, (Ill of the time proven
technology that has made FRIED loudspeakers outstanding
values for over 30 years. New proprietary drivers and CADdesigned crossovers provide ultra smooth response and improved dynamics. The midrange is terminated with atransmission line allowing the human voice and piano to have an
open, spacious, uncolored sound. The R/4's 10" poly woofer
is loaded with aCAD-designed line tunnel, delivering rich full
bass. The new I" high energy dome is detailed and smooth.
This is one of the only speakers we have heard that can do
justice to Pop, Rock, light and complex Jazz and Classical
music. As main speakers in aDolby surround system you can
feel the jets take off! Overall, this is one of the finest speakers
we have heard up to the $3,000/pr. price range. At $1195./pr.,
Compared to the KEF 104.2's, Vandersteen 3's and Thiel
CS2's, we feel the R/4 is atypical FRIED value." Call for
introductory R/4 prices.

J. E. Morris

FRIED NOW AVAILABLE U.P.S.
Contact Jemstone Audio! The FRIED Authority.
Si,Z11(11111

Send for price list/catalog and newsletter!

It

"The Loudspeaker you
have always wanted"

cuts tone

AUDIO

325 Grove Street
East Lansing, Michigan 48823
Ph. (517) 332-1230

Any Recording In Print
call 1-800-233-6357

CATALOG

Now you can shop from home for any CD. LP or Tape. Bose Express Music is the world's largest music catalog, with over 45.000 Classical, Jazz, Blues & Rock titles.
We carry the complete catalog

Subscription /Mail Order Form
Start the Updates &send Catalog ($6.00 yr.)
Send me the attached list of recordings (include artist,
title, &format — CD/CA/LP) Please include payment
+ $3,65 for ShiPoing & Handling

Check or

Credit Card

per order
Visa

MC

AMEX

EXP
II Name

of all the major labels plus independents and audiophile labels including: Chesky, Mobile Fidelity,
Sheffield, Dorian, Telarc, Harmonia
Mundi & others.
Send $6.00 (refundable on your
first record order from the Catalog)
for our 240 page 1990 Catalog plus
1year of Updates FREE, covering
new releases & specials. Includes
$50 in merchandise credits. Abso-

Address

lutely no obligation and no unrequested shipments.

City/State/Zip

Bose Express Music, 50 W 17th St., NY, NY 10011

u 1-800-233-6357

ST 7,

Special Offer
Order any title in Stereophile fo r
Sl3.99/CD.
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers Interested in selling Stereophile call (505) 982-2366.
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St
Stereo Plus
220 Market St
Tower Records
2525 Jones St
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St
San Jose
Paradise Sound
860 S Winchester
San 1.111$ Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
786 Higuera
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
612 N. Milpas
Mission Audio
215 W. Mission St
Santa Cruz
Cymbaline Records
1336 Brommer Street #9A
Santa Maria
Jeff Lynn Audio
5455 Explanada Ave
Santa Monica
Audio Shoppe
1322 2nd St, Ste 22B
Optimal Enchantment
522 Santa Monica (by appl.)
Shelley's Stereo
2212 Wilshire Blvd
Sausalito
Music by Design
107 Caledonia St
Sherman Oaks
Tower Records
Classical Annex
14623 Ventura Blvd
Simi Valley
House of Audio/Video
1970-4 Sequoia
Stockton
Private Line
Home Entertainment
88 W. Castle St
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Upland
Palm Springs
Audio Haven
David Rutledge Audio
1937 W. 11th St
675 N. Palm Canyon Dr
Van Nuys
Palo Atto
Audio Den
Audible Difference
15600 Roscoe Blvd
805 El Camino Real
Venice
Western Audio Imports
Armadillo 8Company
4191 El Camino Real
928 California Ave
Pasadena
Walnut
GNP Showcase
Audio Best
1244 E. Colorado Blvd
2411 S. Joel Dr
Riverside
West Covina
SpeakerCraft
Protech Audio
3627 Merrill Ave
1312 Partner St
Sacramento
West Hollywood
Keith Yates Audio
Tower Records
24,40 Fulton Ave
Classical Annex
Neal 's Speakers 8Stereo
8840 W. Sunset Blvd
1728 Fulton Ave
Westminster
Paradyme Audio/Video
Audio Today
1720 Fulton Ave
14306 Beach Blvd
San Diego
Woodland Hills
Laser's Edge
Stereo Design
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd 20929 Ventura Blvd #24
Stereo Unlimited
Pads Audio
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
20037 Ventura Blvd
Wilson Audio Video
San Francisco
Entertainment
Harmony Audio Video
20044 Ventura Blvd
2238 RItmore

Encinitas
North County Stereo Vision
131 N. El Camino
Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fair Oaks
Pinkerton Audio
ALASKA
6716 Madison Ave. Ste 8
Anchorage
Fairfield
Shimeks
GSM Stereo Unlimited
405 E. Northern Lights Blvd 2020 N. Texas
ARIZONA
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
Mesa
18214 Dalton Ave
Hi -Fi Sales
810 W. Main St
Grass Valley
Ana
Buena Stereo
Phoenix
214 E. Main St
Sound Alternatives
4126 E. Lewis
Hollywood
World Book 8News
Tower Records
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
3949 E. Thomas Rd
Irvine
Scottsdale
Soundquest
Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way, Ste 1 4255 Campus Dr #116
Leucadia
Tucson
Music by the Sea
Wilson Audio Ltd.
542 N. Hwy 101
2903 E. Broadway
Los Angeles
ARKANSAS
Christopher Hansen Ltd.
Little Rock
646 N. Robertson
Creative Sight 8Sound
Paris Audio
400 N. Bowman, Ste 8-3
12401 Wilshire Blvd
Radio Active Sound
CALIFORNIA
1278 Westwood Blvd
Arroyo Grande
Mission Viejo
Central Coast Audio
Videolaser
123 W. Branch
28451 Marguedte Pkwy
Berkeley
Mountain View
DB Audio
Sound Goods
2573 Shattuck Ave
391 San Antonio Rd
Music Lovers
Newport Beach
1510 AWalnut St
Audio by Design
Tower Records
1000 Bristol St N.
Classical Annex
Oakland
2585 Telegraph Ave
Pro
Audio
Burlingame
383 40th St
Future Sound
Orange
1118 Burlingame Ave
Absolute Audio
Campbell
1232 N. Tustin
Sound Goods

ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 E. Samford Ave
Huntsville
Audio Video Lab
2801 Newby Rd SW

2627 S. Bascom Ave
Canoga Park
The Lasers Edge
22021 Sherman Way
Shelly's Stereo
6836 De Soto Ave
Upscale Audio
8381 Canoga Ave
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Claremont
Audio Basics
976 W. Foothill #139
Colma
Serra Stereo
4947 Junipero Serra
Gated
Zone Audio
7880 Old Redwood Hwy
Cupertino
Elite Electronics
201488 Stevens Creek Blvd
Dublin
Stereo Plus
6767 Dublin Blvd
Elba
Tower Records
23811 El Toro Rd
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COLORADO
Boulder
ADSystems Ltd.
2525 Arapahoe Ave
Listen Up
2034 E. Arapahoe
Cherry Creek
US. Tech
248 Detroit St
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #3
230 N. Tejon
The Sound Shop
528 S. Tejon
Denver
Listen Up
999 S. Logan
Sound Hounds
1575 S. Pearl
Fort Collins
Audio Junction
2727 S. College Ave
Sound Hounds
646 S. College
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W. 92nd Ave
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Danbury
Carston Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
New Haven
Take 5Audio
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Stereo Lab
140 Bank St
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Vern's Electronics
3259 N. Federal Hwy
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
29085 US 19
Coral Gables
Sound Advice
1222 S. Dixie Hwy
Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N. Federal Hwy
Sound Advice
4008 N. Federal Hwy
Fort Pierce
Sound Insights
2302 S. US 1
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd #10
Largo
Sound Creations
3690 E. Bay Dr, Suite E
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-8 E. New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S. Dixie Hwy
Sound Components
1536 S. Dixie Hwy

Pensacola
Audio Distinction
5710 N. Davis Highway #1
Pompano Beach
Stereo Shoppe
1650 N. Federal Highway
Tampa
Audio Visions
14306-F N. Dale Maybry
Audio Visions
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd
Sound Advice
1102 E. Fowler Ave
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Stereo Video Designs
6300 Powers Ferry Landing
Lilbum
Musical Designs Inc.
4462 Burns Rd
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
RossvIlle
Chattanooga Valley Audio
40 Cora Ann Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
HAWAII
Honolulu
The Audio Shoppe
300 S. Beretania #207
beer Records
611 Keeaumoku St
20/20 Stereo
660 Ala Moana Blvd
ILLINOIS
Barrington
Stereo Images of Barrington
2133-D W. NW Hwy
Champaign
August Systems
901 N. Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W. Church
Chicago
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N. Western Ave
Clark St Midwest Stereo
2806 N. Clark St
Funtech
4041 N. Milwaukee
Superior Audio Systems
83,3 N. Milwaukee
Victor's Stereo
8E. Ede St
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
Lansing
Audio Clinic
2River Pl
Lisle
Sound Choice
5328 RI 53
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd.
20 W. Jefferson St
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11-1E S
OUNDS OFMUSIC
I
NillEIR PUREST F
ORM
Exclusive South Florida 'Para Labs, Temporal
Continuum Dealer and Leading Distributor of.
3A
Ariston
ASC Tube Traps
Audioquest
Beyerdynamic
California Audio
Labs
Carver
Celestion
Chesky
Clear Image
Conrad-Johnson
Cyrus
Dorian
Energy
Epicure
Fosgate Surround
Hafler
Infinite Slope
Model 4by JSE

Infinite Slope
J.S.E.
JVC
Mission
Mod Squad
Pioneer
Proton Audio
Proton Video
Sonex

Sum iko SME
Sumo
Tara Labs Space Er
Time
Temporal
Continuum
Triad
Tice
VPI

[il In Florida

stereo
shoppe

1650 Nor h Federal Highway
Pompano Beach, FL 33062
Phone: (305)942-7074
Free Shipping Nationwide

CHESKY RECORDS JAll SAVPLER AND
AUDIOPHILE TEST COVPACT DISC VOL.
I
A Must For Any Serious Audiophile!

Chesky Records offers 45 minutes of music from its
heralded jazz series along with aunique group of tests
designed to help set up and evaluate your system and CD
player. Most of these tests have never before been
available, and all of these tests will help everyone from
music lovers to technical researchers realize their system's
potential.

"You Can Hear The Difference"
Chesky Records CDs, Audiophile LPs and Cassettes are available in Fine Audio and
Record Stores or By Direct Mail. Send Check or Money Order ($14.98 for CDs. $9.98 for
Cassettes and $16.98 for LPs) plus $2.00 postage and handling (add 81
4 % tax in New
/
York State) to:
CHESKY RECORDS Radio City Station, PO. Box 1268, New York, NY
CHE SKY

210

RECORDS

10101

Write for Mail Order Information. Dealer Inquiries Invited
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Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E. Beaufort
Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E. Arcadia
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Saint Charles
Audiophile St. Charles
411 S. 2nd St
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton St
Springfield
The King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Fort Wayne
Authentic Audio
3584 N. Wells
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N Keystone
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert
Marion
The Audio Room Ltd.
1426 Twixt Town Rd
KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
Wichita
Music, Inc.
3203 E. Douglas
Golden Stereo
5337 W. 94th Terrace
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd
LOUISIANA
Metairie
Audio Resource
3133 Edenbom Ave
New Orleans
Octave's
112 University PI
Tower Records
408 N. Peters St
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Playing by Ear
5615 Belair Rd
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Lane
Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd.
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ces
180 Stoneybrook CI
Laurel
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone Ltd.
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Absolutely Sound!
833 E. Rockville Pike

Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Silver Spring
OEM Audio
9330 Georgia Ave
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Tower Records
360 Newbury St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
0Audio
95 Vassar St
Looney Tunes II
1031 Massachusetts Ave
Dartmouth
Sound II
576 State Rd
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill Street
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
SKR Classical
539 E. Liberty
School Kids Records
523 E. Liberty
Bad Axe
Grewe Systems, Ltd.
112 S. Port Crescent
Birmingham
Almas HiFi Stereo
395 E. Maple
Dearborn
Almas HiFi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
East Detroit
Audio Illusions
17920 Ten Mile Road
East Lansing
Jemstone Audio
325 Grove Street
Farmington Hills
Almas HiFi Stereo
29401 Orchard Lake Rd
Ferndale
Hi -Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Mount Pleasant
Dr. Goodear's
Audio Parlor
100 Hiawatha Dr
Rochester
Audio Video System
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
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Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
St. Paul
House of High Fidelity
157 N. Snelling Ave
MISSOURI
Cape Girardeau
Stereo Salon
1424 N. Kings Highway
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc.
1131 S. Brentwood Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co
1341 S. Lindbergh, Ste 1
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Tiger Tech
1550 E. Tropicana Ave
Tower Records
4700 a Maryland Pkwy
Union Premiums
1325 E. Flamingo
Reno
High End Stereo
959 W. Moana Lane
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio
47-51 S Main St
NEW JERSEY
Chester
Professional Audio
Consultants
57 E. Main St
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 Rt 41
Englewood
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Ave
Hackettstown
Marcel Associates
57 Wood Duck Ct
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1. Rt 73
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
South Street Stereo
20 South St
Northfield
Sound Inc.
900 Tilton Rd
N. Plainfield
Stereo City
950 Highway 22E
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Sea Girt
Monmouth Stereo
2133 Hwy 35

Shrewsbury
Monmouth Stereo
450 Hwy 35
Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
1h:triton
Hal's Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Absolute Audio Store
1540 ATramway Blvd NE
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
130 W. Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd
Santa Fe Sight 8Sound
500 Montezuma, Ste 109
NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E Main St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front SI
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Colonie
Mom's Music Systems
1593 Central Ave
Canandaigua
Audio Nouveaux
71-73 S. Main St
Fairport
Fairport Soundworks
30 State St
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Clark Music in Albany
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Liverpool
Audio Excellence
4974 Alexis Dr
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy
Mamaroneck
Definitive Hi Fi
154 E. Boston Post Rd
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
15 S. Moger Ave
Nanuet
Eardrum Audio Video
148 E. fit 59
New York City
Electronic Workshop
10 E. 8th St

Lync Hi -Fi Inc.
1221 Lexington Ave
2005 Broadway
Park Audio
425 Park Avenue S.
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th Street
Tower Records
692 Broadway
1961 Broadway
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio
and Television
456 Waverly Ave
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Roslyn
Discriminating Ear
Harbour View Shoppes
1518 Old Northern Blvd
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc.
590 Central Park Ave
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons, fit 347
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Ede Blvd E.
Gordon Electronics
2739 Erie Blvd E.
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Ede Blvd E.
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 E. Post Rd
Lyric Hi Fi
146 E. Post Rd
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Charlotte
Higher Fidelity
1620 South Blvd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Ptnevilie
Higher Fidelity
10201 Rodney St
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
OHIO
Centerville
Stereo Showcase
1516 State R1725
Cincinnati
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
4582 Montgomery Way
Stereo Store
7842 Cooper Rd
Columbus
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Lane
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
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Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2626 Col Glen Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
229 N. Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
605 Hebron Rd
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
North Olmsted
Maximum Compact
28883 Lorain Rd
bledo
Jamiesons' Stereo
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrens-ville Rd
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N. May Ave
Tulsa
K-Labs Premium Audio
4715 East 41st St
OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St
PENNSYLVANIA
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr Stereo
1016 Lancaster Ave
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W. 26th Street
Hermitage
Sounds Good To Me
2481 E. State St
Philadelphia
All That Jazz
617 S. 24th St
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N. 3rd
Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
Sound Service Company
8010 Bustleton Ave
Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South St
Pittsburgh
Mook's Audio
3047 W. Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N. Market St
South Hampton
Classic Car-Tunes
1029 Street Rd
Willow Glove
Soundex
1103 Easton Rd
PUERTO RICO
Hato Rey
Nova Electronics
Guayama yPonce de Leon
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Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332-B Ave Jesus T Pinero

San Antonio
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd

RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St

UTAH
Ogden
The Hi FI Shop
2236 Washington Blvd
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
Le Disque
2146 S Highland Dr

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Sound Source
2516 E. North St

VERMONT
Burlington
Cdy Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St

VIRGINIA
TENNESSEE
Alexandria
Knoxville
Excalibur
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike Ste 900 323 5 Washington
Bailey's Crossroads
Memphis
Audio Buys
Underground Sound
5177 Leesburg Pike
2125 Central Ave
Skyline Mall
Nashville
Centerville
Nicholson's Stereo
Gifted Listener
115 19th Ave S.
5866 Old Centerville Rd
Tower Books
Danville
2400 West End Ave
Aeolian Products 8Svcs
215 Main St
TEXAS
Richmond
Amarillo
Audio Art
Sound Systems Ltd.
2215
Broad St
2502 Paramount
Audio Wealth
Austin
8047 W. Broad St
Audio Systems
Roanoke
3800 N. Lamar
Audiotronics
Cochran Corp
4235
Electric Rd
2830 Real St
Springfield
Marcum Electronics
Needle in aHaystack
6009 Burnet Rd
Springfield Mall
Beaumont
Virginia Beach
Beaumont Sound
Digital
Sound, Inc.
5925 Phelan
6519 College Park Sq
Dallas

Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
19020 Preston Rd
Preston Trail Audio
17194 Preston Rd #320
El Paso
Soundquest Inc.
6800 Gateway E 1D
Garland
MJM Audio
4125 Broadway
Houston
Audio Concepts
2203 Southwest Fwy
Esotenc Ear
13158 Veteran's Memorial
Pkwy
StereoWorks
12818 Ashford Knoll
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289 #13
McAllen
Videorama
1301 Pecan
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
Pampa
Barry's Audio 8Video
2545 Perryton Pkwy
Pampa Mall

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Northrup Way
Richland
Tin Ear
704-A Symons
Seattle
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Spokane
Hal's Stereo
W. 313 Sprague Avenue
Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe #2
11007 Bridgeport Way SW
WASHINGTON, DC
Needle in aHaystack
1990 KSt
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
WEST VIRGINIA
Beckley
Hi Fi Farm
1708 Harper Rd
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc
467 High St
WISCONSIN
Eau Claire
Elite Audio
1498 S. Hastings Way
Madison
High Performance Audio
402 S Park St

Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2551 8th St S
CANADA
National Distributor
DeWInton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RR1
ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
11017 8th St SW
Sounds of Music
220 7th Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd St
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlarn
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
KM Audio
1561 Pandosy St
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
The Sound Room
2803 W. Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S.
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St
ONTARIO
Brampton
Audio Concepts
8Strathearn Ave
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552 1
/ Upper James St
2
McMaster University
Bookstore
280 Main St W.
Thompsons Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Village Audio —Westdale
1059 King St W.. Unit 2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Phncess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St #3
Milton
Sound Man
629 Main St E.
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W 3
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave

Euphonics
687 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242'h Bank St
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N.
Rude
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Rd
Thomhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
American Sound
315 Spadina Ave
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E.
Executive Stereo
896 Queen St W.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
High End Audio
2216A Queen St E.
Stereo Factory
234 King St E.
Toronto Home of
Audiophile
150 Dundas St W.
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S
Windsor
Audio Two
324 Pelissier
Audio Venue
131 Park St
QUEBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St Zotique
Montreal
Cinaphonie Audio
6479 Beaubien East
Ouebec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Thombury, Victoria
Audio 0Imports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122
BERMUDA
Hamilton
M&M International Ltd
61 Church St
DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4, Blistrup
Copenhagen
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Aalborg
KT Radio
Noerregade 19-21
Aarhus
Cilfa Hi- Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
M.P. Bruunsgade 36
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HONG KONG
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001, Dina House
11 Duddell St
YK Audio
Room 201. Man Yee Bldg.
60 Des Voeux Rd

ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF, S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Audio Suite-Flair System
06-02 Da Jin Factory Bldg
362 Upper Paya Lebar Rd
Complex
112 E. Coast Rd

Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Berks
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade, Friar St

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Same Audio Elite
Padre JoIre, 22

WEST INDIES
Jamaica
Kingston
Dataline Equipment
8Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit

PERFORMANCE

THAILAND
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca, 55100
Sound and Music
Via Mazzarosa 125

Bangkok
Audio Suite
350/1-2 Petchaburi Rd
Focal (Thailand)
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajdamn Rd
Future Land
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathunmian, Rumpinee

MEXICO
Mexico DF 06600
Audiorama S.A.
Marsella 71

UNITED KINGDOM

NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Riinstraat 142-150

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
R Brin Ld
SydreyS

National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Glasgow G2
Music Room
221 St. Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Lane
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJLeisuresound Ltd.
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St. John's Hill

HAS ITS PRICE ... S399.95
The Reference Line Interface is the
premiere line stage for CD, Tuner,
Tape, Outboard Phono, etc., utilizing
our high-conductivity passive circuit
technology to achieve superb musical
accuracy and transparency. State-ofthe-art performance and value.
Inquire for Brochure & Closest Dealer
P.O. Bon 290M Davie. FI
N29 i01-i70- 1>x ,11

efflikegelenf-

Why Music Lovers
Buy from
Square Deal.
Square Deal auditions
rtually everything — but carries
only the best models of the best brands.
You get to choose from the cream of the crop!
A quiet expert is always on hand for your
inquiries or to take your order. Your major
credit card is welcome.
N

Square Deal
456 Waverly Avenue
Patchogue, New York 11772

(516) 475-1857
Others: 1800 332-5369
Local:

Since 1925. We must be doing something right.

ADS •AKG
Alphason •Apogee
Arcici •Ariston
B&O •B&W
Boston Acoustics
C.A.L. •Carver
Classe Audio •CWD
Dahlquist •Dual
Electro Companiet
JBL Pro Urei
Lexicon •Magnum
Mod Squad
Monster •NAD
Nakamichi
Onkyo •Ortofon
Sonographe
Sony ES
Straightviire
Sumo •Terk •Tice
Velodyne
&More!

AUDIO MART
RATES: Private, $.60 per word, $10 minimum on phone-in ads: Commercial, $1.75 per word, $70 minimum
on all commercial ads. PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card
only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505)983-9106. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear.

For Sale
NORTHEAST OHIO; HIGH-END audio finally comes
to Cleveland! The Sound Resource proudly represents:
MFA, SOTA, Quicicsilver, TDL, Cardas, Straight Wire,
Koetsu, Sumiko, SME, Target, and more. (216) 751 6363 EST
AUDIO BEST: LA, Orange, San Bernardino, California. Hot components: Celestion 3000, TARA Labs,
Counterpoint SA100/220, PS Digilink, Audible Illusions Modulus, Music Concepts, Mod Squad, Acoustu,
Spica Angelus, Beyer, Magnum, Fosgate, B&K, Superphon, Music Reference, Spectrum, Ratina, Sound-Lab,
Kinagetics subwoofer, Maplenoll, Systemdek, Grado,
Alphason, Garrott, Monster, Straight Wire, AudioQuest. (714)861-5413. Appt.
THE $250—$400 UPGRADE (for $119)! The Solid COlt
Technology Cormorant interconnect provides the
benefits of sonic neutrality in essentially all areas of
performance. If yours is an otherwise reasonably accurate system, replacing your current interconnect with
the Cormorant will most likely result in amarvelous
improvement in realism. Prove it during your 45-day
risk-free audition. Available with XLR connectors. Mr
shipping $4. Solid Core lèchnology, (407)842-7316
(FL)
ARE YOU A DO-IT-YOURSELFER? Do you want the
best sound possible from your audio system, including
your car system? Then write or call for Old Colony
Sound Lab's free high-end kits and parts catalog
featuring amps, preamps, crossovers, accessories, wire,
plugs, etc Everything you need to enhance your system. OCSL, PO. Box 2435, Peterborough, NH 03458,
(603)924-6371.
MINNESOTA AUDIO COMPONENTS of uncompromising quality: Bedini, Shahinian, Mrici, Well-Tempered, AudioPrism, Sumo, Rep, Kinergetics, Precision
Audio, Target, Sugden, Royd, van den Hul, Sumiko,
LAST, LPs and CDs, and more are at Audition Audio,
(612)331-3861, by appointment.
THROW OUT YOUR INTERCONNECTS—Ultra Resolution cables are more dynamic, detailed, extended,
and accurate. No filters or phony technology. $350,
Im pair, includes oversize WBT plugs. 30-day moneyback guarantee. American Hybrid Technology, 549

KRELL KMA 100Mk.2 power amps, $3450. Plus two
complimentary tickets to Hawaii or Bahamas. (800)
547-4891, Bruce orlon.
NEW REVOX B215-S CASSETTE DECK, $2250. Plus
two complimentary tickets to Hawaii or Bahamas.
(800)547-4891, Bruce orlon.
TWO 7-FOOT PAIR AUDIOQUEST Clear Hyperlitz,
$400. Prep. Pair or $700 both. Plus two complimentary tickets to Hawaii or Bahamas. (800) 547 4891,
Bruce orlon.
B&K MC-101 Sonata preamp and SP-140 amp, 6
months old, like new, original boxes, $1000. (212)
989-2434.
PHILIPS LHHI000 REFERENCE COMPACT DISC
player system, $3250; Philips DFA1000 Reference digital integrated amplifier, $2000. Both brand new in
sealed braces with warranties. Offers considered. (303)
722-8442.
THRESHOLD STASIS 3, mint, boxed with original
packing, $1000; APT 2preamp, $225; FR PRT3G transformer, new, $150. (305)534-5303.
ALEX BUYS/SELLS USED Cello, ARC, Levinson, Krell,
Threshold, C-J, Spectral, MIT etc CA, (415) 769-7891,
or Fax (415)521-3080.
THRESHOLD FET/TEN PHONO, silver, mint. Purchased 1/90. All papers and balance of 3-year warranty. $850. Michael, (708)357-0535 days.
MINT IN BOX: Beogram 4002 linear track turntable,
$800 new, will sacrifice $450 OBO or trade for McIntosh equipment. (208)322-6923.
MAGNEPLANAR 1.4, 6months old, as new with all
packing, etc, $825 OBO, shipping prepaid. Tim, (915)
856-4425.
SPECTRAL DMA-200, UtTEST, 9months old, $4800
OBO; MIT 750, 10', $300 OBO; MIT 330 Shotgun
interconnect, $275 080; Stax Lambda Pro headphones, $700 OBO. (203)635- 1627, 6- llpm EST
MUSIC REFERENCE RAI -9, six months old, 81750
080. (205)653-8361.

Centennial Ave, Renton, ha 08629. (609)599-3828.

ONE PAIR OHM WALSH 55, $2000, brand new, oak
veneer finish. Call (708)584-4866 between 9-9 CST

SOTA COSMOS, THRESHOLD, MARTIN-LOGAN,
Quicksilver, Sumiko, Klyne, MFA, sarA Siltech, Linacum, SME, Superphon, Atma -Sphere, Spica, Forte,
Philips, Rotel, BEL, Wadia, and more. Corner Audio

VELODYNE UL-15 SUBNFOOFER sysnEm, 3months
old, $1500; B&K ST-140, 6months old, 8350. (513)
859-8882, OH.

1204 NW Glisan, Ibrilass4 OR 97209. (
503) 227-1943.
EXCELLENT CONRAD-JOHNSON Premier 5 tube
mono amps. Flawless, $3950. Plus two complimentary round-trip tickets to Hawaii or Bahamas. (800)
547-4891, Bruce orlon.
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ARC CLASSIC 60 POWER AMP, $2100 firm. (407)
777-8403.
PREVENT THEFT WITH PROFESSIONAL security
decals. Send 95t per decal to PO. Box 1355, Sandy,
UT 84091-1355.
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THE AUDIO ENTHUSIAST is the only full-line Nes[movie dealer on the West Coast. We offer and demonstrate Nestorovic's three speaker systems, tube monoblock amplifiers, solid-state crossovec and fully passive
moving-coil network. We also carry PSE, Berning,
and Creek electronics, Melos and Klyne preamplifiers,
Essence and ProAc speakers, Merrill and Revolver turntables, Morch arms, Clearaudio arm and cartridges,
Garrott and Grado cartridges, Brasfield and Kinergetics
CD players, AudioQuest and Aural Symphonies interconnects and speaker cables, the Merrill Stable Table,
and much more. In Los Angeles, (213)541-8177.
WESTERN CONNECTICUT: WE SPECIALIZE in
affordable high-end! Adcom, Aragon, B&W 800 series,
Bedini, Mirage M- Iand M-3, Sony ES, Lexicon, Philips, Soundstream, HarmanilCardon, Kimber Kahle,
AudioQuest. Custom multi-room installations and
more. Hl-Fl Stereo Consultants, (203)748-0311.
AUDIOQUEST AND TRIPPLITE, names you can rely
on. Cable Concepts, service and pricing you can live
with. Call for pricing on professionally terminated
cables and new rack-mount AC-spike line filters and
conditioners. Cable Concepts, (614)761-8933, Fax
(614) 761 -8955.
VTL DELUXE 100 MONOBLOCKS, 11875; Spica
Angelus, 1725. All perfect. (205)871-9463 CST
CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We
buy and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized
dealers for B&K, Ariston, AR, Celestion, Parasound,
Counterpoint, etc The Stereo 7inding Outlet, 320 Old
York Rd., Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215)886-1650.

THE GREAT CLEARANCE SALE is back! B&K, Superphon, Audible Illusions, Lazarus, Magnum Dynalab,
British Fidelity, more; B&K Sonata MC-101 preamp
demo, 1600. Also featuring Focus, Ryan Acoustics,
ProAc, Musical Concepts, Apature, more. Stereo Consul:ante Lafayette IN Phone 3-10pm EST Mon. -Sat.
(317) 474 -9004.
RICHMOND AUDIO PRESENTS—Wadia Digital,
including Factory-authorized Wonder and Sidereal
capacitor upgrades for your Wadia power supplies;
also featuring Wadia 2000 and X-32 Processors, Barclay Cabernet, Bel, Pt..fectionist Audio, Duntech, MAS,
Cardas, Clarity, Tice Audio, and more Call for information or write Richmond Audio! Video, PO. Box
1111, Staten Island, NY 10314. (718)370-1916.
SOTA DELUXE STAR series 3(rosewood) vacuum,
clamp and flywheel. SME 309 toneami; Madrigal Carnegie 2cartridge. All only 6months old, 12300. Plus
two complimentary tickets to Hawaii or Bahamas,
good for two years. (800)547-4891, Bruce orlon.
ATI'ENTION MICHIGAN AUDIOPHILES! Audio illusions of East Detroit, MI presents these fine products:
3A Loudspeakers, Audible Illusions, Aragon, AudioQuest, British Built, Cogan-Hall, Chicago Stands,
Creek, Edison-Price, Haller, Heybrook, Ora, Pioneer
Video, Primare, Precise, Ryan, Revolvec SimplyPhysics,
Straight Wire, Sumo, Yankee, and much more!! Call
(313) 772-8822 for mom information.
STAX GAMMA ELECTROSTATIC headphones, Iyear
old, excellent condition, includes SRD6SB adaptor
box, $225. (212)832-3255.

›:•7:o TEMPORAL
CONTINUUM
TA

BS PRESENTS
A REVOLUTIONARY

TRANSFORMATION TEMPORAL
CONTINUUM SPEAKER CABLE
TH THE PATENTED TEMPORAL
CONTROLLER & TEMPORAL
CONTINUUM INTERCONNECT
IRE ABOUT OUR UNIQUE
AUOITON PLAN & FREE
CONTINUUM
I
.

HURE

90-'3232

JS

1CHILDRESS CT
BUR7DMVILLE,
MARYLAND 20866
(301)890-3232
FAX (301) 890-3819

MAS7ERCARD VISA AMV(
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The Esoteric Ear is your only
outlet for high end audio/video.
• 3huge dedicated soundrooms
• Only the finest AN componentry
•Afull selection of Audiophile LPs & CDs
•Friendly, honest, and expert consultation
Featuring:
VPI •SimplyPhysics •Aragon •Vandersteen
ET2 •Martin Logan •Prodigy •Audioquest
Krell •Counterpoint •Ortofon •Philips AA
Rotel •Krell Digital •Anodyne •Paradigm
Apogee •Straightwire •Magnum •Talisman
...and many more!

Mon/Tues
Wed-Fri
Saturday
Sunday

by appt
12-8ree
10-6pol
11-4pm

13158 Veteran's Memorial Pkwy

537-8108
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MMMMGOOD!
Magnum

FM Tuners

Mirage Loudspeakers

MIT

Cables

Mod Squad Products
Music Reference Tube Electronics

OMNI
SOUND
JeH Rowland Design Group
Eminent Technology
ASC Tube Traps
Well Tempered
Kimber Nable
Audtoquest
Clearauclio
PS Audio
Duntech
Camber
Souther
Proton
Grado
SOTA
MIT
Sort,'

Analogic Deno Group
Avalon Acoustics
Audible Illusions
Monster Cable
Wilson Audio
Forte' Audio
hlitty Gritty
Threshold
Spectrum
Athena
Onkyo
6 K
SPCA
Thiel
VPI
ES

For the sound mind.
542 North Highway 101
Leucadia. CA 92024
(619) 436-7692
11 am-6 pm Tuesday-Saturday
Wednesday evenings until 8 pm

OMNI SOUND
19020 Preston Road

Aud ipmmi
Cónnection
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
tvg surprise
BELLES RESEARCH
power amps -high current delivery
BRITISH FIDELITY DIGILOG
successful black box
CELESTION
now with ribbon technology—SUS. 600, 700,
7000 Ribbon, also The 3
COUNTERPOINT
electronics that speak for themselves
GARROTT CARTRIDGES
areviewer's tool
MAGNUM DYNALAB
when you're serious about FM
MERRILL
Heirloom Table & Stable Table
MOD SQUAD
Line drive affordable class A
meRcH
DP-6. UP-4 tonearms extraordinaire'
QUICKSILVER
agreat team' the preamp joins the monos
TARA LABS SPACE & TIME
amust with tube amps—call
TICE POWER BLOCKS & TITAN
both amust
VANDERSTEEN
the legend continues
2Ci, watch for The 3
(201) 239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave Vernira. NJ 07044
Call for fairest prices on accessories

Dallas, Texas 75252

(214)964-6654

Specializing In—.

Mini-Monitors
& Sub woofer Systems
Acoustic Energy • ludioquest • Audible
Illusions • AS(' • B&K •Sonata • Celestion
(ardas • (lasse' Audio • First Sound
KEF Custom • *Umber • Krell Digital
Lexicon • Entec • Epos • Mission/Cyrus
Magnum/Dynalab • Mod Squad • Merlin
Philips Audio! Video • Mks • llega •Si111.1
Sonus Faber •Stax •Sonrise •Sound
Anchor • Tera/ Video • Tara-Labs • Target
Tiffany • Velodyne • WIIT
EXPERT DOMESTIC
& FOREIGN SHIPPING
FOR INFORMATION OR APPOINTMENT
PHONE CONSULTATIONS

301-890-3232
FREE INFORMATIVE BROCHURE

JS

ONE CHILDRESS CE
Rt'RTONSVILLE.

'IRYLAND 20866
i
-IX 13011 890.3819
I
Al. MASTERCARD &AMERICAN EXPRESS
A•u•D•1•0
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KRELL KMA160/b UPDATED version, perfect, $6200;
Adcom GFP- 1A, $175; Magnepan MG1c, $525; Magnum Dynalab FTIO1BK w/wired remote, $600; ProAc
Studio Towers, rosewood, absolutely mint, $4800;
Energy R22BK wrEuget HJ15/3 stands, $850; ProAc
Kenya black Mini-Towers w /base, $1250; Pioneer
LD838 laser disc, $300; Pioneer CLD3030 w /jog
wheel, $850; Denon TU -767, $145; Linn Helix
w /stand, black vinyl, $850. 'nudes considered, we
will pay shipping. ContactJonatban orJobn at (201)
879-8373 days, orJonatban at (201)964-6758 eves.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:
Denon, Carver, Well-Tempered, NEC, Forte, Nakamichi R-DAT, Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc,
SCYTA, TDL Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster,
Straight Wire, Sour, Nakarnichi, NAD, Niles, Ortofon,
Sumiko, VPI, CWD, and morc. Professional consultation and installation. The Listening Room, 1305
Court Street, Saginaw, MI 48602. (517)792-3816
60 YEARS IN BUSINESS—WE MUST be doing something right. If it's amuch-in-demand audiophile product, we're likely to have it for immediate shipment.
Consult with one of our quiet experts or just order
US-warranteed components directly. Visa/MC. Ask
for Steve K. or Dan W, Square Deal, 456 Waverly
Ave, Patchogue NY 11772. (516)475-1857 or (800)
332-5369.
DENON 3300 CD PLAYER, $650; ICloss 10' projection TV model IA, $1400. (404)752-7772.
7"-1800' TAPES, Mylar, recorded with complete
operas, $200 for 120. (714)679-0173, CA.

Sound advice
without the price
(914) 666-0550
11:00am-6:00pm M-F
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(852) 369-9313.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: AudioQuest,
Barclay, Classé Audio, Grado Signature, Koetsu, Magnum Dynalab, Music Metre, ProAc, Reference Line,
Ryan Acoustics, Sansui/Vintage, Sumiko, Superphon,
Target, Wavetrace, NtEll-ltmpered. Custom cable terminations. Audio F-Itcelknce Liverpool, NY (315)4512707. Visa/MC/Amex.
ONICY0 A-8190 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER, mint condition, original box and manual, $200. (714)679-0173,
CA.
UNIVERSITY 312 TRI -AX SPEAKER, near mint, $75.
(714)679-0173, CA.
SOUNDCRAFISMAN PREAMP/EQUALIZER PE-2217,
$150. (714)679-0173, CA.
FORT WAYNE, IN—QUALITY HI-FI: B&K components, Ariston, Rotel, B&W loudspeakers, Spectrum,
Onkyo, Mod Squad Line Drive and Prism, Chicago
Speaker Stands, }Umber 'Cable, Audio-Technica, Linn
turntables and cartridges, Linn Loudspeakers, Arcici,
Vandersteen, Sound Organisation, PSE Electronics.
Three Rivers Audio, (219)422-5460.
QUICKSILVER PIFtEAMP, NEW $1250; Quicksilver KT88 amps, low use, mint, $1350; Clcaraudio Gamma
cartridge, new, $265. (214)369-8342.
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CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP

09g0 -999 Vl6

AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET

30-60% SAVINGS TO PURCHASE DIRECT from
Hong Kong! DAT, CD player, amplifiers, and accessories. Ask for pricelists with $2 postage. Winston
Camera & Radio Ca, Ltd., Mail Order Division, 55
Hankow Road, Hong Kong. NtE accept Visa/MC. Fax

Representing:
Apogee
B&K Audio
Bang & Olufsen
California Audio Labs
Celestion
conrad-johnson
Entec Forte'
Infinity Reference
Linn
Martin-Logan
Mirage MIT Cable
Jeff Rowland Design Group
SME
Shure Home Theatre
Sota
Theta Digital
Threshold
Vandersteen
Wadia
Wilson Audio plus CD's and LP's
By

Appointment

Financing
Closed

Credit

Delivery

Sun-Mon

11-9

Thursday

4119

Hillsboro

11-6
11-5

Pike

Cards

Set

Up

Tues -Wed
Fri-Sat

Nashville,

TN

615/297 -4700

21"

UNLIMITED
Audioquest

Upstate New York's Exclusive

MARK LEVINSON DEALER
Aragon /Arcam /Denon
Linn /Madrigal /Magnepan
Mirage Mi /Mission /NAD
Nakamichl /Soundstream
Thiel /Velodyne
Home trial program
for Monster Sigma
NakamIchl 1000 DAT/Processor
on display.

THE SOUND CONCEPT

B&K éModified B&K
Counterpoint
Dahlquist
Electrocompaniet
Eminent Technology
JSE Infinite Slope
Kinergetics
Lexicon
Monster Cable
Sony ES
Spica ... & More
"Established Since 1959"
"We hear Music with our Ears;
We listen with our Minds."

"Don' 'l A/11,-g The Performaece"

A. Angers, Founder

2314 Monroe Ave., Rochester, NY
(716) 442-6050
Mon-Fri Noon-9
Sat. 10-5
MC/VISA/AMEX/DIS

SOUND UNLIMITED

Fine Audio Components
We offer only two classes
of components:
STATE OF THE ART
STATE OF THE WALLET
We hope you agree that
nothing else really matters.

MUSE

THRESHOLD

VTL

APOGEE

MIRAGE

RYAN

HALES

VMPS

MERLIN
CAL

FORTE

ROTEL

WELL TEMP

SYSTEMDEK

THORENS

CARDAS

BRASFIELD

SHURE HTS

VERSA DYNAMICS

BENZ

EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY

GRADO

1937 W. 11th Street, Suite G
Upland, California 91786
(714) 982-8110
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169 Church St., Bristol, CT
(203) 584-0131

Texas' Finest
Audio Store
ADS •Analogic •Bryston
B&W •Carver •Classe
Duntech •Dynavector • Encore
Esoteric • Goldring •Hales •Janis
Krell •Krell Digital •Morch • MU
Oracle •Rega •Rote! • Snell
Sony ES •Target • Tice
Wadia Digital

Io

e

INSIGHT

Located In Dallas Texas
2141437-4167
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TORUMAT PRODUCTS AVAILABLE: TM-7XH improved LP cleaner-conditioner, it-2 electrical contact
Enhance4 lbnunat ilirnuble Mat and Clamp. Products
have been reformulated or redesigned for optimal performance Dealer inquiries invited. lbrumat Ca, 8081
Dick Cook Rd., Loomis, CA 95650, (916)652-6074.
REVIEWER CLEANS OUT HIS CLOSET: JVC BN-5
Biphonic processor, $100; Franklin mint One Hundred Greatest Recordings OfAll Time, $1200. Prices
include UPS shipping. Write to Bill Sommerwerck,
c/o Stereophile, 208 Delgado St., Santa Fe NM 87501.
1PAIR OF CONRAD-JOHNSON Premier Five monoblock amplifiers, 6months old, excellent condition,
$6000 OBO. (8/8)507-6034.
WILL PAY Highest-First tit and pick up! Tube Marantz, McIntosh, JBL, Altec, Tannoy, EV, Jensen, WE,
etc. (708) 310-0307.
BARCLAY CROCKER OPEN-REEL classical tape
library. Approximately 140, and afew Londons, $1000.
Call Ezra any time, (803)327-4849.
YAMAHA DSP-3000 DIGITAL SOUND field processor
and matching DSR- 100 Dolby Pro Logic processor.
Perfect new condition with all manuals and hardware,
only six months old. Sacrifice at $1375 for the pair
including shipping. Callfint at (414)673-7408 eves.
PERREAUX PMF5550, 500Wpc MOSFET power amp,
115 lbs., 220V peak to peak, 30 amps continuous current, will drive any known speaker, new sealed (list
$6500), $3197; Bedini 25/25 Phase II, pure class-A,
rare, $749. Ted, (803)798-0994, SC.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA AREA—MIT cable demo
sale. Speaker Cable: 8' pair MH750 w/WBT connectors, new $650, now $325; 8' pair MH7S0E, new
$795, now $500; 10' pair MH 750 Shotgun, new
$1095, now $600; Interconnect: 1m pair CVT, new
$1100, now $600; ly2m pair CVT, new $1200, now
$700. Only one of each product available. Audio Gallery, 1708 Shady Ave, Pittsburgh, PA 15217, (412)
521-9500.
McINIDSH-C24, $450; McINTOSH-MC-60s, $1500;
Thorens TD150 Mk.II, $300; Altai GX285D R/R deck,
$250. All in excellent, make offer on package deal.
Call (818)352-1858, leave message.
ORACLE DELPHI MMT SUMIKO, adjustable VTA,
$1400 new, $650 now, mint; Nakarnichi ZX-9, $650.
(313)949-4567.
CUTTING-EDGE LEADER IN D/A processing components, Altis Audio seeking qualified, competent
dealers. A true love for music with areal commitment
to your customers are our most important requirements. Unlimited factory support as well as excellent
national advertising campaign set to begin July 1990.
Interested dealers call (203)972-6027.
SIDEREALKAP. The SiderealKap was designed to be
the finest-sounding capacitor available for highquality audio reproduction systems. Find out what
the music lover's capacitor doesn't sound like. Free
literature and price information upon request. Dealer
inquiries invited. Sidereal Akustic, 9974 Scripps
Ranch Blvd., #120, San Diego, CA 92131. (619) 5784226, Fax (619)578-4059.

Fumphwerks' is afull-spectrum audio
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HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Central PA's high end audio shop
for the discriminating listener."

VANDERSTEEN eaeuu. MARTIn
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COUNTERPOINT Well Tempered Lab
MIT spICCI
IntinitY affirm research
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21 N. Market St.. Selinsgrove. PA •717.374-0150
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FumphwerksTM is adedicated,
premium quality service. You can expect
peerless service in your pursuit of music.
For busy discriminating people, this is not
only arequirement but also ajoy! Call or
pen for afree portfolio of services/fees and
be on your way to your highest expectations
in music service.
Fumphwerks"
co
P.O. Box 606
Excelsior, MN 55331
Toll free: 1(800) 55 Fumph'
Iie
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NEW AND IMPROVED EARS BY

TRY ANY CABLE

SERIOUSieenotA.-e-

NAKED

clua ,rtY leather
1
41% vEs

ésq Qs
,

CA N

Only The Cable Company
lets you compare all brands
in the privacy of your own
home*. Trust your ears,

CLARITy

Besi.

FOCUS
O'ilse ee
&gt
c ostR—
BUY

$24. 9,!
Great Gift!
AT HOME •CONCERTS •THEATER •LECTURES
THE ORIGINAL LISTENING ENHANCEMENT TOOL
We guarantee you will hear the difference!
Send check or money order for $24.95 to:
Serious Listeners P.O. Box 565 Burlingame, CA 94011
Phone Orders: 800-326-1201 Dealer inquiries welcome

SOUND THAT
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
AUDIO RESEARCH • B & W • CWD
GRADO • INFINITY-IRS BETA & GAMMA
LEXICON

• LUXMAN

MAGNEPAN

•

MIT

•

•

M & K

MONSTER

NAKAMICHI •ONKYO GRAND INTEGRA
PIERRE LURNE • SHURE SURROUND
SME • SOTA • SPECTRAL

• STAX

SUMIKO • SUMO • TERA • THIEL
VELODYNE • WADIA • WILSON WATT

SINCE 1968
-40E05111DM

EllECIROINIKS
(402) 397-4434
7511 Pacific • Omaha. NE 68114
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*39 Brands, 194 cable products.
*Interconnects, speaker cables,
power cords & most accessories.
*Free shipping on export orders.

(The Cable Company)
'CALL TOLL FREE FOR DETAILS:

1-800-FAT WYRE
or (215) 294-9576, or fax (215) 294-9586

MON-FRI

11-5 EST

VISA-MC

p.o. box 305, upper black eddy. pa 18972

j

CHICAGO P-_SPEAKERWORK q
designs & builds
LIMITED PRODUCTION
LOUDSPEAKERS
• World Class Performance
• Factory to You Pricing
• Save 30% to 40%

Counterpoint
VTL
B& K
Musical Concepts
Acoustat • Convergent Audio
Rogers • Fostex • VPI
PS Audio • Proton
& much more
5700 N. Western, Chgo 60659

312 -769-5640
Stere( tphile. :\ugum 1991)

QUAD ESL-63 SPEAKERS with Crosby Mods and
Arcici stands, $1100, excellent condition. (407)
267-3091.
ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS: 120V 0 12.5A
(1500W). New, unused, $200 plus shipping. See SterecobileVol.13 No.4, p.165 for sonic benefits. Paul,
(219) 485- 4641.
SEVEN PAIRS OF TARA LABS lm Pandora Series
interconnects—TARKs best, $200/pr. (206)322-6846.
QUAD ESL-63 SPEAKERS, latest, $1795; Quicksilver
preamp, $1195; KT88 monoblocks, $1295. Ernig (916)
922-2391 or (916)324-7118.

VTL 225S, LATEST PRODUCTION, absolutely brand
new, lifetime warranty, $3600. Ibm, (201)930-9700,
ext. 320, 10am-6pm EST
MIT, MAS MASTERLINK, OCOS, Cardas cables, custom terminations, Camacs, XLR balanced, highflexibility tonearm sets; Clements Speakers, Vendetta
Research, custom Shallcross volume controls; Under
Caps/solder/wire; all types of audio connectors,
tonearm and chassis wires; NAVCOM; Ibne Cones,
many accessories/mod parts, $1 catalog ($3 overseas).
Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937. (415)
669-7181.

FREE SHIPPING FROM in/between audio: Gold Acto,
AudioQuest, Aural Symphonics, Apature, Esoteric
Audio, Space and Time, WBT, QED, SimplyPhysics,
Dynavector, Chesky, Nitty Gritty, and more For more

REDISCOVER FM STEREO—Informative booklet on
how to improve your FM reception. Free for the asking
from the "FM Specialists" at Magnum Dynalab, 6509
n•ansit Rd. #H1, Bowmansville, NY 14026, or call
(800) 448-8490.

in/between needs, call (503) 638-5767 for afree
catalog

SONY CDP-R1 CD PLAYER—truly one of the best
available, only $3995, new demo model with full 3-

QUAD TUBE SYSTEM, boxed, f300; Quad Electrostatic speakers, £400; Michell Hydraulic Reference
turntable and arm, £175. Wanted: Krell ICSA 50, Apogee Duettas. England, 011-44-661-852874 bomg or
011-44-91-2613647.
HIDE YOUR CABLES! Custom wood baseboard moldings (patent pending) keep high-end performance
with 100% Wife Acceptance Factor. Fit any decor. For
complete information, send self-addressed stamped
envelope. Dealers welcome. The Bob Wood Organization, PO. Box 9001, IVoodlands, TX 7738 7-9001.

audio
specialists inc.
Northern Indiana's Oldest
High-end Audio Dealer
Sota •VMPS •STAX
Counterpoint •NAD
Bang (St Olufsen •Carver
Nakamichi •Wharfedale
Onkyo •Spica •Fried
Last •AKG •Straight Wire
Denon Professional
Warranted Pre-owned
Equipment Available!
the electronics store!
401 N. Michigan •South Bend, IN 46601
(219) 234-5001
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year warranty starting date of purchase. Contact Reggie
at (713)523-2900.
MAGNUM DYNALAB UPDATE PROGRAM. Factory
upgrading to "Etude" specification available for FT101 models. See your authorized dealer or call/write
for information. Magnum Dynalab, 6509 eansit Rd.,
Bowmansville, NY 14026, (800)448-8490.
PYRAMID T-1 RIBBON TWEETERS, $475; Nairn NAP
120 40W stereo amplifier, $175. Excellent condition,
original packing and instructions. Eves, (305) 432 0781; days. (305)552-372 7.

5lum & lidro System for ¡he \oticr & lonnotssrur

,auant
Aubin x: Ube()
Consultancy -GLOOM Systems -Acoustic Treatment
Installation •Retail
Apogee •Arcici • Audio Prism
AudioQuest • Basis • Benz • Cardas
Chesky • Chicago Speaker Stand • Classe'
Clearaudio • Cogan Hall • Creek • Delos
Distech • Dorian • Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology • First Sound • Garth
Garrott • Harmonia Mundi • Klyne
Lantana • Last • Lectron • Magnan
Merrill • Mod Squad • Mogami • Morch
Nestorovic • Neutrik • Opus3 • Pro Ac
Q ED • Rega • Reference Recordings
Sequerra • Sheffield Lab • Sims • Sumiko
Superphon • Tara Labs • Target
Tice Audio • Vendetta Research • VMPS
Wadia • Water Lily • WB T • and More

(800) 628-0627
Princeton Jct., NJ. 08550
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The Ultimate Satellite...

...Vader

Rare Records Ltd.

We buy and sell

LP vinyl records

.. is part of the
Premier System One.
Audition in your home.
For details, call

Over 100,000 titles in stock

1-800-346-9183 or write
Audio Concepts, Inc.
901 South Fourth Street,

Mail ordt rs accepted

La Crosse, WI 54601.
FAX 1-608-784-6367.

G&A Rare Records, Ltd.
139 West 72nd Street
New York, NY 10023
(Between Broadway and
Columbus Ave.)
212 877-5020

PRESTON
TRAIL
AUDIO
ON

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL CA
For heights and depths no words can reach.
Music is the soul's own speech.

DISPLAY

eiliety

Apoge B&W Beyerdynamics Boston
CAL Classé Counterpoint CWD
Denon Infinity Lexicon Luxman
Mark-Levinson Monster Phillips Rote!
Shure SOTA Stax Velodyne

CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS
SURROUND SOUND
PRESTON TRAIL AUDIO

DALLAS, TX
(214)248-9104
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FINE STEREO COMPONENTS
BRASFIELD • CARDAS AUDIO
CLASSÉ AUDIO • CLEARAUDIO
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY • HALES
MAGNUM DYNALAB •SOTA & MORE
Convenient to reach
from anywhere in California

209 298-8888
11

tppointincot ill Fresno
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(SI udio IteGges

Day Sequerra
Counterpoint
Naim Audio
Hafler
Belles

Eastern Pa's Premier High Eiul
Audio Specialists

B& W
Energy

ames..>

AudLuxman
ioquest
Systemdek
Velodyne
Lexicon
Straightwire
Proton Video
California Audio Labs
Sonance • Denon • VP1 • Dual
Sumiko •Navcom • Tweek
...and the east's exclusive
Prophile dealer.
215-391-1200
•

5980 Hamilton Blvd •Wescosville, PA 18106

Your Most Valuable
Component
You are undoubtedly aknowledgeable Audiophile, or
you would not be
reading this magazine. But shopping for a new
component can
be avery frustrating experience. Lack of expertise on the part of many audio salespeople is commonplace, and hype seems to have replaced
honesty. Let's change that; call me today (I anever
all calls personally) for arespite from mediocrity.
Ithink you will be pleasantly surprised with my
philosophy of doing business. -Galen Carol
Convergent Audio Vendetta •Atma-Soteres •SME •
Stax Merlin •
Sonographe •Mod Squad •Mapienoll •
K•
Ouicksilver •Superphon •
Audible Illusions Kindel •ASC •
Sumiko •Magnum Dynalab Kinergetics
Apogee• Ouad •Threshold •Counterpoint •SOTA
•Classe •
WATT Aragon Eminent Technology •
VPI
California Audio •
Meitner •Spica •and many morel
We carry virtually all cable, cartridge and accessory
lines •Free Informative Newsletter Monthly specials on
new, used and demo equipment

Galen Carol Audio
P.O. Box 17562 San Antonio, TX 78217 512-494-3551
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ACCENT ON MUSIC—Westchester, NY: Linn, Naim,
Regs, Arcam, Creek, Epos, Rotel, LPs, CDs. Hear the
difference for yourself in our properly set-up singlespeaker demo rooms. Our care and attention to detail
includes house calls. 175 Main St., Mt. Kisco, NY
10549. (914)242-0747.
SAN DIEGO AREA: Merlin Signature speakers, the new
Hales speakers (both Cardas -wired), Cardas cables,
Convergent Audio preamps (that marvelous C.A.T.),
Wingate, Bedini, '(BA amps, First Sound passive linelevel preamps (superb), Benz, Sound Anchor. Demos
and trade-ins occasionally. Audio Archives, (619)
455-6326.
COUNTERPOINT SA20 STEREO AMP, latest model;
lUyne SK6 stereo preamp (line section only). Any reasonable offer. (201)687-9287.
ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS OUR SPECIALTY! Factory-direct pricing! Full warranty and money-back
guarantee. Factory-sealed. Enjoy the finest at the
lowest possible price! For more information, call or
write: David Lucas, Inc, Dept. Se 924 Hutton Rd.,
Oakmont, PA 15139, (412)828-9049.
ATTRACTIVE CD STORAGE areality. Handcrafted,
visually striking solid-oak freestanding shelf unit holds
440 discs. Available in three stain finishes, this unique
design is abest buy at the factory-direct price of $195
plus shipping. Unconditional money-back guarantee. Visa/MC. Photo/Literature: Juniata Design, Inc,
R.D.3, Box 183, Ebensburg, PA 15931, or call (814)
472-9295 M-F, 8-3 EST

Achieving sonic realism.
Audio by Design was

Angstrom •Apogee

lovers
and musicians with the

Ariston •BK

simple goal of offering

California Audio Labs

created by music

the highest level of
musical accuracy
possible.
We offer complete
systems from less than

$800 to slate-of-the-art
audiophile and roomto-room remote
systems.
Specialists in
design and installation
of all your audio/video
needs.

AUID
pesf
ip

Conrad-Johnson
Lexicon
Magnum Dynalab
MB/Otant
Meridian •Mirage
Monitor Audio
NAD •PS Audio
Role' •SOTA
STAX •Threshold
Van den Hul
Well-Tempered Labs

1000 Bristol Street North
Newport Beach. CA 92660

714/851-0112

LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve
tracking, excellent cleaning. See Stereophile review,
December 1986, p.41. 121.95 per kit. Check/MO to
Rawl! Lubricant Ca, Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV
89132.
CLASSICAL LP SALE: New Imports: EMI SLS, ASD,
Decca SET, small quantity Lyritas. Pacific Vinyl, 8306
Wilshire Blvd. #856, Beverly Hills, CA 90211, (213)
280-3584. Also available: new Japanese rock, jazz,
soundtracks, classical LPs (including King Records
Super Analog reissues).

WANTED: BOOK AUDIO ALTERNATIVE: The Definitive Guide lb High Fidelity by Mark Ibbak (Ibbey Publishers, 1975). Condition? Price? I. Kohn, 65 Amelia
Ave, Livingston, NJ 07039.
TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR QUALITY LP and CD collections! Classical, Audiophile (RCA, Mercury, London,
EMI, Lyrita, more), jazz, rock, many others. No collection too large! USA's greatest used/new/collector
shop stocks over 100,000 LPs. Princeton Record
Exchange 20 South 7islane St., Princeton, NJ 08542,
(609)921 -0881.
WANTED: TANNOY SPEAKERS, tube Maranta, vintage collectibles—all in any condition; ARC, Levinson,
Krell. Trade. Marantz #5 Serial 2709 and 2710; Maranta
#9, front plates and logos, mint; Tannoy drivers and
parts. (718) 387-7316 or (718) 384-4667, NY
WANTED: McINTOSH MC 2125 power amplifier,
good/excellent condition. Call (81E) 568- 1754.

AUDIOPHILE LPs OUT OF PRINT—Mobile Fidelity,
Nautilus, CBS, A&M, Sweet Thunden MCA. Half-speed
masters, Japanese, sealed and open. (603)692-7214,
Somersworth, NH.
MERCURY CD REISSUES START in October! However,
I'm still paying top dollar for mint-condition original LP pressings. Randall Goldman, Bay 1, Kenilworth, IL 60043.

Wanted
CASH FOR USED PWR/PREAMP—ARC, Levinson,
Krell, PS Audio, Threshold, and Conrad-Johnson in
good condition. Simply ship in UPS/COD. Call CA,
(209)298-7931 or Fax (209)297-0359, Sennie.

-100""niNib-1
•

USED SPECTRAL, SEQUERRA METS 8W and ribbons;
Velodyne 1200; Koetsu; high-end cables; ARC or VTL
monos. (201) 798- 2745.

The best record rack in America

WANTED: TRAC Z-7000 cassette deck. Will consider
trade for llindberg TCA 3014A cassette deck. George
(216)773-7328 after 6pm.

Free madorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)

Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133

WANTED: Original HEN/RR 1st CD. "Completist,"
Pa Box 5529, Santa Fg NM 87502.

LOS

AN

r
LBeverly Hills Audio
....EXCITE/41Ni

IN

SOUND

For records, tapes and CDs.

LPs/CDs/Tapes
AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-of-print
direct-to-disc, halfspeed, Quiex II, and Import Pressings. Great selection of in-print records and CDs AIR,
Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson,
and many more. Quantity discounts Call for free catalog. Elusive Dise 5346 N. Guiljoni Avg, Indianapolis, IN 46220, (317)255-3446.

GELES
Surround Sound Specialists
Custom Installation
McIntosh

Naim

Nakomichi

Creek

Linn

Magnum

Mirage

B+K

Lexicon

Rego

8950 West Olympic Boulevard, Suite 202, Beverly Hills, CA 90211 • (213) 276 -2001
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted.
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write: Nelson 8
Associates, 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
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THE FINAL WORD
Stereopinles September issue will cover the

McCormick Center Hotel tor high-end exhibit

new-product introductions and general carry-

purposes—the corridors were too narrow, the

ings-on at the recently ended Chicago Consumer Electronics Show in detail which per-

fire stairs too few CES did its best, but the result

haps seems excessive (even 1sometimes think
it goes on too long). Yet CES is aprofound ritual

was alarge number of 10' by 10' booths, plus
some ca 14' by 24', ceiling-less prefab rooms,
with costs higher than any previous show. The

for high-end audio.

result was massive desertion of official CES in

The CES used to be touted as the largest trade
show in the country, even the world. Even
former CESes, with their announced 100,000+

favor of hotels all over Chicago, two to five
manufacturers at atime. (Luckily, 30 or 40
manufacturers found acrowded home together

attendance, wouldn't be able to hold onto that

at the Chicago Historical Society to create an

title these days, with COMDEX and other com-

alternate focus point.) One of our editors spent

puter shows easily exceeding those numbers.
This year's Chicago show, however, plumbed

awhole day visiting four hotels and atotal of
five manufacturers! Even with all the casting

new depths in both attendance and morale.

about, most exhibits at this show were "dry"
—no sound.

Announced attendance was between 50 and
55,000, afull 30% lower than the previous

Iapplaud the resourcefulness of all these col-

gathering in Las Vegas. Such adrop inevitably

leagues, but there's ahuge missing (and crucial)

breeds an ominous atmosphere—even those
who attended were asking themselves why
they'd come, since so many had stayed away.

element: afeeling of community. The manufacturers, distributors, dealers, and reporters at this
end of the audio business make up agroup of

You might think these figures irrelevant to
high-end audio, but the same thing keeping

individuals whose primary motivation is the
same as yours—truly fine, realistic reproduc-

away the low -fi, cellular-phone, and calculator

tion of music in the home. Those who stick

people also kept high-enders away: flat sales

around, of course, have agood head for making

and no profits. In addition, resourceful mid -

money as well, but they'd probably make alot
more in some other field.

fi manufacturers, perhaps in anticipation of a
lackluster showing in Chicago, staged numerous company shows in various parts of the
country just prior to the show, to which key
dealers were invited. Some high-end companies
—Madrigal, for one—are moving in this direction as well, with dealer visits to the factory

Which brings me to the ritual. The high end
is about making good sound. You spend all
year trying to get your equipment to sound
good, then you mice it to apublic forum so people can see what you've done Dealers tour the

replacing the trade function of show attendance

rooms looking and listening for products that
will motivate consumers to do what dealers

Most exhibitors put on abrave face, reporting

love most: BUY! These dealers circulate and

excellent contacts made with those who did
show up, especially international distributors.

talk, magazine writers do the same thing, manufacturers themselves get about and see what

In truth, it was easier to make contact with the
people who count, there being so many fewer

munication. But not this year, with the paltry

people in each room. And, judg,ing from the

attendance and terrible diffusion.

Stereopbile booth, good traffic could be had—
the just-released, corrected version of our lést
CD sold out fast.
The early and mid-'80s saw numerous successful Chicago shows in hotels such as the
Pick Congress, the Hilton, the Americana Congress (same as the Pick), the Blackstone, and,
finally, the McCormick Center Hotel. In 1990,

the other guys are doing—it's abig group com-

The last five yews have seen nothing but criticism of CES by the high end for how poorly
they treat us. In truth, the high end has failed
to take responsibility for itself in these trade situations. I'd like to announce that this show was
the nadir, the shock finally severe enough to
let everyone know it can't go on. I'm confident
that CES will right itself and do what's neces-

though, CES was frustrated in its attempt to find

sary for the high-end audio community. After

a"home" for Specialty Audio. Chicago's Fire
Marshall had (probably wisely) ruled out the

all, we need our fix—we gotta have it.
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Finally,
aCD player
that reproduces
all of the music,
not just bi$
and bytes of it.
AXX:M

A

dcom's new GCD-575 Compact Disc Player has been
worth waiting for. Now there's aCD player with
analog audio circuits as advanced as its digital stages.
Featuring ano-compromise Class "IV audio section, the
GCD-575 is the first affordable CD player that delivers the
long anticipated technical benefits of digital sound. So visit
your authorized Adcom dealer and listen to all of the
music...not just bits and bytes of it.

ADCOrs/I
fine stereo components

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5

LISTEN UPA
BLUE STREAK
AudioQuest speaker cables will make you think you're
hearing all your music for the first time.

00
Awlbowel

00

AudioQuest F-14 uses four solid
conductors in apractical and inexpensive configuration. Strand interaction
is eliminated, skin-effect and

resistance are kept
to reasonable levels, the
performance is glorious and
the price is practically free.

AudioQuest Cobalt uses Hyperlitz•
conductors. This patent pending
design virtually eliminates magnetic and
electrical interaction between strands
while allowing for alarge cross sectional
area (AWG) with no skin-effect induced distortion. Best of all, every strand has identical
geometry and electrical characteristics so that
no discontinuity is introduced to the music signal.
These two blue cables and all the AudioQuest designs
sound much more dynamic, dimensional and focused than
the competition's. The midrange and highs are sweeter,
more extended and less "confused"
sounding. while the bass is tighter and
better defined. All the AudioQuest cables
(speaker, interconnect and video) use very cost
effective designs which give you an absolutely
incredible improvement at aminimal cost.
The proof is in the listening — please listen
for yourself. When you do you'll replace your current
cables with AudioQuest cables and rediscover
your entire music collection.

Audoo0uest Cobalt

Call today for the AudioQuest dealer nearest you.

audioquest
Tel: 714 -498-2770

Fax: 714 .498 .5112

PO. Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92672 USA

